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ONE “I Dream, Therefore I Am Consciousness.”

1 · By way of beginning yet again, this is the book of the genesis, of the generation of dreams
begotten yet by dreams, still begotten by desire and chased and destroyed by still more
desires, dreams crashing into a gleaming darkness where earth and sky are still the same
but where space itself is suddenly collapsed into a black box-like cube,
2 · From out of the darkness of our prehistory, illuminated by the record of time, comes
Sahelanthropus, from the Ardipithecus group of hominids, beginning the history of our
bipedalism some 6 million years or 300,000 generations ago. These hominids were a fruit of
the branching divergence from the common ancestor of the Gorillini line, that of the
African great apes, and the Hominini line, the line which would eventually lead to us. It
would be 2 million years before our ancestors in the Australopithecus group would be able
to spend most of their time in an upright posture. Bipedalism, which predates large brains,
favored a rewiring of cerebral blood flow into a gravity-assisted irrigation network. Such a
posture changed the way cooling blood flowed into and out of the brain. The vascular systems of early bipeds became reoriented so that cranial blood flowed through a growing network of veins, delivering blood to the vertebral plexus, away from the internal jugular vein
in response to gravity, changing the hydrostatic pressure, and acting as a radiator that
released a thermal constraint on brain size. The dawn of technology began 3.3 million years
ago in the form of stone tools, constituting the beginnings of the transformation of nature
into an object. For 2.5 million years pre-Homo and early Homo-species would use such
stone tools to cut, pound, and crush natural food sources, as well as to source new such
tools. The loss of body hair due to the evolution of complicated sweat glands freed up the
mouth and vocal chords as there was no longer a need to pant. 1.6 million years ago there
were more than a dozen species of archaic humans living in Africa; we alone remain. By
800,000 years ago technology had expanded to include the hearth, that is, the control and
containment of fire, the uses of which involved the cooking of food, making it easier to
digest. With the ease of digestion the need for large guts was significantly diminished and
from roughly 800,000 to 200,000 years ago the brain size of proto-human species grew in a
direct relation to the shrinking of their digestive systems. With the increase in brain size
came first the increased use of symbols and symbolization, from body adornment and
speech, to the earliest art and the earliest calendars in the form of records of regularly recurring phases of the moon. This led, 12,000 or so years ago, to the cultivation and breeding of
certain plant and animal species. Humans, the species in the Homo family and eventually
Homo sapiens sapiens, would appear at the later end of the chain of Hominid species. The
earliest anatomically modern human fossils date from just circa 200,000 years ago. It’s the
case that we’ve merely benefited from and are continuing the cultural and physical evolution which began 6-7 million years ago with our pre-human ancestors. Of course, this is all
subject to change as new discoveries are made,
3 · For before David and all the Kings of Israel, even before Abraham and his line and
the rulers of Egypt before them, there existed a type of cell division, meiosis, unknown
though it was, that produced gametes, or sex cells, sperm and egg. It was then and remains
now a process of cell division in which the number of chromosomes in the cell are halved. It
is part of a life cycle that involves sexual reproduction because it allows the genes of two
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parents to be combined without the total number of chromosomes increasing. This gives
rise to variation and is an important part of sexual reproduction. The variation produced
is inherited, which means that ultimately change can take place,
4 · Here then is the family and the tree of one thus anointed by change, by so much
which has been lost; from the use of stone tools by Homo habilis, technology which actually predates the genus Homo; to the migration out of Africa of Homo erectus and with
them stone or pebble tools; to the controlled use of fire by Homo erectus seu sapiens; to the
stone tools, wooden spears, sophisticated culture, symbolic language, and simple rock and
wood dwellings of Homo heidelbergensis; to neolithic settlements in East Central Europe
where once Homo neanderthals and Homo sapiens overlapped and interbred, carrying
with them both Denisovan DNA as well as DNA from an unknown species; from those lost
forever in the millennia after millennia that followed in the rise of our species, the greatest
story yet to be told; from those who carved petroglyphs in quartzite caves hundreds of thousands of years ago; to the mobiliary art, only slightly younger, from the Middle East and
North Africa; to that small group of humans, perhaps as few as 100, who 85,000-90,000
years ago crossed the Red Sea into Arabia and from which all non-African humans today
are descended; following great gaps in the pre-historical record to the cave and eggshell
engravings from 60,000-70,000 years ago; from Neanderthal cave paintings and mobiliary
art from Europe from 30,000-64,000 years ago; to five-hole flutes carved in bone from
35,000 years ago; to those who produced the great variety of ‘Venus’ figurines from 35,000
to 10,000 BCE, carved from soft stone, bone, ivory, and clay (there are those who find
etched in the form of these figurines a type of ‘astronomical’ writing which serves to trace
lunar eclipses), as well as to those who, during the same period, produced the paintings in
the caves at Chauvet and Lascaux; these mark some of the beginnings of figurative representation and art; to those who inscribed calendric markings onto an eagle bone, to those
who inscribed such markings onto a baboon fibula– calendars, lunar calendars etched onto
bone, are one of the earliest forms of the symbolic, in a sense, early forms of writing, tracing
the phases of the Moon, the intellectual act of perceiving cycles, of noticing how things
repeat; from 25,000 years of painting and sculpture and music and language; to approximately 7,000 years ago in Romania where the earliest example of the high-heat melting of
copper was found; from beyond that archeological horizon to the Finno-Ugaric tribes from
the region between the river Volga and the Ural Mountains, bringing with them the revolution of farming to the hunter-gatherer cultures, as well as the language which would
become the basis for nearly all European languages; to the Roman occupation of Dacia;
from the Celtic Isles, far in the western sea, the land of the Pict and Celt, of those who
carved maps of the moon into rock, and where ferocious warriors refused the great might of
Rome and were celebrated by the Chroniclers and Bards who experimented with the concepts of time and memory, dream and reality, and where Druid Priests, through stone circles and caves, entered the bowels of the Earth; to the Great Age of Migrations, which at last
brought the Seven Tribes out of the steppes of Ukraine into the Carpathian Basin; from
those who for centuries waged, suffered and endured war and inquisition, lived through
plague, famine, and pestilence, to those who faced the same again,
5 · Born into the vast and present tradition of the Book, for we are of the Book, the
children, the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve, of Abraham and Sarah, Moses,
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Ruth, and Esther, David, Solomon, and Jesus, Joseph and Mary, family namesakes
which seek to bridge so many missing years, so many centuries even, so many gaps,
breaks, and disruptions in thought and memory, in all the searching and seeking anew:
as consciousness is something tremendous to bear, we live in the vision and the project of
the Book,
6 · In sum, a child appears like the dusting of eternity: and all the generations, stretching backwards without end, and all those that followed, they shall be bound unto the
end, unto all the begotten, and shall be judged by them,
7 · The story of the birth goes like this…Start from the beginning and tell me everything…In the beginning there was only one: one being, one state, one totality, the entire
universe collapsed in upon itself. A darkness, a curvature so complete, so closed, that everything was in a single place, yet untouchable. A homogeneity, a density of matter which
allowed for no differentiation...This is the real story, what is it that you remember?..Well,
you needn’t worry, this too is subject to change,
8 · Haven’t you heard, this is how it’s told and retold: when they first met she was
engaged to be married to another man. So, unbeknownst to anyone, they quietly
eloped, fleeing to where his elder brother lived. It was whispered over and again and the
gossip wondered, who was the father? But the ensuing marriage quieted such speculation,
9 · They moved in order to escape hardship and suffering. Bad luck and enmity had followed them and a voice overheard in a dream advised them to seek a new life, a fresh
start elsewhere. So, having been awakened from their sleep, they left, and he was not
intimate with her until after the child was born,
10 · Or rather our simple story begins this way: birth after birth and death after death.
This is the very memory of time, that which culminates in and confounds the planet
and, as with gravity, follows its own established path. Or rather our simple story is
nothing more than an extended genealogy, life after life and loss after loss: a tragic trajectory, the self-same tale of the next thousand years as it was, is, and will be,
11 · The story of the birth goes like this…Start from the beginning and tell me everything…Rich germ-like matter floating through vastness beyond measure, inexorably drawn
by forces unseen, a refracted darkness sending fierce pulses of molecular fire into the rich
abyss of life, a spark driven by a twirling tail finally appearing in an oasis of light: such are
the facets of this life, screaming and yawning all in the same breath…This is the real story,
what is it that you think you’ve forgotten?..Well, you needn’t be concerned, this too is
subject to change,
12 · When she was very young she dreamed of having a child, a boy, and she dreamed
of having it by the Father. So when the time came she was prepared in her mind with
desire and she remembered without remembering when she met him,
13 · For the first six weeks the human child cries with an immobile tongue and a fixed
supralaryngeal area at the back of the pharynx, at six weeks the tongue starts to be freed
and in the beginning there is coughing, crying, cooing, laughing, a mouth making the
shape of m sucking at a breast, and then come short melodic vowel-like sounds, controlled vocal-play, reduplicated babbling, variegated babbling, and then performative
melodic utterances full of intonation, rhythm, and melody, combinations of sounds
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that seem word-like, followed by holophrases, first words, word combinations, itembased constructions, abstract constructions, and finally, sentences,
14 · Nm-nm-nm-nm · tongue slidinside lips, pressingums toothlesslappin mouth, Nmnm-nm · lipsmack tongue rings loosin mouth, Nm-nm-nm · tongue rubbin cheeksuckin
push forward to open mouth exposin, tongue retreatsmilin,
15 · Cradled and held, the mother engrossed in her child: here’s another infant alone at
its mother’s breast. An enveloping illumination bathes them in its soft glowing warmth
as the child empties her from the inside out, life flowing from one to the other,
16 · A hollow plug is sucked deep into a mouth, a long dark worm pushesuckin itself outside of itself. Abreast a breast compressed in darkness, a warm clammy mollusk grips a face,
sliding itself along its cheek, finally reaching its mouth and attaching itself there,
17 · Reaching, you grab the breast which is attached to you as you are not yet separate
from it or from the mother, you are still one until a presence will appear, drawing your
mother’s attention away from you and you will learn what it is to lack, to no longer
possess what allows for satisfaction, and you will cry out,
18 · A gaze capturing gaze floating unmoored, unattached, a bright point of light gathering, concentrating, floating as a voice floats unattached across a darkness, the black
air clean and crisp, with a brightness all its own, born of space and emptiness; a voiding
of the bowels, the flow of some piss,
19 · “You’re so cute.” That’s how they hang you. A clever little cartoon caught on the
point of a star shining brighter than all of the darkness surrounding it, glimmering like
crystals of black sugar stuck in the sky,
20 · Bubbles appear and pop on lips, between lips, tiny little bubbles as breath passes
through lipsmackin, cooin lips and tongue’s pleasure, pressin releaseslipslick stickin bubble,
jaw flexin, lips roll out suckin, breath passes,
21 · Eh...Eh · head jerks cockin, Well, aren’t you the noisy little one · hands fists clench
press shakin spasmodic clenchin unclench, Oou · mouth brightens eyes open wide, Now
don’t you just want to be a part of everything · smile descendin bright,
22 · Without there being anything else but oneness, when everything belongs to the same,
all relations break down. Such is the fate of each of us, we are only ever one before we come
into being. But we are never just one alone, we begin by sharing an internal landscape, a
landscape which becomes the very seat of loss,
23 · Looking at them, can you now even imagine what a pure, unformed body must feel
like? A body with absolutely no control, not of limbs, nor sphincters, nor tongue, coupled with an inability to even know which muscles to use to do so? A body just emerging, yet with all the constituent parts, overflowing with uncontrollable pulses and fantastically frightening drives, punctuated by swirling, captivating pleasure and starryeyed startling perceptions? Can you imagine that the image of their body hasn’t been
imprinted on their body yet? It’s as though the shape of their body hasn’t entered them
yet,
24 · Wide smile shapes mouth, eyes liftin, spillinglows laughter, Aha-Aha · brightness lights
eyes, Aha · hands armswing clumsy clap misses legs kick out curl back out kickin,
25 · The body is what keeps comin in and goin out: fast fart fillin slow warmth hand anus
squeezes pleasure, solid warmth passes, Brrr-p · gaspin breath screams, cryin fits grasp legs
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kick out and stiffen, fuelin warmth behind eyes bright white light glarin, open breath
enterin pushin out collapsin catches breath leavin,
26 · Lipushes rollslickissesmackin, pullin pushin breathin vocal wail deepin stomachingaspin chest pushin out, Ehhhh-heh · deepingaspin, Ehh-h-h · hands descendingrab,
diaphragm spasmin pushin pulsin air past lips, partinhale launchingraspresence, losingone
back,
27 · He’s been talking like crazy all morning...I actually think he’s trying to tell us something · quizzin eyes, A-yee-a...Yee-a...Yee-a · lipsputtersplatter vibrate tongue tinglesticklin
warmth cheek tinglesswallowarmsalternatin spasmatic jerks, Is he saying something · lips
pursin puckersound is ridden out low vibration pulses catchin, Ah-bah-yay, Ah-bah-yay ·
arms flailin hands clenchingrasp, eyes widenin amazement,
28 · Oh your cheeks, your cheeks are like red ripe apples, I just want to eat them, to eat
them right up · drawn in warm fills out guts glows rich crisp rush in black in head, Oh, I’ll
eat you up, you’re so cute, so gorgeous, I just want to, goosey-goosey-goo, eat you right
up · blows in blood fleeces cheeks in suckin warmth membrane · Oh you’d taste so good, a
ripe juicy apple, so sweet and juicy · cradled gulp covers shiftin different samenesses stiffenin, I just want to take a big bite out of you · clingin flesh stick, slow wave massespillin
fluid filled solid jiggles,
29 · Pale bitin yellow blanket suckin into mouth, lips grasp pullin, Mmm-Mmm · coatin
warmswallow, pullskin off in mouth, Mmm-Mmm · coatin warmswallow, Mmm-Mmm ·
skin cling coatingasp sloughskin warmswallow, cryingaspin air cryin eyes pressin shut,
screamin reddened face gasps air, hands grasp clenchingraspullin howlin droolin, spittin up
bubbly milk curdles sour on chin,
30 · A baby suckling at its mother’s breast, cradled, swaddled, her gaze caressing and
illuminating it with an enveloping glow. The whole of the mother’s chest seems to collapse into the face of the infant, consuming it, as admirers gather and gaze at the scene.
Meanwhile a dog sits patiently at her feet in rapt attention,
31 · Pp-ppp-pp · lipsputter eyestarin soft past, Mm-Mm-Mm-Mm · mouth covers nipplesuckin cheeks lips grip, Smck · lipsurround a, Mm-Mm-Mm · suckin warm presence,
Smc-Smc-Smc-Mm-Mm · lips graspin tongue pressin, a,
32 · It’s a part of you, attached to you, but it moves around your body, it doesn’t have a
single site like any other organ, it travels around your body all the while remaining
attached to you, first on your cheek, then on your chest, then on your arm, then your
groin, then your leg, like some lump of flesh, a growth or some strange mollusk,
33 · Eh-pleh · handsin fistin clench presshakin spasmodiclench and unclench, Eh-pleh ·
lipsplatter, mouth brightens, eyes widenin openin, Ay-yay-ay-yay · lipsputtersplatter
vibrant vibratin tongue tinglesticklin warmth, cheek tingleswallowarmspasmodic jerkin,
Ay-yay · arms pushin down,
34 · A violent cursive fist pushes past his lips as her nipple crawls over to him, forcing itself
into a hole in his body, emptying itself. Warm liquid bleeds from a stiff pulse flooding his
mouth alive with its presence, sliding down his throat, filling his guts. A warm voice echoes
all the way down: the other is the same and proximity comes back pointing to itself, belching, screaming, screeching, spitting up smelly bubbly milk in a sour curdle. Chin face presses
eyes closed as a mouth opens screaming, gasping, forcing out gasping sobs, gasping: a
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mouth finds a nipple and sucking in settles, cheeks breathing, eyes that drift shut sucking
in, breaths shortening, M-mmm-mmm-mmm · calmin,
35 · You just can’t stop now · face purseshakes armshoulders, Bah-mah, bah-mah · legs
arms jerkin uprightin high chairockin, I know that look, I bet you have dirty diapers · risintone, reachin pullin diaper away, waftsmell up, U-uff, that’s definitely dirty · carry baby
settin down pullin, reachin pullin diapers down legs, Mah-pay bah-pay · fallin declarative
tone, Aren’t you the little one · risintone, Talkin away like that, maybe you’re startinto get
it, even if you don’t know it · arms legs, naked torso in the air, groin cloth wipin ass, face
creases frowns, arms jerk hands grabbin hands whippin fingers as ass anus fingers brush
proddin pressures, jerkin little movements, hands and arms choppin space, cuttin out
morsels, legs kickin face swellin pushin space away, kickin away clingin, space hot presence
smotherin, kick,
36 · Sits in softpink glowswarmin blanket layin half-off tiny torso, arms pullin body along
feet flippers push, Ah-yah-gah · hand grippin rises to mouth, No, No, No, Take that out of
your mouth · hand reaches takinecklace out of mouth, fingersmall hand clingingolden
linksindicate, You have to let go · slipswingin away, hand reachestop, Naaaahh · face puckers, eyes collapsin,
37 · The Christmas festival is a society-wide family affair, making the unit fundamental
in a celibatory manner, gifts given to express love and appreciation, in a bid for cohesion but tempting envy, all to celebrate a consumer nature,
38 · Here he is asleep: in his crib rolled slightly to his right, a thumb caught in his halfopen mouth, his breathing struggling with the thick air as he gulps another breath,
39 · Like a snake crawling into my ear, the voice that becomes my own finds its way into
me, so foreign, so alien, so unlike me, I push it away, struggling with it, but it returns
with each word I think or utter, not me but passing as me, and so I come to recognize
myself as something other, speaking,
40 · Mah-beh-mah, mah-beh · head jerkstiffly left, fallslightly, a gaze picks it up again,
Bah-mah-meh · hand splays relaxed, That’s right, it’s Mommy · eyes alight smiles lift, It’s
Mommy · mouth lifts, foldin closes closed,
41 · Yah-yah-gah-hay · head shiftsuddenly ruddered, I think I can almost understand you
now · smilin lookin down, arms toss giddily, Ah-yah-gah · projectin sounds feel each shape
softly talkin turnin it over, Ah-yah-gah · chest blows pushin, huffs air through vibratin
throat muscle, Cooin · loosens clench,
TWO “Lose Your Object As Yourself.”
1 · When in the course of human events a child, with its clumsy glimpse of the proportions of eternity, appeared in the city of __________, during the time of__________,
astronomers found in the sky new bodies of light, and our universe was expanded 1000
billion times, which was a new limit to our cosmos, a new hole in our knowledge. They,
the homo sapiens, the wise men carried it with them as a gift, bringing it before us, as
though unto the cradle of life, thinking that surely someone will be such a source of light to
the world, that surely someone will be such a source of light in the darkness. This is the
treasure they sought, this is the treasure they shared,
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2 · Few crowded to see the child whose coming had been announced, as most are; but
who could blame them for wanting to come and see the birth of a child, which was and
still is a true event. Looking up at them, you see it in their faces, a light comes over
them, a presence takes the place of absence,
Again, a story told and retold long before I was born, a dream provided for his actions,
again he allowed it to guide him; again he awoke to relocate himself, his wife and child to
another city, again they barely escaped misfortune. And it is true that these events occurred
over and over again to hundreds of different fathers in hundreds of different cities, every
occurrence as true as the other. And it is true that, although they were repeated, these
events were never identical,
3 · Bah-pey, Bah-pey · Starintenthroughands into the cascadin crater that presents itself
like a fleshy waterfall pullin you inexorably into a puckerin fold, an edge delicately curlin in
on itself; slippinto that, crawlinto that hole and stay, so dark, so safe, it’s sleep, bein that
hole, penis inside that turns into baby,
4 · Now in this land, the poison shimmer gleaned from this land, this land of endless
bounty, this land of endless want, in this time, where all are still contemplating and
complementing the end, only this child speaks of a beginning, of a new start, only this
child is not death,
Is it a girl or is it a boy?..Has anyone said yet?..I think it’s a girl, I thought I heard someone say that...Go in and find out if it’s a girl or a boy...I think it’s a girl...Where’d you hear
that?..
5 · In the beginning is flesh, and flesh that is made word as gurgling voices stutter into
meaning, as gurgling voices stutter into words, as gurgling talk escapes and music
sweeps around the sudden voices attaching themselves to you, as gurgling voices collide
and music sweeps swirling, gently tugging underneath as garbled voices gurgle and
swirl, music enwrapping the voices that quake and drown,
6 · The words and sentences are forced into him as he hears them spoken, like intrusions leaving marks and residue they appear, repeating themselves over and over, circling; he hears a voice that becomes his voice, although only because he grows so used
to it that he takes it to be his own,
7 · Slowly knowledge comes into being: displaced as memory you are now allowed to
become a social being; this is how you interact, your memories meshing together, all
like antennae or tendrils that reach out, grasp and wrap around one another, communicating chemically; this is what you share, a sense and practice of festival, a sense and
practice of labor, a sense and practice of the body, a sense and practice of the mind; a
drama played out in the guise of the social, as public as it is discovered, as private as it is
lost,
8 · Holdin tiny hands in hands, armspread in Y, leadin stumblin steps, That’s it, one foot at
a time · looseningrip, let go, step-step arms drop fallinto all fours, hands and feet, pullin
legs up under leanin on arms risin, Huh-Huh · arm reachin extends, head turnin back
smilin,
9 · A riper indemnity, this lapse of flesh, each hour, with sullen and sudden roar upon a
clock of stupendous dimensions, I, a stranger, entering in sodden cloak and brine, try
to capture my body, so entangled in tangles of delight, as squealing, it struggles, a
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shapeless mass, squirming as a shadow approaches like some enormous firming, and
for a very long period of time I can barely recognize that I am standing in this midst,
10 · “Mah-pey Bah-pey”...flat declarative tone, arms and legs in the air, naked torso groin
hand cloth wipin butt, face creasin frowns, arms jerk hands grab hands fingers whippin as
ass anus fingers brush probin pressures, jerkin little movements of hands and arms like
choppin space, a cutting-up of space into morsels, legs kickin face swelling pushin kickin
away clingin blanket, hot presence smotherin,
Sits in pink glowsoft warm blanket layin over but half-off tiny torso, arms pull body
along feet flippers push...Ah-gah, ah-yah-bah · fists bouncin eyeswellin, Well that was
almost a complete sentence...It’s so hard for you to talk though hunh, especially since
everything has to go into your mouth · hand reaches to take some keys out of a little
mouth, fingersmall hand clingingolden circle indicatin,
11 · With the thick plastic click of a dial a chill quickly envelopes you: consciousness is
forgetting. Thunder claps and roiling clouds stampede across the black sky as the rain,
like something handmade and obvious, falls in a steady rhythmic force onto a tin roof,
confiscating fate. This is how the measure of time begins: memories flee, because at the
center of all memory is loss,
12 · Baby-fall · movin picture tv infant haltingly steps stumbles fallin, Baby-fall · startled
excitement, body shakin excitement quivers, pointin, Baby-fall · eyes widenin, stiff
stepshufflin to tv, fingeraisin touchin screen, Baby-fall · turnin lookin back,
13 · The edge of memory is like the edge of the sky where solid earth comes into being;
we live there like whales in their water and our memories are what we sound with, a
spatio-temporal sonar mapping out our four dimensions: this is why memories cling to
images, to their own edges, this is why memories fade from the center, because at the
center of all consciousness is nothingness, the pure void of subjectivity,
14 · Is this the child you hoped for?..The one who will mark a break with the
world?..The one who follows those who have marked such a break?..You don’t have to
answer...Those who watch the skies search for signs, while those who dream follow voices,
15 · “Beh-mah-mey...Bah-mah-mey”...starin intently through hands, into the cascadin
crater that presents itself like a Niagara of flesh pullin you inexorably into its puckerin fold,
an edge delicately curlin on itself. Slip into that, crawl right into that hole and live, it would
be so cool, so dark and safe. It’s just like sleep, bein that hole next to that pussy with the
penis inside it. The penis turns into a baby. Comes out a baby. Brown against white porcelain floats,
16 · Mollusk-like warm and smooth, a wet surface adhering with a thick suction grip
then releasing, a breast crawls up the side of your face as it inches along, pulling itself
forward and then arching, lunging forward again, reaching outward again to repeat that
action, a huge, sprawling mass pulling itself along in such a horrifying and nauseating
manner,
17 · As it enters leaving you it presses thick and large, going in and out, in and out,
pressing as you squeeze the pleasure so close to pain wrapping and releasing you in
such a transparent cloud you swoon, falling backwards something releases, grabbing,
freezing you, eyes opening and closing as you melt into selflessness, an empty shell
ringing,
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18 · Walk across floor stiff legsunder, drop forward bend knees touch floor hand grab playing card, standin walkinon stiff legs body catch them wobble, legs, holdin card between fingers, holdin out to be taken, givin,
19 · Looking down at them, you see it in their faces, a shade comes over them, an
emptiness takes place as events fade from the center, from the present, because there is
nothingness at the center of every event. The birth of a child is an event, an event in the
truest sense. Even announcing a child is akin to announcing a truth, a truth some want to
refuse, whether out of jealousy or spite, envy or greed: there are those who will find you,
there are those who will search. Your birth and your death are the only two things that will
not repeat themselves; everything else is a form of discursive repetition,
20 · The edge of our dreams is like the edge of the water where land rises up and reaches the sky. The end of space and the end of time, echoes fade under the glimmering
sheen which acts in your place. Who will not be like Jonah, so long inside the
whale?..Who will not know darkness?..Who will not know light?..This is the story of
seeing. This is the story of being seen,
21 · Decorating the tree would be a family activity, retrieving the stored decorations,
pulling them from the boxes, stringing the lights, putting the star on top, distributing
the decorations around the tree and then sprinkling the tinsel over the presentation,
and finally turning the lights on, turning the world into a beautiful glow,
22 · Now in those days he would lay naked on a naked bed floating in the surrounding
black ocean of the void, with wave after wave of orgasmic sensation pulsing throughout
the matching internal void of his body, rippling like colored lights throbbing. Colored
lights representing sensation: call this memory. Colored lights pulsing and throbbing:
the world and your body both become a book of shadows, and each shadow becomes a
question,
23 · Now in this time, the stammering glean of this time, this time of endless war, this
time of endless murder, across this land, where all are still abiding and aiding the end,
only this child speaks of a beginning, a new start, only this child is not yet death,
Is it a boy or is it a girl?..Has anyone said yet?..I think it’s a boy, I thought I heard someone say that...Go in and find out if it’s a boy or a girl...I think it’s a boy...Where’d you hear
that?..
The image of his body is clear to us but remains vague to him. His fullness consists
of something behind the sensory channels of consciousness. Full of discoveries yet to be
made, distances yet to be explored, spaces yet to be emptied and filled. “He dreamed
that he had a mouth with big, beautiful teeth in his rectum, and that through it he spoke,
ate, and performed all the normal functions of a mouth.” He can put his hand to his
mouth but it’s lost once it falls to his side,
24 · Words piled on top of words, words inside of words, words underneath words,
words like a weightlessness holding you down; this you carry always and never, and
with each sound you make, with each word you speak, your body comes alive with a
strange gravity, becoming solid and substantial,
25 · Well, you just can’t stop now · sitting upright in a high chair wearing a bib, Ba-mamay, Ba-ma-may · arms jerkin with legs, left and right, right and left, workin together, No,
I believe you just can’t stop. Talk, talk, talk. You sure do like to talk, don’t you · body
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jerkin the chair,
26 · There was a little old lady who lived in a star, hands running over, there you are,
arms and legs rubbing hubble on her skin, fee-fi-fo-fum, bags full of twins, jumpjump-jumping up over the moon, yes sir, yes sir, alright, a tune, a twinkle ran up the
clock tonight, a forest of dreams came down in fright,
27 · The young mother is lying on the bed, her naked flesh spilling into the linen, each
crease and crevice of life inviting you to unfold the undulating and dilating mystery of
desire, which is like a sound that reverberates in your body and becomes attached to
images such as these. So much flesh to mark the passage of time, so many echoes to traverse your body, hands shape the feeling that comes, hands form tracks in trails across
the skin, each ricochet from one side to the other forging a glimpse of an image. And as
you glimpse things they begin to appear, until you begin to sense seeing,
Mounds and mounds of bare breasts press together like large single cell organisms,
breaths mingle with mingling breaths and erect penises pile up in heaps as fleshy labial butterflies fall like ash and an asshole clenches around a flow: a large tongue pushes into a biting nipple as a penis drips hot lava, burning at the tip. My hands are going right into you.
My feet have left me,
There is an strange image of my parents’ body that I carry with me. It involves both
sets of sexual characteristics. This image is veritably a monstrosity, unrecognizable as
human but still seemingly possessing all the constituent parts, just mixed up out of any
sensible proportion or arrangement: a threateningly huge, imposing lump of folded,
sweaty flesh with strange protruding and dangling appendages that point at the floor
and occasionally twitch or jerk spasmodically,
28 · Wounds inscribed on top of wounds, wounds inside of wounds, wounds underneath wounds, wounds like a gravity weighing you down, a weight you carry never and
always, and with each pain you feel, with each drop of blood you bleed, your mind
comes alive with a strange weightlessness, becoming unstable and hollow,
29 · The Sandman comes in gliding, With his basket full of dreams, Baby’s bed’s a silver
moon, Up above the world so high, Rock-a-bye baby, Know that Mommy is still close
by, When the wind blows, Your mother shakes the dreamland tree, And the itsy-bitsy
spider, Sailing through a starry sky, Works all night to say, How I wonder what you are,
As the moon comes creeping, And from it fall sweet dreams for thee,
30 · I will pay my homage through the child, I will pay him homage through the one
who escapes. Safe to return without threat or fear, in a dream a voice warned him to
avoid his old home; from where we were born to where we were raised the memories
shift, depending on the light. The stars and the planets follow their set paths and no one
can force them from those paths, just as for us, we who follow the set path of time there
is only one way: I see an image that grabs me hard and pins me down as it makes me
graspable. I see myself in the world; I see myself in the void,
31 · Here I am asleep. Now in those days as he was lying in bed he watched a bright
hand become a face and then drift into a dark haze and disappear. Every infant is visited
by all of these things: dislocated thoughts, disjointed dreams, disowned memories; fickle
futures swelling engorged on the gaze, fickle factors futures will engage, not unlike death,
lest the world follow you outside of itself,
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32 · Words are somehow coming towards me to take my place, the place that you can
only assume exists. Lost in flummox, in the shadows, life is a terrible burden to bear;
darkness descends and pierces me with a terrible emptiness, a sudden crack reverberates through my skull and it’s as though I’ve fallen through a crack in time, standing on
a platform surrounded by and suspended above darkness, with the throb of biology filling half of the sky and the flow of language filling the other: consciousness is a form of
inherent violence, spreading,
33 · You know I wanna bite your toes off, I’m gonna eat your toes. I’m gonna gobble’em
right up, chew’em right off your feet,
34 · That fleshy mass, full of wounds and bruises, a shapeless blob with hairy grotesque
limbs sprouting randomly between misshapen heads and lewd jutting genitalia, lumbering in labored step after step, following a set path straight for me, intent on absorbing me into its mass, an inhuman intelligence barely registering in any of its lifeless eyes
as it speaks, commanding me with its voice,
35 · You carry this always: pictures from the uterine world come into focus, paternal
penis threatening you from inside her,
36 · A breast attached to you by a ribbon of flesh, to your hands, to your lips, to your
tongue, stuck to you as if with a kind of liquid glue, crawling over you, smothering you
with its large, gelatinous, clammy, heavy mass, like another heartbeat growing out of
you, filling you with warmth and the loose drift of left-over dread, a flashing puddle of
flesh oozing like a slow-motion wave across you, the gift of entropic horror, clinging,
37 · While gazing at myself in the other, smoothed and smoothing, a distant little something rumbles by, a failed storm, and I hear the voice calling, coming down the captured spaces; further reflection reveals that the one is a substitute for the other and I’m
looking at myself in a pattern of displacement, proudly exhibiting my glory, the order
of the mirror; and it came to pass that when I had taken place, outside of the frame, I
was tethered to the other,
38 · You have to make sure that you identify with the right face in the mirror since you
and your mother are all one body as she holds you, one body with two heads, with two
faces which merging seem to appear from out of the depths of the blob-like creature
before with multiple characteristics. So which head do you identify with, which face, or
do you identify with both at once? It’s all one and the same and they have to be separated, differentiated. But what if that mother-part were with you always regardless, what if
you always carried it with you, like a face that suddenly appears from out of the dark,
and then recedes?
39 · A nameless, grotesque mish-mash of limbs, heads, and misshapen appendages
lumbers towards the child revealing an undifferentiated mass, a mixture of characteristics belonging to both parents but now combined into a single entity resembling neither while taking from each. Arms and legs seem vaguely where they should be but
both are disproportionate to the rest of the body and the hands and feet are much too
large. The face consists of oversized features which protrude intrusively, the nose as
much sexual organ as nose, the mouth as much sexual organ as mouth, the eyes seem
both big and small, near and far at the same time. On the chest two large breasts jut
out, the nipples of which are thick-capped tongues or penises projected from dark are-
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olas. Under the breasts a large distended belly expands and contracts slithering slyly
under the smooth skin and where the navel should be there is something indescribable
that seems to a be a combination of mouth, anus, and vagina. Between the legs a long,
engorged penis hangs in a wide, labial-like opening, it’s repeatedly pulled up into the
groin and then expelled only to hang there lewdly swinging and swaying, occasionally
turning deep, dark brown and falling to the floor with a nauseatingly wet report, and
then reappearing from inside the body, lewdly swinging and swaying between the legs,
40 · Doggie, Kitty, Gimme, Take-it, Daddy, Mama, Baby, Story, Sleep, Bedtime, Potty,
Ow-ee, Chews, Wa-Wa, Gookie, Hungry, Car, Loud, No, Shoes, Bath, Break, Go, Carry,
Up, I-Squeem, Un-Hunh, Okay, Hit, Mine, Bang, Give-A-You, Come-Home, Piggyback,
41 · Large brown fecal snakes curl and coil around one another in watery white porcelain
as all the while mirrors stealing images means anxiety surrounding relations of desire,
42 · From the slurry of flesh comes meaning, meaning which appears like a meteoric
body piercing the atmosphere from without, and after the flash and bang a darkness
descends, a darkness which is another form of transparency and which is ultimately
shed like a skin, and remains like a skin that’s transparent after it’s shed,
43 · There’s something terrible passing, I am not in my body, I am perpetual reflections,
as well as the pleasure produced by them, moments stop, lost in the shaping, but without the variance which shapes us in the close dark, I am spoken by a Thing,
44 · There are two figures in the mirror, but they are not yet separated. They are in
every conceivable way connected, as though of one flesh, both sharing weight, meaning
and identificatory power. An all composed of faces connected by a common sheet of
skin that might as well be clothing. The child is afraid of being consumed, of being subsumed by something monstrous, hideous, and destabilizing. There are two figures in the
mirror, and we are but echoes,
45 · Retained as more you than you, you and the breast are one and the same, the
mouth and the breast belong together so there is ease in accession, ease in an inability
to question, ease in accepting pleasure and need as it is met, confusion when it is not,
you hold the breast like you hold your hand, attached to you, part of you, as it is, even
ultimately discarded, you and it are one and the same until a presence appears,
46 · Show me what you have · risintone, Show me · intonation flattenin, large open hand
extends, headshakin, No · tonesharp hands grasp object, pullinto body, turnin, walkin
away, Why don’t you wanna show me · quizzingaze, No · steppin after, walkin across floor
stiff legsunder, drop forward knees touch floor hand grabbin card, standin walkinon stiff
legs body catchin wobble, holdin card between fingers, holdingift out,
47 · Nothing is a thing, a presence, floating over there, out of view in the darkness,
behind it or in a fold or a pocket, nothing, like a thought bubble, like a voice bubble,
but invisible, somehow containing an empty sense, meaning that’s been vacated but not
voided,
48 · From the elevated lectern facing the pews comes a single voice washing over the
people present, a voice uniting restless, shuffling throbs and shifting faces, a voice
reusing histories past and futures to come: We were speaking today of the acceptance
shown by Joseph, of how he accepts his lack of control over his world. He is a father who
cannot even control paternity, it’s taken from him by God, who is the Word in Mary’s ear:
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he is castrated by this Word. Which, of course, is to be contrasted with Herod’s attempts to
control everything. In both cases a God is the true father whose truth is withheld from
everyone,
49 · in·cor·po·rate \ in-’kor-p -,rat\ vb [ME incorporaten, fr. LL incorporatus, fr. L in+corpor-, corpus body] vi 1a: you take that image in the mirror as yourself b: you take
that image in the mirror and turn it around absorbing it into you as you, as the way you
see and think yourself vt 1: you come up behind that image and place yourself into it,
like the very first sex act, and you act as though you and it were indeed identical,
50 · He was not unlike a young fool running headfirst towards his lack of fate. This
much can be told: the stars have raised us out of the darkness, the stars have raised us
out of ourselves. Drunken lights dance across the horizon and leave us in their starry
wake. If we are ever to renew our first fast division, we must at last escape these, our
own utterly collapsing skies which sag under the weight of stellar debris and cosmic
cachets, corroding into the ancient, abysmal forms of absent gods,
Huge puffy white clouds floating in crisp blue, the moon wrapped and unwrapped by
wisping gossamer, lightning bolts striking the ground, dark clouds whipping and tearing at
the sky, bright fire lighting up the night, the sun shining like a heavy blanket, tornadoes and
hurricanes pressing and squeezing the air, rain falling in constant force, a calm opening all
of space...So it can be said, this is where they are from,
51 · Stopping at the tree market, an empty lot conscripted for the holiday purpose, the
kids immediately disappear amongst the rows, lost in fantasies of search and evasion, as
the parents and grandparents take to the serious task of choosing one of the scented
pines, the snow falling gently in large flakes standing out in the darkness, lit by the
lights strung around the lot,
52 · She lies in the image in the mirror, standing still as it washes around you, illuminated by a gap from somewhere else inside; to your left is a smiling face warm and
enveloping, the purest of the wilds, engaged and engaging; there’s something terrible, I
am not in my body, I am perpetual reflection, as well as the pleasure produced, lost in
the shaping, but without the variance which shapes us in the close dark; a likeness of
mind, fingers full of thumbs, pictures of each of us, are they moving, I haven’t heard,
feeling, sensing, wanting, I’m alive in my dreams, I’m in a panic of growth, but I’m
aware that I dream, I’m aware, I don’t want to drown in this flood of images and words,
THREE “Mama Won’t Eat You Anymore, She Ate Your Word.”

1 · In due course he appears in the wilderness of your speech, calling out alone in the
darkness. He who has been described as the voice of someone intoning in the chaos, the
voice of He who is to come, representing the desire to be and to speak, of whom it has
been said, “He is sovereign by force and decree, yet still dwells on the breath,”
2 · The house in which I spent the greater part of my childhood was built before the
Civil War. Being built in an older more opulent style, but now dilapidated, it was full of
secret doors and compartments and was the site of my baptism by the then Reverend
Flood. It had an excess of small rooms on each floor and was full of a dark presence in
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the worn wood and in the lead grilles of the glass cabinet doors. Leaning over, water is
poured over the forehead of the infant. Light creates light, and the woodwork and the shadows even glow. A beautiful light shines through the clouds and illuminates the shimmering
draperies. Everyone is pleased. Yet he who dreams is asleep, his field is a garden of weeds,
his fruit uncultivated,
3 · The words come up the stairs, down the hallway, into my room, at a kind of hyperspeed, reaching and flashing into my head, ringing there like a bell, only silent and hollowing as they appear there in the space created for them, the blackness,
4 · Mom-m-my · distress echoes in voice, poutin forward rubbin eye, What’s the matter,
honey · puzzlin brow peerin forward, I wanna sleep with you and Daddy · lips press forward, hurt sadnesswellin, I’m scared · head cocksoftens arms reachin, bendin pickin up,
What are you afraid of · risin tonesoothin, I wanna sleep with you · turnin back down
hallway, No, you’ll be alright in your own bed · huggin holdin close, walkin down hallway, puttin child in bed, tuckin,
5 · Words are phantoms that creep down the hallway into my room, seeping into me
through my ears where they reverberate, repeating themselves over and over again,
falling apart, coming back together, letters spinning off in all directions, into every
reach of the dark that I inhabit,
6 · The stores are busy, the number of people on the street indicate that, a bell-ringer
swings his clanging arm back and forth as streams of Christmas music filter down the
crowded sidewalk. Entering the store, wide doors give way to bright aisle after aisle of
goods, delites, and delicacies, full of holiday shoppers laughing and trying to discern
the wishes of others,
7 · These are my oldest surviving memories and they all occur in the same particular
place, swept by a strange wind, set apart from the grand flow and scope of all the others, a place not unlike a back lot stage, the kind on studio grounds, as artificial as any
city park or reservation. There in that other world I can see myself seeing: I can see a
coliseum stadium huge and deep with tier after tier and row after row of benches. I’m
standing there with my father and we’re looking down at a distant green field. Framed
against a wide soft, blue sky, butterflies float spasmodically on a bobbing breeze above
patchy grass as clouds and sun push and roll. Descending, one alights upon a proffered
toothpick slathered with peanut butter, offered with glee and awe. Staring into a dark
window waves crash and slap, spilling against a dark gray cliff. A wizard mouse scrambles atop it as thunder claps and roiling clouds stampede across the sky. In crystal clear
water the grainy brown of fecal matter is seen contrasting with the smooth white
porcelain of the toilet bowl. Rain with its rhythmic force strikes the tin roof of the
quonset. The grime of the dirty beige linoleum floor beckons. The sky, the grass, the
sun, moving through the whole world, everything is like a flavor you can’t give a name
to, a sudden gleaning of images: as he began to move about the house he discovered
textures and dirt clinging to his hands and knees but only as perceptions and sensations, not as something conceived. Chewing with tiny teeth the ground eats his knees
and palms,
8 · The flow of piss you see repeated in the faucet, the stream running on the sidewalk,
the hose, the rainspout, the sounds you hear from the bathroom when your father goes
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or when your mother goes, the difference you must explore, so you sit and listen to
how it sounds but it’s not the same, the higher-pitched near hissing sound is missing,
9 · Everything that I am comes from somewhere else, clinging to my skin, rolling
across my formless limbs, like a living liquid mirror passing into me, past my skin,
with words like limbless torsos surrounding my lips, the voice weightless but driving
me,
10 · Hands brushin toes, soles of soft, tickly pink feet, takin foot into hand fingers grip big
toe and poise, This little piggy went to the market · grabbin next toe, This little piggy
stayed home · and the next, This little piggy had roast beef · and the next, This little
piggy had none · grabbin the little toe fingers climb up the foot ticklin, sayin, And this
little piggy went wee-wee-wee all the way home,
11 · Words grab hold of me with all the weight of flesh, and with each word I speak
the great well of darkness funds a night full of shades, as recognizing myself starting
to emerge from a shapeless mass the words are forced into me, spoken intrusions
leaving marks, floating words grabbing hold of me in my hollow flesh, thoughts passing through words like phantoms creeping down a hallway, the letters pulling me into
their own mirror, pulling me down with their own weight, the presence of each word
a shapeless blob, like black viscous oil spreading as it enters my body,
12 · My mother, let me tell you about my mother. I was given as a gift, an offering from
my mother to her own mother as payment for a debt, a debt of guilt. I was presented as a
substitute for disappointing her and not becoming a doctor as she wanted. The gift of a
child, of a son. For this reason I have had two sets of parents, mother and father and
maternal grandmother and father. It’s as though I’ve lived two lives, been in two places
at once,
Welcome to the life of the present. This is indeed the only now I’m interested in.
Time can only ever be a measure of relation. Your past, even the way you think of
time, is Biblical in origin. This is the only past I’m interested in. So in the book of
relations there is a beginning and there is an end, there is both planting and harvesting, and only the future and that which belongs to it are not swept into the fire. This
is the only future I’m interested in,
He dreamt he had lost his name,
13 · She talks to him and he spits up into her hand: the growth of memory, like the
growth of consciousness, is like the growth of a cancer; it seems to grow uncontrollably but actually has its own unknown logic of chaos. You become the select preferences of such an unknown logic as you grow,
14 · Like blocks of light her skin is so smooth, like blocks of light full of dreams,
clouds floating in the reverberate drumming, repeating themselves over and over,
refracting the amoebic membrane of sky,
15 · Short waddlin steps carryin ball armstretchoverhead throwin fallin forward ball
travels bouncin bounce, rollin, proud hurry steps follow after, reachingrabbin ballslippingrasp, reachin tryinto corral ballin arms, holdin,
16 · Here’s an overexposed photo of me in a high chair wearing a terry cloth bib.
Behind me the standard wooden cabinetry appears soiled and in disrepair. Bright
eyes and an open mouth indicate an excited state as though I had lived that much of
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life as frozen for an instant and as though I were to be fated to see parts of life as frozen
for an instant,
Hey diddle diddle Jack better be nimble, the cow jumped over the moon. Little Boy Blue
ran away with the spoon. Diddle Diddle Dumpling and Little King Bumpkin come tumbling down with black wings and wheels of stars when the cradle falls and the poor barking
dog breaks,
17 · A series of substitutions: Here identity is confused, all kinds of people substitute for
everybody else as soon as you enter the world, for instance, other authority figures take
the place of your parents; grandparents, teachers, even fictional characters, they all fit,
falling in and falling out of the roles to the extent that it’s both confusing and a little
banal, so quotidian that you barely notice; even your friends become interchangeable to
the extent that it’s a confusing discourse of loss, all of this as symbolic structures extend
through the generations,
18 · In no time the thin tissue of your being is speaking to itself, with the voice that
becomes your doorway: it’s as though your skin, intruding, extruding, exists in you and
outside of you at the same time, wrapping itself around empty images, pulling them in,
a brood of words like silent storms, words inside of words piercing me, like wounds
under my skin, but outside,
19 · A memory moves me and I am between worlds, just as I am between qualities.
Time can come between us but can only ever be a measure of relation for these are the
qualities that are collected: hand and foot, eye and tooth, left hand and right hand, up
and down, here and there, right cheek and left, mouth and tongue, past and present,
body and not. “The condensation of 0/1 binary system, which lies at the foundation of
all systems of meaning,”
A dog barking, tearing at the night; you press a shape through your lips,
A bird flying, tearing at the air; you pass a shape through your lips,
A knife slicing, tearing at the meat; you push a shape through your lips,
20 · As for how much of my childhood I actually remember, I have a very distinct memory of seeing myself being baptized in the house in which I grew up. I can see the dark
woodwork, the dark wood floor, the couch and the gathering. Yet I have been informed
that those memories are erroneous, completely mistaken. So it is that until time
becomes something more than a measure of relation you can’t be in two places at once.
Both the past and the future are questions of faith, set aside these great stores like wealth
tarnished by wind and rain, sun and heat, both the past and the future are questions of
belief,
21 · In a dark piquant nothingness you stand collecting the few scattered remnants of
your dreams, appearing like the backs of clouds in their many churning guises, all containing common elements, each distinctly frightening and hollow like some roiling
expression of the same cloud’s shape which seemingly twisted and grotesque is in actuality a suffocating lushness,
22 · It is said that the world is but a book of shadows, and that each shadow is a question, which is like
A disappearing presence: you may have the wrong idea about consciousness,
A vanishing instant: perhaps remembering is no different than imagining,
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A fleeting absence: maybe they’re both just fictions or possibilities,
23 · In those days a voice appeared in the darkness, descending from the staggering
heights where the sun, the moon and stars reign. Heedless of their distance, which
snakes towards you like smoke, and for the direction, which like pleasure erases it, it
calls out in its own voice that you are chosen,
24 · “Here’s a story I really liked when I was your age. I heard it from my mother. It’s
called “A Guy Named Guy,” and it’s about a guy whose name just happens to be Guy.
Are you ready? Okay, here we go,
“Our story begins at the beginning, in the town of New. Not still young, not yet old, a
town so new it doesn’t even have a name, but so old that everyone knows it, and the guy
who lives there, well, his name is Guy, he doesn’t even have a face of his own, and no one
seems to wonder why,”
25 · Catching a sideways glance he quickly turned to face the mirror which contained a
reflection he could not recognize. If we talk about the instability and deformation of
the image we are as well talking about the instability and deformation of reality. In the
meantime there is always an other who escapes,
26 · Come here · hands palms up come gesture fingers pullinward, What-chu gothere ·
risintonation, pointinto object, Ball · hand extends holdin ball, You’re right, that’s a ball ·
hand closes turns away, small feet shufflin,
27 · First some giant indistinct part-of-you-thing flows in and out and then motherfather becomes mother becomes father becomes grandmother becomes grandfather
becomes doctor becomes teacher becomes preacher becomes tv figure becomes actor
becomes singer becomes fireman becomes sports star becomes neighbor becomes aunt
becomes uncle becomes babysitter becomes principal becomes policeman becomes,
28 · The large beige-skinned figures, dressed and draped in colorful robes, are huddled
around the haloed child, arms outstretched, laying on its back in a straw-filled manger,
animals gathered around in the wooden half-frame outbuildings filled with a bed of
straw, three opulently dressed dark-skinned figures kneel before the child presenting
gifts,
29 · Go potty · eyes lift lookin peerin, You have to go potty · risintonation, Un-Hunh ·
handsqueezingroin pajamas dissheveled, Okay, com’on, let’s go · leadingrab hand, Can
you hold it · lookin down, Uh-Hunh · hurryin forward into bathroom, Annhhh · holdin
out arms, distressed face, Let’s pull these down · plasticoatedisposable diapers down to
ankles as s/he is picked uplaced on small seat, bowels lossenin, Unnhh · sppf-fartin, There
you go, good job, you’re doin such a good job · smilin at child sittin,
30 · The birth of knowledge: where thundrous red shadows slumber and slur, someplace close and someplace far, and sinews stretch pulling apart, anchored on either side:
this is the new body given to you, echoing in mirrored panes, reverberating off painted
walls, the flesh, the body and the blood, all as garbled words gurgle and swirl, and
there’s but a string of hanging air, renewed,
31 · Finger pressing and groping asshole feels good bring smelly fingers to your nose.
I’ve successfully reached your skin. Tight ring relaxes under pressure from finger probing puckered ridges collapsing to mucous slip warmer than surface: I’ve successfully
breached your skin. Taste sharp acidic rank bite grab penis pulling rolling pulling
pinching squeezing pulling,
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32 · Alright now it’s beddy-bye time · pickin up droopinfant head liftin up, goin limp over
arm strugglingrip, A-a-a-a-nhhh · voice risin pitch, Yah, I think you’re tired · gaspin deep
breath windin, Ah-h-h-ah, Ah-h-h-h · pressinfant to chest squeezin, Sh-hh-hh, it’s okay ·
rockin back and forth pattin, It’s time to go to bed · poutin face pushin away,
33 · Dreaming: a strange floating underwater peopled with fantastic frightening monsters, the water both a blanket and a pressure, a presence threatening and overwhelming, monstrous sets of teeth appear on long whipping tails slashing out, brushing past,
displacing water pushes you about,
34 · I see the moon sigh between pulsing stars, lost in a great chain of events. I see some
flowers in a field and with them I see time slowly decaying. I see rogue lips in the air
collapse after having just finished speaking. I see the night frozen, affixed to the road,
and the measure of time with it. There is space for you, there is space for you between
each place, there is space for you between each loss. In fact, there is an endless amount
of space that even manages to devour you as you sleep. It consumes the many fractured
nuances of dreaming, the pitted texture of the dreams themselves, the sudden light that
spills, splitting the sheet of sky, as well as the darkness that escapes. But there is still
space for you,
35 · A lone river snakes through a harsh landscape, chewing its way through time and
distance. The voices of the people, of the multitude co-mingle with the sounds of the
rushing flow. They both grow, swirling into active choral currents of renewal and
repentance; this is the water in which our own baptism occurs. A voice echoes throughout this landscape, saying over and over again that the foundation of our consistency is
the very inconsistency we introduce into the world, and that even though you are here,
you are only ever here like a gap, a loose link in the transmission of all causality, a voice
crying in the wilderness,
36 · Speech is the river now, I am not even in my body. I am the measure of the distance, I am the measure of the relation between my self and my body. I am an immersion into an undifferentiated state from which a greater differentiation will emerge. I
am consciousness of time. Conscious life exists only in such moments, everything else
is just a story and will be cast into the molecular fire like chaff. Here is my relation, here
is my distance. Why do you come to me seeking your repentance? Why do you come to me
seeking your life when your life is like that snake in the grass you flee from? Life exists only
in the moment you encounter it, everything else is just the story that we are born into, a
story that’s like water, engulfing everything it touches,
37 · Washed clean in the water, hands form a soft pool and sprinkle that same water
over the face and body of the infant, hands contour and fit themselves to the arms, the
torso, the legs, seemingly forming and giving shape to the blindness and shapelessness
of the child like a potter at the wheel giving shape to something which the child will
soon see,
38 · A single star collapses as a nearer star retreats with your thoughts returning so soon
after sleep, as consciousness returns with scattered tatters of dreams, so calibrated to
take you and shatter what seems, you are a near star, thoughts looming so large, so distinctly outlined, so clearly unforged, allied and unallayed by trauma by turns, not yet a
puzzle, not yet a word, a fountain of respite however unperturbed,
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39 · Wide eyes fall into the smooth bright porcelain bowl as a number of large brown snakes
coil and wrap themselves around themselves and around each other soft and grainy but
shallow submerged smooth under the slightly yellow water bubbly at the edges of the bowl
acrid as waftin up large brown snakes become penises fallin out of mommy and daddy like
garbled words that gurgle and swirl isolated in their spin-liquid like darkness in a string of
air left hangin like an open wound as you want to reach down,
40 · A little cube of dimensions: here, there, up, down, left, right, you, me; wood and
light hold together even as they slide across one another. Tear her and let her settle, rip
the sky of her gaze and settle so much that such a pink strident course pushes a lump
stretching through your lips and holds you becoming me,
41 · It’s sliding in my ass, pushing, pushing, she’s doing it to me, right behind me, just
like it’s going out but it’s coming in, I can feel it, expanding me as it passes, a dark
brown turd, going in, going out, rubbing me inside the walls of my anus, it’s her penis,
which is his penis, heavy and dark, the one I reached for, thick warm hard, going in,
going out, thick brown turd, like the ones in the toilet, curled in the bottom hugging it’s
cursive sweep, flowing into the trap, the turd’s elegant sweep,
42 · My sight freezes and a gaze softens the blow: I’m next to some throbbing, undulating thing oozing in glorious wet spasms, nauseating in its proximity, and it’s like I’m
dressed in hot, feverish garments, possessed of some kind of electric current passing up
and down, back and forth,
43 · That which we are founded on exists outside of us and we are the effects of it. But all
we see is a display of shadows shifting across a field as the sun and the year progresses.
So it is that the very water that sustains us remains invisible to us and we live in our darknesses, blind to that which rules our lives,
44 · Tooth or teeth pushingumms tender pressures painin throbbingrow, bitin down buildin
pain, Does anything help · Red-face-puff-gaspout-scream, Ahhhhhh · Gaspsobbingrowin
redangerollin away, Not really · eyes rollin back,
45 · See with your eyes open: How is it that that which exists outside of you is but a loud
voice that can be heard declaring a preference for that which mirrors you to that which
creates you, that your very lives are like endless, perpetual reflections in a mirror and
that you seek that which reinforces you, not that which challenges you or undoes you.
You are like a brood of vipers lost and reveling in a rapturous intertwining sameness, a
sameness that blinds you and fills you with the falsest of false strengths. Beware the world
that demands its tribute in the form of life and its relentless flow. Beware the one who
comes in the name of life, beware the one who comes to undo you,
FOUR “It Is A Great Gift That I Give You.”

1 · The darkness seems to throb itself into existence, even to glisten, glistening and
crackling with presence as it throbs itself into existence. Still, I am seen by the dark,
alive. The presence seems to throb itself into existence, even to glisten, glistening and
crackling with darkness as it throbs itself into existence. Still, I am seen alive, by the
dark,
2 · Here I am asleep: a child, unaware of the world outside. Lost in my life-like dreams I
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turn to face myself without recognizing myself,
3 · Voices like insects buzzing as they fly into my ear, into my mouth, becoming a warm
buzzing presence in my head that becomes so heavy at times, such a ponderous weight
to be subject to as it exists in me and outside of me at the same time, helping me cross
over the thick boundary of my being, the skin of my amoebic membrane,
4 · I’m my mother’s mother, my mother’s father, my father’s father, my father’s mother,
I’m their daughter’s daughter, their son’s son, I’m the son of my father, the father of my
son, I’m my father’s brother, my mother’s sister, I am the living hope,
5 · A howling child in the background, I thought I heard a little girl crying, The pouty little guy is having a fit, If her lip was stuck out any farther it would be an appendage,
That’s one unhappy baby, I hear her screaming, Small fist lashing swinging out, Feet
stomp hands thrown down, I don’t want to, Fists clenched in front, You have a poop
brain, I hate you, Why did you tear up her drawing, You have to give him back the toys
that are his, You can only keep the ones that are yours,
6 · They never tell you what consumes children, even that which consumes them in
their sleep. Limb from limb they are torn apart and all asunder, limb from limb like
sparks flashing beneath your eyelids. And this goes on and on, for more than forty days
and forty nights, a wall stretching to each horizon, from dot to frame and from frame
to dot,
7 · Turning her head, her tongue falls out of her mouth and rolls across her lips as her
eyes fix themselves on you, her mouth opens exposing the dull shine of her teeth, the
baby’s in mommy’s tummy, mommy ate the baby, it’s in there kicking, her stomach’s so
big, she’s smiling at you, daddy’s pee-pee falls off, she pulled it inside of her, babies
come out of mommy, babies inside of mommy,
8 · A violence tosses, buckling and shifting the rounded, indistinct forms splitting apart
and rejoining as they flow amidst heaving ripples, disappearing where all flesh begins,
gasping and groaning in a sudden grasping and rolling as snapping out an explosive
kick stretches, folding back and kicking again as spasms gasp unclenching, a veiled
form heaving in an undifferentiated manner, lurching and retracting as you pull yourself into the scene where you take on this thrusting, rocking the soft fleshy floes, an
instant current pulling you underneath such a surface into formless sensations until
you come too close to something and you and it both snap, clenching,
9 · Alright let’s start over · hand raised pointin at letters displayed, A B C D E F G H I J K
L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y and Z, Now I know my ABCs · lookingaze passes over
the class, back and forth, Who thinks they know the alphabet · risintone pause, Can anyone recite it for me · questin eyes, How does it start · eyesearchin room,
10 · Now the loose, leaf-like edge of the peeling, yellowing wallpaper, soiled by dust,
dirt, smoke, and years, hangs like an open wound and draws your gaze into its deep
recesses. A brief, flat memory, like a black butterfly flits into that dark space and disappears,
11 · It clings to the wall, from outside the room, wrapping itself around the doorjamb,
like a pool of mercury spreading irregardless of gravity, like a living liquid mirror, moving and stopping as though checking ahead and around before continuing. In no time
at all shapes start to emerge from the flat mass: heads and limbs sprout and then disap21

pear back into the shiny viscosity, only to reappear in another incarnation somewhere
else, an arm here, a leg there, two heads merged together, coming apart then disappearing, genitalia showing in an opening, melting back into the main mass only to reappear
as a different genital elsewhere, all contained in the shapeless form spreading from the
wall to the floor toward you,
12 · The world is a big, giant breathing mouth that’s going to get you, slobbering,
slathering jaws, its long grotesque tongue, its big opening and closing serrated chops,
13 · Dreaming: a penis refracting as labial lips spill out I climb on top of her and reach
for breasts like soft mounds all out of reach alone and cherry like a warm and filling
mouthful squeezing my hands gripping,
14 · The presence of each word is apparent as it comes sliding down the hallway, full of
force and authority they rush up to me like a silent storm passing into me past my skin
as though they were inter-dimensional, capable of passing through solid matter: the letters entering into me by my mouth, each and every one condensed and funnelled to a
stream straight down my throat into my stomach impregnating me with their weight,
15 · The house is composed of many such events, seemingly inconsequential and
weightless, but which are truly what can be called triggers. As for how much of my
childhood I actually remember, I can only ever know the effects, the causes need to be
discovered. This is how time passes, proceeding, the effects come first. So is time the
bearer or the messenger of consciousness? Or is time the message itself? Perhaps time is
a kind of language we must learn to speak,
16 · I find my hand, it’s in my crotch. I lost it. A black and orange butterfly floats, buffeted against a great blue sky, landing on a small hand holding a toothpick dipped in
peanut butter. Long spindly legs and pale green pincushion eyes on a soft black head
close in on a spell of amazement, the sky spinning full and spilling,
17 · I want mouse pillows. Lily pad, white fluffy mouthfuls. I want squishy rubbery
sweet. Smell sweet trickle, smell sweet bounce. Severely tickled sneeze. Call out calling. I
want mouse pillows. A scrape comes by, below. Mine. I want, more, more is calling,
18 · What is it that becomes the world? The same world that we flee from and embrace,
the same world that we embrace and flee from? A childhood equation: my name is
filled with perfume as I wander in the wilderness, surrounded by all things,
19 · Darkness, spreading, nothing, stretching, outside of space, a long empty ribbon, a
bright, brilliant path of light, time itself a fluttering curve in seceding space, boundlessly
finite, time is the hollowness of all things open, calling out in a swelling carol, the
wilderness of a feeble phrase dressed in its familiar tones, sounds so fluid as we hear
them calling, coming to us in their going; this is your voice as it comes to you complete
in its desiring, all tollage lost in the hush as each of us takes a secret long revealed, a
secret once told that becomes the voice in your head, a dramatic constellation of meaning misstated and misunderstood, like echoes of music, echoes of time,
20 · It appears like a fat shadow clinging to the walls, rolling across the ceiling, across
the floor, moving around corners, in and out of doorways like a pool of water, a dark
shape in the darkness, moving the way a pool of water moves, flowing, rolling, spreading out, only seeming to rest where the night is the darkest; the manner in which it
moves seems to indicate an intelligence at work, the way it watches seems to imply a
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malevolence: it waits,
21 · The chewed and resin-yellowed leather of an umbilical cord protrudes exuding like
a stem from the lower torso of an infant lying face up on the changing table, small arms
and legs waving with a slow, jerky quality, his lips pursed and pushing white spittle,
In my childish imagination men fucked women in the belly button and somehow,
as amply illustrated by the baby with the leathery umbilical cord still attached and
undoubtably waiting to fall off, thin, dried and resinous and looking like nothing so
much as blond beef jerky, fathers lost their penises in mothers and babies grew out of
those lost penises,
22 · Everyone is dressed, pulling the skin off underneath like wounds in the open ends
of forever. Here, like a flurry of nows, your eyelids fall into the crack of every blink,
23 · In each different room, in each different house the world was and is both offered to
you and taken from you at the same time. This is the passage of memory: these houses
are older than you are. A little creature wearing a grayish-brown mouse jacket crawls
scampering across the dirty white linoleum of the kitchen floor. Around the arched
doorway a mother whips and turns, her hands rising up as she leaps screaming onto a
chair. As she leaps up, the panicking creature tries to hide beneath the chair. Graytinged light filters dust from the far wall, like space collapsing in a general murmuring,
24 · It was as though the dark of the night began to ripple, as though waves began to
pass underneath the black sheath of night, the crest of each wave becoming a head or
an appendage of some sort: hands, legs, arms, heads, genitalia, all appearing and disappearing in turn or together, misshapen, misplaced, dangling, retreating, reappearing in a
different part of the barely shapen form, until it seemed more like a mirage or hallucination than any familiar entity or creature; a combination of every sex, each parent, bits
and pieces from here, parts from there, everything coming and going, here, then not
here, as though the night could shatter into pieces, which stand out, appearing in the
foreground only to disappear back into the great well of darkness, the great well that
floods your mind and being,
25 · A formless phantasm: sometimes it comes to us as a formless phantasm, the monstrous incarnation of non-being, an inner shadow, a darkness inside, a conduit, a passageway to nothingness, or just to the darkness around you, clinging to the air, coloring
it with an emptiness and a depth, like some negative mirror reflecting only the blackness in its depths, you can see it creeping into the room, some kind of humidity flowing, filling the air with moisture until it threatens to overwhelm you, with your eyes all
the way open you see nothing but darkness, something that’s there and not there at the
same time, an empty presence, or rather the presence of emptiness, inflecting, impinging, a suffocating blanket filling not only your eyes but your mouth, your nose, and
your ears as well, filling every crevice and every opening,
26 · A banquet of power as pressing an object through an opening to the world you are
able to close it after. Like a parasite inside you, eating its way out,
27 · Just as my licking the hot iron and subsequently burning my tongue is a representation of my accession to language, of words which ripped from my tongue leave a
wound, a rawness, one which lingers forever; how raw your tongue is as your desire
burns in your words, every word is a form of loss, a wound left raw,
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28 · The family would gather early Christmas morning around the tree, while Dad
began recording the event with a camera Mom would direct the dispensation of the
labelled gifts. This was the moment of anticipation creeping to its culmination, the
heart beating, pulse pounding, breath held until breathing becomes imperative, because
you know that what follows will be either glorious and joyous or ultimately disappointing beyond end,
29 · Deep dark trees in yards that collapse into the silence beneath them. Each tree is a
gigantic presence beside you: solid, stolid and real, its weight alongside the air, the huge
roots attack the earth with a ferocious gripping,
30 · A shadow, a shadow hidden in her mouth, and as she speaks, a form comes, spreading out from the wall, its movement setting off the black sheath of night as a writhing
black background enters your thoughts, timid as a shadow, like a silent scream passing
into you, passing into your skin, existing in you and outside of you at the same time,
just a darkness several shades darker than the night,
31 · I want to put it in my mouth, wrap my lips around it, thick and fat, suck it in as my
eyes roll back closing, taste it, dark and soft, mashing it in your mouth as you stand in
for me, reaching and grabbing it, you want it, put it in your mouth, rub it around your
lips, mash it with your tongue, wrap your lips around it,
32 · If you could know all the secrets of all of the empires in the history of the world, have
all the knowledge, all the riches, all the pleasures, all grasped, ingested, and comprehended
in the blink of an eye, if you could hold the whole world like a glowing seed in the palm of
your hand, what would you gain, you whose rightful place is always outside? I tell you you
would not have a place in all of it,
33 · A dripping, pustulant nipple, pressing you, its wide open mouth a solid dark maw
as it approaches. Intent on attack, something opens the dark and comes along, hiding
its face against the background despite drawing you into itself, like pulling you into a
shadow. It’s the presence in the dark, in its pervading absence, that draws you into itself
and tears you from yourself. It’s the presence in the dark that takes you. It’s right
around the corner,
34 · Small plastic farm animals: cows, sheep, horses, chickens, pigs, with a few sections
of plastic fence, some plastic hay bales, a painted metal silo and larger two-story opensided metal barn which some child had fallen onto giving a large u-shaped bow to the
entire collapsed structure; staring up at you, a tractor wheel is laying flat, snapped off
by the flattening impact,
35 · You can see, looking downward from the front, a bright gray image: against a backdrop of wooden gray wild west style buildings, in the dusty gray dirt of a street lit by
the sun’s flare stands the figure of a man, his torso and upper legs, in a light gray shirt
and darker gray pants, separated at the waist by an neutral gray holster which is empty
as he’s fanning with his left hand a drawn revolver held out in his right, fanning it
ceaselessly, sweeping it back and forth from left to right, right to left, never running out
of bullets, over and over again, back and forth, methodically fanning, firing,
36 · Pitter patter patterns stomach grumbles gassy tickle pushes twist-in-twist in
abdomen tearing open straining anus open colon in collapsing colors flashing inside
the eyes a brightness rolling and twisting like pain or an organic passion a tidal pulling
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reaching then grasping skin ripples flowing waves spasming tickle follows up the spine
as an orgasmic sinuosity rivulant in a held breath an empty inhale flowing as awareness
breaking slows blink slows blink slows blink fluid heartbeat,
37 · In the living room, along the wall it shared with the kitchen on the other side of it,
was a large wooden staircase flaring at the base, with a smooth, thin banister and railing. This staircase ascended to the ceiling and no farther; there is less and less space as
the stairway ascends: it was a stairway going nowhere, to where there is no space,
38 · The desert peels the ocean back. In its absence there is air and light which passes
through the sky creating darkness and the night eventually finds its way into even the
shadows. Alone in the dream, he slowly steps down the hallway and peers around the
corner. There looking right at him in the middle of the room is his father, cloven
hooves, hairy goat-legs, horns and a tail, attacking his mother with a huge red penis.
Finally the sky seizes the moon and everything turns. Here you are offered a wound,
and with it a world,
39 · Did you take it? Did you · head shakin back and forth eyes droppin beneath her rivetin witherin gaze, Did you take it · headshakin, I didn’t take it, I didn’t · lookin up, Are
you trying to tell me that someone else took it · lookin down, I don’t know...I didn’t take
it · sobswellin slowly buildin lips down-turned and pinched,
40 · You’re no one when a presence appears, arms and legs of water, like answers halffull of fantasy, the night beginning to ripple like a living liquid mirror, the crest of each
wave becoming a hull of dreams as every word becomes an object in your hollowed
flesh, like pictures floating in and out of your mouth; in your mind you’re surrounded
by darkness, and the voice becomes your passage through it,
41 · I want that imageless thing to snake its way into my butt an anal penis I want it
going in and out brown parental feces coiled in bowl I want to grab that thing fallen piece
I want to smear it on my mouth suck it with my lips caress it with my tongue think plug
hard shape I want it down my throat filling pulsing I chew imaginary flesh and swallow
pulling it down my throat with a gulp large nipple invading from the past I want to put it
in my mouth wrap my lips around it thick and fat suck it in as my eyes roll back and
close taste it dark brown soft mashing it in your mouth as you take my place reaching
and grabbing it you want it put it in your mouth rub it around your lips wrap them
around it mash it with your tongue wrap your lips around it,
42 · Across the nearly bare room, the floor littered with toys and dirt and clothing, sits
my mother backlit by a shaded, opaque window with bright streaks of sunlight stabbing
across the room, a younger sibling at her breast as space seems enlarged and full of
openings. The memory is vivid and alive, and I remember it so distinctly that it must
have been charged with intense feelings of desire, of envy, spite and jealously, none of
which I can feel now. I feel only an awe, an opening to exhilaration, to even space itself
as I look back upon the scene and try to peer through its haze. Finally the sky seizes the
moon and everything turns. Here you are offered a world, and with it a place for your
wound,
43 · New Year’s is actually two-in-one, the party of New Year’s Eve, as though it were a
response to a certain anxiety about the renewal of the year, the cycle of death and
regeneration, and the aimlessness of New Year’s Day, like a hole in the calendar,
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FIVE “Jack And Jill Went Up The Hill To See But Were Transfigured.”
1 · The will has but two tenses, memory and hope, so let the voice of a present necessity
speak through you saying:
Blessed are those who pull themselves out of their deliriums, that they may enter life. Do
not be like those who choose not to think. Your thinking may take you somewhere that you
cannot accept, but this is the adventure that we share,
2 · Huge hands are rising up into the sky, the distance and volume of which seems to
increase the farther you look. Walking beneath that arbor of arms, hands, and fingers
up the damp sidewalk in the dim early morning light the other children seem together
in a world in a way that doesn’t include you, lost as you are in your mother’s world, as
though they were secretly singing together in some general physical language that you
don’t understand. You walk as though in a bubble of anxious energy, breathlessly lost in
the sights, the sounds, the impressions, searching the horizon for a landmark, a beacon,
3 · Blessed are those who, having cast aside their deliriums, know that God doesn’t exist, yet
it is only God which makes it possible for us to speak: God is an empty placeholder that
represents the desire to speak. We are made in God’s image. Think of the story of the garden
when, made in God’s image, Adam and Eve are told to speak, to name the animals, to
become God-like through the use of language; there is a tacit relation between God and
language. God is a constituent characteristic of our make-up, of our subjective structure.
And the symbolic binarism of language is what structures all meaning. God, that effect of
language, is our fledgling attempt at thinking our being in the cosmos. And God said, “Let
there be light,”
4 · There is no beginning, there is no end. This is the true adventure. The tale of the last
one thousand years was, is, and will be, just as the tale of the next one thousand years
was, is, and will be,
5 · The symbolic agency of God is like the breath that goes past your lips and tongue; it is
given shape by you just as your breath is as you speak,
I like to state it in the form of a paradox: God is a constituent characteristic of our subjective make-up. God is a part of our constitution, yet God, as symbolic agency, doesn’t
exist. Something that doesn’t exist is an important component of our being,
Blessed are those who know that God doesn’t exist in the world, that God is inside of
you. God is a part of us, a part of us humans, a part of what makes us human, not some
force or some being out there somewhere or somehow everywhere. God is a constituent part
of what we are as human, God is a part of us. That’s the good news, God is in us, not out
there, not a part of the world. God is what makes us human, and God doesn’t exist,
You’ve heard it said that God created the heavens and the earth but I say to you that all
of that is meaning that humans have given to the world and to the cosmos. Just because the
universe exists doesn’t mean that it exists within human meaning. Indeed, the stars and
their nuclear fire exist outside of all human meaning,
God exists in each of us; it is our living history, reaching back to the earliest humans, it
is our living law: God is a structural and structuring characteristic of our very subjective
being, our very possibility. And yet God doesn’t exist. It’s not that God represents nothing-
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ness, God is a structuring presence, enabled and empowered by the symbolic. God is presence in nothingness, nothingness in presence: God is these things, God is ideation personified,
6 · I’m holding an array of values simultaneously like a voice I’m forced to hear in the
solid, stuttering walls, jutting upward and dipping as the floor drops open but holds
you up as the ceiling flees the sky, the windows being dark but much too bright to see
through,
7 · Blessed are those who understand that there is no such thing as a full identity, one
which does not lack; for we are made of desire, and desire holds the force of lack;
Blessed are those who realize that there is no true or authentic identity; that any such
identity only ever functions as a representation of authority;
Blessed are those who can embrace fluidity, who realize that any attempt to solidify and
stabilize identity is a form of policing, such is the truth of our existence,
8 · Blessed are those who can bear the burden of the generations, a weight without equal;
Blessed are those who carry their image with them, and do not need the world to enliven them;
Blessed are those who speak with their own voices, and do not need to speak in another’s;
Blessed are those who can see with their own eyes, and hear with their own ears;
Blessed are those who can benefit without gain, who can gain without treasure, whose
treasure cannot be seen;
Blessed are those who call you forth to life, and blessed are those who hear;
Blessed are those who can look and see no image, who can look past that face to the
mercury of the mirror, the gaze;
Blessed are those who listen and hear no sound, who listen past that sound to the true
depths, the voice,
9 · Blessed are those who can experience an enlightened state, who can feel something well
up inside of them, who can experience their very symbolic identity disintegrate and dissolve
as some have, and surviving such an excessive shock and blow to their substantial being,
can reconstitute their identity around that burning hole, that form of nothing; in the word
of one: “That’s a powerful experience, to see the Earth rise over the surface of the Moon.
And I suddenly realized that the molecules in my body, and the molecules in the spacecraft and my partners had been prototyped, maybe even manufactured, in some ancient
generation of stars. But instead of being an intellectual experience, it was a personal
feeling. And that was accompanied by a sense of joy and ecstasy,”
10 · I want to go to the farm, I want to meet a fireman, The planets circle around the
sun, I want to have a dog, A trip to the doctor’s, The chicken gives us eggs to eat, How
many balls are there?, The mat is red, The man is tall, The girl has two dolls, The horse
is big, The dog runs fast, John sat down, He ate at the Table, He hit the ball with
the_____, The food is being_____, She_____ down, They _____ to the store, Mirror,
11 · Around the corner and all of a sudden space seems to open. Legs catch each falling
step as you’re surrounded by such openness that you can reach out your arms and
touch nothing. Surging forward you see a stone darker that the others. So you reach
down, pick it up and put it in your mouth. It tastes flinty on your teeth, in your mouth,
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a kind of sour without the sour taste, just the effect; it tastes like the flash of an explosion seen from afar. Pulling it from your mouth you throw it, feeling space expand
again as you try to wipe the taste from your lips. Space seems to vacillate close to far, far
to close over and over again like the swinging of a pendulum or waves rippling across
the surface of a dark sheet,
12 · A likeness of mind, pictures of each of us, are they moving, I haven’t heard, feeling,
sensing, wanting, I’m alive in my dreams, I’m in a panic of growth, but I’m aware that I
dream, I’m aware that I think,
13 · Wide smile shapes mouth, eyes liftin, spillinglowslaughter, A-ha, A-ha-ha · brightness
lights eyes, A-ha-ha · hands armswing clumsy clap misses, legs kick out curl back out
kickin,
14 · The great rolling mass of her stomach entices, forging images and ideas, her breath
enveloping and containing as she pushes words along on it, a bright red tongue glides,
waves of air roll and follow, a fallow swallow gulping air, a diving swallow escaping, a
push of air releasing, relaxing, the rhythm changes, heart beat picks up, racing, she wants
to take something from you, holding something back, pushing the thought back and
forth in your mind,
15 · In this do not be confused: it is the power of the symbolic that we feel making a difference in our lives. This is the presence that we think of as divine, as divine intervention.
When that lightning flash of white light suffuses your room and the presence of God
appears, that’s the symbolic hypostatized, and it’s what frees you. We are creatures of the
symbolic and this is what has freed us, this is what has given us eyes to see with and ears to
hear with. You experience, hypostatizing, the symbolic in its transcendent glory. And you,
your ego, becomes infused with a kind of energy, your ego is made flush with a kind of
energy, called grace. Think of the symbols that you invoke and use,
The only way God exists, can exist, is as part of who and what we are. The universe
exists outside of our meaning, and God is meaning, human meaning. God does not exist in
the universe, but only as an effect of language,
16 · I tell you that the law is like a folded breath in a closed mouth, and that the symbolic
agency of God is like a thief whose hand is always already in your pocket; the one has no
need to possess you and the other has no need to steal from you: even when you open your
mouth the shape is there folded, even when you reach your hand into your pocket you both
can occupy the same space, you and the symbolic agency of God,
17 · We’ll have to start at the beginning if we’re going to get anywhere. Or we could
work backwards from the ever shifting present. But we might never get started that way.
That would be like a constant introduction and nothing after because there would be
no after, only more introduction. So we’ll start at the beginning. Now I’m going to tell
you a story, and then I’ll tell you another,
18 · Once upon a time there were three little pigs and the time came for them to leave
home and start out on their own. They soon realized they would each need a house,
especially since the night was so dark and frightening,
19 · Using capital letters for sentences and names, Using periods at the end of a sentence, Using a period or question mark, Using a period, question mark, or exclamation
mark, Using contractions, Making words plural, Naming nouns in a sentence, Using
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verbs in a sentence, Using contractions in a sentence,
20 · You’re a little pistol. That’s the good news. Falling under anesthesia, a silver six-gun
with an ivory handle, rearing back like a horse, spits silver sparks behind it as it turns
away and gallops off into the great field of black which envelopes it, trailing a tingling
buzz,
21 · I came before mommy. Daddy came after, after mommy wasn’t a he. Now he’ll be
him for mommy. I’m in a breast full of shadows. I see something: it’s in here, not out
there,
I came after daddy. Mommy came before, before daddy was a she. Now she’ll be her
for daddy. I’m in a tube of shadows, full of gently brushing shapes and colors of touch.
I hear something: I’m out there, not in here,
22 · At night the sounds multiply. Walls and floors, windows and doors all seem to
bend, groaning into the darkness as though it were a different pressure zone, as though
the weight of the darkness itself were forcing the house to strain under it. Shadowy
creatures live in the dark, like whales in their ocean,
23 · The blob-like shape looks like a large black plastic bag standing upright as it somehow moves, dragging itself across the floor; it seems flattened at the bottom, that
despite its shadowy substance gravity still somehow affects it, forcing it to settle, Arms,
legs, hands, breasts, penises, labial-like lips begin appearing and disappearing at random on the apparition: it’s difficult to determine if it possesses substance or not, it’s just
a darkness several shades darker than the night that envelopes it, a shade disguised as
shadow, a shadow hidden in the dark; closer and closer it approaches, stopping occasionally as though waiting for a reaction, but you lie there frozen, fascinated and terrified all at once, without a chance of escape, without even a voice to scream with, the
night choking you with its numbers, with its hidden numbers,
24 · You have to make sure that you identify with the right face in the mirror since you
and your mother holding you are of one body, one body with two heads, with two faces
which merging seem to appear from out of the depths of the blob-like creature before
you with multiple characteristics; so which head do you identify with, which face, or do
you identify with both at once: it’s all one and the same and they have to be separated;
but what if that mother-part were with you always regardless, what if you always carried
it with you, like a face that suddenly appears from out of the dark, and then recedes,
25 · Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one, Yay!, cheers, crowd, fireworks,
glasses, raised, smiles, dancing, excitement, floods, climbs, spills, kissing, honking, cars,
popping, corks, streamers, paper, confetti, floating, air, settling, smoke, cigarettes, grins,
swaggering,
26 · “They’ve been lying to you, there are only so many fantasies, there are only so many
stories. And it’s this fact, more than anything else, that implicates us in limitation. And it’s
not that our fictions even relate to let alone engage the real, it’s more that we ourselves are
structured as fictions. So I say to you that we are the space around our thoughts, our fictions, not the thoughts nor the fictions themselves, which come to us from somewhere else,”
27 · I/it became your gaze, and I/it was afraid I/it would float away above me/it, I/it
became your voice, and I/it was afraid I/it would disappear into the walls, I/it became your
breath, and I/it was afraid I/it would be held too close and for too long, I/it became your
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flesh, and I/it was afraid I/it would give birth spontaneously, I/it became your piss, and I/it
was afraid I/it would have to drink my own bitter self, I/it became your shit, and I/it was
afraid I/it would spread all over everything, I/it became your cock, and I/it was afraid I/it
would be lost and found over and over, I/it became your breasts, and I/it was afraid they’d
soon be denied me/it, I/it became your cunt, and I/it was afraid I/it meant the loss of the
visible, I/it became your desire, and I/it was afraid I/it would be swallowed up in the difference, I/it became your nothing, and I/it was afraid I/it would crowd my/its way into space,
I/it became your mouth, I/it became your asshole, I/it became your ear, I/it became your
nose, I/it became your tongue, in order to become me/it I/it became you,
28 · The face of a young man with slightly browned blotchy skin framed by a long
sweeping wave of soft black hair, a wave that jauntily breaks left carries you forward
with his voice echoing a darkness that represents the old world: A wise old owl once sat
in a tree, the wisest old bird I ever did see, and all that wise old bird did say was, Who?,
Who?, Who?,
I see the smiling, beaming face as the young man, almost too young it seems for his
ill-fitting suit and hat, appears more like the similarly dressed child, missing only the
hat, than like his father. Is this just some grainy composite I see in my memories? Is this
just something my feelings and desires have created?
29 · There is no beginning, there is no end. This is the true adventure. The tale of the
next thousand years was, is, and will be, just as the tale of the last thousand years was,
is, and will be,
30 · I have to be awake throughout the darkness, clouds of timelessness, colors that
soon disappear, these are the things I seek whenever anyone is near. Voices that whisper
and words that disappear, these are the words I see whenever anyone is near,
31 · They transform with the light and the lightness, from mere shadows to living black
masses and back again to shadows, the stalking black blobs, like living things they watch
you, following you, they want to envelope you, suck you into themselves where you’ll
disappear,
32 · A large breath-blow of floating words like those in the comics come down the hallway echoing within itself as though it were its own mirror; edging closer to me the letters pull me into them as they intrude into me, absorbing me as each and every object
becomes a word that climbs into me, insinuating itself as it echoes in my hollow flesh,
floating words that grab hold of me like sound effects rippling through me, each and
every word like that, a presence that takes me, like a hand inside a glove, a something
crawling beneath my surface, these words probing me like an Other taking control of
my mind, fogging and subduing me,
33 · You scramble and crawl through mud and dirt, through wet grass and puddles,
gleefully splashing, lovingly examining the dirt and mud caked on the knees of your
pants. You begin to like the dirt you collect on your clothes and body and consider
them to be badges of honor: how it feels, what it looks like, the looks you get from others, both young and grown. This is a kind of revelling in anality, in both the fecal object
and in the control over it, as well as the pleasure involved therein. The mud on your
shoes, your pants and shirt, on your knees, even the seat of your pants. Dust and dirt
clinging to sweat and wetness, your hands and face splashed by muddy water,
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34 · Grandpa’s Farm, The Big Rock, My Snowman, The Nest, The Big Bang, The First
Day of School, My Best Friend, Baby Animals, Apples, The Big Storm, A Little Brown
Worm, In a Tree, A Ship, Why?, Let’s Grow Some Vegetable Soup, Helping Out, Telling
Time, Our New House, Planting a Tree, A Very Bad Cold, Jelly Beans, A Trip to the Zoo,
My New Hat, The Fish Market, The School Bus, Signs All Around Us, Squirrels, Going
to the Dentist,
35 · As I sit wondering where my desire comes from, my mother is a ghost standing
before me, glaring angrily, her shadowy flesh translucent and cold, her face, somehow
much older now, coming off as if drifting away with smoke, my muscles frozen not so
much with fear as with knowledge of her body, a knowledge which floods my nose and
grasps my throat,
36 · As it enters and leaves it pushes pressing thick and large, going in and out, in and
out, pressing as you squeeze, the pleasure so close to breathless pain, wrapping and
releasing you in such a transparent cloud you swoon, falling backwards as something
releases, grabbing, pushing, freezing you, eyes opening and closing as you melt into selflessness, an empty shell ringing solid and hollow,
37 · Everything I am comes from somewhere else, clinging to my skin, rolling across my
formless limbs, like a living liquid mirror passing into me, past my skin, words like
limbless torsos surrounding my lips, the voice weightless but driving me,
38 · A gaze capturing gaze unmoored, a bright point of light gathering, concentrating,
floating, as a voice floats unattached across a darkness, the black air clean and crisp
with a brightness all its own, born of space and emptiness, like a voiding of the bowels
or the flow of some piss, a look in order to be seen, as you try to capture the gaze, as
you try to capture it capturing you,
SIX “Words Without Shapes.”

1 · I brush a bird’s tail, I lick another tongue, I hear the words but the shapes don’t
come. The image of her body descends and penetrates me. My mouth fills and unfills
with ghosts, my jaw wanders: I feel the weight of space. The curvature of space establishes a link between inside and outside: gravity is the shape of this link,
2 · Passing or not it’s just a shadow: A dark shape on the surface of the night comes alive
and takes me, gaining its substance as though it were its own mirror, like living liquid
struck through with appearances, the blob-like shape like a pool dragging itself across
the floor, stopping occasionally as shapes begin to emerge, appearing in the shiny viscosity,
3 · When pushed by the weight of space, a sweeping searchlight that flashes across your
eyes, life displays itself in an undifferentiated variety, garish and bright, assaultive and
invading, a torn decree that rends asunder precisely any mind that seeks to establish itself.
This, then, this rending asunder is the direction of time, bright-eyed and blindly stumbling.
Stammering gashed, bleeding oceans: everything must fall apart to come into being.
Remembering is the direction of time, remembering is projection into the future, to the end.
Remembering is the rending asunder, and time is the torn decree which rends asunder,
4 · Surrounded by darkness, or at least the darkness of semi-consciousness, a hollow
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metallic echo-like ringing fills my eyes as I see, in silence, a silver six-gun rear-up on its
ivory handle and, turning away, ride off into the all encompassing blackness, trailing a
scattering of silver stars like dust in its wake,
5 · The only light comes from the white letters, like blocks of light behind my eyes,
shining from the inside as I turn them over in my mind,
6 · This is when as a child I lived in the same house twice; or at least I believed that I
did. Or else my stay in that house was marked by a split. A split within me I cannot
remember,
7 · Numbers from 1 to 100, One More and One Less, Place Value 10 Through 90, More
Than, Less Than, and Numbers in Order, counting to 100, Recognize and Identify a
Dozen and a Half Dozen, Counting Forward and Backward, An Introduction to 1/2,
1/3, 1/4, Introduction to the Symbols + and -, Sums, Addition and Subtraction,
Subtraction 1-10, Zero and the Sum, Two-digit Addition and Two-digit Subtraction,
Money and Measurement, Introduction to Degrees, Telling Time to the Hour and Half
Hour, An Introduction to the Days of the Week, Months of the Year,
8 · Swarms of darkness warm and enveloping, a thin band of light under the door as
voices talking and laughing and bursts of applause filter through the door which opens
onto the living room, where mother and father are close by and watch over you as you
drift on the sounds down rivers of transparent darkness towards dawn,
9 · What do you have in your mouth? All the voices are in your head, they become voices when you hear them. What do you have in your mouth? Her thoughts are a presence
inside of me, she breathes inside of me, like she breathes inside of herself, like a room
where all of the secrets are kept, such a picture becomes a voice and I want to enter her
skin, slip in between her cracks, be the symbolic language of her blood, because language is her, only inside-out, and I feel her breath on me as outside becomes in and
inside becomes out, I see her heart beating, and all of it like the very cloud of feverish
consciousness,
10 · I say to you, your duty is to both your desire and to the law; render unto the law what
it requires of you but never give up on your desire; and if there is conflict between your
desire and the law, you will have to weigh both in your mind for yourself, you will have to
learn to trust yourself and your judgement, because your desire never just appears, but is a
result of your interactions with the law,
11 · The First Presbyterian church was a sweeping wooden box pointing to the heavens.
The steeple was high, fed on blue sky and cloud, a spire with which to spear all of eternity, a slushy slurry of dreams taken up with flying and floating on air, seeing everyone
and everything ghost-like in the same evanescence of image, light and form. Enclosed
by it, on hard wooden pews, she sat to the right every Sunday. Old as religion itself, wizened and smelling of sour perfume and hair spray, with her powdery make-up definitely over-applied, the whitened pupil of her empty left eye was permanently twisted to the
left, inescapably fixed and staring at you with its dead gaze, even as she looked straight
ahead with her other eye,
12 · The trees, returning huge with boughs sweeping in the high breezes, are pushed
aside in your attention by the heavy concrete, brooding even in the hot sun, yet light
and if not alive then marked by life, a history from across the sea of the last two thou-
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sand years covering the very depths of time like a perilous bridge over nothingness and
the void. All of that history plays itself out on the screen that such a barrier necessitates,
a blind screen in the imagination, a forbearer of the created image; this is the failing
necessitated by consciousness, this barrier of concrete,
13 · Do not think that the law can be undone, it can only be reshaped as it is a necessary
part of our lives; if you refuse it in one way, in one part of your life, you will embrace it in
another way, in another part of your life: beware of those who put on a show of refusing
authority for they will also express it in the most concrete ways,
14 · A finger in my ear, a finger in my nose, a finger in my mouth, a finger in my belly
button, a finger in my ass, a finger between my toes, a finger in my hair, a finger under
my arm,
15 · The grainy, dark wooden booth with its silky smooth patina shined by a thousand
and a half bodies, worn like shared clothes or shoes. Every Sunday we would stop after
church in our special clothes, my mother in any number of dresses and hats, with her
hair changing from season to season, year to year, my father in his ill-fitting suit and tie,
my younger brothers in their shorts in the summer and long pants in the winter and little ties, and I in the wool suit that itched so badly that I had to wear long underwear
even in the summer,
16 · Words tumble from her mouth, clattering like footsteps, words mixed with the
scuffling-shuffle of feet as the congregation rises and everyone begins their forced
march out,
17 · Here in the dark room, floating on a mattress in the great black clearing sea of
space, some sort of proto-thoughts float. There isn’t any, nor can there be any single
focus, only glimpses of faces, places, scenes, and a strange throbbing being the closest
thing to mental continuity,
18 · The face of your butt burns, parental turds lie face down, offering no help. Stinky bit
bottom came a-chewing, roger-dodger over and over again, my big, big turds smell like
stinky words, my butt is like a poopy blister, a painful penis,
19 · I’m trying to capture the images of my life with a mind that’s been constructed
from anything but animal life: this is the colorful confusion of the mind, so dream-like
before language permits the semblance of control over invading, parading thoughts,
over the real and the imagined, the differentiation between the self and the other.
Mental life has to be constructed out of the purest of the wilds, the unformed mind,
20 · Your life is as novel as a misunderstanding, this is the closest you can come to grasping
it. So do not pretend you can hold onto something you do not recognize, you will continually be distracted by what you cannot place,
21 · Let your thoughts have no care for the morrow, lay up no stores of thought but share
them always; you can feed thousands with but a handful,
22 · Finally at last, a whole new calendar (see the year splaying out before you), This year
will be so much better than last year (see your resolve form inside of your thoughts), A
whole year has gone by and gone by so fast (see yourself trying to grip smoke escaping
between your fingers), You can already see into the future pasts (see a world where memory exists as mythos),
23 · It is God that represents this desire to speak, to exercise control by naming, even to
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occupy the psychical space that that desire implies. The pure jungle of sights, sounds, sensations, and drives all unnamed, all coming from inside and outside, are what you are as
you, as there is no inside or outside yet, no me or you yet, as you finally leave your savage little Eden on the strength of words alone,
24 · Words that grab hold of me like the weight of flesh, with each word I speak the
great well of darkness, finding a night full of several shades, recognizing myself as
something starting to emerge from a shapeless mass, the words are forced into me, spoken like intrusions leaving marks, floating words grabbing hold of me in my hollow
flesh, thoughts like light passing through words are but phantoms that creep down the
hallway, the letters pulling me into their own mirror, pulling me down with their own
weight, the presence of each word a shapeless blob, a black viscous oil spreading right
next to me as it enters my body,
25 · Your ethical duty is to knowledge, not to faith or belief, for only knowledge will lead
you onto paths not protected, exposing you to thoughts that will threaten your edifice constructed on the sand of faith and the mud of belief,
26 · From the dark into the light, the way the images capture you by flowing into themselves, by finally resembling themselves: this is the continuity of self-similarity. The
images, shapes of white ghostly light on a black background like inverted silhouettes: all
I have are these, crashing,
27 · What you see and what you cannot see both exist in equal force and amounts,
28 · At night the room is dark but there is always a light under the door, a hum in the
background, somewhere there’s a woman’s voice; lying in bed listening to the television
and my parents in the living room I know this: I listen to the voices because at the center of everything is emptiness, nothingness, I listen to these voices and this laughter
because I know that at the center of me are impulses I cannot control, a fullness beyond
me, because at the center of everything is nothingness,
SEVEN “The Eternal Mysteries.”

1 · I, my thoughts, are the membrane of words, the thin tissue of my being speaking to
itself as an other; listening to myself, I hear myself as an other,
2 · I hate my voice. I hate my memories. My voice confuses me when I hear it, as do my
memories. My self-consciousness, like my dreaming, is a tiger I find myself face to face
with across a sudden clearing,
3 · Low in the early morning sky the sun shines brightly through the row of windows in
the back of the room, a light echoed by the bright explosion of the rocket being
launched on the video screen, small and perched on the wide window ledge beneath a
similar row of windows in the left wall. The center of the room outward is filled with
rows and lines of chairs and desks and an alphabet is stretched across the top of the
windowless front wall ending at the clock above the door in the right front corner.
Arithmetic lessons cover the chalkboards which stretch across the front wall. Beneath
the desks is a white linoleum floor and above hang globes of light,
4 · To my left is the smiling face of Bob, already big for his age, in fact nearly twice my
size. Leaning over I show him a small ribbed plastic chalice with a like-ribbed cover.
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Telling him to watch, I remove the cover to reveal a small plastic ball sitting in the well
of the cup. Covering it again I, with no lack of ceremony, reveal the well to be empty,
the ball gone. Again covering it I proceed to remove the cover to reveal the ball back in
the well of the cup,
5 · I used to believe that the man fucked the woman in the belly button and that his
penis broke off in her belly and became the baby, I used to check sanitary napkins for
penises, I used to believe my mother lost her penis when she had her period and that
this had something to do with how babies came about, I used to believe that seven little
witches lived in the basement and that I would have to wrestle my double, I used to
believe what my mother told me, that if you could kiss your elbow you could change
your sex,
6 · Blessed are those who realize and understand that our sexuality is no longer bound by or
related to nature; that the thousands of varieties of expression of our sexuality have been
irrevocably divorced from nature and its rhythms,
7 · I hate my voice. Coming from my future as I am, I can only trace myself back increment by increment, loosening the bonds and weight of time like the stone slowly rolled
away from a tomb: I call your name, arise, arise,
8 · Who can remember them anymore: Bob, Wally, Franklin, Dennis, Susan, Meredith,
Guy and Sharon, Steve and Roger, Terry and Don, Darron, Debra, Melissa, Jill, and how
many Carols, Johns, and Davids,...The names and faces floating free of their moorings,
the names and faces no longer attached,
9 · I hate my voice. I talk to myself incessantly because I don’t recognize my voice.
There is a great split in my mirror, its conception hardly intact. I am different from
myself, I don’t recognize myself,
10 · Everything I am comes from somewhere else, the voice I hear in my head is the
night coming alive and taking me, it’s full of the words, phrases, voices I’ve heard
before,
11 · Peering down the steep staircase it was as though he could see over the thick
handrail and ornate balusters through to the first floor below, a dizzying exposition of
imagined destruction, the bright light beige floor rising so fast as to blind you with its
dark collision,
To regain a sense of balance and control his gaze rested on the large portrait centered on the wall of the landing which both split and linked the staircase as it turned
180 degrees. It was a large portrait of a stern George Washington, whose insistent gaze
continued to follow him as he moved under it to the rest of the stairs,
Here, finally was where the treasure was, patiently anticipated, there, where the
smooth, worn wood of the polished easing, where hundreds upon hundreds of hands
have lingered, gripped, and slid around the corner of the staircase. It was like that part
of a magical stone or saint’s statue worn smooth by the myriad hands that have touched
it in invocation. And then the second corner, after dragging your hand over the
smoothed wooden rail between them. These spots were anticipated with every use of
the stairs, especially going down,
12 · The small doctor’s play set included in its plastic medical bag a toy stethoscope, a
toy otoscope, a round mirror mounted on a plastic headband, plastic syringes, tongue
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depressors, plastic forceps, gauze and bandages. Excited about the gift and eager to
mimic the role of a doctor, he would perform cursory play examinations on any member of the family who would permit it. An ear exam for dad, using the stethoscope to
listen to grandma’s heartbeat, a bandage for mom, candy pills and gauze head wraps for
the brothers. When he got to his grandfather he was determined to use a tongue
depressor to examine his mouth. As he did so his grandfather suddenly let his upper
dentures fall. The poor child, startled and thinking himself responsible for the supposed
injury, leapt back, bursting into tears,
13 · Another memory in black and white: short, crisp gray hair, spicy cologne-tobacco
odor, gray stubble unshaven, sitting on his knee peering in onto the open book held by
him, cradling front and back, his voice intoning, black letters dancing from line to line,
white page to white page, carrying you in rapt attention with a string through your ears,
14 · A single huge word floating down the hallway turning through the doorway into
your room, approaching you, closer and closer, until finally right next to you, touching
you, sinking into you, passing through your skin, intruding into you, introjecting, and
it’s as though by entering your body each word gains its substance, losing its color,
becoming transparent, invisible, but becoming like a weight you can’t locate, a weight
pulling on your thoughts, transparent but refracting your thoughts like light passing
through it, and this word comes down the hallway, forcing itself into you,
15 · It’s often been said that the past is always with us; this is true although the past is also
always remade. In fact, every time you recount the past in the form of a memory, every
time you repeat those stories to yourself and to others, you are creating the traces which
allow you to believe that they’re true. So do not think you can always recognize the past,
oftentimes it visits you in new clothing and upsets your image of what was and what can
be, like a stranger coming to your door at night, speaking a strange language,
16 · I just remember that I was shitting and it was getting all over everything everywhere and it just kept spreading all over everything the more I wiped, dark, dark
brown, rich, thick, and slimy brown all over my fingers like melted chocolate and everything I touched got covered, it even seemed to be spreading on its own behind and
around me, and every time I tried to wipe it spread more, glistening, sticky brown ore
in fingerprints and streaks,
17 · The universe is 1000 billion times bigger than when David sang, and I hate my voice. I
don’t hear it, others do. It’s disconcerting to know that I have a voice but that it always slips
away from me. What I hear is the image of my voice repeating endlessly in my head.
“Hence I am transformed into an eternity of miraculous instants,”
18 · Another memory in color: the inverted sloping of the stretch of soft, curving flesh,
easing-like from the arm along the front of the armpit to the pendulance of the breast,
the gesturing web of pectoral flesh connecting the arm to the body, smooth and with an
alabaster-cool appearance, is an object of the utmost fascination simply because of the
implication it carries, bearing what it carries in dream and in desire,
19 · Walking between the large sliding metal doors the internal scene is a chaotic one of
light, noise, and action. Hardy machine sounds punch into metal, grime and smoke
sway past bare light, shadows and voices weave themselves around you, grease marks
the dirty concrete floor as bench after bench presents nightmarish scenes of things gone
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mad: everything is in pieces, partial, and unrecognizable. Passing into an open central
corridor a glowing bright lathe is running back and forth, peeling red-hot strips of
curling metal from a flat metal surface,
20 · In the lush green coolness of the backyard, in the damp mysterious shade of a huge
elm tree, I watch as a giant ant crawls along the support rib of a white wooden fence, its
weathered sectioned body leathery, the will and determination of its species to survive
at all costs apparent in its contempt for my presence,
21 · I can’t even see their faces anymore. I see them small, so small and fragile, as
though they were shrunken close to the floor, with the unsure characteristics of the old.
I can only see partial glimpses: a doughy white forehead, soft blond hair, a corner of a
smile, some small chalky wet teeth, eyebrows above fleet, flashing white eyes, paler scalp
under hair shorn short, a chin or two. But I can only imagine the entireties of their
faces; my memories are but the desolate face of a decaying city buried in time and I am
lost in it, walking empty streets, trying to find my way,
22 · I didn’t finish my sentence: The sentences are sketched without any of the sallow
reservations of finishing, and that starts to fit the invisible message, the little phrase that
speaks me, the little phrase that speaks me in a familiar voice, a deceptive call in a disenchanted intonation; I listen to it in my own voice as if it comes to me complete, as if
it were other, the most distant noise from me, and I’m afraid of that phrase,
23 · Catching a sideways glance he quickly turned to face the mirror which contained
an image he could not recognize. We are the echoes of one another, the ghosts of the
image, and we melt through one another like shadows do,
24 · The Sandman comes gliding with his basket full of dreams, sprinkling them over
you as you sleep, handing them to you they scatter, try to catch them they fall apart,
they may hide but they never disappear; because he comes with a basket full of darkness, spilling as he walks a basket full of forgetfulnesss, a basket full of nothing, pictures
floating through, pictures covering your eyes, stuck to your arms and chest, drifting
across your back and legs, spinning in place, going down your throat, in your ears and
nose, crawling into you; soon you’re like a basket full of dreams, sprinkling bits of them
all over others as you speak, your bed a silver sliver of moon,
25 · You’ve heard people say that you don’t look like yourself, or that you don’t resemble
yourself; this is a true state of affairs, and something to be embraced. It is only a kind of
laziness with which you’re imbued which allows you to recognize the signs that you associate with yourself and to fill them with affect. They are truly empty, and your fullness is
truly without shape or form,
26 · Our memories are stories based on real events. We make these narratives up from real
events, from single or repeated incidents or instances. Memories are what constitute narrative: they are indeed rudimentary, fundamental forms of narrative. As such they are structured as fictions, just as we are structured as fictions, but both based on real events. We are
stories based on true events who use those stories to illuminate, to lend meaning to, to
nominate, events we experience, and to finally believe,
27 · Lying in bed, blankets pulled up against his face: this is like his mother’s breast. It
takes the place of her with its myriad offerings of singular sensation. He begins to suck
on the corner of a fold,
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28 · I fall backwards through my gaze into sleep as the breath of words all but escapes
and my voice flies away, my muscles drift, my easy eyes close tight as I slip into that
closet of dreams ahead of all the sound and confusion, all of the images flitting about
like moths around a flame, images narrated by a shadow, spoken by a glint, mouthed by
a glimmer, becoming crystals of sparkling night,
29 · Pronounced knuckles with long, slender fingers: spidery hands fold and unfold as
they wrap and unwrap around objects,
30 · The sun is blinding white passing through the blue, blue sky. The screen door to
the cool, dark house swings closed behind as the backyard beckons full of summer
adventure. Green grass, sand and dirt enlarge around as attention is drawn, lightens and
smiles erupt. A passing moment, confusion. Suddenly a burning, stinging stab straight
on the abdomen as a bee stings falling away. Tears and cries erupt, a swirling panic
descends like an enclosing tube. Shuttling back through the screen door, stumbling,
stumbling down basement stairs into the cool, dark concrete room, crawling, sobbing
into a pile of dirty laundry. Later found there weeping, mother applies a sharp stinky
ammonia poultice to the roseate bump,
31 · Gazing into the mirror you see a dark figure moving through the background
behind you, hidden behind you and looking as though it were passing through your
head. A flash of light crosses the surface, and these images pass through you like shadows: we are the ghosts of the image,
32 · Down the hallway I see myself like a darkness seeping off in all directions, dragging
itself across the floor irregardless of gravity, formless limbs sprouting and disappearing,
a large black plastic bag standing weightlessly upright as I await the flood of words, all
my transgressions, all my trespasses coming through the voice like buzzing insects.
There are ears where the letters reverberate, with its hidden trigger calling them forth in
number, those words probing me, crawling along the surface, a mirage or hallucination
floating through, gripping me, pictures covering my eyes, then the images scatter in the
dark and I try to catch the thoughts like lights passing,
33 · My voice is a presence but it’s not me, it enters and exits me, it comes inside and
goes out of me, I attach breath to it sometimes to be heard, I hold my breath and it
stops, and so do I, exhale slowly, stay free from the voice, but there it came back, now
that you know, stop the voice and feel the cloud of consciousness, like a light in a fog or
smoke, now get rid of the image, tear it all away until nothing is left, no words, no
images, just an is, and the body in the voice,
34 · You’ve heard it said that life speaks in a voice you can recognize, but I say just as there
is light and sound outside of your range of perception, existing in wavelengths and frequencies you cannot sense, so it is with life, and life is like embracing a shadow in the night,
35 · Darkness is a medium as well, and as it takes me a while to shape it, I see myself
fighting myself for it, I want to enter that skin, I want to enter that fold, it’s a familiar
ritual being performed, and I shiver seeing it in my imagination,
36 · The gaze is something alive and insistent, a fastening rivet of flashing in a whiffling
field that wafts in and out of focus like a heat mirage as it desperately tries to bury that
very gaze. At that precise moment, after tumbling noisily down long dark corridors, an
image, as though floating disembodied above the floor, moves violently across the
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bright room and grabs you, pinning you down with its immense featherlight weight,
defining you,
37 · Hillocks soft like little baby bunnies slope downward from the collarbones, instilling a promise of warmth and comfort to the point of consuming you as you lift your
gaze, so you quickly turn away in terror from what threatens to overwhelm and drown
you, looking away for the protection it offers, otherwise there won’t be a piece of you
left,
38 · Sitting in a house full of shadows and dust, pages are flakes of skin and letters are
the dark path of breath reeling amidst the shadows: I hear the gruff voice as it reads to
me, sounding out each syllable, pointing to each word, to each letter even,
39 · In no time the thin tissue of my being is speaking to itself, the voice that becomes
my doorway: it’s as though my skin, intruding into me, exists in me and outside of me
at the same time, wrapping itself around empty images, a brood of words, like silent
storms, words inside of words, and these words come down, piercing me, wounds
under my skin,
40 · In the imagination he’s supposed to give his cock to her from the top and she’s
supposed to take it from him on the bottom, and you’re supposed to be both of them,
to go from incendiary breath to incendiary breath, to be one and the other in continuum,
41 · Lying in bed, the large sleeping figure of your grandfather is right next to you. Nap
time, as he slept after his shift, your grandmother leading, placed you here, right alongside the Gulliveresque figure as he breathes heaving with a deep rustling like leaves that
are falling, you blend with it as with his supine constitution. Tall and fit, smelling of
beer, tobacco, aftershave, and sunshine, with a stubble shadow of beard, he dreams,
merging sleeping and breathing, as you reach across him, wanting it, his erect penis, for
yourself. As your hand closes around it he wakes, looking over at you and chuckling.
Immediately flushed with embarrassment and shame at being revealed, you let go,
rolling back over and away, your empty hand closing,
42 · A dark pass of breath spills into the room, filling the air, forcing the light to unroll,
collecting in little pools outlined by the shade. Such passing becomes a voice sending
shivering vibrations through the dark night-like solidity of the body, traveling upwards
in a violent erupting shake of the spine to the lifting hunch of the shoulders,
43 · A small figure stands on the edge of a volcano, below him the lava is glowing red: if
I fall into the hot lava I’ll be dissolved like sugar in tea or cereal in milk or something
until there’s no me, only liquid left,
44 · I look at her and I see a translucent jellyfish-like face with veins over a keratinous
material, shiny and hardened. Her tits are tired and lurid, used, stained, and droopy.
Her tits are tired old turds. I want to attack them, hit them and slap them, pinch them
and bite them, whip them and scratch them. I want to pull them and punch them,
make her wince and pull away. I want to make her nipples stretch, rouged and
inflamed. I want to bring her pain past the shock of it that she’ll then recognize as
pleasure,
45 · Another voice moves past me, brushing me, posturing towards another,
46 · I want to enter her skin and wear it and her like a costume, I want to feel her
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around me, feel myself inside of her, filling her out to the ends of her shell-like silhouette, like walking on stilts I’ll move her thighs, I try her heels on, my small feet slide to
the toe of the shoes, I shuffle, dragging the spike heels behind,
47 · I’ve got some numbers in my pocket, I’m bringing home a tumbling machine,
that’s the way it goes because I’m a secret ghost, falling, and I’m caught, a figure composed of the characteristics of both parents holding me up so I can stand upright,
48 · The earth and the sky are but clouds moving, and heat from the summer sun scatters images in the air like tiny pieces of paper confetti refracted and parched, as if my
mind were bathed in a brilliant light and each movement, each thought seemed tuned
to some great directing force that climbs into your bowels and takes you over, possessing you, stealing you, stealing your breath from the inside, breathing your breath as you
breathe,
49 · The sun returns in the morning and everything unfolds back in an as alluring a
manner as possible and always as an assumed all, en masse into convention, into shape
and form, into falling solids that sharpen and then cut as perfect little nothings burst
with color and sound, savage tendrils between you and the world alighting,
50 · The hallway and the room are passing into you, into the space of your thoughts,
like blocks of light full of dreams, or a weight you can’t locate as you try to remember,
the voice disappearing, the voice you hear disappearing with its hidden trigger calling
forth, wrapping around the jamb, turning through the doorway into your room disguised as a shadow, the darkness dropping in, an apparition slicing itself into you, the
words like phantoms that ripple, becoming snakes crawling into your ears as sensation
enters your body, touching you with thoughts like light grabbing and shaking you, passing through you, light passing through voices like insects buzzing, wrapped around
empty images, sleeping now,
51 · A dream: Lying alone in bed a loud, deep male voice can be heard coming up from
downstairs, saying sinisterly: “I’m coming up to get you.” Fear grips with frozen fingers,
breath freezes breathing. “I’m coming up to get you.” Eyes widen, fingers clutch at covers, breath chokes. “I’m coming up to get you.” Limbs stiff, stepping onto the floor following the wall down the hallway, stairs left. “I’m coming up to get you.” Stepping down
onto the stair, then another, peering around the corner of the dog-legged staircase: an
ethereal ghost-like cowboy, six-gun, holster, hat, vest, jeans, boots, looking up at you,
saying, “I’m coming up to get you.” Screaming terror transports you back to bed where
you’re asleep, quivering,
52 · You are as much the image of your mother holding you as she directs your gaze as
you are the image of you. In fact, you want to be her, you want her power. The power of
control. But you settle for believing that you’re a spirit inside a container,
53 · A small doll quickly received and forgotten. Non-descript with synthetic blond hair
grouped and woven in strange, large clumpy strands. Plastic arms that move all in a
piece. Plastic legs that move likewise. Flimsy dress that covers a smoothed body. I have
to hold it. Projecting into that body I have to see under its clothes. Ultimately disappointed in what I find, I put it down only for the toy medical examination kit which I
promptly begin to use to examine the doll,
54 · A limbless torso surrounded by darkness, penetrated by cocks in every way possi-
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ble: I feel all the sensations at once, am all the actors at once, thrusting and feeling each
thrust, feeling each mounting pleasure. In my mind I am a torso surrounded by darkness with all possible sexual characteristics, primary and secondary; I am the penises
penetrating ass and mouth and vagina, am the ass and mouth and vagina being penetrated, am the hands grabbing breasts and ass, fingers slipping into crevices, I am the
penis between the lips and the lips gripping and sucking on the penis, lips tingling
penis buzzing. Pale torso set against black background writhing with sensation upon
sensation as bodies rub against bodies becoming one body fucking itself in every imaginable way cocks thrusting ass clenching mouth gripping sucking pussy wet and open as
tits are grabbed and tongued crudely hands stroking across a back a mass of sex parts
like filings on a magnet as I realize I am all the characteristics at once all acting on one
another at the same time cocks in mouth and pussy with a dark cock going in and out
of an ass sensations causing spasmatic clenching and tossing throbbing like a breath
that’s shared,
55 · There’s always an other who escapes: walking thumb in mouth holding dirty doll in
hanging hand, lurching body pushes ahead of feet. Dirty pajamas, dirty floors, dirty
sunlight early in the morning,
56 · Candy hearts whisper in my head, then a sound takes over, hands form a soft pool
and throb into existence, and I want to be the shape and the form filling her sensation,
57 · Blessed are those who know that grace is but a flooding of the ego with narcissistic
energy, an infusing that acts like a spotlight shining,
58 · The last day of the year and everyone is filled with a kind of gritty, giddy sadness, a
certain celibatory anxiety providing commentary on a past that hasn’t yet been. The last
day of the year and everyone feels slightly wounded by the occasion but also slightly liberated by the festivities, a dark wing fluttering once overhead and then carried away by
laughter,
EIGHT “Erasing Her Features.”

1 · I’m lying in bed on my left side my chin propped in my left hand and I’m looking at
myself in the long mirror, my head, my shoulder, my torso, with my right arm lying
along my side, my right hand, outside of the mirror, is cutoff at the wrist; lying parallel
to me, just within reach of my right hand, and outside of the mirror as well, is my
mother, who is dozing, in fact I’m rubbing her arm with my right hand while gazing at
myself in the mirror, and it looks and feels as if I were somehow rubbing my own arm,
or rather since it looks that way it feels that way, as though something, some strange
alchemical mingling was taking place outside of the frame of the mirror, a strange
intermingling and ensuing confusion of two distinct dimensions was taking place; I
touch, giving register, but a twisting register, a register twisting back on me– it being a
mirror image there’s a V, our hands meet, so we’re rubbing one another,
2 · Your unresembling face, your unresembling fate, reeling off the page; explosions
reverberate through your head, an imaginary blast to match the lights exploding behind
your eyelids, showing you the way by ripping the veil away from everything. Suddenly
there are templates for you to embrace in your insecurity, making it easier for you to
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assume and to express, giving you shape where you had none, allowing you to move
and to dwell a breath away from anxiety, to assume and affix stability as false as it may
be,
3 · Pushing through the crusty snow, feet find a soft slogging forward and up, the wind
whistles, biting as it flies past. There is no other person to the horizon, just an expanse
of unbroken white, crowded only by glare. Here there is nothing but country; space and
emptiness. First Indians are the chasing the Bluecoat scout; then Picts hunt the Roman
officer; Germans close in on the escaped Yank POW; carnivorous animals, dinosaurs,
lions, wolves, all chase you in turn. But you’re free, you’ve escaped their jaws and paws
and grasps, you’re alone, cold, wet and hungry, but free,
4 · The shape of the streets is a presence, the shape of the walk is a presence, the shape
of the house is a presence, the shape of the doorway is a presence, the shape of the
room is a presence, the shape of the table is a presence, the shape of the chair is a presence, all of it empty, and the emptiness it contains is a shading,
5 · Soon it’s summer and the beach sands are uncountable as they surround you.
Washed ashore, the lone survivor of your sailing band, you try to orient yourself, to
regain your bearings as a huge shadow sweeps towards you: there are thousands and
thousands of grains of sand like stars forming a huge shadow of light falling into the
sparkling bright day. The clear blue sky, so light and distant, sprinkled with a few bright
white clouds, captures the white gulls as they bank and dive, flap and climb to glide,
turning sharply, riding the waves and currents of air, the waves becoming whitetops,
reflecting the ends of the clouds and the wings of the gulls,
6 · A bucket of water, a house of sand, and closer yet the waves. Shoveling grains as they
release one another, falling together apart, each one catching a little sunlight, becoming
like star dust enflamed, blinding and warm: a castle made of sand that the waves erase
completely. Your father, unmoved by the waves, smiles at you,
7 · I see the glowing red tip of the cigarette and I immediately think of my mother’s
nipples, along with flashes of the red-hot lathe peeling off metal and the burning tip of
my penis when suffering a urinary tract infection,
8 · Trash in bright red patcheswabstainsoaked into white gauze pad thinner in the center. Red stainingrabs crotches while puckering in. Frozen grip of loss. Flick,
9 · A small mole on the inside face of the right knee serves as the whale’s left eye,
splashy bath soapy water legs stretched sitting out crotch here feet there under water to
waist. A small ship sails past and from the murky depths a behemoth breeches, its left
eye seeing as it crashes down on the ship, and then, surfacing again, stares right at you,
10 · These are the creatures that haunt your childhood, that turn into ghosts passing
right through the figures of your thoughts as though passing through walls, one room
to the next. These are the creatures that inhabit your infancy, bodies fantastic in their
proportions and make-up, strange mish-mashes of body parts: breasts, anuses, mouths
out of all proportion to reality, perceived through sensation and desire. Others act like
gigantic singularities,
11 · I sense the tangled entrance of mind in the exceeded rooms, but stepping into them
I can hear a voice calling me, forging a new kind of dislocation and displacement. Other
rooms offer a closed dark of their own, as even in the mirror shadows are clinging, shed
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and smoothing; the only everything is itself and its double: I am spoken by a Thing,
12 · Everything’s come off its supports and is sliding, but that should be expected, it was
predicted: this is the terror and exaltation of the subatomic world where nothing is certain
and only probabilities rule, forcing us to accept the idea that nature is not continuous, but
rather exists in discrete packets or quanta: the world is 1000 billion times smaller then
when David sang,
13 · Six Finger Fanner Fifty GI Joe how do you get along without them Chatty Cathy
Beach House Barbi think how you’ll look in your new Etch-A-Sketch with Agent Zero
Weapons Set holding your new Batman Rub-Ons with Special Edition Train Set with
Smoking Engine and Caboose Lights Legos Doctor’s Bag Tractor Easy Bake Oven Silly
Putty Mr. Atomic Space Explorer all your friends will want one too easy assembly Jet
Fighter SWAT Tactical Gear EMT Outfit World Wrestling Action Figures Video Games
Playstation Xbox Doom Grand Theft intense action give the gift that says you care be the
envy of your neighborhood,
14 · Candy hearts, each with a different message, heart-shaped cards decorated with lace
trim or sparkles, lollipops in heart-shapes, boxes of chocolates and secret crushes, flowers red and white, roses and carnations, small nearly naked figures of boys with bows
and arrows, sly smiles and glances, heartfelt confessions of attraction, disappointments,
frustrations, anger,
15 · You hear the voice calling you, coming down the hallway, from around the corner,
source unseen but presence understood, from upstairs or downstairs, out of sight,
which means you are as well, it’s like taking a secret from that mouth,
16 · The fleeting glimpse that you see, like a flash in the air, the rest is lost, erased. I see
her tight, pursed face framed by bluish-gray hair set and curled, complimented by the
matte-gray of her eyeglass frames which open the eyes but don’t reveal them. Holding
herself straight there is a rounding of the back as she seems to lean, projecting herself
forward. Always made up, always finished, her appearance seems to lack for nothing.
Holding you tightly as you sit on her lap she rocks you back and forth, first humming
then singing a song of lost love by the silvery moon, her voice filling you with the space
of emptiness and longing, touching you with that opening which brings with it the
mystery of life. A mystery like the sound of crickets and distant voices across a lake of
captured moonlight, a center of light in a ring of darkness, and the drum-like sounds
when only a thin metal skin separates you from the surface of the water, deep and dark,
17 · The sour, lilting smell of a woman; in my mind her skin is so smooth and tight as
to be almost poreless; The sour smell of a woman, like the smell of skin on the inside,
like pre-moistened skin, collagen on top of collagen, tightened pores, smooth skin with
tiny soft pale hairs, and a tight, sour smell, as though all odor had to be erased, or at
least reduced to a tight little profile,
18 · Standing alone in the large open field a few dashing, blinking lights begin to appear
and disappear in quick succession. The cup of sounds, the crickets, the distant traffic,
all serve to make the sky a space enclosed by lines of escape. The earth is darker than
the sky and from out of the small bush a light appears and then disappears as quickly.
The sky blazes its darkness and the bold stars that show blaze as well. Then they appear
in numbers, dozens of lights floating in a jerky manner a few feet above the ground.
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And not so much a light as a glowing that gives off light and that renders even their
shine as fuzzy and indistinct as the darkness around them,
19 · A dream: Lying alone in bed a male voice can be heard coming up from downstairs:
“I’m coming up to get you.” Fear grips with frozen fingers, breath freezes breathing.
“I’m coming up to get you.” Eyes widen, fingers clutch at covers, breath chokes. “I’m
coming up to get you.” Limbs stiffen, stepping onto the floor following the wall down
the hallway, stairs left. “I’m coming up to get you.” Stepping down onto a stair, then
another, peering around the corner of the dog-legged staircase: an ethereal ghost-like
cowboy, six-gun, holster, hat, vest, jeans, boots, looking at you, saying, “I’m coming up
to get you.” Screaming terror transports you back to bed where you’re asleep, quivering,
20 · A kaleidescope of sunlight is filtered through the leaves. Looking closely at her, her
lips are like earthworms, and a jiggling breast is like a whiffling of matter, it literally represents the transition from fluid to solid and back again, almost like from particle to
wave. It’s a quantum world of desire, from before you to after you and back again,
always leaving you here, on this platform over the void, the blackness around you
buzzing like the sound of a fan. When I push down hard on my eyelids I can see colors
flashing behind them, which I do until the pain forces me to stop: “If I could only get
past the pain, I would know everything,”
21 · I can hear my voice behind my eyes, it’s telling me that I’m here, right here, right
now. Then I look at my hands or feel the air on my leg. Then I repeat myself to myself,
intent on removing myself from myself. Then a sound takes over and I rush to where it
is. Or something wells up inside of me, from somewhere else inside of me, some place
more me than I am. Then I feel like I’m at the boundary between inside and outside.
I’m a skin only, between the two,
22 · And then they whisper into my head too. It means that someone else is seeing me,
because they’re talking to me. As a voice I’m a skin that sees. I’m the skin of words,
23 · This is both the inside of your outside and the outside of your inside, this is a room
that isn’t a room, like no room is every room, just as no one house contains it and no
door opens onto it; this is a room differing from itself concomitant with differing from
all the others. This difference, illuminated by a cut, a form of division, is the same as the
difference between them and themselves; the difference is a kind of division. My mistaken belief that I had lived in the same house twice during two distinct periods of my
life represents this division: I lived in the house only once, during one single period of
my life, and the split I believed in is evidence of a subjective division at the hands of the
signifier. As I grew in language it displaced my memories, resettling them into faulty
reflections of themselves, reflecting the moves the family made: it’s the words themselves that give the quality of loss to your memories,
24 · Rocking you sitting on her lap, she rocked back and forth, back and forth in her
special chair. This was a ritual of mourning and of exorcism, of loss and consolation.
Come to me, come to me, was the song; here is where we attempt to understand the
mystery of that loss which has wounded you and now subtends the pathos of your existence. That’s how much we carry, backs stooped and broken: it’s like the load that never
grows any lighter but which we adapt to as it shapes us. How much of ourselves do we
find in this way, here, in these flashes that are like fleeting reflections in the air? Do we
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find ourselves in these glimpses? In these flashes of surface light? Or do we just see how
they’ve formed and shaped us? We are the shape of our gravity, which lends shape to
the curvature of space, a curvature which establishes a link between inside and outside,
25 · The rose being a kind of captured space exceeding scale, evening’s dreamy dominion dances everywhere, emptying the slumbering shadows as a song sounds across the
sky of that emptiness, a sound-crested moonlight as it sings,
26 · Only one bullet left and the lion is going to charge. A tawny mane surrounds large
staring intent eyes, a huge dark nose and ferocious slavering jaw filled with big dirty
stained teeth. Its jaw opens slightly as its legs tense, readying themselves for the spring
forward as it pounces. Steady your aim, you can’t miss, you’ll only have one chance,
27 · I squeeze the silver tube and spread the white cream over her legs. This time there
will be a miraculous cure and the red patches will disappear. I am the doctor now, mine
is the touch that will heal, mine are the hands that comfort and soothe,
28 · A dream: Lying alone in bed a male voice can be heard coming up from downstairs:
“I’m coming up to get you.” Fear grips with frozen fingers, breath freezes breathing. “I’m
coming up to get you.” Eyes widen, fingers clutch at covers, breath chokes. “I’m coming up
to get you.” Limbs stiff, stepping onto the floor following the wall down the hallway, stairs
left. “I’m coming up to get you.” Stepping down onto a stair, then onto another, peering
around the corner of the dog-legged staircase: an ethereal ghost-like cowboy, six-gun, holster, hat, vest, jeans, boots, looking at you, saying, “I’m coming up to get you.” Screaming
terror transports you back to bed where you’re asleep, quivering,
29 · I’m afraid of the dark. The dark fights over us, the dark fights both itself and the
light over us. So it is that we are made of suffering, so it is that we are all just stutters in
time fighting ourselves and each other. The dark is something I can touch and feel: it’s a
hollow sound ringing in my ears, it’s a path leading in all directions, it’s all points converging on me. This I feel when I close my eyes: I can sense the distant rumbling. The
distant rumbling is the dark fighting itself and the light over us. So it is that we are
made of suffering, so it is that we are just stutters in time fighting ourselves and our
doubles. I’m afraid of the dark,
30 · Over at Grandma’s house was the carpet: short, tight weave, its gray loops felt like
close grass under your feet, like moss surrounded by damp rock. The smells were so
different, even though there was less space there it smelled more open, less imposing
than at home with its greater number of people and animals. In fact, everything about
their house and yard, although similar in layout, seemed so much more compact. There
was a huge picture window on the back wall of the kitchen that looked out over their
small fenced-in backyard with its close-cropped grass and leafy bushes,
31 · Why are you such a little monster? You’re such a little monster, can’t you just do
what you’re told? You’re such a little monster. You always have to get into trouble, you’re
such a little monster. You just can’t leave well enough alone. You’re such a little monster.
Why can’t you just behave yourself? You’re such a little monster,
32 · I see the world ripping apart, I see the seam just open before me, the walls part, the
pants split, a mouth opens wider and wider as the cheeks tear around the head, the
painted tapestry of the world splits wide open and a nothingness as big as eternity
glows like luminescent black fog looking into you and freezing you with fascination,
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obstructing nothing,
33 · Shadowy villains, darting in and out of dark pockets, lurk around me, follow me,
never in view, only ever seen out of the corners of my eyes, a speck of dust strikes me as
someone unseen brushes past me, something like a low pressure zone moves across the
floor, cool, almost cold and pulling air along with it as it moves, an unhidden emptiness, gigantic and black and shadowy, a hulking monstrosity that walks upright,
34 · Her breasts are tired, lurid, used, stained and droopy. Her breasts are tired old
turds. I want to attack her tits, pinch and bite them, hit and slap them, scratch and whip
them. I want to pull and pinch them, make her wince and cry, I want to make her pull
away. I want to make her nipples stretch rouged and enflamed, bring her a kind of pain
that past the shock of it she realizes is extreme pleasure and that it comes from me,
35 · The sun is blind and blinding in its passing, and such passing becomes a rendered
voice, copied, chased, and destroyed, an all in garbled words as I exhale, filling her out
to the ends of her surface-like silhouette, as here is the mask, a veritable pulsation of
sound and images. And catching a sidelong glance, she quickly turns to face a splash of
images falling like flakes of skin, hands form a soft pool, throbbing into existence, wobbling, as widened eyes fall into the smooth white bowls of her own, roll across her lips,
out of her mouth, whispering, I am the words that you speak,
36 · Eyes closed, rocking back and forth in my grandmother’s lap, her softly singing
voice is like a warm plaintive presence in my head, filling me with exuding warmth,
making me a safe place to dream. There is a presence, safe in the notes; I am a presence,
safe in the notes as she uses me for her expression, forcing me into a shape,
37 · Towel, rug, doorstop, book, plate, lamp, light bulb, mouse trap, waste basket, knife,
extension cord, newspaper, bookcase, sofa, coffee table, throw rug, pillow, end table, slip
cover, radio, photographs, painting, dining room table, kitchen table, stove, cutting
board, ticking clock, easy chair, mirror, fork, spoon, cup, toaster, pot, pan, tea kettle,
stove, pitcher, coffee pot, mop, bucket, spatula, kitchen chairs, curtain, broom, fan, dust
pan, dish towel, place mat, step stool, ladder, garbage can, cobweb,
38 · Crisp breath as he leans forward, an overwhelming sense of stupidity flooding in,
misty eyes fixed and piercing, moments stop, breathing stops, you probably feel the
same way as your eyes drop, hiding from the eyes that follow you around the room,
39 · The holiday of Valentine’s day is a manufactured consensuality, a forced joining, a
twisting together of opposition and attraction, a cloud pierced by sunlight and left
translucent like some strange phosphorescent sea creature, administered and admonished by a child’s delight,
NINE “A Genealogy Of Desire.”

1 · Soon I will begin to see my father outside of the distorting lens of my mother’s
desire, that is, outside of the figure and presence of her father. When I see my imaginary
father he is who I see. When I see my symbolic father I see my father. So my father is a
split figure. On the one hand I see excessive enjoyment taken by my imaginary father,
and see my symbolic father as leading me out of a thicket of confusing and overwhelming desires, but not without making me pay a price limiting my own access to enjoy-
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ment. So my father is a split figure. And so am I, as a dynamic of competing desire. I
will explore this jungle of desire as both discoverer and adventurer, fearful hoarder of
treasure, carefree gadfly and vagabond, as scientist and missionary, as exploiter and savior; I will explore deserts of sand and snow, the emptiness of space and its far-reaches, I
will capture my mother and I will rescue my mother, I will kill my father in battle and I
will save both he and his honor,
2 · The present becomes an external yesterday and the future remains partially exposed,
partially hidden; the next step is darkness personified, a shadow creeping, gliding across
the wall, a dark viscous blob turning gauzy and diaphanous, starting as an oily dark
blob it becomes translucent, merely a shading, like a living gray gauze of loosely woven
darkness, sheer and gossamer, rendering everything out of focus,
3 · When the monster sleep-touch comes blundering out of the walls and I fall, it
frames everything and takes it away; this is the deceptive crisis, like a disinterested messenger dazzled by the dark, a momentary blindness of place, filling that blindness with a
living void,
4 · This is to say that my desire evolves, much the same way that individuals of our
species evolve, as the combination of two separate strains. In other words, my desire is
not identical to my father’s desire because it has been informed by the signifiers, the
very shape of my mother’s desire. My mother wanted me to be her salvation, her savior.
To lift a burden of debt, of guilt, from her and secure her immortality as the mother of
such a one,
5 · I am the skin of words and I burn with molecular fire: standing before the toilet I
wince, crying, trying to force urine out knowing that it will burn like shards of glass as
it passes through the tip of my penis tearing me from the inside, slicing soft wet skin
with the heat of a red-hot lathe. Pushing, I tensely tease a pulse of urine forward, knowing that there will be intense, immense pain. I see only a red-hot lathe passing its burning tip over the metal sheet in my mind, and bear the confusion of sounds as I try to
lose myself in them,
6 · Consciousness is a form of immanent violence in a terrible emptiness as words are
somehow coming towards me to take my place, the place that you can only assume
doesn’t exist. Lost in flummox and in the shadows life is a terrible burden to bear as
darkness descends piercing me with its emptiness, a sudden crack reverberating
through my skull and it’s as though I’ve fallen through a crack in time standing on a
spot-illuminated platform suspended above and surrounded by darkness, a throb of
biology filling half of the sky, the pulsing beat of language filling the other,
7 · A joyous noisy light full of glistening mirrors and staggering brightness. Patterned
wallpaper and a dressing table full of creams, lipsticks, masks, perfumes and shiny cosmetics, with nothing but pure space between it, against the wall, and the bed in the center of the room. Sitting on that, my parent’s bed, in a lower corner, surrounded by that
black empty void under the bed despite the flood of floor which reveals carpet, my
mother in a slip is in the center of the bed towards the head. She has a leg pulled up
alongside of her shaving them with long deliberate strokes of the razor. To be precise,
I’m mimicking her, shaving my legs, lathering them and then running the safety razor
up it, back down, then rinsing the razor in a bowl full of soapy water, up and down my
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leg again,
8 · The game to be played is easily understood, even by us grade schoolers: a number of
kids from the class are chosen, and they stand up in the front of the room. The rest of
the class stay in their seats, fold their arms on their desks and put their heads down. As
the game commences, those chosen to stand in front of the class begin to move quietly,
oh so quietly through the column-like arrangement of the desks until they choose one
of the forward-reclining children sitting at the desks with their heads down. They then
proceed to touch the classmate of their choice and return, just as quietly to the front of
the room. When all the choices have been made and all the choosers have returned to
the front of the room, the rest of the children are allowed to lift their heads up. The idea
then was for the children who were touched to guess which of their classmates had
tapped them. You got three guesses. Of course, you were supposed to keep your eyes
closed throughout, but the temptation to open your eyes and try to get a glimpse
through your arms of whoever tapped you was too much, as the emotional charge of all
the puppy-love attractions being played out, along with all the disappointment, was too
strong not to affect everyone,
9 · So it is that I start to see myself, to remember myself, as others see me. I start
remembering myself in terms of piecing together a story. So I’m led to the reclaiming,
the rediscovery of my parents after my brother is born. Sitting up late with them watching horror movies, hallucinogenic representations of desire, always tied to the body.
The one about the giant oozing flesh-consuming shapeless monster moving like thick
mud or even fecal matter. Or staring across the valleys of the bed covers sheathing my
young mother’s body as well as my young father’s, watching the dinosaurs and the cowboys in the lost valley where time stands still,
10 · A bright sun, cold and distant, effuses light, leaves six inches deep covering everything; walking, kicking, leaves flying with rustling steps, gulping brisk air bundled in a
heavy coat and hat, cold nose sniffing, cheeks rouging,
11 · Classroom echoes glass box branches lofted leaves strange resinous cocoon
enclosed pouch hangs stirs stirring shimmers inside brownish case leaves dry crinkly
like wings so thin veins inside screen across fitted edges top snug folded corners grayblack moth clings upside-down wings folded back big bug eyes flutter pulling back startled blink bug crawling clinging to shirt feet like moving crumbs blink standing in field
wide blue sky flittering fluttering orange and black butterflies dozens landing holding
toothpick dipped in peanut butter they land and eat there alongside father sharing
wonder and mystery as though sharing mother,
12 · There is no truth in the image: in the beginning flesh will shock you, folds of words
will enjoin you, opening a space for you; a drama will be played out on the breath,
always renewed, a drama will be played out on the stage of your body, forever amiss, a
drama of pain will be played out on flesh, a little drama will be played out with plastic
figurines, a little dishevelled drama will be played out with clothes, a drama of desire
will be played out with the glint of a mirror, a mini-drama of proximity will reveal itself
as the wanting overwhelms what you want; this, then, is your fate, to be made and
destroyed at one and the same time,
13 · I’m running out of ammo. I’m going to have to make a run for it. A Blue coat being
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frontally assaulted by scores of Gray coats. The hot persistent sun mollifies the air as
taking up a position behind a fallen tree I continue to meet the advancing enemy with
the few shells I have left,
14 · Taking a lung-full of air the cool room returns its brilliance and its distance, and as
you move across it you don’t appear to get any closer to anything, it’s just that distance
seems to collapse around you,
15 · I am the skin of words and I flake off: my mother is rubbing white cream into red
scaly patches on her elbows and knees. These she wraps in clear plastic, covering, pressing into her body,
16 · I feel a darkness, all around and inside, I feel a darkness, there is only a small platform full of light, I can fall off, I can fall into the darkness that I feel, I can fall, I feel so
alone here,
17 · As the breath of words escapes, my thoughts come from outside like creeping shadowy figures coming down the stark hallway. I see them there but I can’t recognize them
and I have to get to know them, their dissonance and their disjuncture so subtle they
are only ever shadows of the world; ghosts, mocking me for wanting,
18 · Asleep, I’m dreaming through the storm, the snow blanketing everything with a
sudden hush as flake upon flake falls driven to the ground, winds whipping white powder, tearing the air like falcons swooping after prey, wings on wings chasing, swirling,
tumbling in a burst of feather; in a gap of thought I glimpse my grandmother, a
pinched but laughing face in a feathery hat, and my mother with her flakes of skin
falling off, my thoughts like scaly, red patches,
19 · Cereal, orange juice, bologna, mustard, bubblegum, french fries, soda, apple sauce,
hamburgers, spaghetti, candy bar, ketchup, pickles, milk, corn, peas, tomatoes, peanut
butter, ice cream, bread, water, rice, potatoes, chicken, pork chop, hot dog, licorice,
macaroni-and-cheese, beer, green beans, celery, broccoli, cauliflower, carrots, goulash,
eggs, chives, onions, beets, tea, cookies, fish, clams, crab legs, cole slaw, steak, turkey,
dressing, gravy, butter, caramel corn, pancakes, oatmeal, olives, chocolate sauce, chow
mein, salt and pepper, sugar, stew, turnips, lettuce, sausage, parsley, apples, oranges,
bananas, pretzels, crackers, jello, cottage cheese, grapes, grapefruit, artichokes, plums,
spaetzel, almonds, walnuts, hazelnuts, brazil nuts, green peppers, lobster, shrimp, cabbage, lemons, limes, potato chips, tacos, soup, baked beans, popcorn, leeks, vinegar,
20 · Here there is space away from mother: grandmother provides a bulwark, a barrier
that keeps out the rushing flood waters that carry you along. Here is a backwater, a
respite from struggling against that great current that is my mother. Here the waters are
calmed, here there is light and figures, the time to stabilize images that will come unaffixed soon enough,
21 · A dream: Lying alone in bed a male voice can be heard coming up from downstairs:
“I’m coming up to get you.” Fear grips with frozen fingers, breath freezes breathing.
“I’m coming up to get you.” Eyes widen, fingers clutch at covers, breath chokes. “I’m
coming up to get you.” Your limbs stiffen, stepping onto the floor following the wall
down the hallway, stairs left. “I’m coming up to get you.” Stepping down onto a stair,
then another, peering around the corner of the dog-legged staircase: an ethereal ghostlike cowboy, six-gun, holster, hat, vest, jeans, boots, looking at you, saying, “I’m coming
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up to get you.” Screaming terror transports you back to bed where you’re asleep, quivering,
22 · High trees, sun shining, clouds that float slowly in a puffy current. The church is
cleaner than the other buildings around it, seeming to climb into the sky while those
around it are fixed to the earth,
23 · Space collapses into a dark hole lit by a presence, a voice on the telephone,
24 · Nothing is a ghost like a breath is a ghost once you exhale, the ghost of grammar at
last, flesh defying flashes of content and gone, filling and full, just a sound reverberating
in an empty room, bouncing off walls– What do you want from me? What do you
want?
25 · The road ran along the river. It was surrounded on both sides by tall green weeds.
Sitting on my father’s lap I have my hands on the steering wheel of a car as it presses
forward on the gray road, blurs of green and snatches of the river and fields flash along
the sides as we sit alone together in the metal capsule,
26 · A rectilinear brick building is in the center of a city block surrounded by grass and
dirt. In a corner there is a backstop made of cyclone fencing right up to the sidewalk
which is like a frame running around the block. At the side opposite the baseball field
are sand pits and metal monkey bars, all surrounded by fencing to prevent the children
from wandering into the busy street. During the summer months it remains an unpatrolled wilderness. During the rest of the year it becomes a wildly populated back-forty,
full of hundreds of kids of all sizes and ages, all ranging before school, after school, and
during lunch recess within the limits of the block,
27 · She was advancing, holding the open razor toward me, so I reached for it, then
something warned me, it was as though time were bending, forging a first person infinite and I was the focus of some big lens,
28 · So much disappears. The small cans of beer were hidden by Grandma in the dirty
laundry in the hamper in the basement and yet Grandpa found them. She would conspire for us to share a beer and would always end the night by holding me in her arms
as she furiously rocked in her magic chair singing a song of lost love, her eyes gazing off
into some far away distance,
29 · The river laps the shore from its current but even more so from its traffic. Ships
from all over the world pass by loaded and sitting deep in the water, or unloaded and
riding high. The morning sun is bright with a fresh sharpness as squatting by the water
I begin to pull the sand and silt between my fingers into a small mound. Making a hole
to watch it fill with water I scoop deep grasping into the muck and pulling I suddenly
feel a sharp tug at the side of my palm continuing up the thumb. A sharp stinging
invades my mind like a buzzing insect. Looking down I see red, red blood oozing out of
a long semi-circular gash. A flap of skin becomes apparent and before I can breathe
shock sets in,
30 · The corners of the porch were occupied by columns of stacked rough gray blocks
with shiny little specks bulging out from the seams of mortar that held them in place. I
began my perilous ascent from the sidewalk which ran up to the porch, finishing its
swing along the side of the house to the back. Hand over hand I pulled myself up,
struggling for footholds on the rough gray blocks, clinging with my fingernails for
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handholds. Suddenly my grip was slipping and I was falling, falling. First the ground,
then darkness, a sudden crack that reverberates through my skull; I’ve fallen through a
crack in time. Slowly I sense my eyes filling with light. I begin to feel my hands again
but it feels...wrong. I open my eyes as I feel my hands burning to find myself in a neon
bright doctor’s office, my hands in a sink of hot water. I scream out crying, pulling my
hands from the hot water as I rise up, standing in the white flash of the instant of consciousness,
31 · Carol Brunswick, Carol Paul, Carol Tilley, three Carols, all different with the same
name; there must be more people than names. Susan Brown, Meredith White, Jessie
Gray, color names; people can be named after things. It’s different with time, here
there’s more time than people,
32 · There’s a strange, softly gleeful and gelatinous quality to her breasts, and sleep is
like a relaxed mist coming under the weight of your eyelids, like that strip of light under
the door of your dark bedroom, a lost somewhere, a brightness in the dark, as lying in
bed covered by the foam of the blankets, like surf washing over water-packed sand, the
foam of the surf pulling you as it retreats,
33 · At night in my dreams, eyes pressed together at the tangled entrance of mind, I let
her return, walking in on me just as I walked in on her. I sense too that in her corner
she closed her eyes, pressing them together at the tangled entrance of mind, and
opened them again, eyelids under the heavy flies buzzing about, her profile so calm that
one closed one’s own eyes, pressed together at the tangled entrance of mind, fat black
flies buzzing about like heavy eyelids, the echo of a moving symphony of distortions,
hasteless yet full of zeal,
34 · This is the landscape of my childhood: a manicured grass field capturing the dark
depth and deepness of space, a simple dirt infield representing fallowness and death.
Leather smacks crack like a whip, a glove and a hand, dust kicking up underfoot. The
bright sun beats down on a small body. Images of a strange fertility dance in your daydreaming as you become aware of a white ball sailing through the sky. Try to keep your
body in front of the ball, with your glove in front of you. Yah like that,
35 · Sniffing your finger, smelling your butt: reaching your hand behind your back, sliding across a butt cheek into the damp warmth of the crack, a lingering finger follows
the soft, smooth skin to the heat of the furrowed asshole, pressing and circling, probing,
pushing slightly, circling again, pressing a little more, penetrating the slick mucousy
pucker, worming into the tight wrinkled ring, opening, closing, feeling the pressure
sending pleasure radiating into the dark depths, you feel yourself sucking it in, brown
shapes lingering in your mind as you pull it out, bringing it up to your nose, sniffing a
sharp, acrid smell like dirt mixed with bile-rich vomit and sweet garbage, gagging a little as it invades your nostrils, sinking into your lungs but lingering in your nose,
between and behind your eyes, as in your mind you sense and see the light-infused skin
of your mother,
36 · The library was a mausoleum-like structure, constructed of large, light gray smooth
stone blocks. There was a front, main entrance and a secondary rear one. Both were
linked to the sidewalk by walks which lead to the entrance-way steps diagonally from all
four corners of the block. Atop the steps at the front were the large metal doors between
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two columns. The rear entrance was plainer; heavy doors but no columns, and the
grounds were more tangled with bush and tree growth. There was a small dome-like
structure on the roof. The grand attraction of the library was the large model of a sailing ship in a glass case that greeted you to the right as you entered the library. It was situated just off the base of the single public staircase. Intricate, with detailed rigging and
sails, wooden deck, bright clean paint, you could look upon it for hours daydreaming of
being afloat in it above the ocean. There were two main rooms to this library, the
upstairs room, which housed the children’s and young adult books, and the downstairs
room which housed all types of others. In the back of the lower room were the periodicals. In the back of the upper room however, occupying the corner to the left of the
large room crowded with bookshelves reaching two-thirds the way to the ceiling, was a
small enclosed room. The walls and single door were made of dark stained wood with
semi-ornate, semi-baroque woodwork, and the walls, like the rows of bookshelves, didn’t reach all the way to the ceiling. In my imagination this was the room where the
secrets were kept, where like Michelangelo sneaking into the morgue to dissect bodies
under penalty of death, I would have to likewise sneak into this room to gain access to
its secrets,
37 · Cowboy, six-shooter, Winchester, Indians attack, circling you as you lay behind
your dead horse. Cold, crisp snow higher up in the mountains, hot bright blue sky.
Dusty, dirty here. Only eight bullets left, better save one for yourself. Catch you and
stake you out on top of an ant hill, mouth propped open smeared with honey. Looks
like you’re a goner this time as an arrow whizzes just inches from your ear,
38 · I hear my voice just as I hear others, I hear them mingle and rise, I hear the baby
crying, I hear the footsteps in the hallway, I hear the door close, I hear the toilet flush, I
hear the clatter of the dishes, I hear a fly on the window, I hear the car outside, I hear
the water running, I hear my brothers playing, I hear the wind flickering the leaves, I
hear the world over there,
39 · Dark night. Houses blanketed in snow. The bright glow of their lights. A promise of
warmth. The sky is crisp and clear. Pin pricks of stars jab at the earth. The snow
crunches under rubber boots. Sounds seem somehow closer, more alive, more immediate. I’m afraid that somehow being here on the outside of it all I won’t be permitted
back in,
40 · This is how unsettling it is when your memories turn out to be wrong: there’s a
crack in time, like a sudden crack that reverberates through the bones of your skull, and
you’re fleeing towards it so it can take the place of your soul,
41 · My image falls away and I’m bereft as I mistake my image for my desire, my voice
falls away when I speak, my voice falls away like spittle, my face falls away melting, my
image falls away when my mind is like a grave, familiar but empty,
42 · In the dark room I see more with my mind than with my eyes, I see the shadows
and the vague outlines, I see the air in its tingling state and I’m afraid, I’m afraid that all
the clothes on the floor are going to come to life and rise up and move, socks, pants,
shirt, all rising up and moving towards me, covering me, cartoon clothes smothering
me with a flickering darkness,
43 · Light and color: bright pale yellow sunlight everywhere with neither beginning nor
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end, color that is pushed around the perimeter as I enter,
44· The room around you disappears and you’re staring down at certain death: hot lava
so thick it seems not so much to flow as to stumble and tumble over itself oozing,
steaming, glowing under its cooling crust. You have to jump from couch to chair and
them to the footstool,
45 · Tubes from paper towel rolls are the knives, tubes from wrapping paper rolls are
the swords; sticks, picked up and trimmed off as well. And we meet, face to face, in the
castle, on the high seas, in the forest, in the endless desert. Slashing, jabbing, parrying,
blocking, ducking, running away before turning to face an attack and desperately
engaging it,
46 · Stop, look, and listen before you cross the street. Take the now and put it away, past
and future, look both ways before you cross. For now is like an intersection, a busy
street you’re standing on the side of, waiting,
47 · Standing in the median strip between sidewalk and curb with my father to my right
holding my hand as the traffic hurtles past in the street I hear his voice speaking to me,
“Anything anyone has ever made I can figure out,” as he looks down at me smiling
knowingly,
48 · The heroic last stand against overwhelming odds, a kind of moral purity, bravely
facing death, sacrificing yourself, being accepted as the answer to the question of what
they want, God, your parents, society, as you're being overrun by Indians, Nazis, by
aliens, by zombies,
49 · Looking down between the curb and the sidewalk the green, green grass has been
transformed into the slow tumbling ooze of red-hot lava over which it has now become
necessary to jump,
50 · This is the landscape of my childhood: a dense green jungle thick and rich with life.
Insects, snakes, lizards, big cats, hyenas, elephants: every step brings danger, every
movement is observed by watchful eyes,
51 · Shivering, shuddering through the dark night of the body a voice brushes past me,
my mother’s father, laughing, alive and in the light, the light at the center of the family,
bright light and laughter like a shiny needle sliding into your skin, light like a breeze
brushing the hairs on my arm,
52 · Does the gaze fill a space like the voice does? Here we have the ghosts of grammar
at last, lingering in a drawer full of papers, in a room full of curtains and air, just a
sound reverberating behind closed eyes, just a gaze hoovering in the dark, a glint and
an echo; What does it want from me?
53 · I see the hallway of our old house through the doorway of my darkened bedroom
and I’m waiting, anticipating their sudden and striking appearance, the empty images
of a parade of words making their way up the stairs and down the hallway into my
room with an air of urgency and import; there they’ll appear, block letters as you
remember them, the letters floating apart but the words mostly together: I know that
there will be a force controlling me, a force like my parents, the same authority, the
same presence,
54 · The worst thing was snow in your boots. Cold and then wet, usually all the way
down into your sock. The snow that was the worst was always the slushiest, the kind
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that was large ice crystals in cold water. It would always splash up. On the main stretch
walking to school every morning the smallest boy in the class would intersect me at the
midway point coming from the direction of his home. For some mysterious reason he
would want to fight every morning, every morning punching, shoving, kicking. I could
only imagine his home life forcing him to act the way he did,
55 · Somehow coming towards you shimmering, phasing through dimensions as
though they were generations is a young boy. With long straight hair covering his ears,
in a clean suit passing a railroad crossing on a slightly raised road. As he nears you it
becomes apparent that he’s standing so that he’s barely missed being hit by a speeding
train whizzing by silently,
56 · I saw the way you looked at me, you saw the way I looked at you, he saw the way
she looked at him, she saw the way he looked at her, we saw the way they looked at us,
they saw the way we looked at them, every one of you saw the way you were observed,
57 · Over and over in my head I see the red-hot lathe running back and forth over the
metal surface. Each time it passes I shiver and curl like the metal it lifts on each pass.
My thighs involuntarily press together, as though it were me, as though it were my penis
or my anus being scraped with each pass, or the searing burn pissing,
58 · I saw the world ripped apart, I saw the seam, it just opened before me, the walls
parted, pants split, a mouth keeps opening as the cheeks tear around the head, the
painted tapestry of the world splits wide open and a nothingness as big as eternity
glows like luminescent black fog looking into you and freezing you with fascination,
59 · Shaving my hairless legs with my mother: luxuriating in the sun of her gaze I
would revel in, relishing her presence. I would mimic her, slathering one leg with foamy
white shaving cream and then run the razor up the leg one strip of leg after another,
and then, I would repeat with the other leg, all the while under the smiles and gaze of
my mother. Older, when I would pretend to shave my hairless face with my father’s kit
in the bathroom I thought I was escaping his gaze but instead I only ended up internalizing and incorporating it,
60 · Rolling in the dirty snow, Beaner starts to fold under me. I feel him pull his limbs
inward toward his core. I want to strike, to pummel him but he no longer presents any
threat so my anger seethes. He always had that smile on his face, wry, confident, exuding some strange kind of maturity, some sense of his hapless fate,
61 · That’s the way you think violent thoughts: what was buried, pushed down,
becomes surface, shaping and animating figures in little scenarios of aggression and
revenge. For every time I fantasized about saving or rescuing my mother, I assaulted her
and captured her: in fact it was I who did so in the first place, necessitating her rescue,
62 · This is the landscape of my childhood: explosions all around, buildings, vehicles,
soldiers blowing up, dying and coming back to life, suffering all sorts of narcissistic
injuries,
63 · I smell the burning paper, I smell the fresh air, I smell the paint on the walls, I smell
a musty dampness, I smell the eggs and bacon, I smell my sweaty armpit, I smell the
grass and the trees, I smell the coffee on her breath, I smell the dog on the rug, I smell
the contents of the toilet, I smell the rotting refuse in the garbage, I smell the bath water
full of soap, I smell the scented tissues,
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64 · Image after moving image embedded in sound and song, with a voice describing
each object, the perfect illustration of purpose and intent imploring you, pleading with
you, luring you into a kind of wakeful dreaming, more like sleep walking, as rapt and
enraptured, your eyes and ears are locked,
65 · What does it want from me? I heard a voice bouncing off the walls, bounding into
the room: nothing is a ghost like a breath is a ghost once you exhale it; here we have the
ghosts of grammar, flesh defying, filling full flashes and then gone,
66 · Senses are that part of you on the outside, the inside is dark, blind. Words are that
part of you on the outside, the inside is deaf, mute. The inside resists words, it resists
naming and meaning. It’s an empty space, a medium with substance, but empty. Space
on the inside, space on the outside, coextensive, connected by a series of opening closures, which climb into your vowels and take them over, possessing them, stealing your
breath from the inside, breathing your breath as you speak. So they’re screaming,
screaming untold horrors in your voice, in the tiny bumps raised upon your skin, in
your arms raised defensively, in your hunched shoulders, in the far away terror come
closer,
67 · I had somehow untethered all of the rental inner tubes that were available to the
vacationers and released them to the waves. The current carried them out away from
the shore and eventually down the coast and into a natural cove, dispersing them wildly. My grandfather, as the renter of the cottages that we were occupying, spent a great
deal of time walking down the beach to retrieve them. It was dark and after dinner by
the time he returned, all cigarette smoke, beer, and laughter. The next morning brought
bright skies, calm water, and space,
68 · These objects are attached to value: value in the form of pleasure, value in the commodity exchange, value or price, and the two are linked, inscribed together. Guns shoot,
rockets launch, secret codes are transmitted, disguises are donned, identities are hidden
and swapped, food is offered as a reward, cars transform into jets, boxes reveal secret
compartments, certificates are awarded, spy glasses peer, clothing is changed, new outfits are found, purses open, presents are unwrapped, desire is depicted and revealed to
be formless, adaptable, a board game without a board, only pieces, and half of those are
hidden, missing, lost,
69 · Like clouds floating in the sky of your mind, weightless but driving you as they
appear and disappear like objects coming to the surface of a body of water, like the
answers in a toy divination cube, but sometimes the edge of the polyhedron with the
answers on its sides appears and only parts of different answers appear so you have to
try to divine the answer from the divination machine,
70 · Leading you over the green hill where the sun shines in visible rays in the uniformly
blue sky, image after image, images like bullets shot from some mental gun tearing at
your body, pulling it this way and that like barbs or claws placed into the air by the variances of light itself, rasping and unbalancing. This is the strange landscape of life,
laughter and exclamation, shock and surprise, and more than brutal detail, instruments
probing in an open body,
71 · My poops smell like dirty words, the sounds cling to my gelatinous flesh and it’s
like being occupied by little creatures, little tiny people that appear and disappear so
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quickly they’re almost invisible and they try to take you over and control you,
72 · A bag of coins, a bag of nails, a bag of marbles, a bag of candy, a bag of groceries, a
bag of garbage, a bag of broken pieces of safety glass found at the site of an auto accident, a bag of clothes, a bag of thumbtacks, a bag of pins, a bag of air, a bag of popcorn,
a bag of nails, a bag of bones, a bag of feathers, a bag of apples, a bag of onions, a bag of
potato chips, a bag of pretzels, a bag of oranges, a bag of clothespins, a bag of presents,
a bag of prizes,
73 · Down the hallway I see my self-presence, it’s like a darkness seeping off in all directions, dragging itself across the floor, irregardless of gravity, formless limbs sprouting
and disappearing, a large black plastic bag standing weightlessly upright, I await the
flood of words that I knit without a chance of escape, a ghost story narrated by motion,
I await the flood of words, my transgressions, my trespasses, coming through the voice
like buzzing insects, there are ears where the letters reverberate, with its hidden triggers
calling them forth in numbers, these words probing me, crawling along the surface, a
mirage or hallucination floating through, gripping me, pictures covering my eyes, then
the images scatter in the dark, and you try to catch them, thoughts like lights passing,
TEN “The Trance Of Continuity.”

1 · Here I am asleep in the trance of continuity, here I am alive in the illusion of consistency; “Hence time is transformed into an eternity of miraculous instants,”
2 · Was there ever a time before you were together, before her voice was filling you with
space, to insure that there would be a room that isn’t a room, just because the universe
exists like an anxious bundle of energy, speaking to you as you walk beneath the hallway ceiling? But what you hear is an image of the voice, a voice in advance of the
dream, a dream deeper and darker than the sky, arrayed in the likeness of mind, pictures hollowed out and filled with sounds,
3 · Taking a lung-full of air the warm room closes in on you, contracting as you inhale,
expanding as you exhale, like a clinging sheet that soft light seeps through,
4 · Everything is like a warm brooding dust, even that emptiness punctuated by forever;
there’s a like horror in your mind as the door opens into and out of your beginnings;
kind of like the slumbering shadows of something you recognize,
5 · You look at these photos, these black and white, these color snapshots and you try to
recreate the story behind the scene that you see,
6 · There is no truth in the image, just as there are no throbs in the mirror, the taste of
blood takes their place and is projected, as even in the mirror shadows are like a clinging sheet, and the blood in your mouth is the lost landscape of your life,
7 · Undulating rippling jiggling bouncing stretching pinching pulling, elbows throat feet
tongue teeth fingers knee, bend burn press rub curl jerk push, back cheek ear chin lip
palm buttock, aching frozen ringing itches stings flattens hurts, ankle heel toe calf eyelid nostril shoulder, bruised jammed cramping sticking swollen flushed scraped, nipple
thigh bicep temple toenail tendon stomach, caressed spasming rubbed broken clenched
twitching tickling, knuckles hair eyelid forehead belly ribcage hips, undulating rippling
jiggling bouncing stretching pinching cringing,
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8 · I stand in the center of a room, as motionless as an image as the days flow by me
single file into the shadows that hang from the ceilings, the corners joining in to form a
huge hulking monstrosity walking upright like the dimensions of some signified, shadowy thing darting in and out of the dark pockets lurking around, following me, something glimpsed but never in view, only ever seen in flashes out of the corners of my
eyes, a slight breeze striking me as something or someone unseen brushes past me,
something like a low pressure zone moves across the floor, cool, almost cold, and
pulling air along with it as it moves in an unbidden emptiness both gigantic and full of
shadows,
9 · I feel the soft fur under my hand, I feel the mattress under my back, I feel the soft
fabric cling and drape over me, I feel the dust in my throat, I feel my chest rise and fall,
I feel the food between my teeth and on my tongue, I feel my stomach filling, I feel my
feet press into the ground, I feel the doorknob in my hand, I feel the darkness surround
me, I feel my breath escape,
10 · The matter in my universe comes in two types, visible and invisible. My heart can
but flutter, one heartbeat in a succession of beats slurring, stuttering as an intercession,
a slipping. I carry my sins, they’re like all of the images swirling around in my head over
and over, passing by tumbling, kaleidoscopically enwrapping, enveloping me.
Observations of my nearby, visible matter provide an accurate picture of the present.
Observations of my distant invisible matter can be found in its effects, providing a
somewhat accurate picture of the past,
11 · Telephone, television, washer-dryer, vacuum cleaner, snow shovel, hammer, screwdriver, pliers, refrigerator, freezer, stereo, toaster, radio, lamp, broom, mop, chair, bed,
table, pots, pans, couch, stove, cabinet, drill, ruler, pencil, pen, box, paper sack, plastic
bag, trash can, computer, countertop, jar, bowl, silverware, cup, glass, spatula, collander,
tea pot, bread box, cookie jar,
12 · The rhythms of the day: morning, day, evening, night. A kind of ritualistic rhythm
which produces consistency, continuity,
13 · I can see the patterns of light and shade that fleck the dirt, gravel, and grass driveway. Cool shade close to the house where the dampness is, dry warmth in the driveway
where the sun lands,
14 · We first lived on Johnson Street, on the east side of the river, but eventually we
moved to the west side, which was almost exclusively white. The east side was the older
side of the city and contained the downtown of the old city. It wasn’t exclusively black
but the vast majority of the black population lived there. Being the older part of the
city, those who could afford to move away did so, resulting in a mix of blacks, poor
whites, and some of the city’s oldest residents and surviving families living in the few of
the grand old houses that had survived and been kept up, not torn down but turned
into multi-unit apartment buildings,
15 · Dreams are like thoughts inside of thoughts, and at night in my dreams eyes are
pressed hard into another scene, a strange resonating cocoon, like exceeded rooms
bunched together and bound, corners being a kind of captured place exceeding scale;
this way the buildings are a remainder of the equation, a bulwark against the way space
collapses into the dark, emptying its contents. It’s truly a kind of dislocation, from one
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side to another, of some ill-formed idea that you reach for,
16 · I see myself as I imagine myself to have been, I see the music room, I see the
library, I see the woodwork painted white, I see the walls, and out the window I see the
roof adjacent, I see the driveway below, I see the back staircase, I see the dogs outside, I
see the dirty floors, I see the sky, sometimes blue, sometimes gray, I see my desk and my
chair, I see my bed, I see myself looking, I see myself being seen,
17 · For whatever reason, for any reasons you may care to mention and elaborate, an
old razor strap was the preferred instrument of punishment. This was saved and meted
out for the gravest infractions, such as lying, yelling at your mother, stealing. Sometimes
bare buttocks were the target, but regardless the drumbeat of pain was relentless. After a
certain age I would endeavor to show no suffering, or at least to suffer in stoical silence.
Pride would allow me to show no pain, to not even let on,
18 · Of organizing a state of grace: the stories accomplish what I’m imagining is a kind
of realism; all of these atoms, these molecules, these vibrating strings, this flesh, all of
these neurons and receptors, all of these pulses, throbs and drives, all of these, what if
you could do away with them and let the words emerge,
19 · There is an oasis of pleasure in a desert of continuity when time melts in you like a
shadow; all is disruption, all is without coherence as you embrace instability itself,
touching it,
20 · The sun is blinding while passing, and such passing becomes a voice rending,
copied, chased, destroyed, all in garbled words. So I exhale, filling her out to the ends of
her shell-like silhouette, as language is here a mask, a veritable pulsation of sounds and
images. Catching a sidelong glance which she quickly turns to face, the pages are flakes
of skin and letters, hands forming a soft pool and throbbing into existence, wobbling,
wide eyes falling into the smooth white bowl of her eyes, rolling across her lips, out of
her mouth,
21 · It’s not just every moment that I measure against an eternity, some moments are
deployed singularly: time itself is a relative, localized phenomena, timelessness belongs
to the unconscious and to ecstasy,
22 · Morning ritual of birth, as you begin crawling through a sea of limbs stretching
into detail, the distinction of sleeping life withering as the colors stand, falling where
the others have gone. Evening ritual of death, as you begin writhing across a sea of bodies, folding into sleep, sharp detail and distinction withering, colors standing out
against a dying background, then gone, falling where the others stood. Morning ritual
of birth, evening ritual of death, writhing across a sea of bodies, folding into sleep,
sharp detail amidst distinction, withering colors stand out, then are gone, dwelling in a
renewed temporality as everything repeats,
23 · Tonight on The Time Machine...Time is expressed as a fundamental fluctuation, as
instability... In “Rendez-Vous With The Past” Tony and George are surprised to learn
they’ve survived a trip through time. But finding themselves suddenly in the distant
past has consequences neither had anticipated.
“Is time travel worth the expense?”
“The control of time is the single most important thing we can ever achieve,”
24 · Through the long tunnel of time the picture comes into focus. “Obviously you
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believe in the past, everybody does. This is the universe that we live in, the non-quantum universe of determinism. Here, we’ve been experimenting with time displacement;
what if I were to tell you that the past and the future were the same, that time doesn’t
exist, there is only motion that we measure?”
25 · Passing through the doorway there’s a couch directly ahead, two easy chairs to the
right, a television to the left and another easy chair to the far left. Passing through the
doorway there’s a couch to the left along the far wall, a dimmer dining room straight
ahead and a chair beside a floor lamp to the right. Passing through the doorway there’s
a small entrance hall with the living room off in another room to the left, the couch
directly ahead and to the right, a small rectangular coffee table in front of it, with two
large easy chairs facing it along the opposite wall. Passing through the doorway there’s a
large gray chair and matching footstool straight ahead, two more chairs one directly to
the right and the other across the room at a diagonal, the couch in a smaller room off
to the left,
26 · I want her to enter me, and once inside of me to take hold of my cock, to run her
fingers over my asshole, I want my cock to become her pussy, pushing her fingers in it,
as a cock snaps to attention, an asshole clenches, throbbing up through that cock, pussy
and cock are like projected images passing through one another inside your darkness,
27 · As he stands in the center of the open, empty room he’s holding a glass full of light;
as she stands in the center of the open, empty room she’s holding a glass full of dust; as
they stand in the center of the open, empty room they’re holding a glass full of laughter; as I stand in the center of the open, empty room I’m holding a glass full of sky; as
you stand in the center of the open, empty room you’re holding a glass full of grief; as
we stand in the center of the open, empty room we’re holding a glass full of air; as it
stands in the center of the open, empty room it’s holding a glass full of night,
28 · Here I want to describe a tranquil home, one full of light and shade, with clear,
fresh-water, air, a wide-open sky above, and the world full of true and serious business.
Am I here or am I not here? Did I die and am I dead now, just going through the empty
motions of a life? Life is soft, kind of like moonlight: last week I’ll die, next week I was
dead, today I’m in-between, like a shadow I pass,
29 · Small chairs set next to one another, two in front, two in back. Small wing arm
desks on the chairs in front function as instrument consoles as our astronauts prepare
for lift-off. The dark woodwork disappears, the white walls evaporate, smoke and rumbling come from the base of the rocket as the bright blueness of the sky beckons. This is
the use of space. The capsule begins to tighten and close in as the seconds tick by, each
one full, expectant, waiting, soon to join the orbits of the moon and the planets,
30 · Crash landing on an alien planet! The loss of control, the dark descent, blind to
everything. The sudden impact as the ship hits the planet, instruments and material
thrown and scattered all about. Dazed, full awareness will not return immediately. A
brief survey shows devastation. Strange, dark vegetation surrounds the ship, entangling
it. A strange dusty sky glows effused with light. Hard packed soil and rocks abound
around you,
31 · The instant of consciousness is when everything is wrong, when everything seems
strange, off kilter in some unexplainable way. This is an indication of just how fragile
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everything is. How shocks to ritual, that is, to continuity can make it all seem foreign, alien,
unfamiliar. Everything comes loose, there is no connection between things, no familiarity.
This is part of the trauma of consciousness; a defense against everything being out of joint,
32 · The toy soldiers mount their campaign, striking out across the flat, barren plain of
the dining room floor. The towering canyon cliffs jut upward almost out of sight, with
the canyon itself passing placidly through them on either side. Between the cliffs the
army proceeds into the dusty unknown. The rugs are the plain, the floor between them
the river that must be forded, the horizon of the corner wall waits,
33 · Sand walls to stand for trenches, sloping hills reach to the ground. Small plastic soldiers spread out over the network of fortifications. Explosions abound and resound,
dirt and soldiers fly into the air in pieces. Smoke, blood, and confusion surround the
hillocks as the battle rages,
34 · The melting plastic of the toy soldiers dripped onto the back of the hand, which
was immediately dipped into the water of the small backyard wading pool, cooling and
hardening the plastic which now adhered to the skin. Picking it off meant pulling the
skin underneath it off with it leaving raw, exposed flesh in a perfect circle where the
plastic had dripped,
35 · Skin pulled off with molten plastic, scissors slipping and penetrating just above the
knee, toenail of big toe turning black and coming off, deep cat scratches infected, blisters popping and peeling back, rear sore from spanking, glass slicing into thumb and
palm, skin burnt off roof of mouth and hanging loose, fingers jammed back into hand,
eye poked hard, socket blackened, fingers pressed into hot coils of stove, knees and
elbows scraped by sidewalk, lurching forward catching fall with palms, running up
stairs tripping onto knees, blisters on heels from new shoes, stomach grumbling and
churning, asshole raw from diarrhea, urethra burning from infection, lip fattened from
blow, scalp bleeding from striking it against cabinet door,
36 · A little drama played out on the flesh, a throbbing, gaping wound oozing red blood
pulsing from exposed red muscle and pooling in a large puzzling, viscous puddle, a
white layer of fat visible just above it, as the rest of the surrounding forearm seizes in
shock, fingers freezing outside the hand, cold and abandoned, the eyes widening, rolling
backwards into darkness,
37 · The bright sun is about to overflow the days with an ancient impertinence as I run
my hands through the very season that the sky applies and grapple with a turn and an
encounter, an event of flesh occurring, a molecular fire rising like candles burning, life
exhibiting my downfall in the order of misrefuge that I follow,
38 · The villains never worry me, they always only appear in order to disappear, they
only ever erupt into place and are then, through a series of fated, plotted struggles,
forced away and it’s the wounded hero who remains, stuck in a quotidian routine,
under a sky that’s open and empty, and a fate that’s finally free from determination,
39 · This is just the beginning, and already this is subject to change,
40 · There is no truth in the image, just as there are no throbs in the mirror, and everywhere a sonorous voice laps the room you’re other than yourself, implicating the walls,
the light, and the rush of darkness, as even in the mirror shadows are like clinging
sheets and you’re like a broken tune that exists in darkness and in patches of sounds,
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the blood in your mouth is the last known landscape of life, the taste taking the place of
words; there’s an empty socket where a tooth used to be, and the past is disguised in a
pure jungle of shifting sights, sounds, and sensations, all unnamed and clattering like
footsteps disappearing,
41 · Asleep, I’m dreaming through the storm, the thunder rolling rumbles across the
floor upstairs, my ceiling of dreams bursting bright with light as I find myself in the
hollowing bowl of a field, wide-eyed, my breath taken away by its muted and muting
howls of distance,
42 · Walking through the painted wooden door the couch to the left is pushed against
the wall with a short coffee table in front of it, there’s a chair next to a console cabinet;
striding past the lamp in the corner you could see the table surrounded by chairs, the
windows behind it interlaced with thin dark brown lattices; as you pass through the
door frame you can see the room you’ve only ever imagined, bright white walls deepening into shadows, tight wooden planks stretch to the far wall, running parallel right and
left; you imagine what the house looks like and how people interact within it, you
imagine dark wood and heavy air, you hear the grumbling mumble of voices,– they’re
offering you hospitality so you can take the place of their souls,
43 · Seated around the table with uniform place settings facing the family in their usual
places all facing inward, a coffee cup marking a parent’s place at the head, separate
plates, more solid than the others, separate dishes, both hot and cold, purple green
brown yellow, less a geography of desire than a mode of being, an arrangement that is
packed warm and solid, bodies resting snuggled upright in seated places set, warm,
laughing voices floating fluid above our heads, an envelope of nurturing desire holding
you in place as you hurtle forward into the night where desire can haunt you; and this is
what happens, over and over,
44 · Pale washed-out figures moving jerkily...Frames blur as images run together, over
and under one another...Cars parked along bright sun-lit streets ...Children weaving in
and out of the legs of adults...Christmas tree lights passing through figures in pajamas
rummaging through boxes...Bright lights like strange shifting constellations that know
no sky but are all around you...Adult sitting pensively alone with chin resting on
fist...Child bouncing in small chair as dogs and cats circle around and away...Adults
struggling to line up children who keep running around in a circle...Christmas tree like
a strange shapeless being covered in silver and metallic colors and lights...Boxes piled
open in disarray surrounded by scattered toys and wrapping paper...Big rig army uniform board games sweater slippers guitar...Child dancing with frantic excitement...
Houses yards garages tree in quick blur shrubs grass clouds... Horizon stops shuddershaking frame...Grown kids sitting at dinner table while young grandparents and parents are superimposed as they sit around picnic table in river park...There’s something
there somewhere inside the lines and forms...
45 · The great beautiful blue sky, the clouds, the water, the gulls, the ships out near the
horizon, the lake shore, the waves one after another, the planes above the clouds, bare
feet, swimming trunks and terrycloth shirts, sunburned backs treated with vinegar,
nighttime card games, the stars away from the lights of the city, the sound of the waves
mixed with adult voices as you drift, spinning into sleep,
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46 · It’s like all the models I built, the same ones over and over again: it helps you imagine the world and in so doing map it so you can navigate like a blind man tapping with
his cane to map the world with sound in a kind of sonar action. That’s what it means to
look in a mirror, to describe things here or there, right or left, up or down, same or different,
47 · Concrete corridors stretch into darkness, deep in the bowels of the building, concrete corridors fill with darkness as infiltrating them you pass yourself searching in a
deadly game that passes for a breath of freedom as you escape farther down deepening
corridors, farther into darkness, a darkness full of extra dimensions, extra dimensions
that are difficult to see but not to feel, down dark corridors, deep into the bowels of the
building,
48 · Blood curdling dinosaur action! This time taking place in a time long, long ago,
surrounded by giant ferns, just like the ones along the shady side of the garage only
huge! Gigantic! The dark shade of the stretch of backyards running behind the houses
through the center of the block is the mental image used as backdrop, the ginkgo trees
fitting nicely into the prehistoric setting. Safe here, no dinosaurs here yet, as I feel the
hush of the shade and feel the cool damp of the ferns forever in shadow like your imagination,
49 · Other worlds offer such a clear darkness flowing, like a warm, brooding dust that’s
being disturbed, full of gently brushing shapes dissolving into clouds of nothingness; in
such a dark piquant nothingness you stand between pulsing stars, a trembling, tumbling recitation of structured dreams, a writhing displacement in a portioned pattern of
brusque baroque memories,
50 · Beaner. No one could ever tell how he got that nickname but everyone called him
that. He lived close to my grandparent’s house and his family was thought to be very
poor. Neighbor fights, when neighbors would act upon long seething hatreds, would
often end in forms of violence. This is what happened to Beaner. His family and their
next door neighbors were feuding. One day as he walked down the dusty, gravel driveway he was shot in the stomach through a screen door with a hunting rifle. He died
shortly after,
51 · I’m not sure whose idea it was but the two of us decided that we would do all of
our written classroom assignments in the smallest possible hand. We strained to produce a miniature script. We were, I believe, protesting the remedial emphasis on well
rounded and formed letters and legibility. We believed, rightly, that we were beyond
such things. At the end of the year, and to our dismay, we were required to rewrite every
assignment from the course of the year in a large, legible hand before we would be
allowed to leave for summer vacation,
52 · Peering into the kitchen we watched as her father took Karen over his knee and
proceeded to spank her teenaged ass over and over with his bare hand while proclaiming in a loud voice that he was the law in this house and she was never to do that again.
This must have been a regular occurrence in the Murphy household as Dennis seemed
so practiced at creeping up to the door and opening it just wide enough to avoid being
seen. He was clearly offering me a great and secret pleasure in pointing out and allowing me to witness such a charged event, so full of erotic excitement and danger. From
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this I assumed that he had experienced such spankings as well,
53 · A dream; Lying alone in bed a male voice can be heard coming up from downstairs:
“I’m coming up to get you.” Fear grips with frozen fingers, breath freezes breathing. “I’m
coming up to get you.” Eyes widen, fingers clutch at covers, breath chokes. “I’m coming up
to get you.” Limbs stiff, stepping onto the floor following the wall down the hallway, stairs
left. “I’m coming up to get you.” Stepping down onto a stair, then another, peering around
the corner of the dog-legged staircase: an ethereal ghost-like cowboy, six-gun, holster, hat,
vest, jeans, boots, looking up at you, saying, “I’m coming up to get you.” Screaming terror
transports you back to bed where you’re asleep, quivering. Dreaming in bed you realize that
this cannot continue. Out of desperation and contempt, which pass for courage, you yell out
in your dream: “Come up and get me then.” Waiting in bed, the dream alert with fear,
nothing happens,
54 · White shirt, collar open, sleeves rolled up, on all fours on the dining room rug. The
three young boys are simultaneously attacking him, being attacked by him, holding
onto him, being pinned, immobilized all in a soft whirling flurry of limbs laughing as
fantasy meets reality and dissolves like foam on a beach, the homoerotic elements of
wrestling this way hidden under giggles and ticklishness,
55 · A like horror in the mind, life and death, impossible to grasp, your beginning, your
end, twisting and tearing it all apart, dissolving into nothingness, no longer an I but
something indistinct, some, who knows what else, some, whatever that could be. Are we
all always an I, is there a time before we’re an I, if we can lose ourselves there must be
part of us that isn’t an I, and is that always only ever an idea, your I, is that other part of
us more than an idea? It’s part of us, that thing that’s not I,
56 · Clothes were the real fantasy: I use clothes to remember, a new year, new clothes.
Just like every school year; as you grow you need new clothes,
57 · By definition a memory is the presence of the past in the present. My memories
play tricks on me. The memory and therefore the exact location is hidden from me. The
past is always disguised as memory and it is language that structures thought and
thinking,
58 · The time sphincter and the toilet monster. Time passes plop, plop, plop. From generation to generation the monster has dwelt down there. His mouth gapes open when
you flush the toilet and the water swirls around and rushes down. Time and the world
itself threaten to disappear with it, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh,
59 · Building models: cars, the same ones numerous times over, figures and monsters,
Willie Mays, Frankenstein. The concentration and the time taken to build a model: it
creates a greater picture, a surer image. It’s the image in the mirror, you’re the model
that’s built. It stabilizes until it becomes unattached, deformed, or unstable, your object
of desire is a reflection of you,
60 · Everything is itself and its double, its echo, its reflection and is different from itself
and that’s the only way it can be apprehended, as itself as another, the same but different. And every difference is a kind of cut, especially the way your memories differ from
you, or rather especially the way you differ from your memories: the same holds true
for all the stories you tell, even the ones you tell yourself– when you tell them your
tongue creates the cuts, cuts in the air, cuts in the world, cuts inside of you, between
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you and you, between you and the world, and these cuts are like traces that belief erases.
In this way everything is itself only as difference from itself, and can only be apprehended in the space between itself, the space in which it differs from itself,
61 · I see myself fighting, struggling, locked in a death match with my double. No rules,
no referee, just tooth and claw, fist and foot, snake-like arms wrapping around you and
squeezing, trying to squeeze the life out of you. You have to fight, fight for your life, no
holds barred winner take all against your self, your inaccessible self, your double,
62 · Darkness is a medium much like smoke, If you don’t stop you’re going to be punished, It seems to rumble behind its curtain, Just wait until your father gets home,
Stinging on your skin, Come here right this minute, Washing away the stains of time,
Get down from there, Standing back from them, What do you think you’re doing, Time
becomes a broken flow, What do you have in your mouth, Stand still as it washes around
you, Let go of that now, You’re going to break it, Don’t put that in your mouth, Carrying
it like a broken tune, I want you home before dark, It limps and staggers along to its end,
Stop running in here,
63 · Birds crease the sky, but there is always light, even though through them I can see
how the world is opened up, beaks and talons rending the screen of the world with
tearing screams, chasing away the night and its lingering visions as walking down the
sweltering sidewalks, shade-sheltered in dense green coolness, the large majestic shade
trees are presences looking up and down, teasing the light into tiny pieces before sending it spiraling in kaleidoscopic swirls, ferns sitting in the lush loamy shade close along
the house, the rose bushes covering the trellis as I enter through the arched gate, the
shining in the treeless yard, it takes a while for my eyes to adjust; suddenly I’m aware
that I dreamt,
64 · In a bath up to my neck my body floats within the water and even seems to detach
from my head which stays in place as the dislocating fluid slaps easily back and forth
splashing against the sides of the tub moving my torso with the motion of the waves,
my head remaining stationary as the action of the water sloshing en masse from side to
side grabs and pulls a heartbeat along with it leaving a hollowness in my empty drifting
chest,
65 · Consciousness is a form of immanent violence in a crushing plenitude as words are
somehow coming to take your place, the place that I can only assume exists. Lost in
flummox and in the shadows, life is a terrible burden to bear as darkness descends and
pierces you, a sudden crack reverberating through your skull and it’s as though you’re
falling through a crack in time, standing on a round spot-illumined platform suspended above and surrounded by darkness, the throb of biology filling half of the sky, the
pulsing beat of words and images filling the other,
66 · Your cousin is slightly older than you, and, as female, she has matured earlier. At
her prodding insistence and institution you enter into what will become a series of
adventures, half-erotic and half-clinical, exploring and examining one another’s bodies.
Taking place in closets, bathrooms, and bedrooms, you begin to glimpse the strange
downward gazing visage of her hairless, animal-like pudendum. The mons seems to
resemble the soft sloping bridge of an animal’s nose, dark and light, the freckled slits of
nostrils leading to a strange bizarre orifice opening vertically, but really turning in on
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itself and opening only with insistent prodding. Your penis, clumsy and wormlike, is
folded above your tight testicles, little walnuts pulled together and gripping,
67 · Wood desk chair floor feet throb bend ceiling standing wall leaning jag rolling battle tile tilting window whole glass broken light in out itch standing still slim flattens
sound flows outside car brushes brusquely billows curtain building swallows sound
bouncing ripples lipsmack hand fingers sticky crib slats blond wood shiny space bright
carrying blue ceiling rolling patterns breathe,
68 · Standing alone apart, looking into the large dark bedroom listening to my cousin
and her friend, I see the large unmade bed, drawn curtains and large dressing table, the
voices and the furnishings illusory in their meshing as they mesh again in my imagination. Listening to them I picture the sliver she got stuck in her arm, running, running,
running and then tears, more like a small spear five inches long and up to a quarterinch thick, the back yard expansive and overcast, I remember pulling it out and the hole
it left, her chest heaving, weeping, weeping and wailing, skin ripped violently upward
and open. Listening to them I begin to understand what they’re talking about, they’re
talking about a neighbor boy who squeezes open the slit of his cock and slides a needle
into the urethra. I shiver seeing this again in my imagination, I shake feeling the metal
needle inside my penis as my hand clenches open involuntarily, stiffly pushing against
itself, the needle slipping from my grip and falling in,
69 · As I walk in on her I sense the tangled entrance of mind, in the exceeded rooms,
bunched together and bound, I hear a voice calling me, coming down from the captured places, it spreads and smears over my mother who’s dozing in the mirror, like
some kind of play that abandons its own rules, everything I touch is like a talking serpent as my voice comes to me cut-up and tethered to the other,
70 · In opposition to how you’re treated by your parents she offers you a refuge from
the emotional drama and physical punishment; there are no threats, no slapping,
spankings, or washing your mouth out with soap; here there is an emotional oasis, freedom and openness, laughter, a joyful lightness and levity, there is no heavy-handed
attempts at disciplining, just generosity and a daring subversion of authority in general;
it isn’t that rules aren’t important, it’s just that the role played in each other’s emotional
fulfillment is more important; closeness is the order, not the meeting and following of
the rules which are supposed to help you get ahead or to achieve some station in life,
71 · Wiggling loose front tooth flesh tears slightly away, thumb and forefinger grip
smooth and rock, back and forth, lips curled under, jaw locked tongue pressed against
lower front dentition. Sore embracing pain, using it to re-engage, wiggling harder forcing rusty metallic blood into mouth filling lip pressing tongue. We are simply versions of
the same: the same psychical structuration, albeit within acceptable parameters of variation. A fractal generation, a self-similarity reproducing; and yet each one a unique expression of an essential sameness. My mother informed me that she had found me in the
dark hallway in the middle of the night, crouched over, frantically searching and yelling,
“Where’s the ball? Where’s the ball?” I remember nothing of it at all. During sleepwalking you must experience a strange tsunami of data, light and sound and sensation, all
based on mnemonic impressions; even if it is only a perceptual tunnel that you are in, the
data curving around you as though effected by a gravity so radical it melds space and time
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in different ways, oddly forcing them to be confused. And then when you wake your life is
like driving down a two-lane blacktop at night, away from the city lights, where it’s a
real dark. Other than the hypnotic road, you only ever glimpse flashes. And there are
flashes you hardly remember,
72 · Motioning you across his knees as he sat there he brusquely positioned you in
preparations for the ensuing blows; holding you down he began, raining blow after
blow with the heavy leather strap you wince as each blow lands, face tight-lipped and
set solid, refusing to show pain,
73 · I linger, hovering just outside of the world, one that you know well. There I am, the
death that lies in the voice, the one that will always be with us, like an odor on the
breath, both inside and out, outside and in, the reality exists in flashes of color blinding
you to the outlines hiding within the shadows and pinning you to those same dark
folds: I am learning to live without the Gods, without mother and father,
74 · My life is like a savage confession: I talk to the house pets and tell them things that
I tell to no one else; the kinds of things that you have to carry like a weight, like the
weight of all the darkness in your head pressing down, the entire skyscape of your
thoughts crashing down hard with the kind of weight that crushes dreams and dreaming, fast transporting you to an indifferent real, returning your secrets and your secret
desires to you as you find yourself suddenly alone,
75 · A heartbeat stutters and slurs like crickets running wild, these stars and galaxies of
mine are crushing me with kisses. There are lots of teeth showing, a violent muzak of
gnashing like great angry blobs that leave marks upon my body: head, hand, and feet,
spoken, fallen, and gleaned. The universe is a thing in motion, and we move through it,
our lives in a wild bubble, our lives full of time. I stand in the middle of a small field
and feel the weight of the sky above me resonating with an openness as well as a
boundedness that seem to echo in all the features around me: the railroad tracks, the
trees, the ball diamond and the tangle of streets and houses all around the hollowing
bowl of the field, my breath taken from me by its muting howls of distance,
76 · I want to enter her skin as she is standing there, head slightly bowed as though
peering beneath her arm, wearing a camisole or slip-like top with thin straps her skin
exudes warmth and desire and I wish I could change magically morphing into her, finding my self, my thoughts as a presence inside of her, seeing myself looking at me as her,
77 · There is no truth in the image, everywhere you’re other to yourself a sonorous voice
laps the room, implicating the walls, the light, and the rush of darkness slowing, you are
a broken tune that exists in patches of sounds, the taste of blood taking the place of
words in your mouth, there’s an empty socket where a tooth was,
ELEVEN “A Once Poignant History Of Time And Timelessness.”

1 · Is that the holy spirit that lives in my mouth? Or is the holy spirit the voice in my head?
I’m imbued with, possessed of the holy spirit, which dwells in me. I just don’t know what it
is,
2 · I glimpse her nipples, they look like the ends of cigarettes, dark filters, a penis,
refracting, lips labial and spilling, I climb on top of her and reach, I want to grab her
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breasts and hurt them, lick them, soft mounds out of reach, under cloth, alone and so
cherry, I want a mouth full, warm and filling, fall into it like into a pool, touching
myself under the blankets just as I reached out and touched before,
3 · Pulling away I smell the sweet, cloying rot of the garbage, hot and spicy, it crawls
into my throat making me gag, I smell a sweaty heat in the sun, I smell the grass and I
smell the concrete, I smell the water, I smell the dust, I smell flowers and I smell
dogshit, I smell the dinner cooking, I smell the musty drapery, I smell the musty future,
I smell dizzying death,
4 · The voice you hear in your head, you recognize it, it’s identifiable. It’s like a clone of
you, or rather you’re a clone of it: it’s familiar due to ritual, personal ritual, a kind of
self-similarity, a pattern reproducing itself,
5 · Grabbing you by the arm she drags you into the back room which acts to house the
laundry; holding the bar of laundry soap she demands that you open your mouth; she
then proceeds to force the soap into your mouth scrapping it across your teeth:
Never use those words in this house ever again, where do you learn such things, you don’t
hear us saying such things, I don’t want you to ever say such things again, if I ever hear you
use those words again I will wash your mouth out with soap,
6 · With these dramas playing out in the guise of the social, as private as they are discovered, as public as they are disavowed, slowly knowledge comes into being as displaced memory, as you are now able to become a social being. This is how we interact,
our memories meshing together, all like tendrils that reach out, grasp and wrap around
one another, communicating chemically: this is what we share, a sense and practice of
festival, a sense and practice of labor, a sense and practice of the body, a sense and practice of the mind,
7 · Does everyone talk to themselves, we’re all separated and isolated from one another,
a presence of magnitude and power, imitators of the voice of God, do we all share the
same voice, we all share that desire to speak; imitators of the unicity of God, do we all
share the same I? We all share the desire to be an I; those who believe that consciousness is a quantity that can be transported from one container to another are like those
that are possessed, consciousness is more akin to a quality of psychic life: they have one
thing right though, consciousness is elsewhere,
8 · Don’t you remember? Angular muscles defining cords breathing coarse sensations
spilling laughing fingers tickling probing pressing pinning strength squirming wrestling
throwing giving yourself over struggling with your very own breathless presence,
9 · Shadows of leaves, streetlights through the branches cast patterns on the sidewalk,
patterns which shift as you move in deep deep dark and circles of light, steps shuffle
and clatter away, the sounds falling down the empty street, that stretching long long
tube of eternity,
10 · As it’s lost slowly knowledge comes into being, as public as it is, discovered and
played out in the guises of the social; this is how you interact with the private body of
memory, all-in-all a sense and practice of mind, a dramatic practice of the body, a sense
and practice of the sense and practice of communicating, this is what you share with
the world: delicate tendrils that reach out to being, which is like a displaced door, a disputed passageway: memories exist so we can exist socially in an illusion of continuity
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and consistency,
11 · I remember my mother half-dressed, stepping out of the bath, out of or into her
undergarments, in her bra and panties, I see her in her room from down the hall, the
door open, my father isn’t there to stop me with his gaze, I can look without being
caught,
12 · My life is like a savage confession, an event that seems to be heading my way. We
live on a minor planet orbiting an ordinary star, one of a hundred billion stars making up
the Milky Way, which on a clear night looks like a smear of light or a handful of flour casually tossed across the sky. Beyond the Milky Way, powerful telescopes can see thousands of
billions of other galaxies spread through space in a complex hierarchical pattern of galaxy
clusters and superclusters. So what am I to sacrifice, if not myself, how am I to succeed,
stranded as I am in four gorgeous dimensions, breathing-in my oh so gaseous medium,
looking on and across arcs of light that swoop in my eyes and across my thoughts? I
am: a cartoon figure sticking a finger in a light socket, my whole head filling with a
bright white light,
13 · Did I do it or did I just imagine that I did it? I really can’t tell, I can’t remember, I’ll
have to check somehow, it’ll come back to me, it should, I’ll remember. But I can’t
remember if I did it or not, I can see myself doing it but I don’t know if I’m just making
it up or if I really did it. Is my seeing myself doing it the memory? I could just be imagining that I did it,
14 · The young father, barely in his thirties, sports dark hair, worn long for a man, in a
vaguely Sinatra-esque style, combed back into a jaunty wave above his forehead sweeping back over his face,
15 · Screaming terror, filling and full, that great current that is my mother; but all of a
sudden space seems to open, and I pull myself away, inward and in word,
16 · Why won’t she see me, why won’t she help me, why does she turn away, why is she
so mad at me, why is she yelling at me, why does she keep hitting me, why won’t she
hold me, why is she so mean, she keeps pushing me away,
17 · I await the flood of words that I know will issue from her mouth, my transgressions, my trespasses, will undoubtably be the trigger calling them forth in their angry
barrage, that which I have learned to endure until I find a night full of the deepest darkness,
18 · She says she takes a bus somewhere from the suburbs just outside the city. There’s a
special ease to your being together, a special softness. You struggle then sidle into imagining the suburbs, the land becoming more and more open as it will eventually lead
into farms and fields. You try to imagine them playing, smallish figures dwarfed by
green spaces and dirt, by space itself gathered and piled like hay in rows, organized, utilized. Here life and the land are different, yards and parks hold all the mystery and
rivers of concrete float steel, the one laid over the other and it constantly attacked, a war
between city space and nature,
19 · I see her naked, I see her without an image, as though both she and I were between
states, both liquid and solid, rushing past one another, caught together in a cascading
torrent, a flow, a flood which she remains trapped in, pulling away from me as I push
away from it,
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20 · Don’t I remember? Angular muscles defining cords breathing coarse sensations
spilling laughing fingers tickling pressing probing pinning strength squirming wrestling
throbbing giving myself over struggling with my very own breathless presence,
21 · Stomach growls, hunger attacks, smells swell inside nose, dishes clatter, silver ringing, voices carry weight, square walls close gray and flat, close your eyes, find a horizon,
pressing in, something hurts, open up, window in door, outside open there, mother’s
face descends, body warms close, spoons onto plate, heat wafts up as steam, clothes
hang tired and limp as colors fade into daydreams, all other rooms are empty, dust falls,
the light is alone, the sky behind it open,
22 · Realizing that I had thread and thumbtacks that were the same color as the wall
and ceiling, I concocted a savage plan. Stringing the thread from my room, up the wall
to the ceiling and from there out the door and across the hall into my brothers’ room
invisibly hugging the ceiling all the way to the wall along which the bunk beds were situated. Leading the thread down that wall under the bed, I tied a towel to the end of the
thread and waited. My youngest brother, who slept in the lower bunk, was in the habit
of reading every night before bed. All I had to do was wait until he was firmly settled in,
the lights low, reading, to pull ever so slowly and steadily on the thread. The screams
that ensued assured me of the success of my work as I could only envision the towel
floating up the wall seemingly of its own accord,
23 · Asleep, I’m dreaming through the storm, the thunder rolling rumbles across the
ceiling, my sky of dreams bursting bright with lights as I find myself in the front passenger seat of an auto, the tires’ rolling grip solidifying hurtling space, as speeding down
a concrete highway the car is hurrying towards the incline of a bridge that you can’t see
beyond. As the car reaches it, rising with it as it travels forward, continuing until you
reach the apex, you feel the wheels leave the ground as the car hurtles onward, now
heading into the sky, the stomach in your throat, you press your feet into the floor to
reassert stability as the earth falls away,
24 · Doesn’t he remember? If he doesn’t remember why doesn’t he? Angular muscles
defining cords breathing coarse sensations spilling laughing fingers tickling pressing probing
pinning strength squirming wrestling together throbbing giving himself over struggling with
his very own breathless presence. Doesn’t he remember? That presence is over there now,
it’s found a way across the room in something like the sweep of a broom,
25 · I look back and see myself as I imagine I was: chubby, of a good-natured greed and
cruelty, struggling to grow and hopefully to understand. I take the place of my mother
and approach myself with tenderness and warmth. I lose myself in the pure sensuality
that she offers and sound the depths of that sonorous ocean that is her presence,
26 · It took a kind of dreamy dominion everywhere, anointed by change, chance and by
these sudden flashes of fleshy light, headlights dragging along the wall and across the
ceiling, passion drama tires crunching rolling framing foaming in the imagination like
matter bubbling in and out of existence, like blood spit-up on the lips, soft like cloudcrested moonlight or the smell of hot sand, and you hold it in such a way that everything is filtered through it as if it were the bones of gravity,
27 · Where once there was long, supple hair there is only the short buzz-cut of his
father-in-law, who quite simply, despite of, or perhaps because of his loose ways and
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confidence, was the most imposing presence,
28 · The street stretching out with a horizon all its own between the dark hulks of
buildings and lifting loftings of trees like stationary clouds of green that infest your
mind and infect your eyes with a kind of joy made manifest as wonder birds bugs sun
the city of houses streets and cars around you like some kind of peopled music playing
silently inside the slice of the universe that is our world I see all around me and I smile
like some god looking over his creation tumbling like leaves falling like snow or rain
covering uncovering safe in my bed the dark so dark but the presence of a memory fills
me calls in me like warmth and I can wander and drift alive alone apart from her warm
breasts and breath with my father the watcher behind the walls around the corner smiling laughing unafraid so the house settles I can see the frame the walls like thin sheets
the roof of a triangle crease but the ceiling flat a whole empty space above the ceiling
and below the roof empty empty and buzzing tingling silently,
29 · I look back and see myself as I imagine I was: chubby, of a good-natured greed and
cruelty, struggling to grow and hopefully to understand. You take the place of my mother and I approach you with tenderness and warmth. I lose myself in the pure sensuality
that you offer and sound the depths of that sonorous ocean that is your own inherited
presence,
30 · Was there ever a time before you were together, before the voice filled you with
such a space, insuring that even though it wasn’t a room it was more than just a room?
Considering that the universe is only an expanding bundle of spoken energy, what you
hear is an image of the voice en passant, a voice in advance of the dream; a dream deeper and darker than the sky, arrayed in its sudden resemblance of mind, pictures hollowed out and stuffed with sound, waiting for a voice to claim them,
31 · I was fascinated by the old fruit cellar, now abandoned guardian of spider and cobwebs and ancient clear antique jars of canned fruits in viscous looking liquid which
now sat like abandoned experiments or tissue specimens. It was as though, abandoned
by humans, it had become a portal to another reality,
32 · Everything contains its opposite, that’s all in the way you think violent thoughts:
what was buried, denied, pushed down, resurfaces, shaping and animating figures in little scenarios of aggression and revenge; for every time I fantasized about saving or rescuing my mother I have to accept that I assaulted her in the first place, necessitating her
rescue,
33 · There’s no room for you in the mirror, it’s full of figures. Do you have to fight with
him for a place? Is it either him or you? So I imagine over and over again I’m fighting
my exact double. We fight in a room in the basement: large, square, always gray, with a
raised lip around the base of the walls and in the doorway. There’s a drain in the center
of the floor. Sometimes the room is lined, walls, ceiling, and floor, with a kind of quilted
beige padding. If I win, will I be complete? By implication, does he represent a missing
part of me? And what if he wins, will I cease to be? Or will he be me?
34 · I feel like there’s someone watching me, but there’s nobody here, just me and the
mirror, is the mirror looking at me, does it look back at me, if I see myself there am I
alone, am I ever alone, there’s always a voice, always an image, it’s like I’m never alone
because of them, everyone has a voice and an image in their heads, is anyone ever
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alone, when you talk to yourself do you talk to that image in your head, so when you
talk to others are you still talking to that image, to a substitute for that image, or is that
just how you rehearse, is it like a template you use, are these, the voice and the image,
your I, everyone has these, but I has to exist as the opposite of you, otherwise there is
no I, everyone uses the same I, so it has to be a grammar, a structure that everyone uses,
a substituting,
35 · I look back and see myself as I imagine I was: chubby, of a good-natured greed and
cruelty, struggling to grow and hopefully to understand. She takes the place of my
mother and I approach her with tenderness and warmth. I lose myself in the pure sensuality that she offers and sound the depths of that sonorous ocean that is her presence,
36 · I want to enter her skin, explore her body feeling her sensations, let my fingers drift
over her flesh, finding and searching every crevice, full of warmth, breath, damp, and
softness, help me to find my way through the maze of flesh, help me to see in the darkness, to garner, to harvest, my new pleasures as I pull myself inward, squeezing my
thighs together,
37 · The smell of grass and dirt which gives under your knees and elbows as you crawl
through it avoiding the eyes of the enemy, you know that if you're seen the bullets will
fly and you'll be the target,
38 · I catch my head as it suddenly slumps forward, look and see a nose assault a hairless face, like some clinging mollusk as large flashes hit and hold inside the sectioned
light, flakes like little thoughts rising up as that light leaps while hands underneath hidden gates are grabbing at a splayed goblet of toes and an arm is cursing the curving
flow,– It’s that presence in the smoothing dark, that other when you’re on the brink of
sleep and you pull back, sleep creasing the dark right where you’d rather have a kind of
tranquility, one so full of uncertainties, like a mother’s bulging abdomen, a constrained
jungle of hideous intrauterine monsters and fears, the edge of sleep, like a cut; I catch
my head as it suddenly slumps forward,
39 · The remnants of ship-building littered the river and its banks. Here propellor
screws, there a stripped hulk, miles of cable and chain, and most inviting of all, a collection of cast-off boilers, large tanks with portal-like entrances into the dark metallic
echoes of their insides. Here games were played, teams of boys would battle one another for possession of the boilers. Possessiveness seemed to grow with the entitlement of
age, and the older boys could be cruel in forcing the others to bend to their will,
40 · For years I had long drawn out fantasies of fighting my double in an enclosed room
in the basement. The room would consist of padded floor, walls, and ceiling. This
allowed for a total combat, a complete struggle between the two identical fighters. The
main difference was simply that my consciousness, my thinking, my insight, the very
voice in my head didn’t include him. In fact, he was a mystery to me, something impenetrable. This is the beginning of fear, of dread: I was other to myself, my image was
other to me,
41 · Somehow I notice that their ideas reflect different conceptions of space; she prefers
bright prints, especially on the furnishings, the sofa, the chair all have bright busy
prints, mostly floral, with pronounced textures, whereas he prefers solid colors, solid
colored walls with a spattering of objects on them, framed paintings, large framed mir71

ror, it's as though he wants to implicate the walls, whereas she wants to draw attention
away from them into the room, however it's the column in the middle of the room that
divides the space,
42 · Remember what I told you, Feelings bounce off the walls and hit your skin, Do as
you’re told, Heavy with pulses and throbs, Don’t make me repeat myself, Brightened flesh
resonates with sensation, Remember what I said, Inside my arms there are galaxies of
bloody stars, Don’t talk back to me, I am filled with waves of this molecular fire burning,
I want you to sit there and keep quiet, Hands feel clammy and moist, Don’t you dare open
your mouth, The heart is racing and breathing comes in gasps, Where did you learn to
say things like that, As the eyes close the feelings rush in at first but soon begin to drift
away, Don’t you dare talk back to me, The grass and trees and buildings all have my feelings, Don’t make me tell your father, When I dream they’re all around outside of me, Do
what I tell you to do, They flow through my body like tickling waves, Bite your tongue,
They build inside like that, You know what your father said about that, They make me
shiver and shake, Don’t waste your breath arguing with me, The body clenches in rapid
shallow breaths, Don’t you dare open your mouth, Feelings coagulate and stiffen from
closed eyes to violently outstretched legs, I’ll have to tell your father what you said,
Everything relaxes like sand sliding on sand, If you say one more word you’ll regret it,
Everything inside is like a passing whooshing hush,
43 · Sitting leaning backwards in the comfortable uplifting support of the chair, your
head tilted as though you were about to blast off, the bright light shines into your
mouth. Crisp breath as he leans forward silver tool in hand, intent and focused through
his stubbled face and clear glasses, finding a stubborn ache reaching around and
through the tooth. An overwhelming pressure invades between the teeth as it rolls
pulling the loosened tooth with it, the taste of blood taking the place of the pressure of
the tooth as part of you, a throb reaches out for its echo and with its special sonar connects to its presence. The tooth falls out onto your tongue and stretching out presenting
it, it’s lifted from you as smiling the face backs away, packing cotton gauze into the
socket which welcomes it,
44 · I’m dreaming about sitting on the toilet; as I let slide a large, pleasurable turd I peer
between my legs to get a glimpse of it and am surprised to see that it is pure white, sliding out as I push, but white as flour, with the same grainy-wet texture of shit; I can see
then that it is white at the front half, but the second half, which begins to emerge, is
brown,
45 · The landscape of my childhood: a battlefield, pockmarked by the craters from
explosions, with bullet holes in the walls and gaps blown into stone fences. Smoke and
dust fill the air which is crowded and thick with the sounds of rifle and artillery, along
with the screams of men. Cities are ruined and fields scattered with the dead and mortally wounded. The sky is gray when it’s not on fire with flames from burning buildings
and the fleshy flashes of weaponry. This is the world into which I am born,
46 · Riding the bicycle around the large, fenced-in block with the neighborhood houses
pressing in and the sky obscured by trees, a forest of trees everywhere, she had taken the
new bike from him and was gleefully traversing the block, anger and anxiety overwhelming him as he watches his bike whiz by yet again, as he watches her disappear
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behind the school building he decides he wants to stop her, and as she approaches he
braces himself and reaching out he manages to grab the handlebar causing bike and
rider to tumble and fall, the bike scrapping across the sidewalk. Angrily she gets up
yelling at him, and he realizes what he’s done in his impatience and possessiveness, feeling himself fill with shame and an overwhelming sense of stupidity, and anger, anger at
himself,
47 · Gentle Ben, Lust For Life, Great Expectations, Conan Of Cimmeria, Ty Cobb,
Medals Of Honor, Great Battles Of The Civil War, The Story Of Africa, Man-Eaters Of
Kumaon, The Man-Eaters Of Tsavo, Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea, Voyage To The
Stars, Wyatt Earp Frontier Marshall, Doc Holliday, Bat Masterson, Wild Bill Hickok, A
History Of The Indian Wars, The Story Of Pompeii, Jason And The Argonauts, The
Odyssey, Early Man, The Martian Chronicles, The Wright Brothers And The Story Of
Flight, An Illustrated Guide To Dinosaurs, Mysteries Of The Deep, Great Prison
Escapes, Great Sea Adventures, Sports Illustrated, The Count Of Monte Cristo, TV
Guide, 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea, The Time Machine, Classic Tales Of Poe, The
Agony And The Ecstasy, Frankenstein, Dracula, Mythology, UFOs Are Real!,
Spiderman, The Fantastic Four, Dr, Jekyll And Mr Hyde, Typee, Nazi Slave Masters, The
Brothers Grimm, The Last Planet, Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland, Suburban
Swingers, The Book Of Imaginary Beings,
48 · I want there to be shape and form so I cling to stories showing me how to desire,
just as I stowed away in a rush of sensation and pure want and found myself trembling
after the exertion of pleasure, again I am a tumbling pulsation of images and voices
locked in agitation, fabricating a mute cacophony, lost in these structured dreams of
pleasure. Do you think I like having these things in my head and not knowing why I
do? I sure you understand, you probably feel the same way, you probably get lost in
these structured dreams of pleasure and have to find yourself again too, shaping and
without form, but standing upright,
49 · As I touch myself, wondering what my desire is based on, my mother is a corpse
standing before me, glaring angrily, her gelatinous flesh translucent and cold, her face,
somehow so much older now, coming off as if washing away in water, my muscles
frozen not so much with fear as with a knowledge of her body,
50 · I taste the sweet, effervescent liquid, I taste the dirt in my mouth, I taste the sweat
from my upper lip, I taste the smoke she exhales, I taste the milkshake and burger I
burp up, I taste the acidic sweetness of the ketchup, I taste the bitterness of the young
green grape, I taste the sour lemon candy puckering, I taste the food I anticipate eating,
I taste the night before in my mouth as I wake,
51 · Faint images in ghostly color superimposed figures passing through figures coming
out each other’s side as though nothing had happened each in other dimensions. Five
years old summer beach sun trunks terrycloth beach shirt. Outside snow inside
Christmas tree lit by bright lights decorations sparkle and glow. Seagull passes through
grandma swooping down to gather; presents stacked and laid out beneath glittery tree
gathered, Mom and Grandma in bathing suits and sunhats lounge chairs on concrete
patio overlooking beach. Excited child running past the camera to the left shuffling in
his pajamas clutching a present. Adults clutching cocktails as laughter erupts flowing
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into hurried expressions becoming solid before melting,
52 · You don’t even know what that word means. Storming into the room across two others from the kitchen she grabs me by the wrist and pulls me around towards her face angry
and glaring, lips pressed, jaws clenched tightly in a resolute earnestness, Don’t ever use that
word in this house again. Silence like a grim gravity empties the thick air, my brothers sitting beside me, frightened and confused,
53 · Doughy brown, sharp acidic stench smells like grains of stink in your nostrils, curling S-like in repose, recoiling from stench, filling your lungs, grainy, crumbling brown
cream, glossy mixed-tint brown, laying on top of curling brown, idiotic and consuming,
enveloping,
54 · Wave after wave of color, light and sound wash over me, pulling at me, dragging me
with its mass, like the pull of dreams, a pull that nauseates. Chewing gum, fruit candies
sweet and sour, special bikes and small cars, cowboys shooting, soldiers rushing, nurses
waiting, a mother’s arms reaching out in embrace, I had to go out of the way to even
notice myself, and now, on the verge of exhaustion, I stand on the horizon of color and
shape, peering with faraway eyes into the emptiness and total joyous abandon of desire,
55 · I am a tune just out of earshot but one that you know: here I am, I live in the voice
and I will always be with you. Living on the breath, where inside is out and outside is
in, the fantasy exists in swatches of color, an empty outline in dark lines or white,
56 · I thought I saw the wind in a room full of shadows, lightning crawling down a
rainspout, carefully guided across a screen, woven shape to shape, angle to angle, direction to direction. A rhythm is created, a drumbeat of desire, echoing with a solid hollowness off your face: creatures crawl, jump, wiggle, squiggle and race, stopping on a
dime, shooting straight into the air like a clutch and collection of nothings attached to a
grin,
57 · I want her to enter into me like a spectre from some cartoon, maleable smoke
shrinking down to fit into an ear, I want her to be inside me when I stand between my
father and her father, to feel her desire as my own, and then to turn around and face her
as my father and grandfather and their desire for her, a smart, young coquette-ish
brunette with a desire that is written on her face, her mouth half-open and her gaze
fixed,
58 · It’s like pissing fire, it begins like shards of glass or razor blades inside your urethra
and turns into a kind of liquid fire by the time it reaches the end, like acid burning into
your flesh but leaving it unscarred, without trace as though it were immediately able to
heal or to resurrect itself, as though pain and death were not so much the measure of
imminent destruction as resurrection is, returning us to consciousness,
59 · The earth and the sky are but clouds moving, breathing your breath as you breathe.
The summer sun scatters images in the air, tiny pieces of confetti refracted and parched,
stealing your breath from the inside. As if your mind were bathed in a brilliant light,
possessing you, stealing you, and each movement, each thought seems tuned to some
great directing force: they climb into your bowels and take you over,
60 · This is nothing other than how I came to be alone in the car outside the long rectangular building that houses the bar. There is gauze packed into my mouth filling the
empty socket where a tooth used to reside. My grandfather, driving me home from the
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dentist’s office, had stopped along the way for a drink. He was a night watchman so the
day for him was night for us,
61 · Anxious, afraid, tired, wondering, sighing, inattentive, hungry, waiting, sad, disgusted, confused, relieved, desirous, intrigued, angry, happy, irritated, disappointed, uncertain, jealous, disheartened, self-conscious, disconnected, ashamed, resentful, mean, surprised, animated, overwhelmed, thrilled, frustrated, grouchy, mad, longing, joyful, cautious, confident, lazy, shy, fascinated, annoyed, absorbed, safe,
62 · Flat on a pillowless bed, a light as white as the sheets, light blue walls across a small
room, a television on a short shelf two-thirds of the way up a wall, eyes move across the
room as neck and head are held in place, a weighted strap under the chin pulling the
head straight, a terrible pain in the neck, the toes grip and the feet push out,
63 · What’s happened, why’s he done that, his hair, his haircut is exactly like Grandpa’s
haircut; he used to have long hair, dark, soft, like Sinatra, now he’s got Grandpa’s buzz
cut, why’d he, it’s as though he’s identifying with him, it’s submissive and I want him to
be something else, to be who he was, it’s like he’s submitting to, shaping himself according to Mom’s desire, like everyone’s fallen under Grandpa’s spell, it’s like admitting it,
now it’s only Grandma who stands up to him, the way she shakes her head, she does the
same to me,
64 · I used to believe, I used to believe, I used to believe in Santa Claus, I used to believe
in the Tooth Fairy, I used to believe in the Stork that delivered all the babies, I used to
believe in Ghosts and Goblins, and I’m sure there was a crisis involved in giving each of
those up, I used to believe in the hewn wood-hued simplicity of the rooms, in something inscribed in the casual geometry of our lives, now a dark insidious cloud passes
through the walls and strangles me, a trickling terror shapes and shakes, unshackling
the full form of what I used to believe in,
65 · It’s always the same in these dreams, I’m lost in a strange city, all alone, but I don’t
feel panic, a clear darkness reverberates and I sense myself in the folds, in the empty
places,
66 · Flies walking on your eyelids fall into the crack of every blink right into the
entrance of mind stepping into your dreams like through the holes in a screen door you
see out of into that dark that edge of sleep like a cut you reflexively pull away embracing
consciousness as you would a life preserver in the open sea, alone, and dark, so dark the
mattress itself becomes a raft in the night as you float above the stormy turmoil of your
dreams,
67 · An all-consuming urban conflagration, the figures rising from my imagination and
passing across the darkening sky, superheroes all, with super powers as well, as bright
colors explode and flash, word-things fill the horizon, and then all fades into shadow
and thick tangled forest erupts around a half-naked torso, limbs filled with muscle, covered in sweaty, dirtied flesh, framing an intent glare from under hunched and nuanced
brows, a weapon clenched in a desperate hand, a wary glance passing back and forth as
the breath waits bated, sinews tightening as the hand clenches tightly, a figure poised on
the balls of his feet, moonlight glistens on greasy blood and dirt-streaked skin, flesh
undulating beneath the skein and sheen of skin pulsing, the heart pounding in a slew of
lines from head to foot and hand to lung, the very air around us alive with monstrosi75

ties, each one a different kind of horror and death driven deep into our cells, leaving an
emptiness like a hallway stretching away between the atoms of the air, where the hollow
sky howls,
68 · The molten plastic, liquid but scalding, scalding hot, would drip onto any exposed
flesh burning into it in the process but you couldn’t wipe it off, it would just smear and
burn more, you had to hold still and let it cool and harden, and then when it was solid
again you could peel it off in a piece, along with any skin it had touched, what was left
was the exposed flesh revealed when a blister is torn off,
69 · I feel the entire edifice of me crumble, it’s very painful, it’s my own little apocalypse
as I dissolve, my identity, my sense of self, crumbling like colored glass or even comic
book frames full of color crashing soundlessly, so soundlessly, and the me that’s left is a
pure buzzing nothingness, like a fluorescent or neon light, just an electrically charged
medium, without mass,
70 · I sense the tangled entrance of mind in the exceeded rooms, but going in I hear a
voice calling to me, evening’s dreamy dominion dances everywhere and sound-crested
moonlight empties the slumbering shadows as it speaks; a distant mumble, rent ripple
of spacetime, there are cuts at the open ends of forever, yet somehow some sense of
resemblance burns into my life; other rooms offer such a close and closed dark, it’s easy
to feel myself being spoken by another, by a thing collecting all that I am to take my
place, dissolving as I am into nothingnesss: no longer really an I, I am always something
else,
TWELVE “My Midrashic Me.”

1 · I hover somewhere between gesture and action: I am, and I am the God of names.
I’ve got names inside of my head and they are the many names of God,
2 · Father Michael and the symbolic: “Do you believe that when you put the host in your
mouth that it becomes the body of Christ? Do you believe the wine becomes the blood of
Christ in your mouth? “Do you believe the host becomes the body and the wine the blood of
Christ in your mouth?” If God were God that would of course make sense. “Yes I do.” He
laughs. “It’s only ever symbolic. The symbolic is quite possibly the most powerful thing
you’ll ever experience in your life. The symbolic reality is the reality of self and other, when
it breaks down so does any differentiation between you and others. Likewise it creates that
difference. That bright white light you see in your room when the voice speaks to you and
fills you with its presence is the symbolic. That which intervenes in your life and saves you
is the symbolic, that which you mistake for the presence of a deity,”
It has been said that it is through faith that we understand that the world was created by the word of God, and that the word of God is the anchor, the cornerstone of the foundation of our being. It has also been said that this is based fantasmatically, sparked by and
founded on the supposed miracle of language, that is, on the symbolic. This then is the final
mystery of faith and of religion: the endless movement through symbolic displacement,
from sacrifice to the story of sacrifice, from blood to wine. For we are truly nourished by the
symbolic, we are fed by language. I am of this tradition, I come from this history, I come
from this line. This is the law I’ve come to fulfill, the symbolic law, the law of displacement,
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3 · Hot summer nights stretched out on camping cots we leaf through page after page
of superhero comic book adventure, frames dancing across the pages with figures passing from one frame to another and on, bouncing, tumbling, exploding through blockwords, weaving in and out of frames, floating across the page, propelled by blasts and
explosions into grappling embraces, tight, taut muscles rippling, spilling energetic flexing, gigantic word-things and percolating thoughts plastered and scattered across the
skies of the pages, heroic figures weaving in and out, out of the pages, out of themselves
into us, tumbling across the night, our sight glazed over, our heads singing, our hands
alive, the sparkle of images at the top of our eyes,
4 · Looking up at the ceiling in the dark it becomes a screen for the buzz of imaginings;
on that screen in the dark you can envision the two of them, he, naked atop her, she
beneath him in a gauzy white nightie pulled up above her pelvis as he pistons into her,
beneath him it’s your mother writhing quickly and violently spasming, then you’re left
with stillness as racing breaths and heartbeats slow and you replay the fantasy but this
time it’s you on top of her,
5 · What is there to remember? It’s always a shock or a trauma which jolts you out of
this trance of continuity you call your life. It’s truly a kind of dislocation that makes the
familiar, that which is produced by ritual and repetition, seem strange,
6 · Now the mirror you look into is a black pool, the voice you hear is an echo growing
hollow, the story you believed in is no longer true, your edifice, your symbolic identity
has crumbled, you are not the ideal you once thought yourself to be,
7 · The hand had gotten infected throughout the thumb and into the palm of the hand.
Taking a large hypodermic needle on its side she is squeezing the pus out from under
the skin. Starting from the center of the palm she uses the needle like a squeegee to
push the pus down towards the heel of the palm at the thumb where the open, oozing
wound is. The pain is sharp, immediate, severe, all-encompassing and invading. As she
sits before you holding your hand down the closeness is charged, the pain making for
intimacy,
8 · I imagine pressing up against her, feeling her flesh quiver and undulate in and with
each contact, feeling my hardness through my pants, clothes against clothes, flesh in the
darkness beneath, hot up where her thighs meet, I swim in sensation from one incendiary breath to another, from me to her to me to her,
9 · “No, it’s only ever symbolic. Look around you at the universe, if you can. When I hear of
forty thousand believers together in worship I see forty thousand people who completely
miss the universe. They are seeking security, the security of stability. But, in fact, stable
meaning is inherently illusory. Now the universe is 1000 billion times bigger than when
God was considered the center of and reason for the universe. Is the concept of God even
adequate any longer? Or can we glimpse, as with indeterminism, beyond God? Has our
perception and awareness of the universe outgrown our ability to think it? Those who hold
to the classical universe with God or an intelligent designer as its source and center miss the
universe as it exists, without a center. God was the totality of the universe, the unique unicity. Now we can no longer be so assured of any such unicity. There are only pluralities. Any
totality, at least since the big bang, the original event, has ceased to exist along with the
original, singular state. God has always been a way of conceiving the universe as a totality.
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Now there are many singularities, many events. I think the concept of God and its implications for how we conceive of ourselves constitutes a kind of psychological morbidity. I guess
you could say that its a kind of conceptual morbidity. It’s not that God is dead, God simply
never has been. It’s that the way of thinking that includes God is dead,”
10 · What is there to remember? I look back in pain and with remorse at all the opportunities I’ve missed, thinking I was stupid and that I should never have missed them.
When I remember thus and thusly I’m not seeing myself, I’m not seeing who I am, I’m
seeing an ideal person I measure myself against. It’s a kind of mourning of who I’m
not, not a discovery of who I am. Now I realize that, given who I am, they were always
opportunities for someone else, not for me. My opportunities were elsewhere. I’m
always the remainder of the equation, the differing amount,
11 · “It’s all symbolic. The gospels are not the literal historical biography of someone, who
by the way was part of a long line and extensive series of similar figures, from the prophets
to John the Baptist, in a codified cultural context. They’re the presentations of ideas, of
commentaries, founded in that very explicit context. That context is culture, a symbolic
nature,”
12 · What is there to remembering? Like a sweeping searchlight which flashes across
your eyes, life displays itself in undifferentiated variety, garish and bright, assaultive and
invading, a torn decree that rends asunder,
13 · “The universe does not need meaning, the universe does not need the anchor of meaning, only humans do. Just because the universe exists doesn’t mean it exists as meaning, just
because there’s an order to the universe doesn’t mean that we can or should attribute meaning to it. In fact the universe exists outside of meaning; nuclear and molecular fires exist
outside of human meaning,”
14 · What is there to forget? Everything is lost, always, like every true event. One world
away, here we are on the other side of the mirror. What we try to hold on to dies, and
what lives relentlessly slips through our grasp,
15 · “That’s why you can’t take any of it literally, it’s all only ever symbolic. This is our
nature, a symbolic nature. So in the same way we conceive of the universe as an impossible
totality, that is, as a symbolic whole, which is of course something which sets us apart in the
animal kingdom. But we can’t see the totality of meaning except in a figure. God is such a
figure. God is the collaboration of meaning. We cannot see the universe of meaning except
as symbolic abstraction, as a hypostatized figure. God is part of the universe of meaning,
not of the universe of stars and galaxies. That universe exists outside of human meaning,”
16 · Because I don’t believe rationally, consciously in God, but do believe, as we all do,
unconsciously, I can say that I believe and don’t believe at the same time: I hold two
distinct and contrary positions simultaneously; God is a symbolic agency, a part of our
symbolic constitution, a figure in a grammar of which you are a part; God set the
grammar in motion,
17 · A storm had come off the lake and as it passed over the town it managed to knock
down every tree in the city. There were trees four feet in diameter at the base that were
uprooted. You had to literally walk on toppled trees to get anywhere, they were laying
everywhere. Trees were resting on top of crushed cars, they were laying across the
streets. It was like a horizontal forest that you had to traverse. Somehow the Murphys,
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our neighbors from across the way, stayed with us. Mattresses were laid out on the floor
and beds were shared. I, fatefully for me, shared a bed on the floor in my parents room,
if I can trust the memory, with Karen Murphy. She was about seventeen and I was
about twelve. She wore a sheer black nightie top and matching panties as she lay in the
morning light with her back to me, the sun across from her shining through the black
gossamer weave, exaggerating her silhouette and her dark tresses. Her hip and her lingerie fascinated and captivated me and I reached out to touch her. With my contact she
turned, shrugging with what I think was a smile across her face,
18 · These floors are sharp but the air is soft, kind of like moonlight, so I can live with
it. Kind of like her body as she lays there, a combination of a beckoning softness and a
consuming angularity. The way the buildings are like hot and cool pockets, open and
revealed and dark and deep and hidden,
19 · My breasts hurt so much, I can’t touch them, my nipples hurt so much I have to
wear bandaids on them, my tee shirts are too rough for them they’re so tender, if my
shirt rubs them they hurt so much, this white liquid oozes out of them, little drops bead
on my nipples, I don’t know what it is, I see myself half-naked in my room from down
the hall, getting in and out of my underwear, the door open,
20 · Here I am asleep: rectangular mattress like a magic carpet floating over all emptiness, emptiness alive with the void, the void alive with space, space alive with me,
21 · Blessèd flesh, blessèd desire, come over me now, cover me with your stanchions of
shadow, with your standards of shade, and as darkness is another layer of transparency,
come to me as you are, blessèd flesh, blessèd desire, I know how you know me, take me
out of my obliterating mass, pass me into my life,
22 · He is risen! His is a victory over the grave! This is the strange fable told by a strange
man in a crowded room, voices echoing Amen!, There’ll be a dinner when we get home,
it’s the same every year, a slain animal, a prayer, everyone dressed so nice, everyone
smiling so hard, and eventually the ties are loosened, there is beer and cigarettes, comedy-variety on tv, the story of Jesus,
23 · I feel guilty, reprimanding myself, but who is it that sees me, who is it that sees into
me, who sees what I’ve done, who hears what I’ve said, who knows what I’ve thought, I
can’t help but feel I’m being seen, is that why I can’t forget because someone else in me
sees me, hears me, and knows me, is that why I have to recall what I said and what I did
over and over again, why do I have to do this, why aren’t I alone, I should be able to be
alone, there always seems to be another, even my voice is another, my image is another,
when I’m me I’m not just me, I’m never just me, I’m me and another, there’s always
more than just me, so how is that so, why can’t I be alone, it’s as though I were me but
at the same time not me, even the voice in my head seems to be another, and why can’t
I be that other part of me, or am I not this one either, my image steals me just like mirrors steal images, and I end up doubled, doing the same things over and over again,
24 · The entire skyscape of my thoughts crashes down hard with the kind of weight that
crushes dreams and dreaming, fast transporting me to an indifferent real, sending my
secrets and my secret desires back to me as I find myself so suddenly alone that my life
is like a savage confession and I say the kind of things that have to be carried like a
weight, like the weight of all the darkness in your head pressing down,
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25 · The hallway and the room are passing into you, into the space of your thoughts like
blocks of light full of images or a weight you can’t locate as you try to remember, the
voice you hear disappearing with its hidden trigger calling forth, wrapping itself around
the jamb through the doorway into your room disguised as a shadow, the darkness
dropping in like an apparition slicing itself into you, the words like rippling phantoms
becoming snakes crawling into your ears or sensations entering your body, touching
you with thoughts like light grabbing and shaking you, passing through you, light passing through voices like insects buzzing, wrapped around empty images as you sleep,
26 · Cold, flat, dirty white siding, a crux formed by the intersection of two sloping roofs
covered in gray-green shingles, a black metal hand railing lining a short porch staircase,
windows are framed by wood painted grey, the brick chimney climbs through the roof,
short sparse shrubs line a house beneath the front windows, porch light left on during
the day, a sidewalk intersects a sidewalk forming a T, rounded curbs curving around
corners, a tree’s branches waving back and forth, power lines stretching into the distance down long, straight, tree-lined streets, a long concrete staircase leads to large
wooden doors four across, a large puddle of muddy water is coated with an oil sheen of
lizard-like iridescence, a bird-bath dry and unused, a dusty gravel driveway, patches of
grass and dirt, an aluminum door holds a screen on its top half and a solid metal sheet
on its bottom, leaves all around on the ground like scales falling off the skin of the sky,
27 · The symbolic is what makes us human; all that we have that we consider to be
human derives from the symbolic. “The use of symbolism–the ability to let one thing represent another in the mind–is one of those traits that set our animal species apart from all
others. It is what underpins artistic endeavor and also the use of language,”
28 · The long open aisle between the rows of pews is a processional unto itself even
when empty and leads directly to the expansive altar upon which a large silver cross
dominates flanked by flowers and colors changing according to the time of the year and
the associated festival. To the left of the altar is the pulpit, and farther left still is the
lectern. Above the altar is the sanctuary lamp signifying the presence of the sacrament.
Father Michael always pours the wine from a silver pitcher into the chalice and then,
moving to the altar, proceeds to consecrate it. In time he does the same with the hosts,
placing them into a small covered silver bowl. This takes place to the right of the altar.
Farther right still is the priest’s antechamber where their vestments are kept and where
they change into the appropriate garments for the season. The stained glass windows
which dominate the wall behind the choir depict Christ the shepherd with the children
and above that, set into a round window, a trio of fishes circling the letters IHS. In
addition to these, as you proceed up the main aisle you can see seven stained glass windows in the side walls, like frames in a comic book. On the left at the back of the wall is
a depiction of Jesus as good shepherd. Next, moving forward, is Jesus as the fisher of
men. Then there is Jesus calling Lazarus from the tomb. At the left front is a depiction
of St. Matthew, patron saint of the church. On the right side at the back is Jesus performing the miracle of the loaves and fishes. In the center of the right wall is a depiction of the mustard plant. And finally at the right front is a window depicting the
ascension of Christ. The stained glass window which dominates the wall behind the
altar depicts the crucifixion of Jesus along with his birth and teaching. A smaller round
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window above those depicts the dove of peace. The choir sits to the right of the altar. In
the nave at the front of the church and to the left is the baptismal font. As the music
starts and the congregation rises to sing from the hymnal, the procession begins down
the main aisle with cross and standards of church and nation going forth,
29 · The universe of Abraham, of Moses, David and Jesus is not the universe that I want
but I can neither escape the Book nor its universe so I continue it by negating it in
order to recapitulate it, to make it again, more than it was, this will in turn be renegated; time is the deformation of space and everything in it, I bring both the beginning
and the end with me. It's not unlike the pleasure of getting drawn into the imagined
reality of a book, a movie or a comic throughout the suspension of disbelief and then
coming back to yourself; over and over we remake the world, even as the world resists,
this is the stamp and empire of expression, standard storylines and plots that appear
across platforms, comics, books, movies, television, they become the forms shaping
your imagination, showing you how to desire, you put them on, you wear them like
clothes, the way these figures talk, the way these figures stand,
30 · The day is bright, as only a springtime heat of pre-summer brightness can be, with
a lightness and crisp newness to the air. Deep vaulting blue sky as I walk along on the
sidewalk next to the busy street. Green grass borders the sidewalk and is the only barrier
between it and the street. Cars pass closely, travelling at a fair speed approaching from
behind. As I walk along I notice a small bird, too young to fly, hopping across the sidewalk toward the street. A short hop or two to cross the grass and a bigger hop off the
curb. Just as it hops into the street, the huge right front tire of a bus travelling by flattens the little bird into a colorful red and yellow glistening mass. It’s as though a cartoon had just played itself out in front of me. I break out laughing at the rapid absurdity of the situation, at the total ignorance of its fate shown by the little bird, and wonder
about what of the universe and the particular have been revealed. “There is no Holy
Spirit without the squashed body of a bird...”
31 · Do not be mistaken. Although meaningless, life is important. Do you really need a
God to show you that life is important? I’m here to show you the way. Have you ever
heard that before? Try to understand that here in the labyrinth each turn, each manifestation of a pathway is a different story of the same person. Images, sounds, sensations,
all memories or the like, all floating unaffixed, unattached to a presence, just tumbling
by surrounded by blackness, here the trick is to find a way to stand being alone with
yourself. You have to become a thought; your fate is to become a terrible idea, emptied
of meaning,
32 · It’s like there’s a film, a layer of film between me and everyone else, a clear layer of
something between me and the world, an amnion, a sac of some sort, a sac of light, a sac
full of shadows and shades, of textured shapes arranging themselves, slipping in and out of
focus, disappearing into recall, so outside, I am inside of everyone, so outside of myself, I
am in each of you, so outside, it’s like there’s a film, a layer of film between me and everyone else, so I slide in and out of focus, so I decide,
33 · And I see her naked as though without an image, as though both she and it were
between states, both gaseous and solid, rushing past me, caught together in a cascading
torrential flow, a flood, pulling away from me as I push myself away from it,
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34 · My sight freezes and a gaze softens the blow: as lies are spoken in the exact same
way as truths, I prefer clarity in the form of shattering, ecstatic visions, like some mumbler’s lexicon that lays bare a basic circuitry; a break, a shock, and I’m no longer who I
am,
35 · The story paints the picture clear: him, stumbling stiff and zombie-like through the
neighborhood making his way home with sheets of burned skin and clothes hanging
from his charred body. Some older boys had poured gasoline into the large ship boiler
the younger kids were playing in and wouldn’t leave. They then lit the gasoline on fire.
His friends had pulled him from the raging boiler and had thrown him in the river. It
was a haunting image of horror to see him stumbling home in shock, skin hanging
from him in burnt sheets, the pain and fear on his face leading the way through the
shady green of the forest-like neighborhood, as though he were suddenly outside of the
flow of time, or more a part of the shadows,
36 · This season give the gift that says you care this Christmas celebrate with your special someone this New Year’s start the year off right this Valentine’s Day let her know it’s
true this Easter plant the right kind of seed this Fourth celebrate independence from
high prices this Halloween have a scary good time this Thanksgiving remember the
simple things this season give the gift that says you care,
37 · Standing outside of the room you imagine it as it’s going to be, the shape of the
walls, the faraway corners, the light through the windows, the furnishings in their
places; sometimes you do this so well that you seem to remember it when you first
enter,
38 · My face comes off of my skin, washing away with the water, and I’m left to be an
anxious reflection as I encounter another desire; now there are gaps, in the text, in the
story, in memory, two strands of logic connected past and present which together make
up a future; these are like the principles in and out of history, the principles in and out
of memory; “And it came to pass when He finished,”
39 · This is the part of the story when I start fighting with my double. For years this was
a persistant fantasy as I would see myself fighting him in a special closed and padded
room without a door, located in the basement. My exact double in every way and I
would have to defeat him. As he was trying to defeat me. I was always afraid he would
get the better of me and take advantage of me. Often times he would be more brutal
and willful than I could be, and that gave him an advantage, an edge over me,
40 · You could always find arrowheads, especially down by the river across from the
larger island. Stories relate a battle that took place here, one side waiting until the river
was frozen over so they could surprise the other side on the island. The surprise was
complete, according to the story, the attack was a success, the victory was total. Now
only the arrowheads remain. But I can see the crisp air condensing their breaths, hear
their furtive voices, see them slipping across the frozen river under cover of darkness,
imagine the sounds of battle hidden from view. These stories are like forgotten memories that haunt us and which can erupt into consciousness at any time,
41 · An image that haunted the neighborhood was that of numerous skeletons that were
discovered during the course of street excavations. They were the skeletons of a previous people and evidence of a previous culture,
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42 · The tables are crowded full, on each is an amazing assortment of canned and baked
goods, knit and hand-sewn clothing, quilts, blankets, wraps, throws, odds and ends, like
towels, tea cozies, and dish cloths, all like the slumbering shadows of something you
recognize, as the eyes of those around you seem startled into life, wide open, carrying a
kind of shock like hollowness struck from a mold,
43 · Thumbs pressing on eyelids as sharply red green blue sparks flash beneath the pain
increasing with every second of exploding light if only I could get past the pain if only I
could get past the pain if only I could get past the pain I would know everything flashing lights like fireworks beneath my eyelids, “If only I could get past the pain I would
know everything,”
44 · In the dark the trees shake their leaves with each gust of breeze, the images of those
around you rise in your drifting dozing mind and your grandparents, parents, siblings,
and friends pass in and out of view, as though from a murky fog into which they disappear, your room an alien presence in its solidity and detail, those same things revealing
the shape of the dwellers– upright, it alone is a presence, telling,
45 · Our identities are like condensed archives of which we only ever see the surface, and we
dwell in a mirage of consistency. We are all of us structured as fictions, and our very realities are, invariably, fictive. It’s not so much about a mythical beginning as it’s a question of
a lack in being: you become someone else, you identify with someone else to escape your
own fundamental lack in being. You take on someone else’s speech patterns and tones, gestures and expressions, even appearance, and, as you do so, you take on their desire as well
which comes along like a stowaway, like an alien, a parasite which seeks to take you over.
You go willingly as it becomes you and you become it,
46 · How can we know whether or not time actually had a beginning, we are all animals
on an animal planet and now we speak, mouthing some mumbler’s lexicon, living as we
do in the order of the word. A distant scribble rumbles by, I am a failed storm in my secret
mouth, I have to put folded sounds in your ear, I have to put a secret in your mouth, now it
came to pass just as it was written, I am a failed storm in secret burning my life. Voiced in
the toxic drama of now, the present, remnant of an ancient ripple of spacetime,
breathes fiery breath after breath into desire as we make incendiary sounds, living as we
do in the order of the word. A distant scribble rumbles by and I’m a failed storm in secret,
I’m burning my life, and just as it was written it has now come to pass, I’ve put folded
sounds in your ear, I’ve put a secret in your mouth,
47 · I have an antagonistic relation to my image. Either that or I’m at war with myself. I
always imagine myself fighting my double to the death. Its a frightful prospect. I see
myself locked into a combat I can’t rightfully win, everything being equal and identical,
48 · Lying in bed now I lay me down to sleep the darkened room glowing halo-like
above the head as I pray the lord my soul to keep a mattress floats downstream in the
disconnected void if I die before I wake in glimmering blackness alive with space I pray
the lord my soul to take leaping over the darkness as though over a stream there are
four corners on my bed the rush of darkness slowing and turning sharply four angels at
my head pulling the fabric of the world with it Matthew Mark Luke and John everything floating so still,
49 · We are taught that we are created in the image of God, and that this God is a unicity,
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a Oneness, that this God represents the desire to speak and to be a consciousness: we emulate what we think this God would be: you have to become something terrible, you have to
become what a God would be,
50 · This is how I am chosen: I am anointed with the fragrant oil of the voice in my head, I
am anointed by the voice which captures the Other in its essence, I am anointed by the
presence in the voice for the voice is a presence that gives form to an invisible shape. I am
what appears,
51 · Her pussy is like a small kind of folded hand laying there on its side between her
legs. The flesh is rosy, flush and plump, with folded waves like curly pink ash. Reaching
your hand forward and tentatively pressing a finger into the pliant fleshy extruding flaps
you find a channel and, by pressing, begin worming your way into it. Willingness
becomes welcoming as the flesh parts around you and a hot softness envelopes you,
52 · Let’s see what we can do, let’s play a savage game. This is the mental landscape of
my childhood: the voice in my head is God. I hear it and I cannot escape it: God must
be able to see me. When I close my eyes and think of God I see my mother and father
melding together and passing through one another like projections of light on smoke.
When you read do you speak the words in your head? And whose voice is that? And
how many voices are there? Which one is God? Which one is me? Or are they all not
me? If they’re all me then I’m no one. Are none of them me? I’m here to tell you that the
voice you take to be your own is actually someone else. If you’re speaking in your head the
voice of someone in a comic book or a story is it your voice or is it their voice? Is it
your voice as his voice? Is each voice an imitation of a real voice? And what’s a real
voice? The real voice is the voice of God, a self-identical voice. Every voice is an imitation of the voice of God. “God represents the desire to speak.” Borrow the voice of God
and become God-in-man. It’s like a model we all learn to emulate, a model of being; we
carry a picture of it with us always, just behind our eyes. We all share the same ‘I’, we all
share the same model for the voice and thus for being: God. We are not made in the
image of God, we are the imitations and images of God,
53 · We live surrounded by a past and a present like a forest of which we can only ever
see each tree singularly, alone, lost in that forest of moments as we try to find our way
into our own future, or into something that acts as a future,
54 · “Simply walk into any church, in its architecture and design you have just walked into
a Roman imperial palace. Sit down in that church and perhaps listen to the church service,
listen to the liturgy, listen to the hymns: you are listening to Roman imperial court ceremonial. The structure of the buildings of the Christian church, its liturgy, its choirs, its priests,
its bishops, are taken, are imitative of Roman imperial architecture and ceremony,”
55 · The flesh of my wine has loosened, the dandelions are crippled bells. This is the
landscape of my childhood: the past is always disguised as memory. Voices move
around me, sounds invade me. Language here is the mask of the past just as the words
in my head are the memories of sounds. Try as you might you can’t get away from the
past. Maybe that’s why you remake your memories all the time. Memories, like wisps of
cloud in the moonlight, transcend consciousness as they color and interact with the
present: what was, is, and will be,
56 · The sounds of the children’s rosy voices ring around the small lake as much as the
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verdant trees with their cool damp shade. The water is a darker, denser green like a
thick cloud become sloshing gelatinous mass. The small raft anchored off the swimming beach is swarming with kids diving and jumping into the lake. Pushing one
another off the raft becomes an ad hoc version of king of the hill, with the raft rocking
from one side to the other on the large metal drums that act as pontoons as much as
the chains anchoring it will allow. Of a sudden, time and the sounds of the voices and
all of the splashing seem to recede into a strange distance as we are frozen in place
watching a young boy struggling desperately against the water, clawing in an attempt to
reach the surface. A sudden splashing sound breaks the spell as my mother brusquely
pushes herself past me, driving her body through the water, reaching and grabbing the
child, pulling him out to surface and safety. “You have to act, you can’t just stand and
watch,” she declares, glaring,
57 · You will go to school, you will go to every one of your classes and you will do all of your
homework, I don’t care what you say, you’re going to do what I say, if you don’t start
behaving yourself we’re going to send you to a military school, why can’t you just behave
yourself, why do you have to act the way you do, it’s not like you don’t get the things you
want, you have all the things you need, you have a roof over your head, food on the table, a
family that loves you,
58 · As my head drops onto the pillow I fall into a soft bed of images. So bright and garish they should be harsh and jagged but instead are like a large swelling cushion of air.
As I land they billow up like dust that’s been disturbed or confetti that’s being used for
packing: the greater the velocity the greater the splash and spray of images and letters
rendering sound,
59 · This is the nature of consciousness: we enter and begin life as trauma; until we can
form thoughts, that is, until we possess language, life is trauma. To think of yourself or
of another you have to do so grammatically. We use the same methods as fiction does
to sustain the illusion of consistency, to maintain the trance that is continuity; or rather
fiction borrows these methods, manifesting them,
60 · The way your memories represent a room that wasn’t and still isn’t: such memories
are endlessly looking at you, and it’s like being spied on by memory, by a presence in
the soothing wake calling out of the mirror, with the same sense of resemblance burning into your life,
61 · A smiling ceramic bunny holding a wicker basket full of brightly colored eggs and
foil-wrapped candies sitting back on its haunches right hand waving two floppy ears on
its head the left one bent over forward cute pink sectioned nose whispering whiskers
reaching across its face above a sly smile,
62 · “Language doesn’t exist in us, we exist in language; in fact, language is something other
than you and everything you see around you is an effect of it: the buildings that you see, the
streets, the cars, the clothes, everything that you see is an effect of, is made possible by language. It’s as though language were a matrix, an invisible code that makes everything possible, that is, allows us to imbue it with meaning and believe it enough to live in it: because
of language these things can be,”
63 · The earth and the sky are burning, the sun is locked in a seething sea of clouds as it
descends to disappear. Inside the deep dark forest it is sheltered and cool, like being sur85

rounded by the legs and aprons of gigantic mothers. There are vast canopies and great
clouds of green leaves moving, their twisting limbs, gnarled barks and great gripping
roots. From the east dense deciduous forests, huge stately chestnuts, elms, cottonwoods,
oak, and maple. From the north the great coniferous forests, tall scented pines, spruce
and fir. And alone because of its uniqueness, the ginkgo with its fan-like leaves and single non-networked veins,
64 · It’s so dark and still that as I step through the room my noisy mind is like an empty
can being dragged across the floor. In the noise I see flashes of many things, faces,
places, intense feelings and giddy states. I see my father and his tattoo: on the top of his
right forearm is a skull viewed face-on sporting the classic sailor’s neckerchief and
jumper flap, and wearing a sailor’s cap at a jaunty angle with sides pinched, pushed forward over the forehead,
65 · In order to sleep I have to step outside of myself, it’s as though lying there I have to
see myself from another perspective, from outside, different than my normal perspective, I have to step outside of myself, it’s like when I pray to God before I go to sleep I
can see myself from the perspective of God,
66 · You carry your sins, like the harshness of a desert that tells you that death has
always been with you, like an old friend who came to visit and never left; greet it like
the old friend that it is, laugh and take comfort in it, some transformed part of you will
survive, not your ego, not your identity, not your thoughts, wishes, or memories, but
some part of your matter, some part of your energy will survive, transformed,
67 · Cupboard tick, cabinet tock, drawer tick, sink tock, doorway tick, window tock,
porch tick, stairway tock, railing tick, column tock, beam tick, wall tock, ceiling tick, floor
tock, sill tick, landing tock, step tick, corner tock, closet tick, panel tock, toilet tick, bathtub tock, heating grate tick, mop board tock, clothes rod tick, linoleum tock, wallpaper
tick, paint tock, varnish tick, outlet tock, light fixture tick, faucet tock, drain tick,
68 · With that tick-tock tick-tock of the old clock in the kitchen, with that tick-tock
tick-tock I start to drift away into sleep. All that I am is drifting away, dissolving, as
though I were losing all of my substance. So I go right to the verge, right to the threshold of sleep and feel myself peering over that lip. At that instant I suddenly jerk awake
from my trance-like state, pulling away from the edge of oblivion and lie on my back
awake and aware in the dark. As I settle into this smoke-like medium that is the dark I
hear the tick-tock tick-tock of the old clock in the kitchen and I start to drift away,
69 · Facing the mirror you bend over the sink and cup water in your hands and, as you
splash it over your face, you feel your features coming off your skin, washing away with
the water, leaving you feeling that your face is just a wet two-dimensional surface · You
have to look back into the mirror to get them back on again,
70 · She wore a short tight skirt and nylon stockings, and the way she moved, sat, and
gestured seemed to revolve around the dark central mystery of her sex, it was as though
she were pivoting on something planted inside of her,
71 · An ingrown toenail, finger slammed in door, a blister on the palm, a cut above the
eye, a cut on the scalp, sutures on a finger, molten plastic dripping onto skin burning,
peeled off with the skin beneath when it cools, red blood oozing, scraped knees and
elbows, scraped heel of palm, scissors slip and stab into thigh, skin scratched open,
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72 · Evening outside, dark sky and air, lights in windows, headlights sweeping past, my
brother burning with fever, tossing, muttering deliriously on a bed set up in the living
room, the room where I mistakenly believed myself to have been baptized, dark heavy
woodwork contrasting with white walls, but heavy enough to give everything a gray
tinge, suddenly he sits up violently exclaiming, “Where’s Miss Pat? Where’s Miss Pat?” Of
course now I would probably see things very differently, I probably wouldn’t be fixated
on the violence of the event, or the dark surrounding the room,
THIRTEEN “So That The Blind Can See.”

1 · The small lake was surrounded by a thick ring of trees as though it were a green wall
or barrier put there for the sole and singular purpose of enclosing it. The lake itself,
being still and rippleless added to this enclosed sense by mirroring the trees on its
placid surface. Crisp water so clear you can see to the bottom, inhabited by vegetation
and fish opens itself to your eyes under the surface. Alone, in the rowboat echoing like a
drum every bang and thud, the sky above is overcast and only adds to the enclosed
sense surrounding you, as though you were in a no less enveloping medium. The voices
of others can be heard behind you as you drift in the boat to the far end of the lake. The
flat, still water receives the cast of the fishing line which sends gentle ripples spreading
out from its center. After several casts a small fish is the reward but it somehow managed to consume the last bit of worm which was being used as bait. Remembering how
grandfather had mentioned that fish eyes can be used as bait, you pick up a scaling
knife and proceed to gouge and scoop the eye on each side of the fish out of its socket
and into the bottom of the boat. The fish, released from being pinned, flops in the bottom of the boat, the empty, fleshy socket on top staring blankly up at you. Looking
down at it, into its empty socket, you reach down, grab it, and cast it over the side into
the clear, cratered lake. You watch it frantically swim blindly away, disappearing into the
dark socket-like crater of the lake which itself stares blindly up at you,
2 · I-you can/not remember it ever-always not/being like this before-anymore, I-you
always-never used to imagine that if I-you did/not have to fight my-your double, the
fights not/taking place in a closed-open room, lightly-heavily padded with/out windows,
with/out a single door, and not/being my-your double it was/not only identical to meyou, it possessed all-none of my memories, my-your knowledge, my-your skill, me-you
in no/every way shape or form, in fact my-your double is/not me-you outside-inside of
me-you, outside-inside of my-your control, and I-you can/not very well lose to it, afterbefore which I-you would/not disappear and it would/not take my-your place,
3 · The dark is so dark, so very, very dark, it’s as though everything were in the process
of being renamed by the present but that was stopped half-way through; the dark is so
dark, so very, very dark, it’s as though everything were stripped of its name now and is a
kind of nakedness, waiting,
4 · Think of your father’s voice: how does the energy move inside your mind, or does it
move as your mind? Does it move as a common field, in which waves, ripples, pulses,
currents abide?
5 · Am I the only person who talks to himself in his head? Do other people hear a voice
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in their head or do they just think without having to talk their thoughts? Do their
thoughts just happen without them having to speak to themselves? I’m constantly talking to myself, and this voice that I speak to myself, it’s like I’m split into the me who
speaks and the me who listens. I’m swimming blindly in murky dark water, a throbbing
explosion of life not knowing where it’s going, only seeing by imagining,
6 · Who would I be if I had other memories, would I still be me if other things had happened to me, would I still be me only slightly different, and how about when your
memories turn out to be wrong, as though the passage of time were compressing
things, leading you to misread and misinterpret, to misunderstand your own memories,
as though you had a vested interest in that very misunderstanding?
7 · The Parable of the productive mistake · “...there is always a suplus over the pragmatic function...a memory loop always gets caught in the vicious cycle of reproducing its own movement, creating problems in order to be able to work on them, and
this circularity generates surplus–enjoyment. From the purely utilitarian standpoint,
getting caught in this circular movement has to appear as a failure to remember
properly and efficiently, but it is this very failure which generates the excess of
enjoyment. A true memory is busy all the time, achieving nothing, frantically turning
in circles and ignoring calls to just do some simple thing that would relate to the
true of the past,”
8 · Think of your mother’s body: how does the energy move inside your body, or does it
move as your body? It moves as a common field, in which waves, ripples, pulses, and
currents abide beside,
9 · The cock stretching as it presses into her moist enveloping fold of flesh, sticky with
mucous, you can see her groin convulsing as the shaft slides in and out, over and over,
pressing violently into her loins he thrusts, holding the thrust as he spasms from behind
his balls into her, as suddenly you transport yourself and it’s you on top of her thrusting
into her slippery, filled pussy, slick cum coating your pistoning prick,
10 · In a dream, a folder of papers in a drawer: rifling through them I encounter my
father’s death and it completely unsettles me; because of that I managed to break things
all day long; here we have the ghosts of grammar, the open door of distorting desire,
11 · Standing in the bathroom in front of the mirror above the sink I would twist my
upper body, pulling my elbow across my chest and bending my head downward, craning my neck, struggling to reach my elbow with my pursed lips. My mother had told
me that, “If you can kiss your elbow, you can change your sex.” So, along with trying to
imagine what it would be like to have a body like my mother’s, I tried excitedly to produce such a change as well,
12 · Think of your father’s voice inside your mother’s body: this is how words throb to
life in your mouth; my father’s voice inside my mother’s body and I am born,
13 · I cut my hand, I scraped my knuckles, I peed blood, I picked my nose until it was
bleeding, I scratched the bug bite and it started bleeding, my knuckles are dry and
cracked, my eye is bloodshot, the cat scratched me, the pimple started bleeding after
being squeezed,
14 · The sightless fish frantically swimming away into the murky darkness is just some
little something embraced by the blind eye of the great crater of the lake. The close dark
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horizon of the trees ringing the lake and the entire sky which balances atop the precarious boughs and branches fall into that same murky darkness and is reflected back up as
though held captive. And then comes the hush of the evening,
15 · In my mind I see myself in a special room in the basement, lined with quilted
padding on the walls and padded mats on the floor, where I see myself fighting, struggling, locked in a death match with my double, my exact double. No rules, no referee,
just tooth and claw, fist and foot, snake-like arms wrapping around you and squeezing,
trying to squeeze the life out of you. You have to fight, fight for your life, winner take
all, no holds barred against your self, the double that’s like an inaccessible, impenetrable
part of your self. Your exact double but you don’t have a clue what it’s thinking. It might
as well be, it is just as much, another,
16 · And the fish, even though eyeless and blind, stares at you unflinchingly in the great
socket of the lake’s crater,
17 · Funny how those strips of skin just dangle there, they sting so bad if you pull them,
pull them away from the wound they used to cover, the blood is so dark, so rich looking, rolling, expanding in a roll slowly down your finger, your arm, your leg, your ear,
cupped in a pool in your palm, feel it throbbing in the thumb you got caught in the car
door, the blood pounds, your temples throb, your heart beating so rapidly, pounding in
your chest, snapping the rubber band around your wrist you proceed to push all of the
blood out of your hand, flexing and unflexing your fist you release the rubberband,
feeling the blood flow back like a drug, like smoke with substance, seeping everywhere
from its channels, almost cold, sending a strange chill, you can taste the metallic pucker
of the blood in your mouth, nauseating, same taste when the knife slips and stabs your
knee, that sweet metal taste, the blood on the bandage, the blood on mother’s sanitary
napkins, searching there, nothing there, I use to look for a penis that I thought she lost
there, like a strip of skin dangling, covered a wound, they prick your finger for a drop of
blood, mosquitoes like your blood, so do ticks, thick blood stuffing up your nose, blood
filling the empty socket where a tooth was, blood in your sock, on your pants, on your
shirt, on a tissue, blood in drops, in a rivulet, smeared, dried and rust colored,
18 · We are the great sinners who do/not call forth the One to touch us, to make us
whole, none of us is the center, we are those who lack; I am the great sinner who
does/not call forth the One to touch me, to make me whole, I am not the center, I am
one of those who lack,
Saying over and over to myself, I'm sorry, I'm so very sorry I said that, I did that, I'm
so sorry, I carry this with me like something rotten on my soul, it's not who I believe myself
to be, I'm not the ideal that I thought I was, I'm flawed, a tragic figure, it's like something
rotten is sitting on me, holding me down,
We are the great sinners who do/not call forth the One to touch us, to make us
whole, none of us is the center, we are those who lack; I am the great sinner who
does/not call forth the One to touch me, to make me whole, I am not the center, I am
one of those who lack,
Don't you ever say that again, never, never say that again that's a terrible hurtful
thing to say, I don't want to ever hear you say that again, you're better than that, you're so
much better than that,
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We are the great sinners who do/not call forth the One to touch us, to make us
whole, none of us is the center, we are those who lack; I am the great sinner who
does/not call forth the One to touch me, to make me whole, I am not the center, I am
one of those who lack,
I can't get it out of my mind, I was so stupid, I was so stupid, why did I do that, why
do I always have to be so stupid, it makes my stomach hurt, I want to puke, I make myself
so sad, I can't be what I want, I can't be who I want, I'm so stupid,
We are the great sinners who do/not call forth the One to touch us, to make us
whole, none of us is the center, we are those who lack; I am the great sinner who
does/not call forth the One to touch me, to make me whole, I am not the center, I am
one of those who lack,
I want to forget that, to push that away, not have to remember it or think about it
anymore, okay, okay, I did it, how can I get over it, how can I forget it, I want to make it
disappear, I want to die, I want to die, I hate it so much, I hate it, I want to feel nothing, I
wish I could just go back, go back and do it differently,
We are the great sinners who do/not call forth the One to touch us, to make us
whole, none of us is the center, we are those who lack; I am the great sinner who
does/not call forth the One to touch me, to make me whole, I am not the center, I am
one of those who lack,
19 · I will make a future without Gods, I will make a future without destiny, I will make
a future without fate, I will claim my life as a true event, and the ground will erupt and
what was will come to join life,
20 · Beneath my eyelids there is a blinding light in the darkness, lost like every true
event,
21 · I’ve got my eyes on you, I’m watching you, I can see you, don’t think I can’t see
you, don’t think I don’t know what you’re doing, you know I can see you right, we’ll be
watching you, we’ll be able to see everything you’re doing, we’ll know if you do that,
don’t think you can get away with that, don’t you dare,
22 · In the dark with eyes closed, softly breathing, it’s as though you can feel the presence of someone, you can imagine someone before you, then a face appears from the
right, female, wearing either a kerchief or short hair, looking at you, so you glance
sweeping from left to right, saying to yourself, surprised, she wants to be with me, and
there’s a presence there, you feel her presence, you smell her and your pulse takes off
quickening, reaching, holding your stiffening cock you drift into a soft, warm universe
enwrapping you and you wonder what her body would feel like,
23 · Cigarettes and liquor, there was something wrong in the call, the toll in the hushed
fall, the attentive form, the excited reserve in the bundling and hustling of us out of the
restaurant, rushed out hushed, the hurried drive to their house, I would get hard thinking of having what he had, his sex, his presence, as his death lifted a presence off his
laughing transgression and it was free, him lying there on the kitchen floor, ashen in
hue, bluish in tint, twitches violently still, the lights bright overhead, table and dishes in
disarray in the kitchen where he lay, his legs shoes white socks, the lower body, glimpsing his body as they kept us in the livingroom, grizzled navy wind, stubble glasses smile,
broken memories crystalize, he may not have been dead yet, but most were relieved
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when he died,
24 · We are being pulled and formed by city and familial community, painting us with
ground shards of glass or a kind of fire made from light, an all-consuming conflagration or close-closed cells of rain falling upon open fields of wind, these images, these
images stolen from us and scattered while we fell and felt the lights in our eyes and all
the gazes upon us, The parable of being and of being seen, those eyes like jolts of light
right through us,
25 · Standing in front of the closet door with its mounted full-length mirror, a guitar
strap crossing behind my right shoulder and my middle ribs and across and around my
back over my left shoulder. I feel the weight of the instrument hanging in front of me
like a chestplate and as I finger the fretboard mimicking chords I hear the roar of a
crowd in my imagination. Striking a final finishing chord I bow, feeling the lights in my
eyes and all the gazes upon me, the guitar swinging forward from my body, hanging like
the weight in a sack, in front of me. Rising with the applause I feel the guitar swing
back, the weight bouncing slightly off of my body. With that kick back I’m startled to
see my grandmother to my left, looking at me with a cold, compacted stare, her eyes
like jolts of ice running right through me as she shakes her head slightly from side to
side with a disgusted, disapproving pursing of her lips,
26 · As she sits on the couch I watch her hands moving rhythmically as though they
were counting amongst themselves. The fuzzy strands of colored yarn are being
wrapped around one of the long silver needles and with another wrap yet again with
another needle repeatedly woven into a sibling strand, back and forth, vice versa. This
process continues with persistent regularity and an almost hypnotic precision; I am
strangely content to watch this process of persistent repetitive precision. And she does it
over and over again, day after day,
27 · Slowly knowledge comes into being: you use the denuded toilet paper tube, slipping it over your cock, hungry and curious to be inside, indeed, looking down the tube
at the coupling as though from the inside out, trying to establish the image with such a
paucity of props, soon enough the tube disappears and a smooth greased grip engages
sensation and thrust squirming you to glorious spasming heights,
28 · The quiet, open sky invites you into the space of the room, warm and calm, a
watery light filling it as you undo your pants and, unzipping them, reach into your
underwear and pull out your cock; the feeling is like a tickling electricity as you squeeze
and stroke it, a pulse grabbing and filling your throbbing cock as you hand works up
and down; in your mind you see your mother in her bra and panties, fleshy and soft,
you feel her warmth and you try to imagine her pussy, your hardening cock making you
think of your grandfather’s stiff cock you reached over and grabbed when you were
younger; stroking it the pleasure grows glowing like a storm in your head, crackling and
full of energy as images flitter, twist, and turn, blood filling the spongiform flesh and
something grows beneath your balls and as they tighten and pucker and your hand
wraps around your cock just beneath the head a violent spasm growling as clenching it
bursts forth spurt upon spurting stroking the sensation shivering as gobs of semen
shoot upward in total surprise and amazement,
29 · Despite her disapproving looks I would do it one hundred times out of one hun91

dred, one thousand times out of one thousand, over and over, again and again, if only
to try to render her stare powerless,
30 · The room is dark and your thoughts circle now like leaves trapped in a current,
hard projected and crashing against the wall, they settle into rivulets and spectacle,
exploding like shiny, glittery smudges painted across the theater of your consciousness,
31 · A little drama played out with clothes: putting the sheath of the nylon stocking over
his burgeoning penis and stroking slowly and then rapidly, the feeling is like flashing
colors in the flesh or fire under the skin, fold on top of fold of stocking piled up and
layered, as blood makes the member heavier in the hand,
32 · For a long period of time we could only feel that he was here in our midst because
identity is like confused solder in the ear, a distant little rumble to the extent that it
comes to pass, my little despotic omnipresence, this is the faintest moment ruffling, an
ear at night in my bedroom, falsely breathing,
33 · The moving images seem to be coming from me, not existing before me, and I felt
that my true self was in them and I was emptying out, emptying out into them, and
that they were my true self, and I’m over there in them, and not only here,
34 · Have you ever thought about why you have memories, do you think that memories
exist so you can have a record of your past? Do you even think that memories are accurate
records of the past? We might better call them portrayals or representations of the past, but
not in any way accurate records of the past, more like distorted records of energetic investments, given shape by our encounter with language,
35 · If your memories don’t function as adequate and accurate records of the past then
what could their function be, what other function could they have? Could they function as
a means for producing the pretense and illusion of coherence and consistency? And could
this pretense and illusion of coherence and consistency have a name? And could that name
be you, and I?
36 · From this perspective memories and memory have and serve a social function, much
more a social function than a personal and private one, for you see, society is based on
coherence and consistency, without which there is chaos and anarchy, total social breakdown and social dissolution. In fact, social and cultural memories, even history, create an
illusory coherence and consistency. If you have eyes to see with, you can think of social festivals in this light, they serve to create a coherent consistency, year after year,
37 · It’s like a scene from a sci-fi epic where the tragic young character, a replicant unknown
even to herself, realizes that the memories she thought hers and unique are not only
implants but stock and rather banal ones at that. Does no one see that clearly your memories exist to convince you that you’re a real person, that you exist socially and psychically,
when you’re really just a replicant? Realizing that is the revolution. Your memories are
what allow you to interface with society since they allow for the kind of coherence and consistency upon which society is based and upon which it relies. Your memories (and your
belief in them) allow for a mutual comprehension, an integration into the imaginary of
society so that, in effect, your imaginary and the cultural imaginary are versions of one
another, sharing qualities of inter-comprehensibility,
38 · What do you find when you finally interrogate your memories? Do you find accurate imprints of past events and occurrences, or do you find inconsistencies and repeti-
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tions, condensations and displacements, illogical and impossible elements, composites
and opposites? These should lead you to suspect some other scene behind the memories and yet you continue to see, to envision your self and your life as a whole, of a single path, when it’s more like different materials knotted together,
39 · The older a memory is, the less reliable it is as a means of recounting or recollecting the
past, the older it is, the more it becomes a rigid and set construction. Make no mistake, you
make and remake your memories all of your life. You recount your memories, not your
past, and the more you recount your memories the farther they are from your past, the
more they become something other than the past. You are the sum of all of these (fearful)
recountings, you are, or become, this something other. It’s not that your memories are not
truthful, they just don’t truthfully represent your past, they represent your truths, that you
hold to be self-evident,
40 · This is how unsettling it is when your memories turn out to be wrong: there’s a
crack in time and you’re offering her hospitality so she’ll take the place of your soul,
41 · Leafing through the pages, scanning for the sex scenes, heart racing, nerves at the
surface, eyes widening, you focus in, consuming, as you leave doors and windows open
you find you’re drawn to identify with all the figures involved, male, female, persecutor,
victim, you project yourself into all of the figures, those roles, those acts upon those, the
man fucking the woman, the woman fucking the man, you put yourself into each, taking pleasure, finding pleasure in every act,
42 · Standing in the laundry room off of the kitchen at the back of the house I wait for
my mother to gather her anger. She told me to wait here for her to join me. She had
heard me swearing and was going to punish me by washing my mouth out with soap. I
watch the dusk approaching as I project myself out the back window into the crisp air.
Coming into the small room she looks sternly at me as she steps past me, proceeding
directly to the small porcelain sink and grabbing hold of a small well-used bar of white
hand soap. As she walks up to me, soap in hand, she tells me to open my mouth. “You
know why I’m going to do this, don’t you.” I see her gaze slip from my eyes and go to
my mouth, which had closed in the interim. “Open.” She begins working the damp bar
of soap in and out, occasionally scraping my teeth and leaving soapy paste on the edges
and in the crevices and gaps. My mouth begins to salivate uncontrollably, and the bitter,
acrid taste is gagging me and the reflex nausea nearly is making me vomit. “I never
want to hear you say those things again.” She looks at me with the same stern gaze she
wore before. And then, turning her head away from me, she leaves,
43 · With my grandfather up front driving, his friend in the seat adjacent, I was alone in
the backseat big enough for me to stretch out on. In the back wall of the front seat there
was an ashtray with an electric cigarette lighter next to it. I’d always wondered if the coil
remained hot after it stopped glowing red. Pushing the lighter into its holder, when it
was heated it popped back out with a sharp, startling release. Pulling it from its metal
sheath I picked it up and held it as it cooled down. I waited for the red to slowly dissipate and then disappear at which point I pressed my thumb into the lighter which
quickly seared the invading flesh. A sharp pain sank into my thumb, radiating throughout the digit as I just as quickly pulled it out and looked at it to see, seared into the
flesh, the perfect concentric rings of the heating coil. I didn’t make a sound. It was the
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smell of the burnt flesh that got the attention of the two adults in the front seat,
44 · I was in the pantry with my mother and she was slapping me over and over again
and more than the physical pain was my disappointment that she would hit me and the
memory of my life of punishment which felt so oppressive and confusing and I just
wanted something else, I wanted to be free of it, so I slapped her back without forethought and plan I just hit her back, just once, but I was big enough now to stop her
and I could see her straighten up with an attentive confusion and not a little surprise
and maybe even fear. Tearfully, and nearly sobbing with anger and fear, I told her never
to hit me again,
45 · Think of your mother’s desire inside your father’s body: this is how things throb to
life in your hands; my mother’s desire inside my father’s body and I am born,
46 · I want to be him, I want to be her, I want to be him in her, her wrapped around
him, so I make a sheath with my hand wrapped around my cock, I want to feel what
she feels, finally accessible to all, I want to feel what he feels, in some sordid misty
room, his cock, her pussy, her ass, her mouth the same as mine, I want to know what
it’s like to have her body,
47 · Rubbing myself against the bare mattress I keep thinking of that time napping in
my grandparent’s bed while my grandfather slept, my grandmother had put sleepy little
me there and I in my naive native curiosity, somehow realizing that my sleeping grandfather had an erection, reached over his body turned away from me and grabbed hold
of his dreaming erection; now, back from his funeral, in a state of shock, I act out my
possession of said penis, rubbing myself to orgasm against the bare mattress in the
spare, upstairs bedroom, panting, angry, exhausted, housing fear and anguish, confusion and grief, alone for the time being I am flooded with morbid desire; an opening,
away from all the gazes, I could prove to myself that it was still here and hadn’t disappeared with him,
48 · Sometimes at night before bed my brothers would ask me to tell them stories to
send them to their dreams. The dark would descend with a hush as my brothers would
rustle about getting settled. Anticipation would be the rule as they waited impatiently
for the first intonations. I would tell stories that I made up on the spot. Like the story of
the man who lived in a house he couldn’t get out of. He kept trying the one door but he
couldn’t open it. So he kept making more and more corridors and rooms, trying to create a world. Finally he realizes much too late that the door opens outwards and, as a
result, he completely missed the world. Or the story of the astronauts on an alien planet
running out of air until, like learning to breathe underwater, they discover that they can
breathe after all. Or the Black Knight, the most ferocious and fierce fighter of his world
whose body would glow dark in the night like a giant black firefly, and of his battles and
adventures in search of the one treasure that he, and you, would trade everything for,
forsake everything and everyone for, just to have it,
49 · A mirror affixed precisely on the wall where on the other side of the wall an identical mirror hangs: it’s as though you’re able to peer through the mirrors into some secret
world, some secret you,
50 · I want that thing snaking its way into my butt, down my throat, I suck it with my
lips, just as I caress air with my tongue, I chew non-existent flesh with non-existent
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teeth and swallow, pulling it down my throat, gulping, I want to be her with him, I want
to be him inside of her, all in me, both at once,
51 · With my eyes closed I see her legs tightly wrapped by the nylon mesh of her stockings which travel up and disappear into her crotch hidden by her skirt under which I
know there’s a heat there in her groin, something hot and moist for me to sink into,
into her darkness I can feel her squeezing me with her hot dark mystery like something
at the center of everything,
52 · Will you tell us a story before we go to bed? What can I tell you now? Tell us about
the Black Knight, about him swooping down on his enemies like a flash of shiny darkness. How he gleams black in the night. Tell us a story before we go to sleep. With the
clanging of his armor like unconnected body parts, the ghost of man rides through the
forests and plains, alive and not yet dead, dead and not yet alive. Drowning in the forest, drowning in the images of the dream, drowning in the tone and rhythm of the
voice, together we glimpse horses glaring and feel their hot breath, feel the weight and
heft of the weapons, sword, ax, and shield. We peer into the blackened darkness searching for movement. We hear the sharp clashes, the thudding crush of bodies, screams
from horses and men: there is a swirling whirlpool of thrashing limbs and crashing
metal, bright, searing flashes of light, and then a blanket of darkness descending,
descending. It’s neither sword nor ax, not lance or mace, but the word and the image
which are plunged into your body, marking it, wounding it. Morning will come with
the light squaring and filling the rooms, the promise of the day ahead as the shadows
clamor across the wall and then the moon returns to absorb all the light and lock the
darkness in,
53 · My sight freezes and a gaze softens the blow: I’m not who I am anymore, it’s like
there’s been a break, a cut, and now everything has shifted, I see differently, I hear differently; I don’t see or hear different things, I just can’t remember it being like this,
54 · Awareness is an empty inhale focus flowing, using frames to cut up a real and leaving only an echo, a hollowness in my empty, drifting room; cover me with darkness,
with another layer of song so I can start seeing, remembering myself in long, deliberate
strokes of desire, my hands like buzzing insects,
55 · I remember that at one point I covered the walls of my room with photos and
images of monsters: Frankenstein, the Wolfman, Dracula, the Phantom of the Opera, all
the human-sized monsters, along with the gigantic ones as well, King Kong, Godzilla,
the Blob. I would always explain to my brothers and friends that it was easier to hide
from the big monsters than from monsters closer to your own size, but that I wasn’t
afraid because I was a bigger monster than them all. Nearly everything you do as a child
is to either get your parents’ attention or to escape it. All through childhood my mother
would call me a ‘little monster,’ and I wonder if this was a response to that. It was also a
way of inscribing violent thoughts and desires. A rupture, tearing up the fabric of the
world. A way of warning my parents away. After I was reprimanded and the images
were all ripped down, there was only the globs of glue left or else the holes like wounds
exuding globs of glue, wounds ripped into the wall-covering itself by the images being
pulled away. What was deep inside became revealed as a surface of scars. Which may
have been the true purpose, to reveal the scourging, to display the scarring, the extent of
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the pain,
56 · Standing before the sink the medicine cabinet is directly in front of you, the large
mirror set into the door is in fact framed by it, and the flat surface of the sink extending
around its bowl matches the dimensions of the door as though they were distorted
reflections of one another; suddenly, today, as the door swings back closed a little too
quickly the mirror slips from its stays and falls forward, shattering on the hard flat stone
flanges of the sink, pieces scattering in the sink and onto the floor; the moment shatters
as well, scattering your thoughts as surprise washes over you, gripping you as your gaze
passes over the disarranged pieces of the mirror all around, the bright silver fragments
reflecting bits of the day, the upside down pieces like flat gray holes in the air; collecting
them your thumb slides along a sharp edge, as it slices open you quickly pull away feeling the smooth pressure of the cut, red, red blood flowing, dripping down onto the liquid silver like reflected reflections glimpsed in a moving stream as you start to feel light
headed,
57 · Every boner is a loaner: I see myself reaching over my grandfather’s prone sleeping
body grabbing hold of his erect penis. That’s what I wanted and that’s what I borrow
every time I get hard. Reaching and grabbing with my hand: that cock is the cock I cradle as I masturbate, and that was and is my mother’s desire, that cock,
58 · Why can’t you behave yourself · Why do you have to act the way you do · I swear
we’re going to send you to military school · They’ll straighten you out · You won’t be
able to get away with anything then · Where did you learn to act that way · You’re not
going to act that way in my house · Wait until your father gets home · He’ll straighten
you out and then you’ll fly right · Who talks like that · Who else says things like that ·
Maybe you shouldn’t be allowed to see those friends of yours · Your brothers don’t act
that way · Why can’t you be like them · They don’t go around swearing and skipping
school and hanging out with friends like yours · You didn’t think we knew did you ·
You’d be surprised what we know · I want you to go up to your room and stay there ·
When your father gets home we’ll decide what we’re going to do with you · We’ve talked
to your teachers · You’re not stupid, you’re very smart · So why don’t you act like you
are · Why do you have to act the way you do · Why do you have to do the things you do
· Why can’t you just behave yourself · Everything will be so much easier for you if you
do · You’ll see someday, you’ll see,
59 · Know that I’m a bigger monster than you can ever hope to be and that the more
you make me afraid the bigger a monster I will be,
60 · Crickets blaring, the backyard seems both expansive and contained in the deep
dark. The softest light fills the garage as each of us is lost, wrapt, enraptured in his own
world of fantasy offered by the large cardboard box of comic books. Images in your
eyes, in your mind, on your breath, in your beating heart as threats and explosions,
shapes and colors, sounds rendered into forms and colors, images and letters, creep,
flash, burst and explode, like angled light in your portion of dark,
Stopping to stare off into the dim light you can feel yourself caught in a cascading
avalanche of tumbling forms and shapes, bursts of color and silent explosions of sound
as the dramas unfold. Flying through the air, crashing through buildings, possessing
flame and the ability to change the shape of your body, you do so and will never be able
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to escape your gift, which is also your curse. You, like these heroes, live between the
molecules of gas in the air which you are able to see as you shrink yourself down to that
microscopic size. You, like those heroes, are as large as the planets as you dilate and
grow to an incredible size,
In your mind you occupy that traversing between worlds you consume and worlds
you are lost amongst. Other worlds offer clear distinctions between monsters and those
who destroy or are destroyed by them. The mysteries of life and the mysteries of death,
the mystery of the universe opening and closing play out like silent music behind your
breath, expanding and contracting, and then expanding and contracting again,
61 · On the table lay three baskets, each with long arching handles and filled with
brightly colored fake grass and many colored eggs, chocolate figures of flat two-dimensional rabbits in front view and profile along with somewhat more three-dimensional
marshmallow versions, sprinkled here and there throughout are brightly-colored jelly
beans,
62 · You can see the empty, receding rooms bunched together and bound, each corner a
captured place, each wall and ceiling a screen, like huge scales flaking off, fallen away,
fallen away,
63 · How many masses This is my body How many times This is my blood Consuming
bits and pieces of the dismembered God Given to you Taking part of the guilt upon
them as they do Take and eat The guilt from killing God the father Take and drink From
a debt levied before you were born Given to you I embrace that will but I still do not
accept it; this is structured desire, like a ghost that mocks you for wanting, or a buzzing
emptiness put into your mouth as the breath of words escapes and blood flows through
to the end of the world, the way your memories resemble a room that never was, hiding
in the slumbering shadows of something you recognize,
64 · Like a razor blade coming down your urethra and slicing the slit open at the tip of
your penis it hurts so much: standing still in front of the open, exposed toilet bowl, eyes
closed, trying to find the courage to relax and let the piss flow, knowing how painful it’s
going to be, blackness flowing behind the eyes, that blackness, like everything else, is
something, not just an emptiness or void but a presence, and then the urine is released
from the bladder, just enough to bring back the brightness of the sunny day and the
shiny white porcelain of the open toilet bowl, it flows, burning as it goes like sharp little
barbs or crystals scraping the insides of the delicate, unexposed urethra, a drop, then
each drop dribbling with a small splash into the toilet water, as though each dribble
were pain pulled straight out of some hidden core. A pain that concentrates, condensing into some unnamed color all its own, eyes squeezing shut and pulling back into the
head, a bright band of reddish-orange that appears and disappears, wafting along in
and out with the pain, hand reaching, grabbing the wall, as leaning into it the colors
shift in the black that flows behind the eyes, waiting for the burning red hot urine to
trickle and flow, hurting so much as soon as it trickles it has to be stopped, so it never
flows, it hurts too much, it has to be stopped until everything is surrendered to it, head
thrown back, eyes squeezing shut, letting it go, running through you like a tearing of
the fabric of space,
65 · I remember my mother, half-dressed, stepping in or out of the bath, the door open,
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in and out of her undergarments, in her bra and panties, I see her in her room from
down the hall, I glimpse her through a crack in the door, my father isn’t there to stop
me with his gaze, even though I’m aware there are looks inside of looks, and these are
the bones of gravity,
66 · The images are like snowflakes that fall and hit me, melting against my skin. Images
are like clay that we make shapes with, adding the yeast of our lives to them they grow.
As they complete the cycle of their lives they become like ash and fall slowly to the
ground, covering the world. Then, like leaves we kick when we walk, they flash and rustle in our minds. We can pick one up and examine its color, shape and texture. We
notice the veins that carried life through it, the hagged or smooth edges, the sticky character of the plant matter. And then, after a season of use when holes begin to appear in
them, we cast them aside, and appear to ourselves to be naked like a tree without leaves
for a while, until it starts over again,
I call out to them but they are deaf and do not respond. They are mindless and are
trapped in their paths that lead away from you and away from what they mean.
Spinning and swirling like leaves or snowflakes, or even dust, in a fierce wind, it’s you
who trace them, as theirs is another world and yours is dark, drifting into and unto
sleep,
67 · All of the images and letters are as numerous as sand on a beach and they stick to
you and are shed as easily. Some grains get in your shoes or clothes and linger. Some
images and letters exist in clumps like a doughy mix adhering to one another, others
only stick to your wet skin. Soon these become all of the images as you begin to possess
a kind of gravity that causes them to orbit around you, spinning and crashing together,
forming new shapes and trajectories unknown and unexpected,
68 · I had to get up and walk around for a while just to get the thoughts out of my
head,
69 · My breasts hurt so much, I can’t even touch them they’re so sore, my nipples hurt
so much I have to keep putting bandaids on them, even my tee-shirts are too rough for
them, they’re so tender that if my shirt just rubs them a little they hurt so much, and
now this white liquid oozes out of them, little white droplets bead on my aching and
throbbing nipples, I don’t know what’s going on, and looking up, the door is open, I see
myself half-naked in my room from down the hall as I look into my eyes in the mirror,
70 · I am a tear in the fabric of space-time: it is indeed possible to experience both the symbolic and the imaginary in magnificent and awe-filling ways, and that is the reality of religious and mystical experiences, visions, personal experiences of the voice and presence of
God, as well as such experiences stemming from recitation and prayer,
Slowly knowledge comes into being: these and other experiences can be referred to as
apperceptions of the symbolic and the imaginary, and there are those who are able to evoke
such apperceptions and thus have an ability to act and to function to mediate the relations
between the living and the dead, a traditional function of the church,
71 · I kept thinking of what we learned in school: when you see something you’re really
seeing the light reflecting off of it. I look at the bright daylight filling the bathroom as I
gaze into the mirror above the sink. I imagine seeing my mother in my place, I imagine
seeing her naked body in place of mine. I wonder how her body feels to her, how her
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breasts feel to her, how her lips and hips feel. I even pull my penis and testicles between
my legs in an attempt to try to see what she must see when she looks down. Turning
around and back I see myself arrayed as her, like a raiment under a gaze, and, as I reach
down to grab and stroke her cock, it’s her hand that’s reaching for that stiffening member, the one I reached for across my sleeping maternal grandfather,
72 · On one day a younger brother, angry for some reason or another at the one of a
series of women charged with caring for them, called her a racial slur, and she in her
magnanimity, or fear, didn’t punish him for the insult. However, an elder brother, the
only other one in the house at the time, took it upon himself to punish him. So tying a
leather lace around his ankles after stripping him naked, he hung him upside down by
the ankles from the corner post of his upper bunk bed. He left him there screaming for
help as the lace cut into his ankles. She finally came upstairs in response to his screaming and lifted him off his cross. No word was ever said about it between her and the
elder brother,
73 · Laundry detergent, deodorant, toothpaste, soap, toilet paper, razor blades, paper
bag, aspirin, mouthwash, plastic wrap, shoe laces, bandages, antiseptic, bleach, sponge,
scouring pad, mop, broom, waste basket, towel, wash cloth, bath mat, dish soap, batteries, thumb tacks, dust pan, rags, needle and thread, safety pins, suitcase, comb, hair
brush, toothbrush, floss, shoe polish, buttons, zipper, aluminum foil, envelope, stamp,
postcard,
74 · Clothing a mystery: closing my eyes I see her, her legs tightly wrapped by the nylon
mesh of her stockings, her stockings which travel up and disappear into her crotch, her
crotch hidden by her skirt, her skirt under which I know there’s a heat there, there in
her groin, something hot and moist for me to sink into, into her darkness, I can feel her
squeezing me, squeezing me with her dark mystery, her dark mystery like a something
at the center of everything,
75 · Leafing through the pages of these, your parent’s books, scanning for the sex
scenes, heart racing, nerves at the surface of your skin, eyes widening in anticipation,
you focus in, consuming, as you open drawers and closets trying to glimpse what they
do, you’re aware of the fact that you’re drawn to identify with all of the figures involved,
male, female, persecutor, victim, you project yourself into all of the figures, all of the
roles, all of those acts, all of those acted upon, the man fucking, the woman being
fucked, you put yourself into each, finding anxious pleasure in every act, the smell of
perfume in the room,
76 · Drifting lost in the backseat of the car you begin to doze, eyes closing, and as you
do you slowly begin to sink into the whining hum of the christening wheels and everything else becomes something rushing by, all the images, all the faces, all the feelings,
the voices, the thoughts, all rushing by,
77 · I’ve stood here before, practicing this very speech: broken, standing, trembling,
alone, wondering, wanting, sobbing, breathless, resigned, angry, anxious, impatient,
resentful, shocked, befuddled, focusing, shuffling, turning, looking, sighing, shifting,
blinking, hurt, dejected, separate, grateful, relaxing, warm, glowing, shivering, breathing, lurching, receding, shining, drifting, retreating, breathless, calling, wondering,
bouncing, screaming, blaring, wincing, searching, dreaming, twisting, desirous, yearn99

ing, clenching, remembering,
78 · “They’re coming across the river.” The racial unrest had been proclaimed by the
media, now the anxiety in his voice revealed his fear of being held to account for transgressions committed when he felt unassailable,
FOURTEEN “There’s More Than One Everything.”

1 · Look at the night sky and at all the stars above you; all of the atoms that make up life on
earth, all of the atoms in our bodies can be traced right back to the stars which acted as
their crucibles, cooking light elements into heavy elements in the extreme pressures and
temperatures at their cores. Stars grow unstable in their later years, collapsing and then, as
a result, a certain subset of them explode, scattering their enriched entrails all across their
galaxies. These entrails are composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, indeed all the fundamental components of life itself. All of these ingredients become the constituent parts of gas
clouds which condense and collapse, forming solar systems, that is, stars with orbiting planets. And these planets, thanks to the death of certain stars, now have the ingredients of life
itself. Indeed the universe is as much in us as we are in it. So, see me not only as a person,
but as part of the universe and its history,
2 · We are being pushed and shaped by space-time just as a hand shapes and molds
clay; I love this story, I don’t want it to ever end. Hard is the path beset with obstacles, but
fear not, the end is fast before us; I love this story, I don’t want it to ever end. There are
open fields of wind and closed rooms of rain; I love this story, I don’t want it to ever end.
Behold and hear, you must see with different eyes, hear with different ears; I love this
story, I don’t want it to ever end. There are mouths full of hate, eyes full of pain; I love
this story, I don’t want it to ever end. Indestructibly seen and seeing, mirrors and others
are stealing images; There’s a model of being lost in all that, in that strange and wonderful expenditure, in that wonder and cost; I love this story, I don’t want it to ever end,
3 · Here where we dwell in the underworld. Tonight if you look up into the sky to the
west you’ll see both Jupiter and Venus. To the southeast you can see Mars, and behind
in the night sky is Saturn, both of them following the Moon across the southern sky. It’s
dizzying when you think how small we are in the universe. But not that that’s a measure
of our importance. We may be very important indeed. We don’t have to speculate about
life on other worlds, but we do need to speculate about symbolic intelligence on other
worlds. The minimal requirement for meaning is opposition. Has it been
recognized?..Some corporeal computer on some other world?..Or is there some other
kind of intelligence that we don’t know about, one not founded on opposition, 0/1,
here/there, left/right?..There may be dimensions beyond our imaginings, even beyond
our realism. Knowledge of the universe is like the yeast added to a lump of dough,
4 · All I see is what I’m losing, not what possibilities are opening up before me; as such,
I experience the loss of safety, the loss of the familiar, which is how life is ultimately
experienced. Calling out to you as I’m losing you I am in actuality calling out to my
sense of continuity and consistency which I am losing with the familiar; the familiar is
safe, the unknown creates a sense of anxiety precisely because we cannot see the extension of consistency and continuity: this is what makes the unknown unknown,
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5 · Stripping my imagination bare, trying to find the engine, the constituent parts, trying to figure out why I keep thinking this or why I keep imagining that, why I think the
same thing over and over again, obsessing, it’s like being lost in a movie or a song, that
is, sounds that are like images, and images that are like sounds, as though that were the
fabric of thought. Can I even keep thoughts in my head like that without words? Just a
flurry of images, a kind of conjuring, it’s like I’m talking to myself now with the images
of words, sounding each one silently, not sounds but the impressions of sounds, the
images of sounds, and everyone must be doing this otherwise what else is there, there’s
only some kind of emptiness like a silent buzzing, framed and punctuated by physical
sensation, everything else a splash of images and sounds across the sky of that emptiness, a splash of images and sounds, a splash of images and sounds in the open ends of
forever, it’s like being a ghost in a room watching all of that, the risen corpse of yesterday with fire in its bones, the splayed furnace of all things held together, like a darkness
that fills something, a ghost asking an ear, who are you?
6 · A dream: there’s a brightness to the air with a kind of strange quality to everything as
though the buildings, the streets, the cars, the bridge extending across the bay, the whale
breaching were all cartoon illustrations on a brightly colored, large-featured map or an historical mural, all oddly frozen and far too garish. I don’t know where I am, not even what
city I’m in, but I feel at ease here,
7 · You can’t remember the earliest of childhood memories, the pulsions, the throbbings, the drives, the needs, the desires, the demands, all those associated with images,
sounds, and smells, because those that are not censored and repressed exist in fragmented form due to the lack of a structure for them; many are unstructured events
experienced as trauma. This is a glimpse into the paranoiac structure of our consciousness. It’s only with language that we begin to construct cogent memories,
8 · The storms on the great lake could be fierce, waves large enough to dwarf you and to
pelt you with small rocks swept up from the lake floor if you were brazen and brave
enough to challenge the walls of water that were the incoming swells. The sky a dark
gray, the wind whipping the waves which are seen as white tops on a murky, churning
gray mass. In your mind you see the storm without sound, a silence calming the
swirling unpredictable winds and waters with distance. And you can walk across the
whole scene with your gaze. This is the same as calming the waters, even as they rage
around you,
9 · The other I fight with, it’s like a part of me I can’t penetrate, I can’t know no matter
how hard I try. It’s like it’s me but I can’t tell what it’s going to do. It’s almost like I’m a
reflection of it. I’m the empty one. All I have is this voice. And a lack, a veritable
absence. There is now more than one everything. A conscious everything and an
unconscious everything. A conscious God and an unconscious God. I’m the conscious
everything unable to access the unconscious everything. We think we’re inside but we’re
only ever outside,
10 · This is how you see me as you frame me, a broken touch, a shallow gaze building a
monument to what’s always in the gaps as I rise, the world standing before me like a
bride dressed for her wedding, yet there is something that falls away, turns and says, I
am the displacement, the disappointment to your faith; I gather a new storm as though
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I were gathering light,
11 · To be human is to dwell, but to dwell in the place of an empty thought, an empty
thought that we then have to make full, and this is called meaning,
12 · I’m sitting here listening to the voices in my head. They’re like a kind of muzak,
always in the background, never fully or completely identifiable. They tell me what I
am, and what I am not,
13 · Eyes closed, rocking back and forth, strumming the guitar, the music is like a presence in my head warming me with an exuding fullness, making a space for my dreaming. There is a presence, safe in the notes. I am a presence, safe in the notes,
14 · Eyes flooded with blurry memories, busy scenes tumbling through the shifting
scope of mind; this is what consciousness is, consciousness of that which is lost, a
reminder of your powerlessness and of the painful impotence of your awareness and of
the guilt you feel because of it,
15 · Every memory is like a wormhole, and remembering is like entering a series, a veritable maze of wormholes. We live on the lip of a huge black hole, a wormhole that passes between dimensions: we call these dimensions the past, the present, and the future.
Let me start by looking ahead. Let me finish by looking back. Memory is now and now
is the only present I’m interested in,
16 · My sight freezes and a gaze softens the blow: I’m a bit of sleight-of-hand watching
itself fool itself, like a loose tooth wiggling in its socket, like a stake driven into the river,
17 · Flames licking, twisting, tearing, stripping, he stumbles home, sheets of burnt flesh
and pieces of charred clothing hanging from him, like the dead come to life, something
so out of place, in the wrong world, in this peaceful, tree’d neighborhood with the clear
sidewalks, bright sun and deep shade, more frightening than any fairy tale forest,
18 · What you’re going to see is a memory stored for millions of years, like light traveling through the expanses of space or mineralized remains traveling through the lengths
of time: a memory, a remnant, remaining,
19 · Every time I see and hear the fireworks, for a brief instant I explode along with
them: the flashes, sparkles, and streaks of light are like all of my memories, all of the
images lodged in them and me, my self, my dreams, and the sound is all of the voices
and sounds I’ve heard in my life all at once, the explosion is my desire and I’m left an
empty moment in space until the dark closes in,
20 · Every day I measure myself against an eternity, going back and forth, here and
there, close and far, a consistent falling in and out of step, presto-chango, like waves
washing away words written in sand, and like those waves my sins wash over me, leaving me gasping for air. Only the hand that erases can write the true thing. I now realize
that there’s no turning back, that the only thing behind the music is silence. I only have
the ability to leap through the frames, not out of them: I hate my memories, they limit
me, they limit me to who I am and sometimes I’d just as soon die as remember. Even
the good memories are painful, I’d rather be an emptiness. How do I unburden myself
of all of this?
21 · Fourteen years old and what can be said? Burning with life, your groin growls with
the confused bluster of a burgeoning sex, replacing the golden glow of childhood, but
even so, life is beginning to resemble the snare that it will soon become, you realize that
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everything’s going to be taken from you, your entire life will be routinized and reduced
by a forced march until it’s no longer your life anymore,
22 · A dream: I’m standing on a sidewalk that’s long and straight with a wide, empty field
to my right, it’s completely bare but strangely unseeable under a pale but bright blue sky. To
my left is a wide busy street, and as I look down the long straight sidewalk I see rows of four
to six storey light and dark brick buildings, divided by the streets into blocks, each building
with rows of windows indicating the floors. A bright and garish advertisement, now faded,
is painted on the side of one of the buildings, and I’m lost, I need to find my way back to
where I’m staying, I’m lost, but I feel strangely indifferent,
23 · One last look, one last goodbye before being taken away by an authority greater
than yourself, by forces you can neither fight against nor argue with but are forced to
surrender to. In dreams and fantasy I fight against them, not allowing myself to be
taken but I can only acquiesce to them and allow myself to be led away. There is no
fighting to be done, your life is not your own but a gift half-given and half-taken away,
never fully yours; the only thing you truly possess is your wanting,
24 · My being pulsing like a throbbing dark or white light, I have nothing to offer you as
days flow by in these few moments,
25 · This is the science fiction story of our lives, these dreams that we lived and then the
remnants we are left with: we are all of us in our worlds the sons and daughters of
Abraham, and like the air curling around my fingers as I try to tear reality apart without
so much as a scream, I have nothing to offer you but this moment of life. "Didn't our
Father give you something before, something hidden in the mystery of a counterfeit memory? I say to you that if we are all different then these are just reflections of our Father’s wisdom." Now, just as time stretches and condenses and everything begins before it starts,
slithering in its smooth, slathered echoes a sibilant, serpentine voice speaks as if in a
dream eons ago,
26 · I am a spark, I am a seed, I plant myself in your fertile ground, I set you on fire, I
am your father, I am your son, There could be one thousand years in an inch, history
tends to be compressed by the passage of time, so we are all of us archeologists, archeologists of our selves,
27 · The first year a lunar eclipse mines a breast, the second year a tear in the fabric of
my mother, the third year toilets mattering footsteps chattering, the fourth year sounds
are shapes in a mouth, the fifth year unbabbles the flow of speech, the sixth year cartoon people in masks, the seventh year lists grow golden, the eighth year a shape forced
into itself by the making, the ninth year a crown and crowd of thought, the tenth year a
thin wooden stage-set passes as everything, the eleventh year comes and goes as bright
and shaded as friendship, the twelfth year full of fishes and a shared loaf, the thirteenth
year limbs shed skin and extend, the fourteenth year intent and truly alone,
28 · Table chair wall floor door ceiling book hallway dark bedroom dripping crack of
light mopboard lamp outlet picture corner cobweb knob shelf woodwork doorjamb
end table nightstand bedframe clock wallpaper paint window shade latch shoes toy
truck plastic figures mirror closet drapery rug radio tv magazine newspaper sink
kitchen table fridge stove faucet drain drawer towel silverware plate pan soap dish rack
screen door garbage can paper bag plastic sack ice cube sunlight watery shade staircase
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handrail lintel balustrade floorboard door,
29 · The porch seemed to pitch, at least that’s how it’s remembered, higher towards the
back and lower in the front, so crowded with friends who’ll never be seen again; a
group of people, adults, children, young teens, all aimless now after saying their goodbyes, not knowing what step to take next, shuffling about, slightly embarrassed by how
they feel, it’s all finally sunk in, hit home, there will be no more playing together, no
more talking, no more being together; teary-eyes, sobbing, life changes now, change
being forced and impressed upon you as you’re swept along by it without any ability to
resist, only to harbor feelings of betrayal and resentment; turning away from those
friends the tears being to flow, rivulets of water rolling down your cheeks; this is a cup
that will not pass but must be drunk, a cup that cannot be shared as your friends stand
apart, being pulled farther and farther away with each de-telescoping moment as you
feel yourself getting smaller and smaller, all but disappearing, until you’re removed
from the scene, floating above it, looking down, unable to be seen or heard; goodbye,
goodbye,
30 · Just as days follow days, endlessly unknown to each and to all, the sentence has
more to do with time than do memory or memories, those dreams disappearing like
sighs between the endless seconds as we collect their few sordid, scattered remains. This
is the shape and heft of our resurrection: there are no more shadows, only darknesses to
hide behind when everything begins before it starts, seconds, minutes, hours, days,
weeks, months, years, decades, centuries, millenia, all like the fronts of clouds, as now,
the very last moment of history rests atop being, a great environment for nothingness,
for something at once universal and singular,
31 · My mother’s father, my grandfather remains the laughing tower of both death and
enjoyment, the open door of distorting desire; here we have the ghosts of grammar at
last, the coarse harshness of pleasure, the gruff discomfiture that is satisfaction, all lost
in the sediment of memory,
32 · I was expected to say goodbye to all of that, to the source and house of so many
moments, now residing in memory, while this great and grand displacement takes
place, dragging me with it, enveloping me; so you stand on this crowded porch with
tears expressed in sobs so violently painful as they escape, the atmosphere of warm blue
skies receding as your feelings flood out; so much, so much sadness, so much so that
consciousness seems like something taking place underwater, trapped in some viscous
medium, insulated against the pain of what’s happening, against what’s being lost, my
eyes flooded with blurry memories, busy scenes tumbling through the shifting scope of
my mind; this is what consciousness is, consciousness of what is lost, of what will only
exist henceforth in memory, a reminder of your powerlessness and of the painful impotence of your awareness, and of the guilt you feel because of it; you feel betrayed by
those who should be the ones to protect you, as you turn away towards an horizon you
can only see and imagine as empty: it’s you who pay the price for all of their sins, it’s
you who will be and suffer alone, so alone, carrying that suffering with you, the world
heavy on your shoulders as accepting your fate you stand beneath an imploding sky,
imploring,
33 · Why am I haunted by the things I’m haunted by, why aren’t I haunted by other
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things I’ve done that may be equally as bad? Why am I able to forget some things and
not others, is there some kind of unconscious negotiation to hide certain things and not
others, to censor selectively? Only the hand that erases can write the true thing.
Forgetting is undoubtably a necessity of consciousness, but trying to put some things
behind me is difficult, sometimes they don’t stay put and that makes the truth seem
hollow,
34 · My memories leave the metallic taste of blood in my mouth, it’s like when you get
stabbed in the leg but you can taste the metal, like when the scissors slipped and I
stabbed myself above the knee,
35 · I can only imagine that I broke the spell for everyone, like a mistake that becomes
the truth of an event · I don’t even recognize my face in the mirror anymore, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · Clearly there’s been a tear in the fabric of my
mother, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · She lingers like a nostalgia for
something I’ve never had, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · And even
though I feel so freshly stamped, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event ·
Forced into myself by the making, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · I’m
only able to leap through the frames of reality, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an
event · A movement leaving the gutted metaphors wide open, like a mistake that becomes
the truth of an event · A force gripping every object and moving it in a flow, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · A shifting that’s at once dizzying and riveting,
like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event · Like a stake driven into the river, I cannot hold, like a mistake that becomes the truth of an event,
36 · There was an idea that we were running from those who meant to harm us, but the
reasons were merely economic. There was only the draft coming to kill your sons, and
many would flee to other lands to avoid it, to return only once the threat had passed,
37 · Running from what was left behind, racing towards the dark empty road ahead, we
left by night, traveling the long dark roads and highways, memories like lights flashing
past and then receding, disappearing as the car hurtled forward with its trailer filled
with possessions until we reached the shore, it was there that we took the long journey
over the water to our new land, our new home,
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Dawn washes up on these shores fully clothed and the day begins · Now who in her
tower will see me, cast upon this shore...And what of those left behind, do they
mourn...
The long journey over water had been slow and ponderous but the huge ferry settling
into the resistance of the water carried us along like a pregnant ark,
Entering into this new world from a dream, after such a break in time it was like waking
in slow motion into a changing landscape where the edifice of memory is hidden in the
monumental movement all around you · This is the book of memory, and every time you
open it it’s different, changing each and every time you read it, subtly shifting, the story
changing under your eyes,
In a metal shell cascading down the freeway clouds outside the window surround the
sky · Inside, in the dirty carpeted upholstery, a head mirrors the shaking enclosure and
as motion pulls forward hurtling acceleration pushes with its own gravity · Eyes fall
back, sullen, angry, alone, it’s like I’ve caught up to my past and now I’m leaving it,
every second it becomes more distant, nothing in front nothing behind, everywhere a
kind of openness resounding · Forced to be on my own I see myself alone, I don’t feel
childish desires any more, and I can’t rely on anyone any longer, not even for my selfimage,
Dawn washes its hands of the night and its darkness as after such a break in time pools
of shadow wake in slow motion from a dream into this new world · Looking over the
open fields a crowding past fills my mind the way clouds fill the overcast sky, so much
more than just a present life seems to crowd its way into me · I’m so far away from
everyone and there’s no going back, my life starts again from here, what was before is
now memory, so far away, never to be again · So what am I now that I’m not what I
was...
I’ve washed up upon these shores and so begins another present, one which sheds itself
· Now, as far as the story is concerned, the moments become the long highway drifting
down its length, expanding,
I’m playing something out with my body, somewhere nestled in its boundaries · As this
story grows up through the years a play of shadows frightens you in the moment, a jingle-jangle little nightmare perched on the edge of tolerance, a perpetual unfolding, a
part that doesn’t exist until after everything else exists · This story grew with the years,
like a twisting around inside your body as hooded figures move behind you and the real
tastes like blood,
A past does not complete me, nor does a future · My mind, a site for the collapsed cubism
and chaos of sleep, is being hollowed out by fantasy, a curling wave wrapping around
itself · At the same time I’m playing something out with the body, somewhere along its
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asymmetries, a dulling bromide for the everything that has been and is being returned
along with distance, as though the past had caught up and is now by-passing me,
A past does not complete you, nor does a future · You’re playing something out with your
body, somewhere along its asymmetric boundary, hollowing it out with fantasy, a curling wave wrapping around itself · Your mind, a hollow site for the collapsed cubism and
chaos of sleep, is a dull bromide for the everything that has been and is returning, as
though your past had caught up to, and is now passing, you,
The corner of the room folded into other corners, memory projected inside of memory,
a film’s rapid blinking folded into itself, looping, fading · Do I fade away when I say...
Sleeping, waking, cold attracts me to its isolation as the shadows pass across my eyes
like hooded figures · Why measure the darkness when there are only remains...
You have to make peace with the blackness inside · With my face cupped in my hands I
see blackness and I want it to be cool and deep, like a long shady lane I venture down · I
let my gaze escape, and like a boomerang it returns, partial and blind, a ghost story narrated by a metaphor · This is called being alone, this flood of presence, ventilating like a
bellows pumping, drawing in, forcing out · What do you see...
Your dreams are with you watching and together you’re watching the immaculate realization of reality · Here the rain is a wilderness of streaks whipping across the sky as
cascading drops strike everything in sheets · There will be signs and there will be sayings and these are for you,
Ours is a crowded chaos, a tsunami of time sweeping everything along with it, memories allowing for the illusion of stability whereas everything is unstable · Once upon a
time, before meaning was established and no signifier was eternal,
The TV is like a screaming shadow colored with affects and phantom flashes, a screen
projected through a totem of faces as the video flickers,
Sleep comes like a thief in the night · As my thoughts turn they cast shadows throughout
the room, whispers echoing in the dark, sound waves like curtains falling, splashing and
drifting away as mist · The scene drops like drooping eyelids and blackness is the focus
evaporating,
Dawn is cast up fully clothed on these shores and the day begins,
The succession of houses were more than mundane it was more interesting looking at
the possessions of the occupants and imagining if it was you would you have the same
memories the same things as though it were all specific to the house the neighborhood
a unique expression of a person’s contingency when all the things are very similar what
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would it be like if you heard all the same things like the songs on the radio pretty much
the same here or somewhere else I guess it’s just the set of things that are unique to
each person and helps to characterize them it was strange now that we didn’t have a
house or a neighborhood it was our strangeness our foreignness which defined or characterized us or me anyway everyone else used the family as a touchstone while I wanted
to be apart and alone shedding family and possessions in an attempt to stand alone savagely renouncing all yet accommodating the universe or at least trying to open myself
to it on the tour of one suburban home after another · The people who were sitting in
darkness saw a great light, they were sitting in the land of the shadow of death, and the
light shown on them · Each house you don’t choose is a life you don’t choose and you try
to imagine how you would fit into that life how normal it would be as though it were
something you might yearn for but could never have and it remains a nostalgia for
something you’ve never had and might never even want but still you feel something is
missing,
My thoughts, my memories will occupy some other house now, some other streets,
some other field, new faces will exist in my life,
These were not the tight yards and close houses, split by railroad tracks, ringed by row
after row of concrete streets and thin strips of sidewalk that he was used to, this was the
kind of space and openness that greeted the early European interlopers to the immense
ocean of the North American prairie, the kind of openness that seemed to pull you
deeper and deeper into something other, something monumentally other than yourself
· Smaller and impossible to reconcile with your or any sense of self, here was the world
inhabited by a barely manageable history, of fantastic beasts, immense herds, endless
blood from lifetime after lifetime after lifetime, so many lives now just wisps blown
away by the wind barreling over the bending sea of grass, here where the sky is heavy, a
ponderous presence perched above, so heavy it presses itself into every pore,
The beasts of the field · Now the beasts, fantastic in size and shape, mass and being,
inhabit only your dreams and imaginings, the pages of books and small creations in
plastic while the battles and hunts on horseback, now only like imaginings in cloud and
sky, draw the mind across and back as the colors of the earth and heavens shift like the
panoramas that you find in encyclopedias and picture books · Such is the imagination
that it follows paths, well-worn and trod like the earth they attempt to depict, such is
the will to imagine that it follows, never seemingly venturing far into the world, shielding from as much as it reveals, like a painted face or clothes wet from the rain,
These are the shadows of the past, and as my thoughts burn they cast these shadows
throughout the room · We live in the long shadow cast by the past, and in the back of
dreaming time slips and falls · As the corners of the room fold time and space they
switch roles in a refrain that the past used to hear, long black shadows without memory
like a belated night swell in the spaces in between,
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Separate beings of light and thought inhabit me, walking in between the large symbols
shadows would appear suddenly swaying in the bare light, and holding us in glimmering blackness the darkness is a medium as it takes hold in my mind, the gaze something
alive and insistent, helping to fashion my flesh · Gazing into the mirror I see dark figures all around me, these are the creatures that haunt me,
This is the landscape of my unconscious, the expansion of my name and what it represents · I say to you that we are the ghosts of grammar and that something speaks
through us · Words, the thin tissue of our being, hold us in glimmering darkness as we
shudder through the dark night of emptiness, punctuated by forever,
In a room full of shadows my thoughts burn like ghosts who have never known mercy,
and because of them the streets of my life fade and I travel on words and images, a
haunted body ebbing in place · It’s the narrator who refers me to that other and puts
me where I am not, traveling back in time, seeing myself as a child in the images so that
my life is based on a mistaken identity · I can only take myself for what I mistake myself
to be,
School days · From such mundane beginnings we remember the days, the story of
someone who wakes up every morning, waves of sensation touching the shapes and
forms, a sullen head opening and closing,
Scrapbook your memories · Why won’t they come to me, why won’t the past reveal itself
in toto, laying itself before me like a true panorama instead of piecemeal as it’s revealed
bit by uncovered bit, a being unto itself trapped in the world · I feel that I’m such a
being seeking expression, seeking a place inside the air, the sky, the land, and in the
voice that speaks them, all condensed like a genie’s screams echoing in a lamp,
Unpack your memories · You are the wrong people, our social lives are based on mistaken identities, we have to cultivate consistent images for one another otherwise we would
get confused · Such is the imagination and such are we its prey, like beasts in the middle
of a strange field we format our memories into stories and this is what allows us to
communicate, indeed to comprehend one another,
Let time and space switch roles · Night swallows the green grass and, like the blunted
scales of history, will soon forge a dewy covenant with time · Surrounded by images and
voices, trying to flee from sudden turmoil, this is what it means to be alone– words
refusing to mesh with the present and the past subject to strange modifications · I have
no stories, no tales to tell, night’s sudden swallow collapses and, as the moon makes its
way, nothing is ever the same,
The years are a prefix to this moment of pain and suffering, pain like a monster
writhing inside of me, the horizon is a form of heresy as something tries to get out of
me, radiating throughout as though my nerves were being plowed up · Something else
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is inside of me, there is a caw of pain with every throb of heartbeat, pain grabbing and
twisting violently, the frothy undertow of the waves still washing through me · An abreaction of nerves, waves of gritting pain ripple across my scalp like wind rippling
through long grasses or wheat,
They always see you, even when you’re alone, they always see you, then they become a
voice, your voice · Let this be a record of the fact that what doesn’t exist can have real
effects, let this be my record as it’s just history and history isn’t real after all but how
poignant these rituals are, these orgasmic memory pictures,
I’m assuming that I’m not any of that, all of that which came before, I’m not any of it, I
need to forget, mine is a created history of deleted scenes, things I struggle to remember, things I’ve forgotten that can still affect me,
My thoughts are spread out in all of the rooms at once, a series of rectilinear enclosures
as I lose my way in time I know the general layout of events but nothing seems stable,
nothing seems neither close nor distant, it’s all just a paradigm of loss · Only an empty
page can represent this burning distance, broken sky earth spinning moon floating
nothing but motion glimpsing that there’s more for minds recently cauterized by
images · This is the glory of the world before the disaster, the end of all we know, the
coming collapse · The apocalypse will be but an empty history of gaps, and one day all
that remains won’t fit into a shadow, and will vanish with the day,
Remembering only that I don’t remember, I follow the path leading to darkness,
becoming someone standing in a familiar spot I cannot place,
A book that changes voices, a book that changes identities, a book that changes, cutting
into the dark, clothed in the raiment of its process, each time a renewal of the Law ·
Whatever can’t be hidden is heard like a voice coming from somewhere in the night,
and what can’t be hidden is the coming strife,
This is how the world expands · Phantoms in the moonlight, ragged phantoms in the
starlight, the world is a broken branch, all the pieces fitting together in a strange algebra, like phrases culled from dreams, the stoic moon screwed into the back of your
mind,
My mother, delirious in all her humanity, enters and finds a shadowless other, expelled
like the breath of thought, pressing into her like a finger,
Dawn crawls noisily out of its gauzy nightgown and the day erupts · What makes you
think you and your friends can just ignore the rules...The school itself resembled a fallen
formation of flying saucers, dull lacquered brick cream-colored mortar linoleum floors
suspended ceilings overhead lighting hallways circle around rooms and offices rows of
lockers drinking fountains cafeteria auditorium · Even in my dreams I stand on the out-
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side looking in · On the street the cars pass one way and another, fields parking lots
sidewalks all lend themselves to the illusion of permanence · Imagine events that might
have occurred in the past, the building laying where it had fallen, hollowed out to be
used, a field taking shape around it, empty chambers dominating the insides and the
people who circle them · How can you heal such a wound...What makes you think you
can just ignore the rules...
Andrew approaches, The whole neighborhood’s talking about you, soft light blue sky
washed-out fuzzy white haze crowding the horizon, the moon visible in the afternoon
sky, a passing moment’s heart pounding catching a broken pleasure in your chest as
eyes squint in brightness · The flags are everywhere in front of the houses and businesses, on napkins, cups, packages, paper bags, clothing, hats, everyone’s carefree happy
away from work smiles in sunny parks around grills the whole world proceeding as
though blinking rapidly · Let them talk they soon forget, sun behind clouds ahead, not
just day and night but the sky broken in half, twisted and tied together the clouds tumble, wind like air rushing out of something, the road reaches out constantly chased by
your past you make a temporary distance from it as it rushes up beside you heading
into the future: this is your present · The one constant in the universe is light and everything else stops as the rocket ascends, anticipation climbing along with it as it reaches
the top of its arc there is a second of stillness then a flowering bloom of light reaching
into the surrounding darkness fingers drawing flowers in the sky as a pregnant second
later the sound arrives, So what if they talk you couldn’t stop them anyway,
Settle forward fashioning a future that sees a past in your present like a pool of possibilities poured through a sieve · My thoughts my memories will occupy some other house
now, some other streets, some other spaces, some other sky, some new faces,
I am a treacherous consciousness, a precarious resolution to the problem of who I am,
betraying everything, including myself,
So much of life wasted, so much of life still, I feel that life well inside of me as though it
were a bright light extinguished by expressions of guilt, everything just a veil over guilt,
I dissemble and I regret in this the capital of brevity as it lingers insisting · What’s real
and what isn’t...Language stutters and you’re born like a new universe, and you’ll go as
far as a wounded tomorrow,
Drunken, in the grip of temptation, the sky and the earth flash, exchanging places, the
sky spinning, the stars’ textured stomach gripping your throat, head leaning weakened
legs falling, standing up twisting,
The yellowing grass contrasted with the green in the shade inviting and easy a discarded
paper cup sticky sunshine cars moaning blacktop crumbling at the edge straight ahead
to the trees following a shaded slope to the water · Soft warm yellow sand, waves, blue
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sky, clouds, gulls, smiling, running across the beach squealing as it all turns into a warm
slurry swirling in your eyes like a dizziness you embrace · Walking along the lakeshore
as summer sun shines bright light and heat · Dead fish, vegetation washed up on shore,
two kids scratching lines in packed sand with pieces of weathered branch · Are you from
around here...
An awkward series of events leaves the past like an empty field · You’re not alone when
you sleep, you’re not alone when you dream, one face comes from another, one screen is
projected through another like a hesitant fatalism · The present is a snake without a
head, the night buzzing like a neon bulb, suddenly something is far more sinister than a
cloak of repeated images in chains, a gash of eyes easing into the darkening air, flecks
falling in a ruinous sequence crowding the future,
The 4th of July · A partial yesterday stretches touching itself in a bright cloud as film
flecks litter our vision like falling leaves unfolding in an exploding orgasm pulsing and
pulling us along · As though nodding off, this world watches itself drifting through
space and time and what remains of repetition orbits in the ruined air, and just as our
destiny is what we sought when we searched through our parent’s things, that the past
is part of our destiny is something we’d rather forget,
6:20 a.m., A dream · There are a few of our lives, bodies merging into composites, that
we see only in temporal crosscuts · Sleeping, frozen in place, gripped by fear, unable to
move, I see a figure glide by, rounding a corner · Finally I will my limbs to move, and
rising, I follow the figure around the corner into a bathroom · Short, curly hair, feminine cardigan, a woman’s slacks and shoes · Thick with fear my arms rise up to grip her
shoulders and turn her around · Dawn tiptoes noiselessly in its soft, gauzy nightgown and
the day bursts forth,
Lacquered brick, dull cream-colored mortar, linoleum floors, suspended ceilings, overhead lighting, hallways circling around offices and rooms, rows of lockers, drinking
fountains, cafeteria, large auditorium,
Anger coursing through my arms lashing out tearing things off walls, pictures, paintings, coverings thrown to the ground, arm sweeping across a table, dishes, silverware,
glasses smashing to the floor, grab a table turn it over, go on to next and the next and
the next, I hate this world,
Black and white memories mumble in color carried along by voices from TV desperate
to stay close you blink · See by being seen, another memory reaching · Empty head hum
body hum singing rhythmic molecular fire · Blank inside your body warps waves flexible space dragging you around as it drifts in vertigo sensation · Cushion presses body
sinks eyes blank numbing hollowrings · Soundstaysinkin mouth · Concentrate voices
TV what were they sayin didn’t, I wish she’d stop talking didn’t, can’t listen to both at
once · I was saying your father wants to talk to you,
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Mistakes, false starts, false steps, confusion, indecision, identification, peer pressure, bad
idea, bad decision, acting out anger, acting from sadness, acting out of guilt, made to do
it, told you need to, because you have no choice, you want to, can’t make up your mind,
should I · You’re too young you can’t see the effects these decisions can have later in life ·
Don’t want to get in trouble, I feel like I’m always in trouble anyway I choose,
Smash everything, phones, computers, smash the cars, smash the TV, the radio, throw
the books, the magazines to the floor, turn over the racks of clothes, kick them away,
everything that gets in the way, this life is like a scream in the darkness, a scream in the
face of mortality begun a long time ago, now words are like dust and tomorrow is
unborn but informed · Who am I, who am I, inside I feel a heavy throb, my arms want
to lash out, to smash things, hit kick throw, a thoughtscape like a twisted sneer in the
dark,
The school building itself resembled the fallen body of some gigantic animal, as though
a giant whale or elephant or dinosaur carcass lay where it had fallen and had been hollowed out in order to be used, fallen in the empty field which then took shape around it
· Fields, parking lots, sidewalks all lent themselves to the illusion of natural permanence
· Hollow chambers dominated the insides and the people who occupied them seemed
as much like scavengers as anything else,
Here in high school the blocking of time is carried out, classes are hours that are
blocked out, time is an empty block · Once we left, time was no longer an emptiness to
be filled but rather the fullness of itself as it passed unnoticed,
Every hallway resembles every other hallway the only difference being the room and
locker prefixes indicating which wing of the building you’re in, every locker is alike and
each of the rooms resembles each other save for the charts, posters and reference materials unique to each,
Now, as far as this story is concerned, ask those around you, I have no idea what it
could be, somewhere along the way I got sidetracked and forgot who I was but that
could change, I could find someone to identify with, maybe you,
A head full of irritants forging a new covenant with the Law, the moonlight makes a shiny
black nothing glimmer in the dark night, mine is a head full of laws expelled, mine is a
head full of laws expressed but unknown,
Will I...Would you...Am I me...Are you you...You’re neither of those...How many choices
are there...More than you assumed · What did your mother want you to be...What she
couldn’t be for her mother · How long did it take you to get over it...I’m not sure I have ·
Who do you think you are, do you put others in your place...How could I be so
foolish...How many were missing anything...
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I don’t feel my old familiar pain anymore, I choose the familiar in place of the genuine
by stripping away all the shadowless others · How could I be so foolish, I grabbed hold
of something thinking it was me,
Personal histories · Only the scar of eternity exists, valorized as the individual · It’s my
dreams that inform me · Both the universal and the individual of which we take part
are bequeathed to us,
The past is gone, today is absent, and tomorrow is yet to appear · I’ll glimpse a little of
the past and it’ll highlight today, each time all the pieces fit together differently · I feel
much better now than when I’m a personal history of found footage, I feel like I’m
wriggling out of my skin · The blunt scapel of humanity creates another piece of the
puzzle, a fictional counterpart, all the lights in your head are but the lining of your own
I,
The book of indecipherables · Double patter skipping all the heartbeats · I remember all
the things I dislike about myself · In and out of rooms · “G-d represents the desire to
speak” · Why don’t we just make up our own days...Lost in topsy-turvy corridors,
We remember the days as a long procession, only in different orders for there is no stable identity nor linear chronology · These are a few of my lives · There are only traces of
the past in my memories, which are more akin to expressions of socialization · Space is
moving and shifting, and that’s what time is, a flash without a sound, turning skin into
a screaming shadow silently walking down an endless corridor, entering a caterpillar of
rooms one after the other as though stuttering through, one resurrected body stepping
out of another body on and on, into a space and time outside of itself · Looking ahead,
I am a space outside of myself, an adopted life-like coverlet · I don’t exist in a cocoon of
time, rather my life is segmented, an accordion unfolding and as time proceeds, refolding again, a continual expansion and contraction,
Without its glitter and glow the night just collapses, a darkness after darkness without
end, for not even that which is nothing escapes the laws of this world · Name after
name, even the past is like an empty sentence speaking, meaning less but more than the
grammatical, burying you in its real · I am the emptiness speaking in my place, so who
will tempt me, who will follow my lead, I can see other lives stretching away, they seek
me out to enter my dreams,
Even an empty field is still a field, it doesn’t need you, nor does it sustain your myths ·
The sun is like a ripe dandelion, deep yellow this time of year · Finally everything spills
and the world falls forth, imperfect and base,
They’re both like theaters but I like this hallway better · I’m standing in a hallway facing
a dozen identical doors, I have a key but I don’t know which it belongs to,
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Corridors and hallways, down an endlessly clinging line, gray with peeling mold in the
basement musty and dank, wide stretching long in the school bright and prophylactic ·
Here I am a thief among thieves, having been left a key I have to determine which of the
doors it belongs to, and trying it on the first floor I’m so surprised to discover it works
that I don’t think to try it on any of the others,
How lived experience becomes history · Mine is a head full of irritants, of lapses, for
respite I become words, emptiness, and a beginning all in place of me, and these are the
means and the mean of my features, and they are there with me,
My mother, in place of the stars, sits on the veins of her feet, delirious as her posture,
Splitting between day and night the sky is a gigantic shadow as I drift away · These
images, these voices, they’re like an incantation turning my head around and around · A
scene– in the long green grass a snake, cut in half by a shovel, writhes violently as a
grotesque flattening spreads across your face, forcing down a sense of nausea,
You must have drifted off, as though the shadow of a cloud swept across you blanketing
you with sleep, carrying you away to you don’t know which moment depositing you on
such a shore as this · Was it a shipwreck in a storm that left you here or just a passing
whim of time that consolidating leaves you wondering...
You must have fallen asleep, missing something, but of course there are going to be
gaps, you’re like a dead man’s shadow, everything has already happened and you just
haven’t caught up to it yet,
Wait, I must have dozed off, it was so strange I saw some tree-like totem of faces with
contorted expressions and figures with twisted limbs in poses just like a comic book
artist would draw, each somehow entwined with all the others yet distinct, like people
in torment nailed to a tree and becoming all so entwined with the trunk and branches
they look like a fungal growth or vines,
Dawn yawns noisily as the day bursts forth in a gauzy exhale,
I can’t recall it, I remember that I held it perfectly shaped in my mind but it slipped
away, an empty phrase, I can’t recall it but I can feel it, its profile, its topography in my
thoughts, there’s an image of it, a negative image, like a footprint, an impression, like
the empty spot left on the canvas to indicate the illusory nature of the painting, that’s
the hole in my head, the bare spot on the canvas, an irritant that produces a growth, but
where the sounds of the phrase should be there’s nothing,
I’m always searching my mind for a word that doesn’t exist but which I remember,
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By whose authority do you say these things, what gives you the right to say these
things...The hearers are asked for their opinion and end by pronouncing judgement on
themselves,
My myth is broken then remade · A single voice can be heard from somewhere in the
night, a single voice calling out, sharply, like something being glimpsed · That presence,
the full extent of authority, exists in the tacit space between a voice and an ear · I stand
on that authority, appearing as I fall,
Enter into a deep dark nothing · The broad plane geometry of a cartoon flashes on the
screen, a gray mouse crawls through a flat black spot and ends up in another scene · I
imagine it moving from TV to TV as it darts through hole after hole, to scene after
scene · Are they only ever dark tunnels or are there passageways existing outside of time
and space...Flat holes as doorways, non-locality represented by facade as the tromp
l’oeil presents itself, but no scene can ever subsume that black spot, overflowing like the
black maw of the empty screen,
The dead light expresses fate · A history of lacking a solid, defining identity and the seeds
of a deferential character are to be found in a father’s deferring to and taking on the
characteristics of a maternal grandfather, the dominant presence and personality of a
family · This inevitably leads to a crisis of identity, an inability to embrace one’s own
desire, a borrowing of the desire and characteristics of others,
The false real · I remember glimpsing her half-naked as I flash on the kitchen clock,
children running, cars passing, leaves rustling · I’m a perpetual unfolding of the hole
that is my_______, a hole left out of eternity and I betray everything in this crowded
chaos, a careening consciousness pelted with memories, trying to ease this sudden sodden turmoil looping into space,
This is the story of the story I tell myself about myself · I live in a room full of windows
and mirrors, and mine is a troubled, troubling and troublesome consciousness · I feel
the sky shifting and I see it reflected everywhere · I dwell in echoes along with all of my
transgressions, each in a different voice with a different tale to tell · This voice, that
voice, each borrowing my voice, I can’t stop the voices overwhelming me, voices like
demons clawing in my head, for now the world is a story and my ears can never be
closed · A single voice can be heard whispering somewhere in the dark, somewhere just
beyond reach and comprehension, beyond understanding and certainty, somewhere I’m
not sure even exists · I’m just the image of an image and that along with my story are
what afford me a certain consistency,
My mother, not recognizing herself in the mirror, wraps her fingers around themselves
like distances in time as she feels herself slipping away,
Sitting on the asphalt with her along the back outside wall of the store, nervous, self-
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conscious, dealing with desire as though it were a hand shifting its grip in my stomach,
we laugh, speaking softly to one another in hushed tones, clumsily find each other’s
hand, smiling, looking over the small group, frenetic in their energetic anxiety, scrambling about on foot, on bikes, on skateboards, laughing, cavorting, showing off, all duly
and momentarily free, escaping the eyes of parents and adults, open horizons called out
and glimpsed, freedom swelling and filling us with precious moments · Suddenly a car
appears, pulling up, disrupting the scene · Debarking from the car my father approaches, ordering me into the car · Climbing into the back seat I’m reprimanded and warned
that there can be a tremendous price to be paid for a moment’s pleasure · There is little
freedom here, in the far end of the evening,
There is a river that defines this land by dividing it, one people from another, and yet all
matter flows · The atoms that formed you as a child are no longer the atoms that form
you now · Only an empty page can convey such a distance, such a proximity · Are our
lives anything but mosaics made out of time, time that we betray...
I visit you in every form of adversity as you feel trapped in this life, as these are truly the
thinnest of moments · You stand so you don’t feel so alone, just sad · Whenever we start
the truly social the crowd stands around you, turning, like the facets of a reason, the
one who is minus behind you, the whither-be-interests-that-are-already-of-the-next
standing here, standing alone, a grief along with it,
I wasn’t here before and I won’t be here later, I’m just not here, I’m just not this, I don’t
want to be · You shouldn’t think that there is a me, I didn’t choose anything,
We can only take you for what you mistake yourself to be– We speak, I speak, as a plurality of voices, while my blood all but screams,
My mother, who was made out of the ribs of the world, tells me that all of us are
marked, we are none of us innocent, we have betrayed ourselves,
There’s no all to your history, only another story of origins · What can’t you remember...Stepping through my image my shadow passes before me · There’s a world of laws
which assert and reassert themselves whereas my image pertains to a community of stories which all have social functions · You’re a living novel and each and every time you
recall a memory you rewrite it in an attempt to reconstruct the social link · Your memories are a rock that you strike and from which the water of life flows, and this is the
beginning of the social and of the unreal · There’s nothing here now but a false record–
you are not the stories you tell yourself,
My mother, whose desire is like another member of the family, curls around her smoky
shadow as my father, shaped by that very desire, poses on his throne of sand,
My father, convincing me that he is the equal of all that has been done and created,
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stands at the edge of my world,
I’m walking through a nightmare searching for some lost means of enjoyment, my I is
made of mist and night and a single-eyed abyss is staring into me, sounds seem like
sand shifting somewhere behind the night, the stolen silk of enjoyment, the stolen force
of pleasure, bargaining with itself, is like blood staining my fingertips,
I need to stop, it’s like my thoughts never slow down, I don’t want to be here, so my
thoughts cover up racing into the lonely buzz of the TV, its light and dark figures · I
don’t want to be here, it’s not that I’m lonely, I’m just disappointed in the world, I feel
so sad and isolated, in a permanent state of loss, just loss, I’m neither close nor distant,
just not here,
The sun displays itself in the drunken heat of death, the sky beginning directly above
your head and, reaching with blood on your fingers, I hope I can believe in what you’ll
become · Time is broken like the gap in the story you want to tell, a mosaic of instances
forced together as narrative but you have more in common with the gap, repeated over
and over, than with any story, as you and the silken force of pleasure are a hole in the
weave of the world,
The man from yesterday, the woman from tomorrow · This is already a world that doesn’t
exist any longer but has yet to come about · I hope you can believe in what you’ll
become, everyone I’ve ever known has taken me in the wrong direction just as everyone
I’ll ever meet will · Just because a door is half-open doesn’t mean it’s not the very gulf
that separates us,
As blood screams inside a rainbow the world slides into darkness like mucous down a
drain,
I remember, then I remember nothing, then I remember scattered glimpses which I take
to be true · I forget the names of those who vanish into a blind history, I remember that
everything is constant loss, even the phrases I use slip away from me– I can’t hold onto
them but there’s a refuge in their logic, I just can’t remember what it is · This is my
gospel, I who vanish, this is my gospel, a collection of phrases in a basket to multiply
and to share,
Give us this day and let it come down to us, let it be a triumph over those who hate us,
over these words that threaten to destroy this act of truth, for there is death enough for
everyone, it commits no crimes but takes only what it is given, so let us follow this day,
this life that swallows us, trusting us with darkness,
Grainy sparkles of dawn alight as the day lumbers behind it,
The flags are everywhere, in front of houses and businesses, on napkins, cups, packages,
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on paper bags, clothing and hats · Everyone seems so happy and carefree, away from
work, there are smiles on the faces in sunny parks as people mingle around grills, bottles of beer in hand, the whole world seeming to proceed at a pace as though it were
rapidly blinking,
Rising in disjointed unison the spectators shuffle self-consciously, most removing their
caps and hats, others placing their hands over their hearts as the strains of the anthem
begin to rumble into its drama and swell forward over the crowd,
Everything stops as the rocket ascends and anticipation climbs along with it · As it
reaches the top of its arc there is a brief still emptiness and then a flowering bloom of
color and brightness, fingers of light stretching out drawing flowers in the sky, then a
sudden boom shocking you back to consciousness,
Who are you...Who do you want me to be...Where are you from...Where do you want
me to be from...What can we call you...What do you want to call me...All of these things
you ask are like loose ends, things to be tidied up, they’re not really important in the
scheme of things · How are we supposed to know you...Do you want to know me or
know about me...
You go from one shell to another, the shell of a room to the small smooth shell you sit
in as it carries you along like Jonah’s whale between tall pillars that seem to split the sky,
making holes in it, and there people dwell, inside the pillars that are like holes in the air,
shining and gleaming smooth to the sight, surrounded by sky textured like gritty paper
· A gray sky shiny gray glass and bronze buildings, the sky lacking consistent focus as
everything is in constant motion save the towers which are crisp concise and still,
focused and focusing, monumental,
Entering into the realm of those for whom stealing is easy, a part of who they are, I
stand looking at myself wondering why I’m so far away from myself taking on the characteristics of these others · Trapped, stranded in their lives without a way back to my
own, lost in time, I feel tears begin to well, half out of grief, half out of anger at myself ·
Stranded in a strange city surrounded by people I don’t know, how do I get back, how
do I get out of here, I want to get out of here, everywhere I look I see the strange city,
the foreign streets, the unfamiliar surroundings, all like something sticky you can’t get
off your hands · You touch yourself seeking pleasure, at least that’s something familiar ·
Why can’t they see how alone you are, why don’t they understand your isolation when
even reaching out to others entrenches loss...As nothing can be found to replace what
was, it’s like that path is taken away,
The same undecidability is at work with light and shadow, revealing and veiling a hole
hidden in darkness, a calm and transparent rendering, much closer to the truth · I stand
before the mirror, seeing nothing,
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A family of feelings · A father to those I’ve never known, to those I’ve become, to those
I’ve refused to entertain · A mother to those I’ve always known, to those I’ve begun, to
those I’ve always entertained · A sister to those I’ve always seen, to those I give away, to
those I always take · A brother to those I’ve come to know, to those I want to have, to
those I’ve lost · Broken rhythm force and fall, a family of pain down to earth,
Let me get away from here, I don’t want to be part of this, to be trapped here, I don’t
want to keep waiting, on and on, a prisoner, I want to be freed from this fate that
marches towards me, salivating like some great beast baring its teeth · I’m slowly dying
here, all the life pressed out of me, I just feel empty, I just feel resentment · What are
these feelings that are kept so distant, kept at arms length...I have to keep them away or
they’ll bury me,
Embrace your own emptiness · As my mother lights another filterless cigarette it’s clear
the extent to which she’s been marked by her father, identifying intimately with him,
taking his desire as her own, smoking his style of cigarette, breathing his breath,
Remembering only that I can’t remember, I follow a path leading into darkness, becoming a stranger standing in a familiar spot which can’t be placed, quiet in its close distance, the night like a story untold, incapable of being with itself, seeing all, seeking
nothing, it soon becomes crowded with dreams, as gradually a face appears from the
dark,
The present is the sum of different probable histories, just as any future will be · Endlessly
waking, endlessly falling, a careening world teasing and sullen, still dwelling in swollen
waves · You start to see stars tossing about softly in the dark, pawing the sparkling
dawn, the world careens and nothing posits a way out · So what remains...
Death is a dark sun and your life is the shadow of a future · As your voice spills into
moments the world is an engine of time and the present, as though it were the shadow
of a shape, is a single voice in that wilderness · To live in such a coursing clime is akin
to feeling sutures straining against your skin, to feel a shadow pulling tissue away from
tissue, filling you with a form constantly out of reach and out of sync,
All human community is founded on exclusion · A day still follows, a day still fills the
empty world, a day still holds you, sharing itself with those who hold emptiness, that
emptiness without which you wouldn’t have somewhere to be,
There is no relative direction in the vastness of space but here the air is filled with a terrible screaming with sirens and explosions passing for tremendous passion · The world
is exposed, just as the moon is dedicated to the faces of those around you, pulsing and
pulling through spacetime, a certain contour that seems to glow · This is how the story
is told,
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Dawn yawns noiselessly in its gauzy nightgown and the day erupts,
I come from a city bisected by a river, a river which also separated blacks, who lived on
one side of the river, and whites, who lived on the other · The only exceptions were
poor whites or the few blacks who could afford the white side of the river · This geography runs like a river through me, the geography of my psyche,
This was the suburban empire of night, with everyone safely wrapped in their homes and
dreams, only adventurous youths, thieves, drunks, and those charged with policing the
abandoned streets, yards, and parks are out roving about under a sky dark enough to
present many stars and even an occasional borealis · Tonight the moon stands out, the
earth itself slumbering as the thin clouds glide by, tired strangers at a distance, ragged
travelers far away, the slight breeze a silent whistle on your skin in the cool, dewy night,
too expressive to be called dark, too expansive to be ignored, as though you were witnessing the very stage of those dreams around you,
Often we would venture roaming into the night, exploring, feeling free from the strictures of the day and the rule of our parents,
Three a.m., the parable of the little shrub · Spitting out the words, “Consider yourself
lucky,” he hands me a small empty silver tube · Taken aback with disbelief as power and
contempt collide, power’s privilege stings as the quiet lawns and the deep dark smile
around everything · I remember roaming the empty streets and yards and through the
vacant parks · The police car had arrived from out of the dark, driving onto the large
open field towards the startled teens who took off running past the school across the
street into the tall bushes · The crack of a gunshot rang out · Ducking around the corner of the school building I quickly fell to the ground behind and beneath a low hedge
clinging to the shadows beneath the flashlights mere feet away · “I saw them run across
the street” · I wait for the search to subside before I slowly, furtively make my way home
only to find the police there, waiting · Resigned, I reveal myself and am hustled into the
back of a police car where some smarmy young cop hands me a shell casing and says,
“Consider yourself lucky,” · There were reports of a burglary as though that were justification for shooting blindly into the night · As the blind lead us they will blindly kill us
and then blame it on the dark,
Tight blue jeans white polo shirt sneakers dark socks curly blond hair tight along scalp
he’s seated across an open hallway which circles a center office as you shift sitting waiting watching students shuffle past he walks up challenging, Why are you looking at me
do you wanna fight or something...Hot flush flash in face · Don’t stare at me you asshole
unless you want to fight,
Walking through room, mirror drinking fountain flat benches concrete floor lockers
showers, suddenly appearing around corner muscled swagger walking up full of hate as
fist strikes mouth hard bright white flash pain shock blood tastes like rusty nail as lips
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throb swelling, not wanting to fight step into hall walking to water fountain bending as
cold water rinsing mouth fingers feeling fattened lip someone behind · What happened
to your mouth...Shaking head mumbling,
Standing next to him I notice the rolled-up short sleeves of his tee-shirt, the curly blond
hair covering his head down to below his ears, the listless look in his eyes as he shifts
anxiously from one foot to another, looking with a bemused contempt he listens to the
V.P. berate him with accusations of laziness, lack of respect for learning as well as for
authority · Turning to me I immediately feel the weight of his gaze upon me as he
begins to speak but stops before a single word can escape, suddenly shaking his head
from side to side · I don’t want to see either of you in my office again,
A partial yesterday touching itself in a bright cloud as film flecks litter your vision like
falling leaves unfolding in an exploding orgasm pushing and pulling · As though nodding off, this world watches itself drifting directionless through time and space, and
what remains of repetition orbits in the ruined air, just as a pulsing destiny is what is
sought after,
Such a powerful memory of feeling so safe and open in that room, the bed, the nightstand, the comic books, in fact, vivid memories of both of the upstairs rooms, wildly,
crazily, almost blindly masturbating against the bare mattress in the other attic room
after my grandfather’s funeral, and the staircase, straight and enclosing, with my maternal grandmother in one of the aprons she wore in the kitchen, walking up the stairs,
looking at me,
They would sit on opposite sides of the large auditorium during the lectures that were
given there and at opportune moments let out a long sheep-like bleat, BEHHH?! to
emphasize the experience and the qualities of those around them,
Dawn washes up fully clothed on these shores and the day begins · Every morning is the
same, up at seven with a cup of tea and toast, off to school by eight, and then home
room for attendance, crowded hallways, announcement over the public address system,
students lining up to see the nurse, yawning faces shuffling from room to room, laughing, teasing, sullen, short hair long hair, opening and closing lockers, girls huddling giggling, boys shoving poking, teachers hustling kids into rooms, “I can’t be part of this,”
walk straight to north wing out the door across a parking lot into the trees,
Hot summer frenetic lawn blue sky over a fence bright clouds reflect cool shade water
street window tree power lines this side of the wall as open as the outside in plain view
voices and laughter like a private wall brutal sizzle grill rendering eyes press shut a tumble of images snatched away reaching for another helping mother in apron and sunglasses flat stone walkway a garden flowers like a sudden slurry of faces,
And this was carried out methodically, taking a small piece of skin, a single drop of
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blood, a lock of hair, a flower petal, putting them in a scrapbook, removed from the
past, so that the past lacks only one thing, itself,
Condemned as we are to this fate it fills you with too much sense, so give me your
hand, we must each decide for ourselves and I’m haunted by myself,
Then suddenly they were dragging the children out the door, one they simply threw to
the ground, he looked to be eleven or twelve years old, another, slightly older, they held
tightly by the upper arm,
I can’t stop making stories up, whether it’s the spy who saves the day, the politician who
denounces hypocrisy, the diplomat who saves the orphaned children, the prophet who
judges a society, the guy who saves the girl, the father teaching a child how to safely
cross the street, I’m constantly making up these kinds of scenarios and living them out
in my mind, miniature stories, plots, characters, all just props to fill in an emptiness,
The field was secluded by its size, once in the middle of it you were effectively hidden
by its space as the darkness painted the cool, damp grass, stars sparkling above · I look
at the others, the expressions on their faces, the flickers in their eyes, and I tell you now
I seek experience, I seek experiences of the altering of consciousness, I see it performed
around me constantly,
The room was broken into groups with an almost caste-like precision, groups usually
based on long-standing friendships, and breaking into any of these was nigh impossible
unless you were invited, exceptions being made at times, usually a move downward
socially would be permitted whereas the opposite was cruelly ridiculed,
Spread out through the night your body betrays you · Will you stay up with me...Your
body feels like the darkened landscape as the light inhabits your mind, short strings and
dots of color appear and disappear in the blackness like dust magnified · Your body
buzzes like distant traffic hollowing you and the night, the bed and covers over you like
rolling hills populated by the sounds around you, a storm of thoughts spill on you
rolling like rivulets, try to hold them as they escape, drifting away,
Should you let the ghosts in or bar the door...If I raise the living memories of the dead do
I let the ghosts in, is memory like a disease that disfigures you, contorted shapes that
take the place of you...What if you can be cleansed, what if you can be reborn, free of
the leprosy that is your past, would that constitute a new life, a new birth, free of the
tendrils of the past, free from your demons, can love do this or is love an attempt to
recapture the past...
Tell your brother that you forgive him · But he’s done it before · Then forgive him again ·
How many times do I have to forgive him, he does it all the time...Forgive him as many
times as he does it · How’s he supposed to learn...
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Should we fear that other...The agent of your dreams is always watching, sleeping or
awake it stays the same, even unto death, that lack of lack · This agent and you are coordinated and act as though you are in no way separate, that absence of absence, defined
by an entangled relation of non-locality ·The distance between your consciousness and
your dreams exists where time and space have no meaning, that blackhole of life, knowing this we gaze out over the flatness of history with disbelief but we should never feel
alone or the terror associated with it, another is always there, watching,
I drift farther and farther into the night, into the dark chaos of sleep · Spread out
throughout that night, the only contents are the constant dreams that, through concealment, reveal themselves as other · My body betrays me, I feel the memory in it and it
stiffens with pain, folding in on itself like a thought · As though I were being followed
by some fantasy, my mind, acting as a screen, is the hollow place of sleep · There are
phantoms catching fire in a drop of blood and my wounds have become a hooded figure shadowing me · There are signs and there are sayings, scrambled hands lost in some
tremulous wilderness, they pull at me,
How often have you heard it said...Do you think you’ll ever get married and have children...I don’t think I ever will, there’s just so much I want to do, I don’t want to be like
everyone else, I think I’ll always be alone · How many times have you heard it said...I’m
special, I’m different, I can see things · Well, I can see a line extending back through the
very foundations of time, receding completely out of sight, through all of the generations, into the indistinguishable darkness of prehistory · At night I look back into darkness, in dreams I gaze into a muddied, muddled pool yet light is just bursting out of
me, a glow bursts from the inside, it’s an ultimate kind of nakedness veiled by a shining
glow, clothed in a raiment of light I’ve come out from behind the curtain that is the
world · I say to you that I was a blind man lurching about in a strange house feeling
around in the dark for something familiar and I found something else · Don’t be ridiculous you’re only sixteen years old, you’re not going to be on your own, how are you going to
feed yourself, where are you going to live...
A picture flashed and I saw myself standing across the street, the gaze burning through
the film stock as it bubbled, catching fire, the shadows panning across my eyelids, an
accumulation of detail bursting through the burning film · Why try to measure the darkness when the future is undressed...Memories are projected into the film’s rapid blinking,
folding into themselves, looping, fading, in and out, sleeping, waking, a memory of who
you are is coming, the other you that you are when you’re dreaming · And just as a
rumbling effect tears the earth, or a piercing sound frightens the mind, dreams coming
back in flashes haunt me, their weight affecting my very balance as I’m pulled by their
tidal forces,
Al jabr · The night and all its invisible objects forge the illumination of a face, ultimately
the spectacle is death, with all flesh entwined in the far-frayed ends of time · The past is
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made up of severed lives, broken in the process of adding and subtracting,
The shadow of our nights is a past that never existed, the shadow of our days is a future
that will never be, memories fragment as we hurtle onward, pressed false they mirror
us, pressed true they’re subdued · We’re climbing through a hole in a screen and everything is falling off of us, only nothingness is continuous,
This is how your memories function as well, it’s you playing the role expected of you,
it’s just that you do the expecting as well · In other words, you expect you to be you and
you’re surprised when you’re not, when there’s a part of you that you don’t recognize or
accept · The word is the medium of self-differentiation, the medium in which we dwell,
A long, loose flap of night unfastens itself, reaching inside your windows as a small animal rustles about out of sight · Language flutters, a faucet dripping, and you’re a growing storm gradually surrendering itself to a mirror that’s both in and out, like a long,
loose flap of light · A telephone rings continually in the darkness, lying hidden, like a
wounded destiny,
An historical aside · At one point in the mirroring of my mind I saw myself seeing
myself being seen, a by-product of the interaction of my eyes and my sight, that is, my
mind · That split is the wound of subjectivity which consciousness attempts to heal,
that same consciousness which is invested in the mirror, seeing what it takes as itself ·
Consciousness attempts to heal that rift, in the process confusing itself for another,
Once upon a time I lost my desire, taking another’s as my own · A temptation · Over at
their house, daytime, no parents around, I think it’s only his mom, anyway guys older
than me, want to be like them, buy small plastic bag of bitter white powder, watching
him fill small syringe with water, empty it into spoon with the powder, heat to bubbling
with match under, strain through cotton into syringe, tying arm off above elbow, slap
veins in cubital of elbow make them pop out, slip needle into vein just off parallel, jack
some blood into syringe and then press plunger forcing liquid into the vein, pull needle
from arm, wait, wait, wait, look out look out look out piuuuuuu rocket ship gripping
the bottom of your spine launching straight into your skull blasting off pulling you
along with it like a pile of clothes, rising from the chain as the drug takes effect it feels
as though you’re covered in fuzzy caterpillars, writhing all over you,
Along with me the room quivers, shaking, I feel things slipping, falling apart, as though
I were no longer pertinent, my sense of being closer to the molecular than to the I, all
my constituent parts, all the images, all the names, the phrases, all the glimpses, all the
stories, the walls, the floors, the furnishings crumble and become a kind of current I’m
swept along in, shiny little fragments swirling around emptiness,
Now, as far as the story goes, the moments become a long hallway and you drift down
its length, expanding, following a traditional pattern as the body refreshes its consisten127

cy while consciousness careens · Nothing about death is impossible when your memories attack, splaying you,
Identity is one thing but without identification it’s nothing · To identify with another is
a natural progression from identifying with the image in the mirror, and as you take
yourself for another you take their desire along with it · Once upon a time you took
another’s desire as your own and in the course of doing so misplaced yours,
I feel a crushing blow, a weight pressing me down, pushing my flesh into its very shape
as within I see only a bright glowing orb of light illuminating the darkness and all goes
quiet as I seem to float,
The weight of the world is thus, and because time is compressed, present and future
dance, always replacing what was before as our bodies are haunted by their lack of consistency and nothingness returns brandishing consciousness · Still the stars follow their
traditional paths and the body drifts down its lengths, expanding · Because the world
careens you’re continually replacing it with what was before, light and shade dancing
around the sparkling dawn, words brushing by tearing a hole in the world through
which memories stream, even as they change,
Unable to speak and dwelling in a kind of swollen silence a fierce fire burns darkly
within me as though being revealed from behind a passing body eclipsing it, the nameless light that I am opening in darkness,
The deep and shining dark was pressured by the glare of the lights from the houses,
houses lit to invite the many costumed children to their doors where sweet candy treats
would be doled out after careful examinations of their disguises,
Dumping the bag an immense confusion of colors, shapes, and solidities tumble onto
the floor, geometry gone mad as a generalized odor of cloying sweetness begins to diffuse, lifting the noses of those around the spoils, the plunder of which now becoming
the hoarding, that which lurks beneath the mask,
The preparations varied from year to year, child to child, the goal was to transform
yourself through the image, through altering how you appeared or by taking on the
appearance of a mythic figure or characterization, shapes dotted the horizon, figures
populated the sky and everywhere there were witches, goblins, grim reapers, ghosts,
fairies, elves, Frankensteins, princesses, Batmans, Spidermans, robots, pirates, dinosaurs,
spacemen,
Seek to understand human suffering · Are they any less a person for being a thief a slut
someone you consider to be morally compromised, the infirm the diseased those who
suffer anxiously are they any the less for it...
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Imagine if all of the addresses were random, you’d have to memorize them · But what a
system does, like a numerical system, it does the memorization for you, you get to
memorize the system, not random numbers · What if you were like this...
Why can’t they just leave me be...I don’t want to do this, I really don’t want to do this,
please leave me alone, it’s like I have to be part of their plan, why can’t they just let me
be...It’s all happening around me and now it’s going to happen to me, sad angry frustrated, pass me by this once, take this from me,
We are the foam at the open end of forever holding up a background in the center of an
empty room as a song sounds across the sky in a smooth acoustic flow, the curving
shape of a bell, a kaleidoscopic swirl wiggling into a mirror and coming out again,
Damp damp ground, tall cattails, the dark sky, a swallowed breath, some confused
thoughts, my father’s injunctions, I can’t act, a pretty girl, I want to, I don’t know, why
is she, holding my hand, I don’t understand, pressing so close, our breaths collide, my
eyes dart, our fingers press, I feel stupid, I seem useless, without any words, our looks
cross, our breaths deflate, her hair flips, we get up, we’re walking back, up a hill, a sidewalk appears, the moon looms, the frontier looms, a world closes, she walks away,
I’m drowning in a sea of images so I pull my head up out of that water and gasp,
breathing, and for a moment I can see clearly as though wrapped in morning light, the
kind of delicate light that’s like tissue paper or like cotton candy in your eyes, a soft
focus on the perimeter and a muted pastel sharpness between, soft yellow, creamy
white, with silver-gold flecks inside every atom, a lozenge of light in every speckle,
specks of light in every ray, rays of light in every spectrum, spectra in every eye, rivers
of light flowing to the sea, swallowing me until darkness saves me,
The flux and flummox of here and now, a gravity, a loss that empties itself into a universe of swirling rivulets, into sound-crested moonlight, into slumbering shadows, and
then a darkness flows sweeping, covering everything and everyone with the shock of
eternity, the wound of forever,
What’s real and what isn’t...A long, loose flap of night unfastens itself, reaching inside
your window · Language flutters and you’re a growing hurricane half a world away, suddenly stuttering and then you’re born, a growing storm surrendering itself to a mirror
both in and out · You can lose your essence to this wounded forever, a long, loose flap
of light hidden in darkness,
The steps are silent, but what can’t be hidden is the creaking of the wooden floor
beneath them, the silent, creaking steps of something unknown, slowly, steadily
approaching out of the dark hallway, the house itself pregnant with such a hush, frozen
with contagious fear as everything waits,
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I breathe in the moon, the candy-sparkle of the stars sits in a heady sprinkle of night as
finally my vision comes, the contorted faces, the missing histories, the twisted limbs, the
disjointed moments · I was given these dreams by forces that I cannot see,
This is the book of memory · A book that changes every time you open it · The past does
not complete you, nor is it the future that makes you want · You imagine events that
might have occurred, detail after detail emerging, and crowded out by memory the past
disappears,
This is the only living novel · Your mind, a site for the collapsed cubism and chaos of
dreams, is being swallowed by fantasy, like a curling wave wrapping around itself ·
You’re playing something out on the body, something along its faults, a dull bromide
for the everything that has been and is returning as though the past had caught up and
is now pulling ahead,
I refuse this society · Breathless in a sea of noise you’re choking on death, after each
ineffectual gasp you’re forced down deeper, each breath splitting the dark, each gaze
ringing the hollow darkness like a bell, invisible cracks forcing their way to and fro like
lightening bolts sensed in the air, doorways opening and closing millisecond after millisecond until space itself seems defenestrated by habituation,
Dawn catches night’s gauzy gown and the day is slowly exposed,
The busy county road stretches in both directions, crowded with traffic slowed by road
work being done · I walk along the shoulder, weaving along barefooted, full of a life as
the way forward narrows, road workers and machines crowding · Surrounded by hostile
faces, by leers and sneering, anger and resentment, I realize my path is being blocked
save for one narrow path leading out into the road · Walking onto and down this narrow way I suddenly see a large road-roller coming directly towards me forcing me to
turn and walk across a stretch of still steaming-hot, fresh lain asphalt to get out of the
way · With each step across the soft, steaming surface the pain increases and I can hear
the laughter and the jibes of the workers behind me as I pass off the road onto the dirt,
gravel, and scrub at the side of the road · Walking away I refuse to look back to
acknowledge them just as I refuse to show them the pain I’m enduring, a chorus of
jeers behind me thrown like stones at and after me · Soon enough my feet are cleansed
of the asphalt by sand and grasses and I try to push it from my mind, tears welling
behind my eyes pushing my face outward, as hurt by the rejection as by the physical
pain I’m feeling, as though there’s something about it I can’t get to, the feeling of being
used by someone for their cruel pleasure · Soon I try to chase it from my mind despite
the tears welling behind my eyes, pushing my face outward, as hurt by the violent rejection as by the physical pain I feel, it’s as though I begin to lock everything away and
now there’s something about it that I can’t get to, all like part of a script, like a weight, a
fate, or just a recapitulation,
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The past does not complete you, nor does the future– continuity is an illusion, a mental
construct, much like luck, a play of shadows that comforts you · And what is randomness when there is no continuity, you who play the part that’s expected of you in order
to create continuity...
How to reveal through concealment · Meaning comes from a doubling-up of moments,
an algebra of reflections in time, despuming a scrambled flesh, the only wound being a
temporal pathway · I dissemble and I digress, regressing in this, the capital of brevity, as
it lingers, insisting · What’s real and what isn’t...Language stutters and you’re born, like
a new universe, but, losing your essence to a wounded forever, you can only go as far as
a festering tomorrow · I remember and I forget, but I have the power to become what I
am, to set a light in this world · Embrace me, embrace my words, I am the betrayer and
I am the betrayed,
Walking from the store into the sun, forcing a squint, there on the sidewalk was Larry,
younger with behavioral and learning problems, a target for everyone to tease and make
fun of, frail, withdrawn and stooped, walking fast, scared, a small group across the
parking lot · Have they been picking on you...Relieved look answers, look across lot kids
scattering · Well they won’t bother you anymore today · Look into his eyes · Do you want
a ride home...Pose question with gaze · It’s no problem we can give you one · Lightingaze
· We’re going that way · Reachingrab car door handle · Com’on get in · Pulling door
open clambering into back seat · Twisting look · Would you like a doughnut or
pastry...Turnin box in hand · Reachingrabbin jelly rollin mouth bitin · They’re good
aren’t they...Nodsin agreement · Remnants of jelly cling to face,
Rolling through the surface of this world · Dirty gray concrete surface pitted with potholes and stained with myriad fluids, sky littered with clouds as a wind picks up dirt
paper plastic bag wrapped around pole, tires crunch brakes grip glide into stop, park,
ignition keys door handle pulling open foot reaching out,
I feel like Joseph, the interpreter of dreams, dusty, unwashed, confronted by great
authority, but able to see, to draw connections between the revealed and the unrevealed
· Drawn from the pit, I am the dream to be interpreted and understood, drawn from
the pit, I am alive, abandoned by all– I now owe nothing and so have become dangerous,
With jerky bird-like movements honed by fear and self-consciousness, by a reticence to
trust those who are more prone to bully him, scruffy, uncombed hair, wearing too many
clothes for the weather, wandering along the storefronts in a sad aimlessness, the air of
being alone effusing his bearing and there is something unseemly, almost disgusting
about him, as though the perceived weakness of his mind spread throughout his being,
unwashed as he is, it seemed as though the laying on of hands could lift it all off him,
cure him and render him whole · He was the kind of person whose presence straightened you up and forced you back,
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The contorted faces, the missing histories, the twisted limbs, the disjointed moments, I
was given these dreams by forces I cannot see · I breathe in the moon, projecting a
shape into the future, the candy-sprinkle of the stars sitting in a heady ramble of night
as finally my vision comes,
Here I want to describe a tranquil light passing with the moonlight, like dreams crashing into the gleam of a window, an emptiness full of shapes arranging themselves, shattering, ecstatic visions leading the way · The weight of the world is a darkness seeping
off in all directions, a long loose flap of night with a bundle of dreams, a confusion of
churning colors acting as thought · Drawn by the weight of the world the night sky
seems to pull away from the edge of oblivion with a sudden small shift and only the
scar of eternity persists as your hand reaches to touch your face · Who or what is it
walking beside you as busy scenes tumble in heartbeats...We are the echoes of one
another, a doubling of moments all alike, each of us the meaning that enters the room
like a dark figure at your side,
In the shell of the car we look back and see him in the back seat face smeared with jelly
doughnut, grandmother in the front seat next to me a lightness lingering, warm and
alive, a space for wonder, an openness in her presence, dirty dusty seat cushions sun
and shade · Are we ready to go...
Bright colors, store windows, sale, reduced, special, lowest price highest quality, milk,
detergent, open late,

Memories can also be altered to function in a capacity for wish-fulfillment ·“ We’ve
come to believe that our mind is like a videotape, that it just accurately records
whatever we see, whatever we hear, whatever we come in contact with. The reality
is, what our memory is actually recording is, yes, what’s going on in the moment,
but also mixed into that are memories, dreams, some little distraction, it’s just a
huge variety pack. Our memories are actually not accurate at all...”
I exhale the moon, projecting a shape into the future, I vomit out the sky, projecting a
space into the world · As the stars return my gaze, the clouds brush my eyes and the
world stumbles under the weight of thought, as I stand in the hollow dome of air
breathing, a past that never was supports me · How many can sing of such breathless
moments...I am a child of Abraham and I dwell in the tradition of the Book, and I say
to you that there is no G-d, but that without G-d we couldn’t and wouldn’t be who and
what we are, we need a G-d that doesn’t exist in order to complete our constitution, our
make-up, we need a non-existant G-d in order to be human and this is the central paradox of our existence as sexed, speaking animals, here, where I can only ever take you for
what you mistake yourself to be,
What if your memory were like a grammatical system, and what you constantly remem-
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ber is the system and its advantages, not any single moment in time, and what if that
system were what makes you possible...
My mother, standing on her toes, whispers quietly at the moon, calling out the grass
and the wind, as life, like a shadowy pool of water, swallows her dreams, the sky bruised
and broken,
I lost a passing whim of time, a bright cloud full of irritants, of lapses– at least this is
the story I tell myself watching gray clouds · The dark woods disappear with childhood
never complete– a hardy frame, a hardy home, one full of light and shade, the weight
lifted, the darkness turning,
Reaching inside a pathway of time, filling space itself with pictures, a certain consistency is as still as the stars and shadows pass like dark flashes of surface, a mirror becomes
a glass full of night, but still the world is darker, stepping through a mirror as though it
were an attempt to heal a rift, my face stamped with hollowing imagined events, plots
that appear mumbling like memories collapsing into circles of light,
Sleeping folktales, the bedding off, vain vision orbits in the room, waves of night beating against the mattress · I’m surprised by the black weight of space, the abandonment
of light spinning myths and beliefs– I glimpse only dark traces as the future sits idle
somewhere,
Words grab hold, phantoms pulling with all their weight · Starting to emerge from a
night full of shades, a chorus of memories visits me, a chorus of images taking over the
anxieties of space first left by the weight of words, now deposited between the seconds,
The city is an engine and mine is a voice in that wilderness of time · Left right up down,
mapping space, for what is lost will soon be found, time and time again plotting, for
what is found again will always be treasured · But what does it profit you to gain an
entire world...There is no all to everything, shadows are the only record and this is the
beginning of the unreal · I dreamt that I heard the rain striking a metal awning and I
awoke,
My mother, in all her wretched glory, in all her perverse delight, sits on the veins of her
feet decoding an inexistant totality with a borrowed I that doesn’t seem to work,
I sit in the protective circle I’ve drawn around myself as temptations appear, my mother’s desire descending as it appears snarling like a demon approaching only to pass
through · I realize that I have taken that desire as my own,
I’m walking through this nightmare searching for some lost means of enjoyment, my I,
as though gathering, is made of mist and night, a single-eyed abyss staring into me,
making sounds seem like sand shifting somewhere behind the darkness,
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The darkness fills us, filling us with emptiness, the emptiness of space retreating as us, a
power sown in darkness without authority, still, with its curtailed uncertainty, calling us
like deep water embracing the dark shadow of time, coloring the trembling filiation of
life with the still heart of death such that it lends us meaning,
Initials scratched into the smoothed mortar between the glazed gray bricks, names
carved into the wooden table top, spray paint on the outer door, chalk messages on the
sidewalk,
The combinatory algebra of the birds singing in a timeless dawn exists as a critique of
time, spilling into moments as did those before them as will those after · Just as we
employ the combinatory algebra of the Gospel story as a template, a popular tale, existing as a critique of time expressed, our lives are expressed in the same story over and
over again,
Dawn crawls noiselessly out of its gauzy nightgown and the day calls,
The confusing of identity · A single room was set up for the photographers to hurriedly
snap the photos which would appear in the yearbook, the official record of the classes ·
Everyone was required to be present and have their photos taken · Let’s have some fun
and take each other’s place · As another after another after another sat through their
photos we switched · So it is when one person is many different names or when different names do the same thing,
This is what there is of me as it appears in dreams, this is what there is of me as it
appears in thought, this is what there is of me as it appears in speech, this is what there
is of me,
The sky seemed open and expansive, light like a halo around the horizon, a bright ribbon-candy of radiation ringing the field stretching out before, as behind us the suburban houses sit on their slim manicured lots, fragile toys perched on the edge of some
landed forever,
An image lightens around me, shaping me as a shadowless other is expelled from the
mirror, a grotesque flattened image takes my place, a gash of eyes carrying me away as it
soothes a plowed-up mind of unfolding thoughts,
Perhaps the moon inside of me is like Lazarus in the tomb, a being of light inhabiting
me, a Lazarus that will soon rise,
A long procession of trees begins to speak in the wind, following a figure without substance, all memories being elaborated retroactively like narratives that infect the ruined
air, the gravity of the present bending the contents therein, the past like a glimmer of
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light illuminating the turmoil looping into space,
Why believe anything is revealed by death...Just as the earth can erupt, our works can
contain a true event– a film can flicker and we can glimpse the dark,
Even though shocked by his presence she never lost her kindness and generosity ·
Although taken aback by his dishevelled appearance and soporific countenance she
maintained a noble air as though it were her duty to be present in kindness,
A sparkle, a glimmer, light and shade dancing through the leaves as wind, sun and
cloud interact · Now, as far as the story goes, the moments become the long hallway,
they drift down its length, expanding, following a traditional pattern as the body relishes a moment of consistency · Because the stars return our gaze, brandishing the universe, holding it out before us, consciousness careens, and as nothing about death is
impossible, your memories attack, splaying you,
Let this image be the mark of my consistency, of my continuity, of my coherence, as
representation and resolution to my own otherness, my difference from myself · I stand
before you, doubled, my self and this other self, unknown to me,
Pulling off the road we parked near some trees as the downpour pounded on the roof
and the rumble of thunder and the jagged stabbing flashes of lightning shook and
charged the air · Sitting three across in the front seat we had a cinematic view of the
thunderstorm raging over the wide field · Feeling the charged air we looked at one
another and agreed to try to make the lightning strike here on the dirt road in front of
us · Concentrating, we directed our thoughts, picturing lightning before us, and, as we
did, a trident-pronged crack illuminated the small clearing in front of us · All three of
our heads perked-up at once as though they were of the same body and same consciousness and we sat in silent amazement as the rain slowly let up before driving home
without a word,
A long, loose flap of night unfastens itself, reaching inside your windows as a small animal rustles about out of sight · Language flutters, a faucet drips, and you’re a growing
storm gradually surrendering itself to a mirror that’s both in and out like a long loose
flap of light · A phone rings continually in the darkness, lying hidden, like a wounded
destiny,
Away from the crowd her behavior stiffened, her speech became awkward, less spontaneous, she acted as though she didn’t know you, as though you were a pariah of some
sort,
The weight of the world is thus– because the body has a certain inconsistency time is
condensed, light and shade dance, always replaying what was before · As our bodies are
haunted by that inconsistency, nothingness returns brandishing consciousness as the
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stars follow their traditional paths around the sparkling dawn and still the body drifts
down its own expanding lengths · Words brush by, tearing a hole in the world through
which memories stream, even as they change entering consciousness and the careening
world is continually replaced with what was,
Lying in bed surrounded by darkness a light blinks inside my eyelids as slabs of weighted dark cover, sealing the bright glow behind or just beyond my consciousness as a gentle swirl of sleep catches me, tossing me softly as the dark-like panels attracted to one
another seal it in and close,
Everything breaks and falls apart, how do you make something in a world that’s falling
apart...A whirlwind of things, it’s all going to happen, breaking around me, and all of
this is subject to change · Happy, sad, angry, calm, desirous, frustrated, anxious, bored,
surprised, interested, content, proud, loving, joyful, shocked, hurt, disappointed,
ashamed, guilty, envious, doubtful, afraid, powerless, disgusted, embarrassed,
I feel like a fool, used for someone else’s miracle of pleasure · Cold lifeless concrete saltstained roadway echoing an emptiness as trucks cars pass forcing a cold wind shivering
all alone picturing warm house walking step after step sinking feeling following frigid
concrete cast away a persistent misunderstanding as lost as any other I don’t know who
I am here stinging tears tearing away screens,
I am the betrayer, I am the betrayed, I am the evangelist writing the tale but I don’t
believe it and neither should you because in order to believe you have to identify with
what’s impossible for you to identify with, and this is the mistake all believers make,
they identify with that which is impossible to identify with, hence their belief is always
imperfect, unstable, in need of continual reassurance, and can only but be · All belief is
imperfect · I cannot believe, but I can act as though I do, I can act the way I see others
acting, mimicking belief like a charade, belief that so few people actually live, just saying
the right things at the right time in the right tone of voice, gesticulating and genuflecting,
Now, as far as the story goes it follows a traditional pattern, child meets world, world
crushes child, proving that the body possesses a certain inconsistency and functions as
the ground and grounding of enjoyment,
Instead of knowledge you choose repeated behavior, and it starts before you find your
way through · Wait, start over, before I what...What does it mean to know anyway...Let’s
go through that again, instead of knowledge you choose repetition, you do the same
thing over and over again in order to avoid knowing why you do something,
A chorus of breathless memories · The moon waxes and wanes, gray with peeling mold, a
head full of irritants in orbit, singing in a refrain that breaks the world · Cars in the
background shift in sound as they pass, lights above and around, the crystal clear night
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flattened in layers, stretching out the body and the sky,
Like the time I was with my grandmother and we ran into Larry when we were shopping · He was being teased by some other kids, (or) he was being cursed by a shop
clerk, (or) he was being laughed at by a group of children, (or) he was nearly hit by a
car walking through the parking lot, (or) he had an epileptic fit, (or) he wet himself · I
greeted him and asked if he needed a ride · We gave him a doughnut, now with jelly all
over his mouth she is shocked by him but retains kindness and composure the way she
always represented calm and space in the face of stupefying and terrifying madness, the
calm and space I betrayed claiming my independence,
And when you’re unfamiliar even to yourself · Growing from the constituent parts · The
light inhabits a sickened world · Sculpted by mass · You’ve been through too much to be
someone else · You always have been · A wilderness of ideas · It’s my words that you hear
but it’s my father’s voice · Grave whisperers · Fading in fading out · Dedicated to the faces
· The empty place without words,
My mother, who reminds me that one day what remains won’t even cast a shadow, and
that day is like a burning distance,
The moon is an interpellation made of light · I became lost · The modes of night · I
wandered through temptation after temptation · A glistening node of insistence married
to death · Falling before rising · Supplanting history with repetition · Realizing that path
was a false one · The world careens outside these walls · Only the true path is fulfilling ·
Disappearing beyond the signs · Erasing itself as you follow it,
And so I became lost as I wandered through different worlds · I fell in with thieves ·
Lying · Cheating · Stealing · Not feeling I was one of them · Their companionship a form
of solace · Eventually rescued and adopted by a group of outcasts · Scorning society · Tied
together by attitudes · A rallying of principle · From that small group to a curious homoerotic doubling · Leading to a total rejection of society · And then an opposite and equal
reaction · A strange physics of imprisonment,
Such is the history that society wants to erase, like a record being expunged · I am the
continuation of the Abrahamic world, but now refusing its G-d · The next in a series of
steps,
The festival · The sloping field filled with people all during the day and night until it was
impossible to tell how many were coming and going · The night hid the massive crowd
like a huge blanket stretching from horizon to horizon · Flattened by the endless foot
traffic, all foliage, as well as the remnants of the rain, were slowly pressed into the
ground · As the night settled in, the sounds of all the activity became more pronounced, the lights from the many fires and lights from the stage growing in intensity ·
Moving through the crowd seemed like something out of a dream as all kinds of people
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would appear and disappear, faces, shuffling feet, gesturing hands as bodies pass, this
one tall and shirtless, this one squat, this one naked · A short, physically deformed dealer stood beside the worn path, hawking drugs of any sort sought, like a money changer
in the temple · Elsewhere many shared music, food, and drink, small groups forming,
dissolving, reforming anew · Male, female, every possible manifestation as the faces float
like some dream montage · Finally, some shared sleep · The next day dawn crawls out of
its gauzy nightgown into sun and beautiful skies as everyone migrates to the river which
borders the field while in the back of their minds, like a color cell or a template or
stained glass window coloring everything, is the story of John the Baptist · The banks
on both sides filled with people lounging, washing, relaxing as many ended their
impromptu baptisms · There were many addressing small collections of people eager to
hear of hope and change, the sky fluttering with soft clouds and birds · It was like a picture of a future yet to be, all the promise, all the hopes of the future waiting just out of
reach, waiting to be realized, everyone waiting, looking · I feel unworthy of being a part
of this new world waiting to be born,
What allows you to recognize yourself...Your particular unconscious fixations are always
expressed · In different guises · The body is a surface and there is no interior · Change
your body to match an image · Hope would be that the body would help us escape · The
empire of the image · The secondary construction that you are · Unfamiliar to yourself ·
You remember all of a retelling so that you might seem familiar · You are a web of memories that you only imagine yourself to be,
A popular tale · A story that doesn’t believe in the veracity of memory and that understands you are not the stories you tell yourself about yourself,
The G-ds have brought us this far as they too lie there bleeding · Now it’s up to us, a
nightmarish leap into the world where race cuts us up into pieces, such marked bodies
becoming the repository of our collective histories · I live with all of that as the geometry of my psyche,
The telephone game · So I always tell others to make up whatever they want about me,
just not to believe it · Me, I have no choice but to believe, even after I understand that
my memories aren’t accurate or realistic reproductions of my past, just as you have little
choice but to believe your memories · And so we engage in a curious commerce, asking
one another to believe what we ourselves believe about ourselves, knowing that what we
believe is false,
And you are more than yourself · Withdrawn · How long did it take...Fading · A fiction
of country · What are you missing...Such is the true history · A wilderness of images and
ideas · Your sense of self · Lost to all who believe,
And I started to see stars tossing me softly in the dark, pawing the sparkling dawn, the
world careening at my feet, pupped and kicked by the previous day’s light and shade, a
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world exposed like the hush of an empty theatre or a city that erases its history so that
only the smiling scar of eternity remains, packed in on me like a blinking memory giving way to the ramshackle dark,
The betrayal of life · And these beautiful wo/men chasing an ethical dream, their fate
will be the lore of this world Being will break expelled along with the threat they represent · And these reflections in time, this wall of suffering, all of this is given to you, all of
this is written in sand, in the air Being will break expelled along with the threat they represent,
A city that continually, if not constantly erases its history– I recreate that will to erase ·
These drops of blood, this necklace of stars, it’s my words that you hear in that heady
sprinkle of night, still embraced by the uncertain light that inhabits your sickened
world · I want to change the way you relate to yourself, to breed you with transgressions, wandering through temptation after temptation, unfamiliar even to yourself, with
each and every memory an alternate history · Such it is with all that society seeks to
erase, an establishing of loss,
A mental radio · Hearing multiple stations · Fading in fading out · Layered · Competing
· Cancelling out one another · Simultaneous · Elaborating · Voices heard in the night ·
Where adjectives live · Lights that illuminate a sickened world · Children imprisoned
without provision · Falling forward disappearing into a ditch · Someone spoke · Fading
in fading out · Digging a long pit · This will be your eternal home · A common knowledge · It’s well understood · Foisted on you · I watch down the road · It’s more than a
fence · A child’s arm wrapped around your neck,
And you are your memories are who you are and what you are and you make and
remake your memories and yourself with each and every telling as each and every
memory is another retelling as you remember all of that retelling so that you might recognize what you imagine yourself to be,
These drops of blood · Darkness founded on exclusion · A mental radio · This necklace
of night · It’s my words that you hear in that heady sprinkle · Simultaneously ·
Embraced by an uncertain light · Elaborating · Voices heard in the night · Fading in fading out · You relate to yourself · Breeding with transgressions · Wandering through
temptation after temptation · A common knowledge disappearing · Unfamiliar even to
itself · So someone spoke · Fading in fading out · With each and every memory an alternate history · Such it is with all that society seeks to erase · Founded on exclusion · An
establishment of loss · This will be your home,
Pages from the book of memory · I step through the image as I sleep in the fort of night,
hearing things in my slumber · A row of windows, a kind of dislocation burning with
inflection like perfect flesh, rose-tinged clouds bursting forth in the blush of a cheek, a
shadow of light through a blanket of fog · Playing children walking down a distant side139

walk, a hand reaching for a tool, clouds dubbing the open sky, a murky dark moving,
dirty gray concrete, anger lashed to a bright shadow, a full-length mirror flaying, a relief
that gives form to an impossible shape, sparks flashing,
Let time and space support breathless memories · As yesterday stretches out touching
our understanding of loneliness, the present contorts like a snake with its head cut off ·
A single voice tears the fabric of eternity as a soluble yesterday unfolds, words refusing
to mesh with a drifting present exploding as destiny, determining a long ago reimagined,
Even though the intimate dark ignites a raging fire of distance, a single voice can be a
body made of light or a small echo of thoughts as time unfolds around you, long black
shadows without memory dance while a sleeping everything is a sudden majesty adrift,
a nightly refrain falling forth, swallowing the green aching future,
My mother, delirious in her humanity, enters your Jerusalem and finds a shadowless
other, expelled like the breath of thought, comprehensibly trashed, pressing into her
brain like a probing finger,
I live in the bankrupt economy of memory, recognizing nothing, where the sky is
empty like a large shadow, hovering, where the light of the stars is lost, swallowed by a
dark mist, not even threatening to explode,
In the flesh-like night the moon sinks into its easy chair, its eyes beginning to droop, the
mother of my father, all its thinking unclear, a little here, a little there, it wisks a dusky
dream away, a crease forever folding into the dark, forever falling anew, like memories
dissolved, memories resolved, memories reassembled, so far so few so lost so found,
Give me your hand, I’m haunted by myself as well · Even if this day is a mystery and
you’re punished in thought and in dreams, trust that the way will appear,
Dreams are like figures that have never been substantial standing stark still in the
mouths of shadows, like doors to another room, fading in the crushing darkness,
So much depends on this little bit of nothing, this little bit that’s lost but then left over,
this little bit that bends our will to shape it · So much for the life promised us or even
for the promise of life, succumbing as it is to the plague of broken promises, all left
unfulfilled and wanting in a world waning– the closing of a door, the exhalation of a
breath,
A being of light inhabits me · A single voice can be heard crying, overloud and straining
to the point of cracking, such is the adherence of the night and its surrounding darkness, clinging before it enters into you like a hole · This is the immense stress each
dimension places on the others, every past, present, and future suddenly slipping, their
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contents spilling · A tear in the fabric of spacetime would mean a gap, an emptiness
between the past, the present, and the future · We are already the effects of such a rupture, we are the spilled contents of time, and a voice can be heard, a figure can be seen,
as they are violently interjected into a frame · A single voice calls from somewhere in
the distance, a single voice calling out again and again as the shadows shift and move,
A true enough story · Who am I...I feel like I just don’t know anymore, it’s like I lost
myself along the way somehow, taken over by some characterization of the personalities
around me, as though other dimensional beings were passing through me, quiescent
me, reflecting only them · The film flickers and you glimpse the dark, a gash in spacetime, exceeding,
And who is it that walks beside ___ · A long ago address, spoken · Orgasm memory
pictures · ___ live ___ life in this invisible power acting through ___ hands · A realigning of events, a well-mannered temporal reality · There is a fullness beyond ___ dreams,
What’s real and what isn’t...A long flap of night unfastens itself, reaching inside your
window · What’s real and what isn’t...Language stutters and you’re born · What’s real
and what isn’t...Both in and out, a long flap of light, slyly hidden, like darkness · What’s
real and what isn’t...Language flutters and you’re a sudden storm surrendering itself to a
mirror · What’s real and what isn’t...You can lose your essence to a wounded forever,
Because the body has a certain inconsistency time becomes the weight of the world,
light and shade dance and, as the body is haunted by its lost consistency, nothingness
returns brandishing consciousness · Still the stars follow their traditional paths and the
body drifts down its lengths, expanding as light and shade dance around the sparkling
dawn · Words rush by, tearing a hole in the world through which memories stream,
even as they change, entering consciousness, replacing the careening world,
Entering a fog-like state where voices are speaking about you, like you’re in a bubble
and it captures and holds all the light around it, brighter than everything, it’s like a
pressure cooker, everything inside condenses, packed in on itself, the pressure so great
everything ignites, glowing like a fog lit from inside · Thoughts seem to glow, illuminating with a felt sense, an uncomfortable warmth embracing you until you emerge as if
born anew and everything seems like a figment of the past and you’ve taken a step
beyond,
Together our lips mesh and slide, gripping good as gripping goes, our understanding of
loneliness tossed into this world, lost in watching itself · Here a partial today drifts, and
what remains of us leaves for darkness, as seeing anew which story will inform us, burying us in its arms, the night falls forth, making a shiny black nothing out of a body,
loosening itself as you tighten around me, the explosion of a star and I’m coming, the
scar of eternity, a thin succession of moments, alone,
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I’m not strong enough to write the past, I don’t even want to claim it, just let it drift, let
someone else find and fix it, like a melody passed from person to person– I’ll just start
humming another · The popular stories that bind together a nation, a people, folk tales,
historic tales, heroic tales, tales of crime and horror, tales of loss, my story in the midst of
all of these is just a small sound, a jot, the sound of a pencil tearing the fibers in a sheet
of paper, each stroke a cut,
Each stroke is like a cut, grabbing hold pulling, filling with blood, garnering a sudden
majesty as I engage, growing, gleaming with spit, tingling in tightening throbs, pulsing,
holding its head in the palm of a glistening hand, gleaming like a lost twilight as lost in
a swirl I become everything, a moist tomorrow now spasming,
A temptation · We would stay up all night taking hallucinogenic drugs in their basement
bedroom near the noisy, spewing furnace set in the dark, dark basement · Music, laughter, waves of pleasure sweeping, pulsing through and over your body like orgasmic
waves released from your lower spine coursing upward to the base of your skull,
Memories, images overloud and straining, a cocoon of time shaping beliefs, a partial
yesterday stretching, a hand touching gray brick, a faulty memory, an eternity of irritants clinging, these are a few of my lapses as I hurl my twisted reality, a vision like
leaves rustling and falling, as the ground erupts, the past prized as an individual falling
to the floor, a being made of light, a being of thought, caught between the lines,
In the present, today is Halloween · Aching, the future sits idling in a refrain that the past
used to hear · Switching the roles of space and time, traversing space as though it were
uni-dimensional and time as though it were multi-dimensional, ___ escape causality ·
There’s a light that points a way out of the darkness, ___ can move towards the light or
___ can dwell in darkness,
Then a young man approached, one they knew whose parents were separating, and
upon greeting he asked can a man divorce his wife for any reason...Then someone
spoke calmly, saying, accept what you can accept of life for some are born incapable,
some are made incapable, some choose to be,
Tell me, tell me, is there something hidden inside, or is it outside · Once upon a time
before the world was a story · I do sense something somewhere · Why do you fold into one
another like voices...Some thoughts seem bred in a pocket · I’ll tell you a story because
your ears are like broken windows that can’t be closed · There is no inside or outside,
there is only an in-between,
Beings of light inhabit me · I strive to get rid of this verbal presence, this parasite, I want
to slip these bonds · Can I get rid of this voice in my head, this voice dwelling in presences and echoes, this voice talking, reciting...Is this voice in my head the same as the
voice on the page, and is G-d like the narrator speaking through your voice...A single
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voice can be heard from somewhere in the night, a single voice calling out,
I want you to be here though, I want you here, just like you are now, I’ll always be with
you, whenever you gather I will always be there with you, a part of what it is that’s you,
of the plurality of voices out of which you’re made · You avoid as much of you as you
embrace and I can only take you for what you mistake yourself to be,
An epileptic fit · A sudden small twitch seems like the spark that ignites a string of fireworks, exploding like a cancer of on-off switches roiling every muscle and tendon ·
Falling to the floor as hands spasmodically clench, flecks of foam spackling the corners
of his mouth, his face twisting itself as it contorts, eyes rolling back in their sockets, legs
violently extending, spine arching as it pushes into his chest, a twisting arm being manhandled by some invisible force · Minutes go by unabated, the tensions in his body
slowly relax cell by cell, the occupying presence relinquishing its possession,
The clothes I wore then · You’re a hole in the world · The photos that don’t exist · Nothing
brings you closer to the truth · Left alone without memories · She never to this day apologized · Have you ever wandered alone · I was sent home with excruciating pain · It’s like
pulling down an entire conception of myself · Life’s very sad · Identifying with another
involves a degree of eroticism and desire · How silly and tragic our lives are · You’re a hole
in the weave of the world · There is a blank spot on each canvas,
Simple affectations, rings, necklace, long hair, unwashed clothes, untrimmed fingernails,
uncombed hair, unbrushed teeth, bad breath · Are they allowing you to be yourself, or
only within certain parameters...Mistakes, false starts and steps, confusion, indecision,
unformed self, unfinished identity,
My mother, she who makes the right holes in the right places, demands that I act, we
who are none of us innocent,
Here is how they define me, wrapping me in their desire and expectations, seeing me as
they want me to be not as I want myself to be, their wants and wishes for me resulting
and culminating in this moment, in this room, in a desperate attempt to bend me to
their will, to force me to follow their plan for me, but something stands between their
world and me, another desire, another plan that I embody and embrace, even if I don’t
yet know what it is, their world could crumble and fall and I would still walk above it,
looking at eternity, so I stand here isolated and alone, alienated from family and friends,
letting eternity fill me,
I am neither a giver nor a taker of life, the world could be ready to burn and we would
not notice · I am neither the end nor the beginning, but through me you can find a way
after you’ve given everything else away, just as the rain brings new ways for the light to
disperse, every drop offering possibility, the light of life can only exist against the darkness, and that’s where you’ll find it, like mercury in the dark cup of your mind, escaping
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if you try to grasp it · The light exists outside and cannot be brought within, but like all
things must be exchanged for or transformed into something else · I call forth a light
that speaks, I call forth another’s voice, not mine, to fill you, for it shall not be mine
alone, but shall spread amongst you · How is it that you have missed so much, how is it
that you have grown old from caring...This much belongs to you, and you have even
settled for less, as so much has been lost, so much is yet to be gained if this is to be the
standard by which you measure your life · The heart would embrace this life so much if
it could, but trouble brings its own loneliness, where even your family and friends will
turn against you, trouble brings its own respite, like the dawn finding the light every
morning, trouble finds the means to an end and you won’t even need to look,
The dark is the kind of chocolaty dark that seems not merely textured but full of
shapes, everything in it seeming to crackle · Turning away toward the scrub and bushes
the right hand seamlessly unzips the fly reaching in searching, pulling out the warm
moist penis · Relax, pushing, as the urine stream begins to flow it seems to glow, tracing
fire down to the ground where blinking embers begin to glow in a clear red fire, the
stream as it arcs is a trail of fire collecting in a pool of glowing red embers · Looking up
and around the air seems to consist of small red, green, and blue dots, while behind it
the black sky seems of a solid piece, a roof pressing you into place · Voices seem to
come from across a field or a body of water, I have no thoughts for the future or of the
past · Shaking off the last droplets with a rolling shiver up the spine everything in the
world is re-introduced · With clothing in place I turn to face the others who are already
in the car, a loud metal door latch clicks swinging on creaking hinges as it opens ·
Transfixed by the concentric display of light from the streetlights, the air seems as
though it were a mass of twitching life buzzing at the base of my skull, a metallic taste
puckering · Outside of its circle the night forbids and forebodes, rings around the
moon setting it apart, a milky pearl in the shiny black sky, a shiny pearl in the way of
eternity,
Sitting in the wooded area the drug creeps into your mind like a wind or a distant
storm, the leaves like green molecular fire overflowing its physical boundaries and limitations, every breeze rattles and shakes them leaving them clattering, every striking stillness growing more and more deafening until a small stirring breeze starts their conversation again, shaking through you,
The story so far · The story of an adolescent who, torn from his home and friends, finds
he has to navigate new identities and an increasingly displeasing world · Denouncing
hypocrisy and those who manifest it he refuses the world, setting out to change it only
to be arrested and judged,
A closeness without contact, as though our minds vibrated together in a single note, the
same texture like a background that passes through us, joining us together here in our
alienation, a revolutionary gesture forging between us as a social force, transformative
in character, to accompany the personal transformative power of the symbolic which
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has a structuring effect, indeed is what structures us as subjects, and can have powerful
effects when you seek it out to intervene in your life · It can have a mediating effect, like
with the popular psychics who perform the important task of mediating relations
between the living and the dead, something traditionally churches have done · It can
give you strength to stand apart, to face the hypocrisy, the moral degeneracy of those in
positions of authority,
As the mushroom enzymes violently grip my stomach, Mayan glyphs and codices flash
through my vision as thoughts themselves seem to take on animated shapes and forms ·
Waves of sensation rock my body as a growl gathers in my throat and fills the room
around me, I am an animal, my entire body gripping itself in a growl, sensations closing
in like a jungle,
A minimalist sketch · Searching I remain so far removed from original pleasures ·
Understanding that as a substitute for the pleasure I took as a child in listening to the
mystery of my young parents engaged in sex is the pleasure I take in the sound of porn,
but also, as a correlate and another step removed, in the sound of voices on TV, which,
aside from being a displacement of the sound of my parents fucking, I associated with
my parents in the next room as I lie in bed behind a closed door · A scene · I’m sitting
on the couch in the living room watching a talk show with my mother who is talking
non-stop as a voice in my head loops into space,
Let your heart lift the moon · He’s so high on acid that he can’t control or quiet his mind
as voices, images, hallucinations pour over him, drawing him in tumbling thoughts and
perceptions · Seeking me out I calm him with my voice as though I were gently touching him, caressing his temple and forehead, drawing the voices out like a magnet drawing metal filings, quieting his mind as though I were slowing a force of water,
I can’t stop the hallucinations or the voices overwhelming me, there are voices like
demons shouting in my head, I can’t escape them or quiet them down, it’s like trying to
slow a thrust of water bouncing and rippling like a trampoline,
The racial fantasy that is America and the narratives and myths that sustain and justify
our racial beliefs, all founded on stories of beginnings and stories of ends, stories of the
creation of the group, the social body, stories of heroism, tragedy, and sacrifice, stories
of monumental gain, stories of endless loss, stories, all stories, stories that serve to
refuse or to justify racism and racial hatred, stories determined as to how they’re going
to be used, stories that paint you with their color,
A brief history of the unconscious · You wouldn’t be able to have sex if your mother didn’t
desire it · Silence is my only refuge · I don’t care what you grope for in the half-light of
your desire · Something is missing and something is left over · You tell me if and when
your life spills into moments · Something spreading in all directions · My fantasy life is an
open wound · She just borrowed something from me so she could free herself from her
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mother · I am as much a way of avoiding identity as I am of embracing it,
My mother reminds me that I and the silken force of pleasure are holes in the weave of
the world · Ash falling, the sky’s sacrifice, everyone is riding this molecular fire as it
burns a hole in the world · With smoke rising change is everywhere but a moment not
unlike the next · Blessed are those who are not offended,
The dead speak past us because they don’t trust us, as a result they won’t tell us anything, keeping everything to themselves · Time for them is the one moment we exist in,
a moment which keeps repeating until it stops as gaps begin to appear and the dead
tumble out · We have to put it all together, none of it satisfying, a cache of memories
scattered, breaking like a wave as they pile up, slowed by the shallowness of the present
as they fall, curling unto themselves, never fully revealed, a shadow of shallow inertia
hidden in all confusion,
Death shows us something real, but what is real can never be true because only something that is made can be true, what is real is not true because it’s not made, and as
such escapes all truth, it simply is, like air, like rock, whereas truth is all things that are
still-born · A mute physician of the past, the present, and the future, unashamed of
want, unwashed and unafraid, although beheaded, stands, here,
Caught in a web of shifting relations, improbable probabilities pronounced over and
over again, or just a loop in time, I’m continually checking the gas, the lights, the locked
door, over and over again,
The voices I have on in the background, a web of relations muffled, mumbled, or eroticized like obscene whispers, whether on the TV, the radio, or a movie, I allow them to
soothe me, shades of my parents as I lie in the grieving dark looking at the crack of
light under the closed bedroom door,
The laws of this world that hold you spellbound · We who vanish, crowded and wounded
by dreams, like something without a face, merely a body, a movement in the grass,
The laws of this world that hold you spellbound · Give me your hand, I’m haunted by
myself · Even if this day is a mystery and you’re punished in thought and in dreams,
trust the way · Blessed are those who are not offended,
They’ve thrown out all of my clothes, cut all of my hair off, they’ve forbidden me from seeing certain people · Why don’t you think for yourself, all you are is his shadow, you’re
smart, why don’t you act smart...We forbid you to ever see him, all you are is a follower,
we’re at our wits end with you, what are we going to do with you...You need to be
brought back into the fold, one day you’ll understand, use your intelligence, don’t just
do what other people want you to do, you have to think for yourself,
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Turning away from me the gaze disappeared into an unknown distance, the perfectibility of its night lying in a dream, and, as dreaming is the reproach and proof of consciousness, it’s the basis for all subsequent questions of sense and nonsense,
Quiet in its closing distance, the night felt like a story waiting to be untold, seeing nothing, split, incapable of being comfortable with itself, it soon became crowded with
dreams · Gradually a face appears,
Cursed are those who despoil the earth for profit, for they shall reap what they sow ·
Cursed are the hypocrites, for theirs is a moral degeneracy · Cursed are those who exploit
others for profit, for theirs is a true poverty · Cursed are those who betray trust, for they
will never be trusted · Cursed are those who deny themselves merely to belong, for they
will be lost and truly alone · Cursed are those who close their eyes to injustice, for they will
invite darkness · Cursed are those who gather lies about them, for they will gain emptiness · Cursed are those who hoard riches, for they will never find happiness · Cursed are
those who judge according to riches, for they will remain poor in character · Cursed are
those who cast aside the aged, for they relinquish wisdom · Cursed are those who deny the
youth a culture, for they will reap no tomorrow · Cursed are the egotists, for the center of
their will shall never hold · Cursed are those who wage war, for destruction shall fall
upon them · Cursed are those who chase after objects, for they will never be filled,
Imagine yourself without a center, imagine yourself as the expression of a violent rupture, imagine yourself becoming a hole, imagine yourself becoming that which passes
through you, imagine yourself as the bright blind splinters in your thoughts, imagine
yourself flittering through a realm of shadows, imagine yourself misremembering yourself, imagine yourself forgetting yourself, imagine yourself remembering that you don’t
remember, imagine yourself orbiting an empty center, imagine yourself observing yourself, imagine yourself filled with emptiness,
Embrace yourself, embrace your past · Lying on my left side in the dark my right arm
reaches down across my body and grabs my hardening cock · In my thoughts I see my
infant self reaching with my right hand across my sleeping grandfather grabbing his
erect dreaming cock · In fact, any time I grab myself I feel I’m playing out the scene
with my grandfather and his dreaming cock,
A gleam in the air is what remains, encased in well-manicured events that strangely
align, the same way we enter every morning as a partial yesterday stretching space and
time, a fullness not carried in a single note, a refrain that builds within the minutes
until the night swallows time’s dewy covenant again,
The gaze went into an unknown distance, the perfectibility of its night lying in a dream
· My dreams grip me and toss me like waves in a roiling sea, but waking I calm them
and walk across,
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You lie heeding the call of a dream and then awake to darkness, struggling to make
something out of nothing · It’s hard to focus, you want to see clearly, you want to see
more as you search the dark for a sign, but the dark knows only flashes, glimpsed like
blind fish approaching the surface of a pool, turning suddenly and disappearing,
A gleam in the air is what remains, encased in well-manicured events that strangely
align, the way we enter every morning as a partial yesterday distorting space, a fullness
carried in a single note, a refrain that builds in minutes until night swallows time’s dewy
covenant again and we entertain the same,
The effectiveness of symbols · The dream wraps you in the curl of its wave before it crashes, spilling into your day– Wake and walk across it like Jesus across the water,
A popular tale · Society proceeds on the backs of its myths, there are laws, etc., but it’s a
society’s myths and conventions which determine how and to what extent it can
advance, achieve,
I, you, he, everyone is a figure in the myths · I am Judas at one time, Jesus at another,
disciple and then anointed, you identify with all the figures · In the story of our culture’s
G-d,
You expend as much energy resisting some identifications as you do embracing others ·
You are not your identity, you only imagine that you are, and that distance from yourself, that inherent alienation that marks us as human subjects, you can think of it as an
effect of language since language is how we experience the symbolic,
A shadow, a long, loose flap of night unfastens itself, reaching across you like a fading
wisp of smoke, finite but without boundary or edge,
Dawn rubs up against the sky and the day erupts,
The ballad of spacetime · Language stutters and you’re born, a new universe like a flock
of birds alighting, the womb of a story struggling in your skin · The following day is a
fearless generator of repetition · Spread out through the night of your body your images
are ghosts stained with light, expressions infinite in their expansion and lack of selfconsciousness · A memory dies as I drift into the night · A certain consistency from a lack
of it, present in kindred illusions as chaos seamlessly unzips the world,
I trust the sinner who knows she’s sinned and who’s renounced sin more than I trust
the phony piety of those who believe they occupy a privileged moral position and that
they are above or beyond sin,
A father’s voice, a mother’s body · Here are the beautiful young wo/men, charismatic in
their regal assurance and easy confidence, striding, they move the air with them as they
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move, slim, with flowing hair and handsome smiling faces, dressed in a simple, unpretentious and understated style · They’re both looked up to and despised, kept at length,
walking a narrow path that will lead to banishment, for, have no illusions, it will be a
relief to all to be rid of them for they represent an ethical choice to those around them,
a choice no one wants to make · Their casual air contains a refusal of the world and the
society around them, a radical questioning which most go out of their way to avoid for
those who embody such alternatives must be driven away, excluded with the threat that
they represent · They come to you telling a story, they come to you filled with life and it
speaks, and so speaks resurrection, a voice you hear without awareness but which resonates as all of your images become like ghosts crawling over your skin,
This is time’s vast ocean in the wake of a dream · Ours is a besieged occupation, persecuted by a breathless travesty, ours is an interrogation made of night, making a victim
of the darkness, ours is a stranger thesis, a head full of glimmering nothingnesses as
leaf-like life turns, ours is a fallen future standing for a proof of time, a texture disappearing into the shadow of a moon,
In the classroom we’re watching a black and white film of starved, desiccated corpses
being bulldozed into a long, deep pit already filled with like-entangled bodies · And
what of those who are responsible for our great strife, who have profited from the making of our great tragedy, will they succeed while many will suffer because of their greed
and selfishness...Now we should be haunted, now the vision should congeal and clarify
or there will never be justice, but all will suffer, all will struggle, none will escape for the
world will make no distinction,
I see things out of the corners of my eyes that I wouldn’t see or notice looking straight
on, it’s like a glimpse, a distracted glimpse that allows you to see something,
As far as the question of immediacy is concerned they witnessed a real event– yesterday
is today and tomorrow is the same,
Peek outside the screen door talk through the crack as wind comes up with the gray
clouds hair blowing dog staying close looking up as anxiously trees wave windows
glassy air the moon peeking like an insight the day still not gone your father like some
kind of secret between you and your mother in the kitchen the cabinets the table · Is
this your friend...Hi, I’m Red, red hair, handsome eyes smiling,
The great tragedy that is this world · To those who are to come say you knew the beauty
that was this world before the blindness of humans in their greed destroyed it and the
life upon it · Woe to those who build their houses upon such greed as sickens this
world, for many were the warnings, many were the alarms as the world blindly careened
onward smug in its dominion, content in its short-sightedness, all of which will be
stripped away as wind and water will be stripped away as wind and water will erase the
world of the past, for verily I say to you, the physician shall not reach the patient until
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the infection has set in and the suffering is great · And it happened when he finished,
The edifice of memory is a shifting facade and there is still a monument to movement
all around you · This is the Book of Memory, a book that changes every time you open it
for the past does not complete you nor is it the future that makes you want · I imagine
events that might have occurred, detail after detail emerging, and crowded out by memory, the past disappears · This is the Only Living Novel, and my mind, a site for the collapsed cubism and chaos of dreams, is being swallowed by fantasy like a curling wave
wrapping around itself · I’m playing something out on the body, something along its
false symmetries, a dull bromide for the everything that has been and is returning as
though it had caught up and is now pulling ahead · What if your memory were like a
grammatical system and what you constantly remember is the system and its advantages, not any single moment in time, and what if that system were what makes you
possible...
All these things that haunt me must give way to all of this, folded under like weeds to
fertilize growth for some seeds fall on fertile ground and sprout, some fall on fallow
ground and die, still others fall on rock and become a source of irritation, giving rise to
such sores that even the eyes that see them are like broken windows, empty in the middle, surrounded by jagged spurs, the reflections they give off incomplete, like faces
appearing in the dark and just as suddenly disappearing,
Caught between the lines in a strange city of sleep my shadow passes before me like an
eclipse · Dreaming is like walking into the shadows of figures, like walking into little
cut-out figures silhouetted there while my silent voice is a presence, a certain absent
consistency,
Sitting on the edge of a field these thoughts come and go like birds darting in the wind,
a sense of solitude heavy as the twilight descends upon me, a loneliness, a sense of isolation complete and distant draws me with its tidal force · Flotsam now, floating upon
the world, the song that sings drowning in murky darkness as the stars begin to shine
like flecks of eyes easing into the black air all around the halo of the moon, a hole of
light in the sky dangling on a precipice,
What is it that walks beside you...We live our lives with these invisible powers acting
through our hands, there being a fullness beyond our dreams, and what we think is a
reliable aligning of events, a well-mannered temporal entity, is just dead leaves falling, a
flash without a sound,
A popular tale · I am this character in a drama being played out outside of my control,
it’s like you could predict what would happen next as though it played out as part of a
script, a script absorbed into our very being, played out anew with each generation, a
way of being based on a mythos, a template to shape your desire,
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My mother, as delirious as history, hides in the blunt scales of humanity, a personal
record of found footage attaching itself to the present,
With each successive moment all the pieces fit together differently as a fearless generator, a fictional counterpart attacks each instant with a pulse so strong it makes your
entire body jerk,
From such mundane beginnings, joy, contemplation, abandonment, light, and blood
speak, exercising their swollen wills · Inside, the wind is hollow, sound without body,
just as every I is a hollow space outside of itself leaving behind the scars of a non-existant eternity where things appear and disappear and dreams inform, space is time and
together they’re moving,
His appearance, besotted and rough · Hair unwashed, long and uncombed, dirty jeans,
shirt torn and soiled, old leather coat and shoes, teeth unbrushed, breath foul, pimples
scratched into open sores, an attitude towards the world mirroring his appearance, asocial, a near rejection · There are many ways to come to life, to be reborn, and to be not of
the world, for some come to a new life, some are forced to it by fate, and some are born to it
· And in this like in everything else, indifference promises to condemn it · Soiled, possessing the easily throbbing rectitude of a natural beauty and charisma, merely unwashed,
as though from out of a desert, he strides like the force of fate through the world, commanding attention even from a distance, even when he’s not known, even when contained in a mere glimpse, he is seen as possessing authority, the words from his mouth
calm, his eyes belying his appearance,
I can see other lives stretching away into a kind of distance, like mirages, blue and gold
halos which vanish in the blink of an eye, to be replaced with sky and sun– this is
because the future is undressed, discarded vestments litter the past and the present is
like a flock of birds alighting,
A popular tale · I am not a simple man, my love is not perfect nor is my hate, my
thoughts, conscious and unconscious, along with my perceptions are sinuously and
seriously twisted into my reality,
I stand alone in a field wanting the sky to touch the grass, watching gray clouds working, rain clouds showing it come to pass, each drop the broken sky, each drop our world
at last · In the tattered remnants of rain a broken twilight turns away from the world as
life swallows the green leaves and a jagged glimmer of light illuminates the sky,
The most you can hope for is an ecstatic state · My dreams grip me and toss me like waves
in a roiling sea, but as I wake I calm them, setting out across them, the day burning like
a paper shadow · I am the ashen remainder, the refuse, the cast off portion, the nothing
that resonates,
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You’re in a dialogue with yourself about yourself · This is how you think of yourself · Just
as you imagine what it’s like to be another person, you imagine what it’s like to be you ·
This is in the nature of the signifier · Just as you imagine what it’s like to be another person this is how you experience yourself, as another person · Hence fiction and its bastard
child narrative, a bastard who has usurped all authority,
So we turn to each other and our selves, rejecting you and your world, we see a different
world, an honest world, but we’re just young idiots aren’t we, too naive to know anything,
I pore over records of the past and it produces something new and original, a new
understanding of the Law, this is like a voice some will hear and some will not, and
those that hear will hear their own names called · As images loop in your head they
become a voice, an endless hallway with names carved into time, any cloud that sweeps
across you finds expression in a screaming shadow, a voice denouncing a twisted reality,
What if consciousness were merely an attempt at some kind of resolution, the solution
to a problem, and every time we spoke we addressed that problem, that part of our
make-up, of our psychical constitution, something that occupies the place of an absent
G-d,
I hate my memories, I want to be free of them, of my past, I want to get out from under
them, if I didn’t have my memories I wouldn’t be here · Sometimes you have to ruin
something in order to find its true essence but you can lose your essence to a wounded
tomorrow,
In every class you’re required to learn and to demonstrate your knowledge but what
does it mean to know, it’s as though such understanding is assumed, that once you
commit something to memory you know it for all time but what do you know when
you memorize, certainly not something immutable or unchanging, and what is the relation between knowledge and authority, I have it on great authority that such-and-such
is correct or truthful when knowledge and authority are subject to change,
Nerves flickering like stars ripped from the sky, I feel the hard shadow of her body come
alive, breathing, her lips there but not there, wrapped in and around themselves as my
stomach grips tightly, twisting, pulling me in,
Low in the morning sky dawn crawls out of its gauzy nightgown and clouds appear like
resonating cocoons,
Mine is a head full of irritants, that’s how I forge a new covenant with the Law, and the
moonlight makes my shiny black nothing glimmer in the dark night · There’s an emptiness in your place that’ll make sense in your dreams,
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A popular tale · This is the story of the story you tell yourself about yourself, like the
image of an image, this is what gives you consistency and allows you to control eruptions of the real,
A popular tale · This is the beginning of the social, the beginning of the unreal, every
time you recall a memory you re-write it, you are a living novel and you are written, a
nothing, a gap written in the writing,
Do you judge his appearance...An asocial refusal of basic hygiene, unwashed clothes,
unbrushed hair and teeth, self-possessed, self-absorbed, and yet his confidence and
charisma exude a rare authority, his manner calm and considerate without casting
judgement or returning yours, an authentic being in a world that can only imagine that
it is authentic, a world that can only imagine that it is itself, a lost world, lost unto itself,
They’re not teaching me anything, not anything that’s important to me, just a recitation
of facts, things that are important to the functioning of the economy, they’re not even
teaching me how to think, it’s more about becoming social creatures adapted to society
and its needs, nothing to do with life and our place in the world and the cosmos, it’s
like we need a reorganization of the mind, a new enlightenment,
The easiest thing was leaving in the mornings after attendance was taken, it was simply
a question of melting into the hordes of students in the halls and following the flow to
the rear wing of the building and walking out the back door, across the parking lot into
a small stand of trees, down a well-worn path littered with cigarette butts, into a sloping
ditch up onto some raised railroad tracks stretching out in opposing directions,
Something other than a mirroring relationship with the world · Windshield dashboard
rolling green field outside parked in a stand of trees he’s to my right sitting side by side
not looking sensing one another each a presence to the other buzzing alive large sun
setting in front of us passing wine and bread just as in the Bible we’re doing the same
making a new community counter to theirs, their hypocrisy and authority isolated
together we deny their world it’s all lies they always say one thing but do another, a huge
sun balances on the horizon bright shining as though the warm orange fire filled us and
shone through us a white glow covers us voices from the inside reading the Gospels
puts our turning away from the world in a permissive context like a line is drawn from
those who conspired two thousand years ago and us today say the same words use the
same means just because they existed we are stronger modelled after them they
renounced the world in order to make a new one,
Across the cafeteria chatter bodies shufflin laughter trays silverware faces passingazes
round about curious look slyly hidden glances she’s there cheekbones lips smilin with
her friends walkin across the room to their spot seats back to the wall I see her all the
time two years younger I’m goin to gettin up lookin the whole time others recede her
friends notice whisperin catch her gaze drawin near,
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In unwashed jeans and stained shirt, his hair long and tangled, uncombed and dirty,
scuffed shoes, pimply face, teeth unbrushed and coated with a thick green film except
where wear has taken place · When he looks at you he seems to see right into you as
though you were turned inside out,
A popular tale · The characteristics of this story represent and reflect aspects of our lives
and our learning, our trials, tests, and tribulations, and acts as the mythic matrix of our
‘process’, containing aspects, wishes, desires, and characteristics we can clearly identify
with– the falseness of a father failing you, a desire to have a child by that very father, the
turning away from family, friends, and society– and this pattern and template for desire
is repeated over and over again, as our model and ideal,
The walls seem permeable, as though you could pass through them, and you can see
yourself pass through their massless outlines, being amazed that you feel nothing but
anxiety and the life throbbing in your chest · You come to the realization that the whole
of your family history is a permeable and massless fiction, and that you’re being chased
by a broad gravity · Blessed are those who are not offended,
It’s always another who leads your life, a companion who travels with you, you see your
life as though it were the life of another, a broken string of yesterdays, a broken string of
tomorrows, tossing your fate into a cave of stars, each like a shiny pinprick, just as a life
is the broken arm of advancing nothingness, and because you have nothing, life catches
up to you, anointing you,
A child has come upon us, we have been given a story · And so it happened, we disappeared into a righteous dream, looking back into the darkness like a hand clutching
emptiness,
Fake leather ankle-high chukkas with hard foam soles, soiled white socks, torn and
stained blue jeans, dull green inside-out tee shirt, torn tan cotton shirt with snap buttons, some missing their fake mother-of-pearl faces, crumbled corduroy jacket with
worn elbows, long, matted dirty brown hair, scruffs of facial hair, dirty yellow teeth,
chewed fingernails, piss-stained underwear,
Burnt gold and red the field appeared frozen in the last resigning moments of daylight,
the sun looming like the fiery ball it is · There is a certain amount of safety here, away
from the world and its demons and its demands, away from suspicious, prying eyes, the
night blackening,
Standing, looking across the hillets of the wide field I felt my self dissolve, as though small
parts of me were flaking off and slowly floating up and away revealing the essence of
what I am, an emptiness, but an emptiness like a ball of light, a pure nothingness,
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I am a presence in the darkness, a dark light glowing beneath the black night, an invisible
fire burning, waves of light like strange breezes wafting through me and into the night,
once there and then gone · A light, running beneath the surface like a flame chasing a
trail of lighter fluid as it sparks and the very air catches fire as it buzzes, slowly erupting
in a fiery ball of empty being, a hissing hush of life,
Standing facing the bright white-yellow sun the warmth of it enters beneath my skin and I
feel my own sun glowing inside, a blinding brightness reaching outward for the warmth
that envelops me, glowing,
What is the effect of this strange copied ritual, this mass, this communion...First of all it
created between us an alternate community, a self-authorizing structure which allowed
us to recognize our alienation from society and to valorize it,
My mother, who marks the progress of the adventure, turns moments into a story, a
system for combining distinct, contingent elements into meaningful segments, secondary elaborations of primary phenomena,
What was dead will be revealed to life, the ground will erupt, life will contain a true
event, a film will flicker and the dark will be glimpsed,
Personal histories · Only the scar of eternity exists, valorized as the individual– it’s my
dreams that inform me · Both the universal and the individual of which we take part
are remnants of Christianity– a Paulist universality, an individuality before G-d · What
aspects of our structural constitution is G-d, and what would we be without that constitution...
We are alone, broken but left standing, and this is how we address the Law and our relation to it · With the scattered remnants of a voice we await the renewal of the Law and
the renewal of our lives with it for just as the moon waxes and wanes so does the Law,
invisible as it may be it is still a presence, even when new,
Does that sound familiar...Then there’s the story I thought I read but I can’t find anywhere, I remember reading it, or maybe I made it up, but I can’t really remember what
it’s about, it’s kind of like a fairy tale or it’s based on a fairy tale about a magical story, a
story that whoever reads it it’ll always be only about them, they’ll see themselves no
matter who they are, and it’ll either benefit them in some way or else it’ll show them to
themselves like a magic mirror that shows them who they really are, which is why most
avoid it,
All matter flows, only an empty page can convey such a distance · Maybe a freckle on
your shoulder, perhaps the moonlight will oblige, give yourself another shadow, find
yourself another sign, I want to trace my lips across yours like a wisp of fading smoke,
let my heartbeat gather in a rhythm newly woke,
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Look at your life, is it a story, a narrative, or is it a series of repetitions that you overlook
in order to make up a story...Whether or not that’s a story you were meant to tell, but
that’s the meaning you give it, by the telling · You can’t hold on to memories, they’re
like dreams, they fall about and clump together like cobwebs, that’s their escape from
history, that’s how you can remember that which you’ve never experienced · Many rush
to see new things but few rush to see with new eyes,
I’ll put it to you in the form of a paradox– I can only ever take you for the woman you
mistake yourself to be, likewise, you can only ever take me for the man I mistake myself
to be · We are only ever reflections that we mistake ourselves to be,
Facing west as the huge disk of the sun sinks he’s in the passenger seat, I’m behind the
wheel, passing the bottle of wine and the baguette back and forth, a symbolic presence
invoked, a community being evoked, communing broken off from the world, not a part
of it any longer, down the hidden road,
The expansion of the name · I say to you that the very impulse of being is as cruel as a
curse and that every night I traverse its perimeter and limit · There where I can step
outside of both myself and it · I am a dynamic echo of the symbolic like light stepping
out of its brittle nightgown into an eternity where everything is a warm brooding of
dust, where even emptiness is punctuated by forever · The presence of the universe is an
expanding sleep, and ultimately consciousness will be the lost remainder,
What right do you have to accuse us of those things, what right do you have to question our
authority, haven’t we lived good productive lives...We think we’re good people, we’ve given
you a good home haven’t we, do you think you can just live any way you want...You don’t
know how the world works, life isn’t how you think it is,
The plump browned carcass was brought in with ceremony and decorum, with a decorous chorus of oohs and aahs as everyone, the three generations gathered, looked upon
the fabulous feast before them, dishes prepared year after year representing the plenty
brought forth in the founding myth of a social fraternity, with death at the center,
There are animals that are sacrificed, in an industrial manner, these turkeys, these hams,
all the traditional animal meals · Just as ancient cultures sacrificed in their ways, we do
in ours,
The corners of the room folded into other corners, some from past rooms, some current, memory projection set inside memory projection, a film’s rapid blinking folded in
on itself, home movies, looping, or did I make that up, being carried away, do I fade
away when I say the words...Blank,
Thanksgiving marks the official beginning of the holiday shopping season, in fact the
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Friday after Thanksgiving is the busiest shopping day of the year, the stores are packed,
they offer special sales, sometimes people camp outside stores all night to get at the sale
items, it’s great for business,
Dark woodwork beam ceilings full-length tilt windows bodies close warmth burning
yearning looking underneath eyelids each other’s body pressing lips meet warm as hand
presses two fingers soft wet pussy so wet lying on the table surrounded reflections warm
pressing she wants me hard here we go ignition against a hip somehow a condom pushing softly pulling out stomach pressed mattress reflecting warm edge of tolerance it’s
like I’m twisting around inside my body some force is pulling me twisting me around is
there something behind me the reflection in the mirror broken breath balanced on
breath after breath punctuated like dreams,
Traveling the road stretches out ahead · Constantly chased by your past you just make a
temporary distance from it as it rushes up beside you passing · There will be no
redemption,
Separate beings of light and thought inhabit me · Do I have to be an identity, can’t I just
be...We’re always split, we’re never identical to ourselves, there’s thinking and there’s
being · I’m not this, I’m not that, I’m this nothingness, this light that shines just as
being, and I’m also this thinking about it,
I feel like a leper, the way people look at me with contempt, with a kind of horror like
I’m being cast-out, like the road workers setting me up and laughing and sneering at
me, well, fuck them, fuck everybody if they don’t want me, I’m tired of trying to be
someone I’m not, shit, I don’t even know who I am, this person with this group, this
one with another, taking on the characteristics of those around me, fuck it all,
Trying to find a way so that there’s something more than loss, something other than
loss on top of loss, less the name and time of forgotten forgetting, the time of a life
opened and released · For if we merely engage in repetitive behaviors we are seldom
able to see, we cling to such repetition to shield us from knowing · So tell me, who or
what do you have a duty towards, is it G-d, society, family, yourself...Me, I’m trapped in
my own ethics, it’s because of them I can’t be a part of this world as I watch you jump
around on the TV– between it and me is the moment, that instant of spacetime shaping
us,
Death visits me in the garden · Is there another inside like Lazarus in his tomb, someone
who can simply arise, arise, and come forth into the world...The voice that calls to me is
like another body sprawling across mine, a ghost body, like a ghostly image made of
light · I’m aware of this other body in the same way I’m aware of silence, as a weight
displacing space and time, time and space,
All matter flows and only an empty page can convey such a distance · There is a great
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heaviness upon me, the deferential quality that I’ve inherited from my father leads me
to adopt the opinions of those with whom I identify, taking as my own their characteristics and desires,
Lost in the wilderness of sense, clinging to something that speaks through us, speaking
its name and ours, something that seems to deny sense, or at least only slightly takes it
on, grumbling in a lost tongue at the end of a breath,
I have to get out of here, they just won’t leave me alone, do this do that, I hate school, I
hate the people there, my parents won’t let me be, why do they think they can shape
me, why does anyone, I won’t let them, never wanted it to be like this, not that it’s a new
story, never changes generation after generation always the same, everything changes
but this struggle, to be who you are, I just know what I don’t want to be, what do they
want from me, what do they want me to want...I won’t be like them,
Circles of light randomly illuminate the static interior and the rushing exterior vistas,
the dense foliage to the open expanses of concrete going by in a shadowy-dark blur as
she’s seated next to me drawing attention inward · She’s between us as Red drives, few
words being spoken as a sense of anticipation builds · I feel her hand on my thigh inch
higher, squeezing gently as she turns her head, smiling at me · A turn into a dirt drive,
two worn tire paths and a center strip of weeds lead us to a small building set off from a
larger house · As the car comes to a stop the three of us disembark, stretching our legs
and backs and looking up through the country dark at the night sky, the Milky Way like
a handful of flour tossed across the glittering black background · Turning, she leads us
into her small dwelling with its one room living area, kitchen and bedroom · Sitting on
a rug we watch as she pours us each a glass of wine, carrying them over to sit between
us · Awkward moments, small talk, nervous energy, her smiling face, if the present were
but a memory it would be full of holes, spotty · Red gets up to use the toilet, when he
returns he sits on the edge of the bed looking at us, perturbed and anxious, full of an
awkward aggression · She and I look at each other quizzically bemused and wondering,
Red acting like a petulant child forced to share as the energy and anticipation dissipates
· Nervous, jokes, witticisms attempt to break the surface tension as frozen fingers
attempt to connect desire to desire with our trellis · Confusedly leaving we follow the
same route back, her hand finding my thigh, her smile finding my eyes,
Use me to make yourself pure, to cleanse the floor of the memories that cling like
ground-in soil, to walk on fresh earth, to mark-out fresh soil, to make fertile ground so
you might grow and with your growth recover the world, the world withheld from you
by those who would shape you, twisting you to their desires and designs, who in pursuit
of their own desires refuse you and your desire,
What hope is there for us in this world, a world that constantly slips from us...By the
same token you shouldn’t be bound by fear, do not take that from life · What hope is
there for us in this world, plentiful but without generosity...Even that will be constantly
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changing, drawing you along · What hope is there for us in this world, a world that has
ceased to surprise us...You will have to see it with new eyes,
Sentences like snakes writhing around one another, the clouds brush my eyes and the
earth stumbles under the weight of thought · Crowded by memories I want to be, I
want my words to be a tear in the fabric of the world · Tear a hole in the world and you
become a wanderer in a desert · Together they traveled far into the country and spoke
with many of the people there teaching them and there were many there who were amazed
by their words · Every time we speak something other is present in the act,
As I stood there, all the great figures of authority around me, I felt a kind of night come
over me and in that darkness, set against the field of black I saw my being as a glowing
ball of light filling me, spilling out and radiating,
Why can this story be ignored...What has taken all of the importance and currency out
of it...Clearly so each new generation can choose stasis over anxiety, give unto the world
that which is the world’s, and the world demands numbing sameness and death · Where
is life to be found...And who will claim it...
A history of struggle · Like a figure from somewhere I’m going to sleep for one hundred
years, my sins will follow me like a shadow and you will judge me in order to reveal
your hypocrisy · Get over the fact that there’s no meaning to life and inscribe the
incomprehensible in the midst of the unknown,
Who am I...I am the sum of all the identifications I’ve taken on, all the identifications
I’ve made · I’ve spent so much time wandering in the desert, succumbing to temptation, taking those desires as my own, it’s like they offer me a way out of the desert · But
it’s not my desire, it’s not my way out of the desert,
There can never be any conclusion for us · I’ve washed up upon these shores and so
begins another present, one which sheds itself · There being nothing universal now the
past just knocks on the open door of any empty future · Take my hand, I’m the voice in
your head, forever folding into the darkness in your little cave of bones, wisking dusty
dreams away · We who vanish, we are holes in the world but closer to the truth for it · A
broken sky floats, a planet spinning and turning, there’s nothing but changing relations,
we are something written in the writing, our lives the shadow of that fate · Black flakes
swirl in the sky, take my hand, you’re haunted by yourself · Blessed are those who are not
offended,
I feel like a Christian hiding amongst the dead in the catacombs, planting the seed of a
social revolution to come · The dead that are around me are the signifiers, the symbolic
network at work beyond consciousness · This is the aspect of literature that frightens society as it clings so desperately to its ‘voices’, its reduction to consciousness, its univocity, its
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ence · Jesus, the new man, was a master signifier, the result has been our conception of
the individual · We are part of this ongoing evolution and what seems to be next is the
subject as the site of a _____ · We are heirs to this great Abrahamic vision, which we are
called upon to continue by destroying it, just as Jesus destroyed a world · This is the
good news,
It’s not that I don’t love you, it’s just that I love everyone, I have to follow this path to see
where it leads, I have to go out into the world and put what I feel into practice · When I
finished I had the impression that I had merely confused her and that her confusion
was nothing more than a reflection of my own · I think my hope was that by acting
somehow my confusion would be ameliorated, that my path would become clear and
that I could finally proceed in confidence, all proceeding toward the reckoning that
would be my life, the reckoning between myself and the world, when I’ll be embraced
by the star-ridden hands of the universe, but first I must offer up suffering, this is the
path and means of purification, a baptism by experience and one doesn’t negotiate with
experience, it brings its own set of rules,
A turkey made by tracing your open hand, the thumb as the head wearing a pilgrim hat
with a big buckle in the front, the fingers as the tail feathers, orange and black and
brown the colors of the cut paper, a crayon Indian wearing a loincloth holding a tomahawk, a basket full of food at his feet,
A popular tale · What makes this testimony important...Why this story must be told...So
that each generation may be free to be the judge called upon by the world · This is the
path that is open to the end, variations of each line lead to the same finale, and given a
way by life and by death, we circumvent the sameness of the same · Here is that apocalypse,
A consciousness escaping, as treacherous as Judas, a precarious ego, as irritating as
betrayal, I am the betrayer and I am the betrayed, possessed and possessing, coming to
life and the living · I have come to set a light in this world, to set it afire · Embrace me,
embrace my words, I am the betrayer and the betrayed and I possess a treacherous consciousness,
I remember and I forget, I dissemble and I regret, but I have the power to represent
what I’m describing, to set a light in this world, the capital of brevity as it lingers, insisting · What’s real and what isn’t...Language stutters and you’re born, like a new universe
losing its essence to a wounded forever · Embrace me, embrace my words, I am the
betrayer and I am the betrayed,
I exhale the moon, projecting a shape into the future, I vomit out the sky, projecting a
shape into the world, as the stars return my gaze the clouds brush my eyes as I stand in
the hollowing dome of air, breathing, a past that never was supporting me,
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It’s hard to really care · It’s easier to care about strangers · When did I start feeling differently...When did my perspective grow...Used to be just me and my little world · Now
it’s more than me · I care about her but I care about everyone · How can I single her
out...I have to follow this path · It’s greater than that kind of love · It’s love unencumbered by desire and I don’t get any love in return · I open my heart to everyone · A dangerous thing · Even your friends and family turn against you · It’s so true · No one can
really stand any deviation in this world · Society functions best when everyone’s the
same · Broken windows reveal a truth but the wind and the rain reveal nothing,
I can’t stand it here · Everyone is focused on trying to change me, to make me into what
they want · It’s like a bad song, so banal it makes you cringe, or laugh · I can’t be like
them, I don’t want to be like them · The only time I’m not mad at them is when it
seems we’re in divergent dimensions, I have my world and they have theirs,
The darkness reveals nothing, nothing new nothing old, a dark expanse dotted with a
few points of light, just a few stars long ago in the far distant past as everything is extinguished · Stepping shoes rubbery cushion circles of streetlights in and out of shadow
buzzing head rings fatigue grips clothes pulling limits gaze shifts right beyond light
quiet houses lights in windows glow · No people walkin street stretches straight across
streets corners streetlights above nighttime laid out as the petals fold,
Her mother thought I was Jewish because my teeth clicked on the spoon · It’s not that I
don’t love you, I feel a general love, it’s just that I feel so much for everyone I want to
change the world, I can’t love just one person, I have to do something to affect everyone, I want to change things, to make some kind of change, and this involves our relation to language as it always has · I’m opposed to this world, I don’t want to be a part of
it · It’s hard for me to talk to her, to explain to her that something demands of me that I
turn my attention to the world · What do you feel you have to do...What do you mean
you love everyone...It’s like I’ve been touched, this love is like an attempt to recreate the
past, I want a love that’s different, that embraces the future,
Why do I feel so guilty...Like it’s just some kind of ulterior motive, I have to tell her that
I can’t love just her, I love everyone and can’t single her out · This is the time for the
preparation of the way into the wilderness · When they left the city and their families they
traveled to the town of _______ where they surprised the people with what they said,
they were not crazed fools as they were lead to believe but were filled with a poise and a
great reserve of strength, and those who heard them speak were impressed by what they
heard,
I stand before you, naked in spirit, defenseless, with nothing to hide, I’m not what you
say I am, I’m not what you think, it’s as though you stand poised before a mirror seeing
nothing as I disappear into the righteous stain of a shadow,
A popular tale · This is the story of one fool amongst all the others, one who rebelled
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against society and its hypocrisy, that indication of moral degeneracy · The old have
misgivings but the young are consumed by ideas · I refuse to be part of your world ·
Why do you judge me, why do you punish me...All of your G-ds are uniquely human ·
Who are you...You tell me that you’re my mother and yet I have no mother, I am but a
character in a drama being played out outside of my control, you can predict what will
happen next as though it will play itself out like part of a script absorbed into our very
being, played out anew with each generation, blind to the mythos that it’s based on, a
template to shape our desire,
We’ve been betrayed by hypocrisy, betrayed by such moral degeneracy, by the effects of
socialization, the very promise of life become compromise in the madness of this world
· Where is the majesty of life in all of this, a majesty open to the world and to the cosmos...Now more than any other time we’re engaging with the universe, not just the
great representations of it that humans have created, never leaving the world of belief,
but now with science we begin to finally glimpse the extent of the real · Promise has
always been swallowed by society, by the demands and expectations of your family, your
father, your mother, so you must turn away from them– You must deny your mother,
deny your father, deny your family, and not just to follow, which will lead you nowhere,
Let the reader understand · So we’ve finally arrived at the story, I know you’ve been anxiously searching and wondering where the story is in all of this, how do you tie all of
these fragments together, how am you supposed to read this, who or what are you supposed to identify with...Well, fuck you, and that’s the text itself addressing you, look in
the mirror for all of that, you’re not going to find it here,
So society proceeds on the backs of its myths, I mean there are laws but it’s society’s
myths which shape it and determine the extent to which it can advance,
How did Christianity undo an empire...By advocating an opposite response · What is the
organizing principle of our present empire...Violence was the organizing tenet of Rome
and its empire · What is the organizing principle of our empire...Materialism, capitalism, capital itself, violence, egocentrism and its correlates self-interest and private property, commodity-fetishism...How can we undo this empire...We need to think of
human subjectivity, what it means to be human in a new way · As Capital is anti-life, it’s
a form of violence, and it remains the organizing tenet of this society,
Technicians of Oz · He declares that appearances are all there is, there’s nothing behind
or beyond, there’s just the inaccessible, that every instant in time could happen concurrently, only existing in other dimensions inaccessible to us · He turns to me and says,
Try to tell me what I’m thinking...Something I can only surmise I tell him, I see what
you see, only from a different perspective · He turns to me and laughs, most people live
behind closed doors, something inaccessible, broken off and tossed away · We look at
each other, “a struggle that cuts into each particular identity, dividing it from within”,
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What are we going to do with you...They cut my hair threw away all of my clothes forbade me from seeing my friends,
We must deny the G-ds, who are petty, narcissistic, murderous monstrosities · What
should we be, we children of Abraham, we children of the Book, how are we to honor
that tradition when we can no longer believe...This is meant to be a continuation of
that tradition, which means a dissimilation of that tradition · We should recognize that
that tradition is one of substitution and that we can honor it by continuing that very
operation of substitution, the one that gives us wine for blood, bread for flesh while we
imagine our true satisfaction,
What if consciousness were merely an attempt at a resolution, the solution to a problem, and that every time we spoke we addressed something, some part of our make-up,
of our psychical constitution, a something that functions in the role of G-d...
We involve G-d, as part of our make-up, of our psychical constitution · What if G-d
rode on the prayer, that invocation, as an effect of language...
Your mind is a time machine and the system that is memory is what you are, not memories themselves · Your memories are not who you are, rather your memories exist,
structured the way they are in order to allow you to function in society, to allow for the
illusions of continuity and coherence, and cleaving together they combine, allowing for
the illusion of unity, of being one · It has been said that sons will turn away from fathers
and daughters will turn away from mothers, displacing the old with the new, and the
proximity to authority, that which allows for transgression, will it have its effect...Perhaps this too will change · I have come to sow discord between you and your memories
as though it were discord between you and your family,
Instability and contradiction · I am a treacherous consciousness, a precarious resolution
to the problem of what I am, betraying everything, including myself · If you would follow hardship follow me, of hardship and suffering I have a large share, if you would follow, follow me through the much-ruined air,
Classically and historically, that is symbolically, the church exists to mediate relations
between the living and the dead, it quite literally symbolizes those relations in its massive examples of Roman architecture and Roman imperial ceremonies– the procession,
the choir, the litany, all overlaid with Judeo-Christian symbology · In other words,
Jewish messianism combined with elements of the Mediterranean religions– being born
of a virgin, killed and resurrected, etc. · But the churches are no longer doing this, their
services are more like celebrations of inclusion, community gatherings and outreach,
and this is why you can find psychics, the ones you accuse of going on fishing expeditions with their audiences, the madams who reassure you that your dead mother is at
peace and that you can move on with your life without guilt, doing the historically symbolic work of the Church,
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There are traces of the past in ___ memories but there are effects of the past in ___ life,
if only ___ could find them out · For that ___ need to see a fullness beyond ___ reach,
an absent today turns ___ into a screaming shadow like some kind of visible orgasm
wriggling out of ___ skin · ___ would take all the suffering of the world upon ___self if
___ could,
The parable of the productive mistake · Thoughts full of days that are no longer and days
that will never be, all with a gravity as heavy as that which pulls Lazarus down inside his
tomb · There are memories like movies of a shadowless other, a night unto itself like a
stranger’s shadow · All thoughts, all myths, all images will betray you when your world
stumbles like the first steps of that Lazarus,
Dawn rubs against the sky’s gauzy nightgown and the day flares · How many people did
we meet on our way out of our home, how many people greeted us with questions, how
many were searching for answers...How many miles did we expend and exhaust, how
many sunrises and sunsets followed us across the sky, how many days and nights fell
like a kind of rain...How many times were we tempted to stop and return, how many
ways were we denied so much, how many desires did we pass over on our way, how
many whispered smiles did we spill...How many dismissed us as mad, how many struggled to keep their world by challenge, how many fallen words will resonate, how many
times has the earth stumbled under the weight of thought, how many can sing of
breathless revelation...How many times were we tempted on our journey, how many
offered us magical thought and potions, how many times did flesh render us weak, how
many times did we need to retreat into solitude, how many repairs were made to the
opening heavens, how many pieces of the sky did we gather...How many curses were
hurled at us like sticks and stones, how many were saddened by our going and wished
us well, how many ignored us and continued on their way, how many fed and housed
us, how many wives laughed and widows howled, how many footsteps like musical
staffs were inscribed, how many knew that our lives are like a song we sing together and
apart...
Easter Sunday, the present · Aching, the future sits idling in a refrain that the past used
to hear · Switching the roles of space and time we escape causality · There’s a light that
points a way out of the darkness, we can move towards the light or we can remain in
the darkness,
I am of the Abrahamic lineage and I am continuing the tradition of the Book · The universe is not a by-product of humans but G-d is, and the new Law is merely the fulfillment of the old, one metaphor beyond, one turn of the symbolic screw more, a new
order imparted · The question remains, how is this possible...
I stand on this authority, on this spot, the same as any other spot, I stand as I fall,
appearing on even this spot, my presence being my authority, my myth, broken open,
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Broken sky floods earth and spins, there’s nothing but motion · Glimpsing, I see her
looking, putting all of her thoughts on a reel, her brain seared by the flash blast of an
image · The price of history is that there is no all to history, and my life is the complete
opposite of all and of none, but without it there would be nothing but a bowl of sky, a
platter of earth,
What story do I want to tell...The tale of he who rebelled, a teen who challenged society
and its hypocrisy, and who suffered judgement and imprisonment at the hands of that
society whose representatives, parents, teachers, priests, judges, would implore him to
change, to reconsider his refusal to acquiesce, meeting in secret in their attempts to control him · We speak of what we know and report what we’ve seen · You have already
been judged · I don’t understand · Become like us and recreate our society · Who are
you...What do you want from me...
The word become human, the human become word · I have come to you full of this
purpose so you may see with new eyes and hear with new ears, I have come to you to
do an unconscious bidding, to fulfill an unconscious will which speaks through me,
G-d persists despite its impossibility · I think that G-d is a hypostatization of the symbolic, that when you feel the presence of G-d what you are feeling is the presence of the
symbolic · Blessed are those who are not offended,
It is the might of the symbolic that saves you, the might of the living word through
which we encounter the symbolic · The might of the symbolic is what saves, it is the
power of prayer, the presence of G-d in your life, the touch of an angel, the strength of
the Lord, it represents the passage from life to death and mediates your relations with
the dead,
Instead of fighting with more meaning, what if there were a way to undo the very codes
that meaning exists on, but that would mean undoing the codes that support and sustain your meaning, it would mean undoing all the codes that you live by, all the conventions that you share with the people with whom you compete meaning against meaning,
So we used the rituals and symbology of Christianity to forge and inform our rebellion
· The communion masses that we performed served to set us apart from empire, from
the world everyone embraces and shares, the world that we refuse, rebel against and
seek to undo · We stand on our ethical position and use it against those around us,
those we feel embrace the empire that is this world, reveling in its benefits, its riches, its
opulence, and the thoughtlessness that accompanies it,
Dawn erupts, its gauzy nightgown in flames, and from town to town, traveling to the
large gray city, the celebration will soon by upon us, every year they prepare in anticipa165

tion and expectation, parades and processions, meals and gifts · Rose-tinged clouds,
rose bursting forth on their upper edges, are drifting against a gray sky opening behind
the tall buildings with all their glass, offering a sense of frozen scale to the scene · Here a
rushing procession of vehicles accompany us into the city, gray and blue reflecting
themselves, laying itself out before us as we enter, shadows of the buildings like garments lain in the road before us, faces in the crowds caught in the sweep of a gaze, their
eyes shining open then disappearing, inflated by the stories diffused throughout the
society, coming to life in momentary flashes, fully developed, fully formed, and then
disappearing, all the pieces falling apart, but a memory, a fleeting memory remains, a
fleeting memory of a fleeting event · Now we can see our way through the world, this is
the presence of the word in our lives,
Very few will follow you here, many will be against you · Most will not care but some
will be threatened by what you say and stand for and lacking understanding, uninterested in their relation to history, to the cosmos, they will attack you, mocking you,
A forever wounded by unreal events, the long quiet captive journey · Why do I have to
go through this...Alongside the officials who were sent to retrieve me · Well, if this is the
way it’s going to be · Undergoing some sort of trial · Stuck in real events only in their
minds are my sins great, like hollow clouds intruding into me · This is how unsettling it is
when your memories turn out to be a shadowless other · I’m watching myself being
taken into custody over and over again handed over to be judged · I don’t regret what I’ve
done, without choice life becomes very simple · They’re leading me down a path that
doesn’t diverge, a path few will follow, the present always like a throbbing wound · The
way they look at me it’s like I’m either diseased or they’re projecting a shape of me into
the future · Without choices, as though you were a child and they won’t let you go · With
them everything is a giant hush as though that were the record of a fact · Pulling into a
parking lot, walking me through glass doors into an antiseptic reception area I’m handed
over, given some clothes and told to change into them · Two long nights in darkness and
two long days inside · I will not submit to them · At least I’m on my own · A drama waiting to be played out on this stage, an unreal forever wounded by real events · Small cell,
concrete bunk with a thin mattress, lacquered brick, names and initials scratched into
the mortar between,
Report: Subject displays moral certitude, exhibiting contempt for social convention
and conventional modes of living, denouncing them and the institutions supporting
them as hypocritical. Openly admits to drug use and refuses to attend school, claiming they are teaching him nothing through their socialization.

The Travelling Companion · There is another who repays a debt, and this is the guilt
that haunts you · So you move through this world as a stranger or a traveler, misremembering this other as an act of clemency · And just as misremembering is like speaking to yourself, remembering is like speaking to that other,
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Upon finding the river its water made for a refreshing reminder · It’s still the world that
makes these demands of you · Wash me, cleanse me of the past, I don’t feel worthy · A
new covenant, a model for the world, let it pour between us like desire and we’ll be
made new,
It’s hard to stand before those who you consider to be your friends and see the betrayal
in their eyes, hear it in their quivering voices, feel it like a wave striking your chest,
I want to curse my breath, to hurt myself, all in order to try to control the pain I feel,
pain that dissolves me in its acid until the only thing left is a rawness · Take this pain
from me, take this pain from me, knotted and contorted, my life is twisting around itself
like a writhing snake without a head, a lonely virtuoso of pain, enrapt in a symphony
carried by a single note,
This is not my world · There’s a heaviness upon me now, a weight I don’t want to bear, is
there no one to take it from me...With all closeness, all discursive relations, another
comes along, bearing all of that weight · You have to have eyes to see with · If we recreate memories every time we remember is that a kind of resurrection...See yourself being
seen, it’s all a monument to the past,
The brightness of the day tries to sting his eyes as the car stops outside the staid court
building, strange clothes drape his body, all the doorways, all the corridors, all the
benches in his life merge · He senses a prickling in the air, as though a halo of nettles
had settled on his head, there’s a buzzing like insects in his ears · Led into the court
room he stands facing a judge,

Judge · Today we are hearing the case of ____ _____, a minor, considered to be
incorrigible, who refuses to submit to the authority of his parents and to fulfill his
educational requirements, I’m Judge _______, let the record show that the accused is
here today with his parents (Pause, setting aside some papers, then looking at ____
_____) · So you think you’re special...
____ _____ · If you say so,

Judge · I’m presenting you with a choice today, you can either go back to school and
complete your education or you can be processed by this court and sent to a state-run
reformatory until you are determined to be fit for release · Now, tell me, which do
you prefer...

____ _____ · (Silence, looking down)

Judge · Do you have anything to say, don’t you care what happens to you...

_______ · (Con’t silence)
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Judge · You leave me no choice, I commit you to a period no less than the remainder
of the school year to the State run boy’s facility at Totem Town, at the end of which
time a further determination as to your disposition will be made,
Whoa, I didn’t even get to answer, and that’s how this thing has gone all along, I
don’t really seem to have a choice, it was going to happen no matter what I want,
even if I don’t know what I want, it’s still all just a lot of theater · I just couldn’t
answer because if I answered it meant I accepted what was going on · How can they
judge me...I don’t recognize their legitimacy, I’ll give them what’s theirs but I’m not
part of their world,
Don’t we owe it to the tradition of Abraham, Moses, Jesus, of Muhammad, to continue on, to not just accept, to do what they attempted and did, to question the established way, to point out hypocrisy and immorality, unethical behavior, to create
anew...

Standing before the Judge in his court · You have a decision to make today, I’m
going to leave the choice up to you– Will you follow your friend into the reformatory or will you go back to school...(Look intently), I can’t make it any plainer than
that, so which will it be...

Blinking blank thinking, Don’t want either, (Staring at the floor), I don’t want to go
back to school, I’m done with that, I don’t want to go to a reformatory,

Why won’t he say anything, he doesn’t want to go to the reformatory with him does
he...He should just get away from him, he’s a bad influence to say the least,
Seconds went by and the prisoner uttered not a word until finally a judgement was
pronounced · Alright then, you leave me no choice, I commit you to spend the
remainder of the school year in the State-run facilities at Boy’s Totem Town,

(To the judge), I am a child of Abraham, I speak the truth and those who are able to
hear know this,
What is truth...

The truth is I’m how the system breaks down, how it dissolves into something that it
can’t recognize or accept, I’m a flutter in the symbolic, a flaw in the system, so enter
into my fantasies, enter into my dreams, if you have eyes to see with you will see ·
And then when he had finished speaking,
All were concerned, or at the very least exhibiting concern about future possibilities, my
ability to get a good paying job, to become a productive part and member of the society
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that they represent, to justify their reasons for being in the first place, but their world is
a refusal of life, a path you pay for with your life and with your desire,
If this is your world, if these are the choices your society has made then I say fuck your
world, fuck your society, I don’t want to be a part of it, I don’t want to have any part in
it, fuck it, fuck your hypocrisy which is an indication of your moral degeneracy, you,
the ones who determine what’s right and what’s wrong, who claim to judge us, when
I’m here to judge you,
I bring a new law to replace the old, a new order to replace the old as I stand being
judged before the court for the crime of wanting something else, such is the discord I
sow, such is the contempt you will reap if you follow me,
Here we dwell in a desert of continuity like an ancient impertinence · I am one of the
children of Abraham and I live within its traditions, a little drama played out in the
children of the Book, along with its dark and troubling history,
Taken from the courtroom he’s promptly handed over to a pair of guards who escort
him to a waiting van · First through the colors and banners of the crowded city then
out onto a highway leading to a curving road lined by trees, turning onto a long oblong
drive wound around a large central yard set in a depression at the head of which stands
a large wooden totem pole · As the van stops in front of the main entrance to the nondescript complex of brick buildings, an employee of the facility steps out and walks up
to the van, sliding open the door to the back seat,
Flooding his thoughts is the recent, private conversation in a side room with the Judge,
questioning him · Why don’t you want to go to school...They’re not teaching me anything I want to learn · What is it that you want to learn that they’re not teaching you...I
don’t want to learn those things that are useful in this world, I am not nor do I desire to
be of this world · What do you want to do with this other-worldly knowledge...It’s not that
it’s knowledge that’s necessarily of use, truth is in that sense non-productive · What can
you do with truth...Well, you can’t use it to make money,
Stepping from the van we’re led through the glass doors of the entrance into a small,
homey reception area · Chairs couch magazine table small desk in front of large office
dark painted woodwork wall’s industrial palette · We’re approached immediately by a
scrappy young kid who smiling, asks, Are you two gangsters...No, we try not to adhere to
romantic myths · Snorting, and with a sneer he turns and walks away down a long hallway,
I’ve been betrayed by everyone, including myself,
So many faces in the muted palette of the institutional clothing, so many ages, so many
races, some short, some tall, some heavy, some thin, some posturing, some pouting,
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some laughing, some sad, faces, fighting for independence, fighting to belong, faces,
I am Joseph, I have been thrown into the pit, captured and thrown into the pit with the
others · Outcasts, criminals, the damaged, the injured, those possessed by drugs and
alcohol, into a pit of thieves, those who refuse society, who rebel,
We were given these clothes and told to get into them without hesitation, the clothes we
came in were to go into a paper bag upon which our names and an identification number were written,
Accumulating culture, we were accumulating culture and I wonder if that wasn’t the
point, to be forced to acculturate, to socialize even if among the violent and unstable,
the a- or even anti-social, this was the path we were set upon to fend, mostly for ourselves, as though we were subjects in a massive social experiment,
Dawn crawls out of its wispy nightgown and the day yawns,
The music of each day, bell to rise, shuffling of feet, groaning voices, dallying in line,
slouching in group formation, and then over-emphasizing posture as a form of sarcastic protest, poking one another, farting, burping, giggling, casting glances looking for
the same,
We have to learn how to line up for assembly and roll call, instructed to form three lines
one in front of the other,
Will we ever see them or be seen by them again as we did and were before the institution...It’s as though we were sent away like lepers or those with polio used to be, and
this is how we’re perceived,
Theoretically we were all supposed to attend school classes but they’re so remedial that
if you possessed any order of knowledge it was just another form of warehousing · I
worked for the kitchen and housekeeping crews when it was apparent that they could
teach me nothing as I’d already completed eleven years of schooling · The great irony, as
I was to find out, having complained that they were teaching me nothing in high
school, was that I was given a high school diploma for working with the house keeping
crew mopping floors and cleaning and with the kitchen crew preparing meals and
cleaning dishes, pots and pans,
Some counselors would derive pleasure from striking you, not beating so much as hitting just enough to get your attention · If the same spot is struck enough it becomes a
source of constant irritation and pain · Some would try to be your friend, hosting
Friday night get togethers to listen to music as though they were scout masters or big
brothers indoctrinating you into adulthood · Of course, this would allow them even
more and a greater authority,
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Roll was taken three times a day and all were required to assemble in the gymnasium ·
Our form of protest was to sit on the floor against the wall with our knees pulled up
resting our heads down on our folded arms,
The buildings are remnants of the past · Brick walls, concrete floors painted gray, banks
of fluorescent lights hovering over the linoleum-floored hallways and rooms, dorms
filled with fixed bunk beds set in the open rooms · There is no personal storage, clean
clothes are handed out regularly, the uniform being sneakers, white socks and underclothes, light blue pants and a gray sweatshirt · Any personal items had to be stored in
locked rooms, accessible only to supervisors · The strangest aspect of the institution is
the manner in which the age groups were differentiated, each group sharing a dorm
had its own totemic animal, the Hawks, the Falcons, the Knights, the Wolves, the
Bobcats · These were represented on the totem pole set in the common ground, the
wide grassy depression between the lanes of the winding drive · Try as they might they
can’t hide the industrial character of the place, from the offices to the dining room, the
large gymnasium to the classrooms, to the extensive yard behind the complex of buildings, the immense kitchen, the way the rooms smell from the harsh cleaners used, the
bright glare of the lighting, the worn nature of the furnishings, all betray the industrial
character of the place, a warehouse for those who can’t find a place in society, who’ve
fallen into drugs and alcohol, thieves, the violent,
There’s a dynasty here, a dynasty of misfits and miscreants, cast, into this great pit surrounded by wailing and crying, cursing the world that has rejected them, who abandoned them here, where adjectives live,
There are voices · I’m in the grip of something I can’t control, it’s shaking me, please let
me go · There are voices · I’m so sorry for everything, I don’t know who I am anymore,
Every interview, every meeting, every session we had with those in authority, whether
police, judge, priest, principal, doctor, counselor, psychologist, each was recorded, making them more real, more genuine, the repository of the actual, a register of truth, the
record of a fiction in time,
He set the cup down on the table, wiping his mouth as he looked at you · Do you know
why you’re here...I think we probably have different ideas about that · That may be, but I
want to know what you think · I think you want me to become a member of society ·
And what do you think about that...I don’t think it’s going to happen the way you think ·
How is it going to happen...Let’s just say as a critical intervention · What do you mean...I
want to change things · What do you want to change...I want to change how you think,
how you relate to the world and to yourself · That’s a tall order, how do you plan on
accomplishing that...By destroying how you think now, by undoing you, sort of like
deprogramming, I want to do something similar to what the Christians did to the
Roman Empire, in a sense by advocating the opposite of the foundative ideas and ideals
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of the empire · That’s a bit ambitious, aren’t you a writer or want to be...Yah, I write in
the Biblical tradition, I consider myself to be a continuation of the Abrahamic tradition, but now denying and refusing its G-d · You’re an atheist then · I’m convinced that
we all believe in G-d, whether we admit it or not, it’s as though those relations of power
and authority are part of who and what we are · I’m not sure I see...Think of it this way,
when I’m out and it starts to rain and I say “Oh no, don’t let it rain,” just who or what
am I calling upon, referring to, invoking...The rain god...So you’re saying this basic ‘god’
impulse is part of all of us...It’s bred into us, we’re all made up that way, that’s how we
can comprehend or understand one another, we all base our social meaning and being
on the same framework or structure · So if I understand you want to get rid of not only
G-d but every trace of G-d...Of how that concept has shaped us, to step beyond so we
can turn around and look at it · You want to put the priests out of business · There’ll still
be a need, if only to mediate relations between the living and the dead, even today there
are those who do this, you know, the Long Island Madam who tells you your mother is
at peace and she wants you to be happy, that kind of intervention · Sounds like you have
a low opinion of most people · On the contrary, I understand these needs, these are interventions of the symbolic in the lives of those who are made possible by the symbolic · Is
G-d an expression of the symbolic...A cultural expression yes, one we must deny and
refuse · How can you say you’re part of the Abrahamic tradition, it seems to me you want
to destroy it...But it’s been constant evolution, from sacrifice to symbolic offering, symbolic body, symbolic blood, now we see G-d in the hypostatization of the symbolic,
We are not of nature, consciousness is something other than nature, but I can only tell
you this about what I believe– I don’t believe that there is any realm beyond this one,
the realm of the senses,
Pulling his eyes from the window he turned to face me with a bored, irritated expression · How do you envision your future, do you have any kind of plan for the rest of your
life...I’m not too worried about that, I think the future can take care of itself · That’s not
really a plan, what are your interests...I’m interested in making the world a better place ·
How are you going to do that, do you want to be a politician...Not likely, I want to change
the way people think, I don’t think politicians care about that · What do you mean,
change the way people think...People need to change how they think of what it means to
be human, how we relate to the world around us · What’s wrong with how we relate to
the world...You mean, what’s wrong with how we use the world, we take what we want
and use what’s left as a sewer, do you think we can ever really own the world or anything in it...We live in a society that’s founded on private property and ownership of
resources, self-interest in other words, one of the things that limits us · What else is there
besides, I mean, isn’t that the basis for everything else...We have to take care of ourselves
first, right, and then we can care for others · That seems a little backwards to me, you’re
describing the empire of the ego, it’s unsustainable · But that’s how the country, the society is set up, it’s worked pretty well so far · And you think it can just keep going on this
way, world without end right...I don’t know why not, I think your selling yourself and the
world short · Your world is founded on lies and hypocrisy, you can’t live in harmony
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with a world you exploit for your own interests, that’s a world gone mad, a world not
concerned with life,
I want to add another dimensionality to how we think what it means to be human, not
unlike quantum physics, psychoanalysis, the revolutions in art and literature, and not
unlike what the Christians did to Rome, offering the opposite of Rome’s organizing feature · What is the comparable social or organizing feature of this society, is it militarism, Capital...What is the value this society is based on...Comparable to the role violence played in Rome– Is it commerce...Consumption...Consumerism...Carbon...Some
kind of mania of the image...I think it’s fair to say that Capital is the Titanic and we’re
sailing on it right into a future that’s becoming increasingly apparent if you have the
eyes to see with,
Dawn erupts like a crack in the great chain of being · The normal flow of things is interrupted, another dimension breaks in · And every name is an assumed name, just as
they’re all given · Any change is bound to be violent– in its effects, how it’s experienced
by those in the world, those who cling to set, established, and conventional thinking ·
The Godzilla syndrome– something that comes from a crack in the world, in the edifice
of society, in the great order of the world, and totally disrupts the world resulting in a
realignment, a reorganization,
I’ve felt myself dissolve at times, just crumble away and I feel no fear as it does · You
might refer to them as psychotic episodes, I think of them as psychical experiences–
they’re part of our experience, part of the adventure of our lives, of our existence– and I
claim it as a birthright, these ecstatic dissolutions · Can you describe these experiences
any further...Everything crumbles– your images, semblances– like burned or old paper
or leaves, you can watch just as if it were blowing away, floating away with the rest of
the world around you · And you’re simply present, like an invisible glow, a glow darker
than the night · Are these experiences drug induced...No, they just happen when they do–
I don’t know if there are triggers or not,
I’m told you no longer want to attend school, can you tell me why...I don’t feel I’m being
taught anything I find pertinent or important · Your education is preparing you for life, a
good job, to be a contributing member of society · I don’t feel I need to be prepared for
life, and by contributing to society I’m afraid you mean, contribute to an economy ·
WHAT IS TRUTH · A lot of people contribute to society in a lot of different ways, there are
many ways to be of service to society · I feel I can best serve society by refusing it, even by
disrupting it · You want to be a wrench in the gears, the fly in the ointment · WHAT IS
TRUTH · When you can’t even be honest, when you can’t even tell the truth, when you
need lies to exist...And they’re not teaching you this in school, they’re not teaching what
you need to stage a revolution in thought · WHAT IS TRUTH · I suppose I could have
stayed in chemistry class and learned how to make a bomb, but I’m not interested in
that kind of revolution, violence is of the state,
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The empire is based on, is of the image · We seem to need the illusion first · I feel like
I’ve, if not come from such a crack in the edifice of reality, at least peered into such a
crack and glimpsed the nothingness behind the edifice · Perhaps this helps you to see
with new eyes...Sometimes you have to use a hammer to make a crack in the world,
even in your psyche · The goal has to be seeing anew, with new eyes, in a new light, and
this as a kind of currency, opposed to the accumulation of capital or of things · You
sound like a kind of Socrates– watch out for the City-State, you’ll be accused of trying to
corrupt the youth · If it helps to change the world, I want to make sure that the youth
have a culture, but I want to be like a concentric ripple affecting everyone, a sudden
shift in perspective · The sudden introduction of a new dimension · That’s ambitious ·
But not idealistic, we have to think historically, in an expanded timeframe, think how
long it took Christianity to supplant Rome · You mention Christianity in the past tense ·
They were right, it all starts with the word, but their world is over, done, I know there
are those who actively believe in an apocalyptic fulfillment, but no one in a rational
world can entertain such delirious and dangerous beliefs as these two-thousand year
old fables · We all need to cling to something, it’s easy to see how such a world needs to
evolve, we all need to be disrupted, maybe that’s all an apocalypse is · As long as it’s a personal apocalypse and not the physical destruction of the world · People talk all the time
about life-changing experiences, I wonder if it’s possible like you seem to believe to manufacture such an event, to create a life-changing experience...
The dispossessed · Come give me all of your thoughts, all your memories, and you’ll discover this– the remains surrender what awaits and the world is unsettled · I want to say
to you, prepare yourself, the ground is moving, for G-d is a knowledge that’s unknown
even to itself, all of an unknowing on track to be a nothing that doesn’t work any longer
· Prepare yourself for such a world for it will seek you out, this will be your fate ·
Prepare yourself, I want to say to you, make of it what you will, make of it what you
will, in word and in deed it will call to you always · Made out, your life will out, I want
to tell you they will not spare you, in word and in deed they will persecute you and will
not cease · No one lives safely inside anything or anyone, there is only an outside where
we all dwell,
Reformation through coerced behavior · ‘We socialize human beings’ might just as well
have been displayed above the entrance to the reformatory, instead that goal was hidden
and never really pronounced such was the confidence they had in the righteousness of
their attempts,
Just as anywhere, the first goal in their project is the establishment of fear, and this is
contracted out to the fellow prisoners, because even though children, they were
nonetheless prisoners · And so was the function of taunts from the fellow inmates,
especially those who resented any independence, any distancing from the informal
pecking order of the groups,
And so it happened that he was taunted with calls of ‘Bible Joe’ or ‘Little Jesus’ simply
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because he attempted to embrace and promulgate what he believed to be the anti-social
aspects of refusing the world, its demands and its ways, those aspects the early
Christians used to resist an empire and its world · This was the symbolic force and
energy the two of them attempted to capture and harness as their refusal of the world
offered to them and required of them · The others acted as the policing arm of the
counselors, who were limited in the punishments they could administer, mostly marking the juvenile inmates down on their social scores which would be used to keep them
from being able to visit home or see visitors on the weekends,
The population was divided into groups by age, each group falling under the supervision of an adult counselor · Smaller bodies to bigger bodies, every assembly was a gradating display of physical maturity, and there were behavioral differences apparent as
well · The younger inmates seemed more divorced, more alienated from their surroundings and those around them, the older groups were more social, more physical in
their interactions with their own and other groups,
The population of the reformatory stayed relatively stable · It was easy to tell when the
weekends arrived and those with enough socialization credits and school grades were
allowed furloughs, able to spend time with family and friends before being required
back Sunday evening · Friday evening to Sunday evening a dream of freedom would
descend like a giddying cloud, selective in its shrouding,
I was a socio-political prisoner, a refusenik sent to a camp for re-education, readjustment, socialization, reformation, I am with those who have been cast off or thrown
aside, I am with those who cannot or do not want to fit into the society they were born
into · Thieves, drug addicts, alcoholics, runaways, the violent, the lost, the forlorn, all
children, none older than seventeen, all thrown together not to heal but to be brought
to heel, to be forced to fit into a society they want very little to do with · To accomplish
this the authorities rely on pressure from the fact of incarceration, to pressure from
peers, as there exists a reward system in place, the prize being the weekend passes,
The Trojans, the group consisting of the oldest boys, were supervised by Mr. ______,
known as Dogboy because of the German Shepherd that was always with him · The
Knights, made of the next oldest boys, were supervised by Mr.________, known as Mr.
Guts on account of his large protuding belly which made him appear pregnant · The
Wolves, the next in line, were supervised by Mr. ____,
Sitting in a chair facing a priest or pastor anyway I think he’s Episcopalian, he asks me
what I believe in · I tell him that I’m a child of Abraham just as he is, it’s not hard to
believe what Jesus believed · Do you mean the Gospel of love and redemption...It’s hard to
live it, take up your bedroll and follow me, and that’s what we did, some people want to
be doctors, some soldiers, some athletes, I want to be righteous, a prophet, I want to
experience what the prophets experienced, I want to have visions, to be transfigured,
and I claim these things without any G-d, who I cannot accept · I have been to the
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desert, I have been in the catacombs and now I’m being persecuted, judged, it’s the
same old story, just in different clothing,
He’s so full of himself, Bible Joe there, he just thinks he’s so much better than everyone else
all this bullshit about what’s right and how to live I’m tired of it all, it’s just a crock of shit,
you have a duty to do this or do that, I’m done with it, I’m sick of his I’m better than you
bullshit,
Three times a week we were required to visit the infirmary in order to undergo a cursory examination, eyes, ear, throat, pulse rate, blood pressure, etcetera · In order to add a
bit of drama, along with a bit of comedy, we would alternate between making our walk
to our exam visit as calm as possible and running down the halls to elevate our heart
and respiration rates, hoping to skew any records or findings,
I’m alone on this small hill, there’s a wind blowing, in the immediate distance sits the
dilapidated series of buildings that house the reformatory complex · Alone here, the
wind cuts through the worn single layers that constitute the given attire · I’m constantly
alone, constantly uneasy, every home I’ve ever had has been taken from me, and now
I’m more at home with the uncertainty that life thrusts upon me · Of course I’m alone,
very alone, for who among you could or would follow me on this path, neither your
lack of faith nor commitment will allow it...
Of course it’s difficult when you’re torn from all your friends and everything you’ve known,
uprooted and moved across the country to a new home, new friends, while you’re trying to
hold onto something, do you think that’s why you and your friend turned your backs on
everything, thinking you’ll start out on your own...
Now I’m torn from my life again, thrown in here like this,
Are you recreating that trauma...How do you think all of this has affected you...
I feel a lot of resentment, I’m tired of being told what I can and can’t do,
Do you obsess about things like that...
More like fume,
What do you think about over and over again, tell me what you dream about...
I think about this world and how to change it · My dreams are simple, I dream I’m
always in a city I don’t recognize, sometimes in a downtown area, sometimes more residential, but it’s always a city I don’t recognize, I always wonder where I am, and I’m
always with people I don’t know, trying to get somewhere I don’t know how to get to,
and it’s funny I’m not even really that upset, more like perplexed · I used to be anxious
but I’m not anymore,
So it doesn’t bother you, it’s not a nightmare...
Not any more, it used to be pretty upsetting but not any more for some reason · But
they’re always the same, I mean, different settings, different neighborhoods, sometimes
on the street, sometimes in houses, at parties, but always the same situation,
Always in a strange city with people you don’t know, but not upsetting · What does upset
you...
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I don’t know, I used to be upset about being left alone, abandoned, but I guess I got
used to it,
The determination of a song · There’s a small choir in the institution that I hasten to
become a part of, allowing me as it does a few benefits, primarily access to a guitar,
something otherwise prohibited · I can also accrue socialization points for it, being
required to show that I’m able to get along and work with others · These points, along
with other standards like school grades and chores, go a long way toward determining
whether or not you receive a weekend furlough · Rehearsals took place in a squared
room with a suspended ceiling, rectangular fixtures housing long tubes of neon light
bulbs behind a thin metal lattice-work, folding furniture and a linoleum floor, all in
mid-century American pedestrian · The choir goes on field trips to different churches
throughout the old city, which is always a welcome respite from the reformatory with
its tiresome politics, rivalries, bickering, gossiping, vendettas, hatreds and grudges · The
choir sings in these churches and I’m often allowed to perform songs of my own · One
I enjoyed singing was my version of Psalm 137 · Beside the burning river, under the
burning sky, there we sat down and watched the wretched shuffling by, with their eyes fixated beyond the horizon like those who’d been in a battle, we wept when we remembered ·
Many of these churches stood in a classic style, dark and heavy with wood, with thick
red carpeting, a decorated dome ceiling absorbing the light, a sanctuary for the deity in
high Roman style and tradition · Changing out of our light-blue trousers, gray sweatshirts and sneakers into our civilian clothes we tumble giddily into a large van knowing
we’ll be traveling through unfamiliar neighborhoods, seeing people just out and about
in their lives free to do what they will · And then eventually back again into the gray
paint and yellow lines of the hallways,
I’ve always been lied to, and those who have lied to me come to see me in the reformatory, therapists, parents, teachers, they come to cure me, to reason with me,
You tell me that you are my mother and my father yet I feel I have no mother or father,
so don’t ever tell me what to do again,
A popular tale · As you can reverse the Eric Van Daniken thesis– aliens didn’t visit earth
in biblical times, those who encounter aliens are having biblical-style visions– you can
reverse the historical Jesus thesis: he didn’t exist historically, the Jesus story reflects and
represents our subjective lives and histories, indeed, we are all aspects of Jesus or failures thereof, crushed by forces of empire and convention, he represents the excess that
makes us human subjects,
Preliminary report: We suspect that the move broke his will, displaced him and left
him without orientation, and in a way that led him to start to identify with others in
a pathological manner in an attempt to fit in, to replicate the relations he had before
with his childhood friends, dovetailing on his father’s perceived submissive character.
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Conclusion
This report deals with subject name of: gggg ggggg
In analyzing the subject’s beliefs and subsequent behavior, many particular
aspects come to light:
a. Memory. The subject claims that memories, as constituted, are merely ego
fantasies (for example, fantasies of wish fulfillment); the subject does not believe in
the veracity of memory.
b. Identity. The subject refuses to be an identity. He believes his history is a
beautiful story, claiming that you resist identity as much as you embrace it– it’s a
waste of energy.
c. Related to identity. The subject claims that he wants to change the way
that people think who and what they are, to change their very idea of being human,
and subsequently, what it means.
d. Behavior. It has been suggested that the subject exhibits a cult-like behavior, that he and his friend exercise mutually reinforcing behaviors which present
difficulties in combatting.
e. gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg

gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg

So if you possess the truth the rules don’t apply,
You said it not me,
Well you seem to think the rules don’t apply to you,
Why because I don’t want to be part of your world,
What’s wrong with the world...
Why don’t you take a look and tell me, if you can see,
People have to live, you can’t blame them can you...
I want to give them another choice, an independence,
Independence from what...You have to deal with the world in some way, are you going to
grow your own food, make your own clothes...
Many do,
And that’s the truth, the true way...
What is truth...Each person has to find their own way,
And you’ve found your way...It seems to have led you here inside these walls,
Many speak with their own voice but use another’s words, I use my own words but
speak with another’s voice,
Whose voice do you use...
Authority comes from the Other,
And that’s real...
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Only echoes of the real, flashes in our dark night,
That’s a pretty image,
All of your images are just a second skin, a ghost that crawls over you, protecting you
from the real,
What real is that...
The real of your desire,
So we’re hiding from our true selves, our real desire...
Yours is the world that eats itself, along with its children,
And you know this how...
I’m here, inside these walls,
The voice that speaks the truth,
Like an empty echo, in borrowed clothes,
Dawn crawls out of its gauzy nightgown and the day begins,
This time of year brought with it the annual talent show, each of the groups being
required to either collectively or by choosing an individual to present some sort of performance, personal or historical, through acting, singing, recitation, the choices varying
with each group, reflecting their members and interests,
Our group included someone tall, someone short, someone obese, someone thin, an
albino, a black, and we needed a vehicle for all of them so, as if it was our own little
Globe theater, I the playwright, others the actors and stagehands, we assembled a play
using figures from pop culture– comic books, TV, advertisements, popular literature–
in a battle against an enemy who, bombarding the earth with heat waves, blackmails the
nations,
At the near end of the gymnasium is a raised platform used for viewing and presentation and, in our case, a stage · On the back wall, there being passages leading to double
doors on either side, is a large crucifix and the mournful gaze of the suffering figure of
Jesus, who, even though his gaze is downward, seems to follow you with his eyes no
matter where you are in the room · This has the effect of producing a certain anxiety in
most everyone · For some it’s a gaze too much in an environment which severely limits
your privacy,
As the lights dim and the curtain slowly rises, the music swells and a voice is heard
intoning as a curtain rises and falls and rises again,
Judgement has been rendered, as the curtain falls on the old world it rises on a new one
and, as we find ourselves in that new world, confused, unable to understand, but not alone,
this is,
Your fate– memory and hope are the same thing, and there are those who will manipulate
the world · Stage paper-maché cave cardboard consoles · This is your mission if you
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accept it,
A plot agents comic book heroes huddle console black detective approaches · It’s Friday
· Trying to heat the earth blackmail slipped-up let them get away now the world danger,
A brush, a breath that falls, a waterfall of dark hair, the sun amplified, the sky brighter, a
smile cracks the still air · Her presence finds him lost, a broken branch betraying,
As help flows an event before and after another repeats · There is a task before us, the
flow of time is based on a mysterious probability, only the heat can guide us,
Wiping steam from the window she reveals a face, spinning wildly in space, the image
adhering to moments in time, existing in a variety of pasts, presents, and futures,
Falling to earth a silent distance, a ghostly mistress swallows the day · You can never tell
when a new electron will appear · An obese Superman bursts through cardboard walls,
A group of women, a wave of dreams, I feel puny and absurd · Exchanging information
between one event and another, The curtain falls and rises,
Shooting upward, struggling against the curvature of spacetime, the broken sky · Large
gas reflectors focus sunlight, heating the oceans, the atmosphere,
Stripping the ice caps, the world swallows its future and stands naked, beauty is not
what it seems · There is no gift that is greater than this, something clothes us,
Earth’s blood swells like a dream, a spike is driven into its head · Your generation will
never understand, I have come not to save the world but to undo it,
I’m not of this world, I’m part of the next, you will not know me but your children will · I
come to you disguised as the night, disfigured and crippled, alone and afraid, but your generation cannot see,
Slowly time circles your ankles, unable to catch up, cinema images flash, explosions
behind the stage, a thundering, the earth shaking under a tumultuous sky,
Maniacal laughter from an unseen source in the background, and the phrase, Humans
deserve their stupid demise,
Heroes fly, capturing conspirators, defusing another doomsday · A sacrifice is registered, newly broken the body is freed, wrestling with a bag of water, taken down in its
state,
So ends another tale bringing an opportunity, tragic travel folds like a map as home is
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found to revive transparency, disappearing in the dark as a savage curtain rises and falls
and,
Epilogue · The very planet we live on turns against us as we practice our delirious
dominion · All of the G-ds must be abandoned, all that is worshipped must be degraded, denied and refused or else we must abandon this world and become something
divorced from it, pursuing our unique fate and path amongst the stars, standing apart
from all and everything, alone and unique, like the great devouring watcher we have
always imagined wandering there,
STAY TUNED FOR A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

And so falls the curtain,
Dawn crawls noiselessly out of its gauzy nightgown like another curtain rising,
A Meeting–
A special group meeting would be held once a week, lead by an ex-addict who acted as
a kind of missionary, delivering kids from drugs and alcohol, from self-destructive
behavior · Are these feelings mine or his...There were twelve mostly older kids who had
to attend · I exist only as the return to myself, that way I’ll decide who I’ve always been ·
He would use personal anecdote to describe the plague of addiction and self-degradation · Are these feelings, these desires mine...The turning point for me was when I realized
my blood had turned black from shooting up so much · Do you know who you
are...This ex-addict would talk of Bahá’u’llàh and the great martyrdom of his followers ·
Are you all that you are going to be...
Well, think about how social pressures shape us, not just movie stars but parents,
school, friends, rock stars, I mean, you’re funneled to certain choices by outside forces
and your desire leads you to choose others, I mean, think about it, who makes up the
ideals, who chooses what’s cool...
Dissolution · I’m tired of being anyone but me, fuck you all, I haven’t known who or what
I am, I’ve always taken on the characteristics and desires of those around me who represented something I wanted to be, but fuck that, I just want to be cool,
The strategy of appropriation · Well, let’s talk about cool · We all want to be cool, right,
you want to be cool, to be with the cool kids, the cool crowd, right...But, what is
cool...What does it mean...I mean, think about it, the cool people have a kind of social
authority, in fact, cool can be said to be just another representation of authority, a kind
of counter-authority, an unofficial authority, a kind of street authority for people who
don’t have any social power · It’s a sort of social power for the powerless, for the disenfranchised · But think about this, it’s part and parcel of the strategy of appropriation
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that’s behind the contemporary use of language by blacks, turning back or around on
those who have oppressed you what they’ve used against you to define you, to oppress
you · Now whites can’t use the word they created to define blacks · Think of the language that white oppressors used against black slaves and how that’s been appropriated,
Yah, blacks are cool because they have bigger dicks,
You realize that’s an absurdity right...You’re basing an alleged anatomical difference on a
cultural construct, right...A construct that represents power · Race is not a biological
concept, you’re better off trying to understand how it is that the black penis has been
fetishized, how these myths come about · Try to be aware of the narratives that inform
and shape your beliefs and attitudes about sex, gender, race, especially regarding the
confluence of race and sex,
What do you mean...
There are myths and beliefs that are part of the fetishization of race, myths and beliefs
that act to justify the racial history of this society · The same is true of gender and sex,
How does that work, you mean like conventions or codes...
Well, why is it that the sexual superiority of blacks and the black penis is assumed...
What is such a belief based on...Anybody...Such beliefs are artifacts of slavery, based on
the characterization of blacks as animalistic, sexually rapacious, primitive, and were,
and are, based on the fear that they would pollute white women, stealing them from
white men, that they and the women might somehow enjoy more,
You mean like, once you go black you never go back, or the belief that blacks have bigger
cocks...
Beliefs to a large extent based on fear, guilt, assumption, all the ways and means for sustaining, for justifying the inhuman treatment of blacks during slavery and after, and you
should be aware of how blacks have appropriated such beliefs,
What do you mean...
Think about this, it’s part and parcel of the strategy of appropriation that’s behind the
contemporary use of certain words by blacks, turning back or around on those who
have oppressed you what they’ve used against you to define you · Now whites can’t use
the word they created to define blacks, and blacks themselves have appropriated such
beliefs, the beliefs that whites have used to oppress them, flaunting such alleged characteristics and traits, just as they’ve done with racial epithets · There are benefits to doing
so, it’s a means for achieving a kind of social power when you’re denied the usual
avenues of that power · Think of cool, what’s the degree zero of cool, the bottom line of
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cool, where does cool gets its mojo...Think about it, aren’t blacks considered to be that
degree zero of cool...Whites the thieves of all that special fire...You can consider this to
be a way that certain social, cultural guilt is expressed · The fact is that cool is just
another representation of authority, and as such you can say that it’s an artifact of slavery · They, like you, should want to be free of such myths, but along with them certain
social benefits accrue, they can exploit them for narcissistic power and standing when
no other avenues are allowed them · Keep in mind that when you evoke these myths
you are implicating yourself in that long history of slavery and its ensuing, surviving
social implications, you’re referencing that history of slavery every time you employ
these cultural myths · And guess which side you’re on, you white ones, the ones who
had the ability to be the myth-makers...
So it all boils down to slavery and its legacy,
Yes, indeed, this is our legacy, that and a certain symbology, you see, certain attitudes of
disgust are built into racist preconceptions, along with infantile memories, learned
behaviors, all sorts of things like that · Consider an incident that George Jackson
recounts in one of his letters from prison where he describes how the white inmates
would throw their shit at the black inmates as they were marched past their cells,
Throwing their shit like good little monkeys in cages,
Yah, right, if you say so...Jackson couldn’t understand how or why they could do such a
thing, he didn’t share their characterizations, the associations of blacks, who he just saw
as everyday people, he didn’t share the characterizations that the whites had, the historical and social associations of blacks as lower forms of being, of being animalistic,
etcetera, etcetera · But also, along with a general association with filth that animalism
incorporates, there’s the associations that brown skin implies · He couldn’t understand
how they could do that, he didn’t think blacks would even think of it · What couldn’t he
get, what was he missing or not aware of...There’s a very fundamental, and maybe even
unconscious associations at work that wasn’t even on his radar · There’s a clear anal reference whether you want to admit it or not and this reference is rife with associations,
you can maybe see how they relate to the black penis and its alleged superiority– the
larger parental feces glimpsed in the toilet by children, the anal penis, implying anal
pleasure, which is always troubling since it implies homoeroticism and its correlate
homophobia, there being a fear you derive from the pleasure you feel performing your
‘disgusting’ anal functions, these in the light of characterizations of black as ‘lower creatures’,
Do you mean like the pleasure in shitting...
Yah, and more, like the anality associated with homoerotic pleasures,
What’s the anal penis...
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There’s a funny anecdote a young mother told me about her daughter who, after the
birth of her younger twin brothers declared that her ‘peanut’, her word for penis, was in
her butt · The point is I want you to be aware that there’s so much packed into the cultural fetishization of the black race, it’s all so much more involved, consciously and
unconsciously, than some absurd supposition of a genetic, anatomical difference,
Is that why you see so many big black penises in porn...
For the reasons I just stated and for the same reason you see more blacks excelling in
certain sports, it’s just that other paths are denied them for one dumb reason or another, that and the fact that we live in a consumer society, a society where race is the central
antagonism, and there’s simply a demand for them · I mean, just what is this fantasy of
the big black cock, and who do you think the target audience for them is...Not to take
anything away from anyone, certainly there are some guys with big dicks, but like I said
we live in a consumer society, and this racial fantasy, keeping in mind that race is not a
biological concept, that it’s social in origin and meaning, along with any personal
meaning it might have for you and that’s why I mentioned the unconscious aspects of
racism · Porn not only reveals things about the society it exists in, but you should
explore the unconscious reasons for your being a consumer of it, especially of racist
porn · It just might reveal something about you · The personal is political as women
used to like to say · That’s something worth considering · And consider this too, if
you’re not a consumer in this nation of consumers what are you...You’re an outsider,
like the Amish or something, like some anti-social dropout, a member of some strange
sect · Think about how debt has come to function as a form of social control, banks
with their credit cards are like the new company stores selling you things at prices you
can never repay · People nowadays worry more about debt than guilt, which seems to
have lost its power · I also refuse to take part in this charade of ownership of the land,
there isn’t any land, except maybe for Manhattan Island and parts of Pennsylvania, that
to my knowledge wasn’t simply stolen · I mean, think about this state, one hundred and
sixty years ago, what’s that three generations, white people didn’t own this land, they
had to kill a lot of Indians and drive the rest out before you could sign your name to a
piece of paper and lay claim to your little parcel of land · Do you want to be a part of
that...I don’t, I’d rather keep in mind the Indian wisdom that says we don’t own the
earth, we’re borrowing from future generations– you know the old camping adage,
leave no trace · So, like I said, when you evoke these myths you are implicating yourself
in this long, lingering history of slavery and racism,
Are you maybe talking about things like, it’s not cool to go to school,
Yah, that’s a problem, and maybe a glimpse of how things like cool can be inhibiting ·
Keep in mind that there’s a difference between unschooling, where your parents allow
you to follow your own interests in place of traditional schooling, and simply refusing
to attend school · But I wouldn’t hesitate to call cool an artifact of a slave mentality, it’s
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inherently authoritarian · It’s about posturing and attitude, but there’s only appearance,
it’s not like there’s some hidden content, I mean the surface is all that there is, the real
isn’t some in-itself beyond the illusion of appearances, but the real is perhaps what separates and defines different kinds of appearances, like the opaque strip between movie
frames · I know there’s a part of me that I can’t control, the unconscious part of me, the
fixations that determine me, so am I just these unconscious fixations, those that I’m the
effects of, causes that I’m the blind effects of, the unconscious fixations that determine
what I desire, how I desire it, and who and what I am...Or am I more...
Dawn folds up its gauzy nightgown and the day appears · It wasn’t surprising to find him
spending more time to himself now, there were places on the grounds– a small hill in
the field surrounding the complex, a spot outside and behind the dining hall against the
wall, a corner in the assembly area, alone with his guitar in the room where the choir
met and rehearsed– how were we to think this new found desire to be alone, to separate
himself from those who would form a small group around him, it was as though he had
come to know his fate which was to be his alone, a fate which no one could protect him
or save him from, or even prepare him for, that was his task and responsibility alone,
Next meeting–
Last time you said gender, that’s cultural too, right...
What you fail to grasp · I’ll state it in the form of a paradox, see if you can follow along ·
Anyone transitioning from male to female can only ever be the semblance of a woman,
but then again before transitioning they could only ever be the semblance of a man, just
as I, born male, can only ever be the semblance of a man · We are all only ever semblances, arrayed on a spectrum, so paradoxically we can only ever be mistaken for men
or women · I can only ever take you for what you mistake yourself to be and you can
only ever take me for what I mistake myself to be, you are not your identity, which is
something that can only ever be reproduced discursively, it’s just something you imagine or take yourself to be · But we don’t ever seem to have a choice, which leads people
to believe in gentic or biological bases for sexual identity or orientation · Something
chooses for us, indeed, we are determined by unconscious fixations, generally of a traumatic character, not by some remnant or reservoir of instinct or genes · And sex, the
knowledge of sexual difference and especially the lack of that knowledge, is always traumatic for children– think of the little girl and her ‘peanut’ in her butt · Biology is something else entirely, something other than identity, which is what allows it to be ‘corrected’, and this means that biology is not what you think or want it to be · Indeed, it is easier, and more acceptable, to ‘correct’ biology than to change unconscious fixations,
You will be rejected by this generation · There’s a delirious need to choose, but any ‘true’
or ‘authentic’ identity is always only a representation of authority, is something that’s
always inherently authoritarian · Why do you think authoritarian regimes always rely
on strict gender roles...What’s so threatening about non-conforming or ambiguous
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identities...Unless they reveal what puns reveal– the inherent instability of the signifier ·
A ‘true’ or ‘authentic’ identity is always an attempt to stabilize something that’s inherently unstable · Biology and gender are different dimensions of being · If you believe
you’re a real man or a real woman or really a woman in a man’s body or a man in a
woman’s body it only ever functions as a representation of authority, as an attempt to
stabilize what is inherently unstable– identity, something you can only ever imagine you
are,
Are you saying we should reject the binary...
I wouldn’t be so eager to jettison the binary, afterall it’s the matrix of differentiation ·
It’s as well the minimum requirement for meaning · Language is a differential system
and it’s what shapes us, our world · In fact all meaning systems, indeed all languages are
differential systems based on binarism– just consider how expansive 0/1 can be · There’s
a certain irony in denouncing the binary while supporting those who need to cling to it
· You may denounce it but you need to see that those who hold to it the most are those
who need to choose one or the other, and in this regard outward appearances or signs
are of utmost importance · In fact, if you have eyes to see with, the more you try to
make the sexes alike the more little differences become important, no matter if it’s facial
hair, large hoop earrings, long fingernails, whatever,
You brought up pornography...Obviously you’re aware of it, and probably have seen
some, so what about it...Try to keep some things in mind– don’t be literalists, that’s a
kind of fundamentalism regarding the figures in porn, don’t be reductionistic, thinking
that you only ever identify with the figures that resemble you · Keep in mind that you
never fail to identify with all the figures exhibited, you just deny and resist some as
energetically as you embrace others · So when people say that porn is made by men for
men, what are they saying...They’re not wrong they just don’t understand the implications of what they’re saying · They’re correct, just not in the way they think– if I told
you that a lot of ‘straight’ porn is really meant to express homoerotic desires that are
repressed, denied, especially when it’s a question of anality and anal sex, what would
you think...Like I said you really always identify with all the figures, not just the ones
that resemble you · Desire needs a template, it needs forms to give it shape, it’s basically
formless · So as much as you’re the guy fucking the woman in the ass, you’re the
woman getting fucked in the ass, this is just an acceptable way to express such desires, a
disguised way of representing it, slipping it past the censors, so to speak, in an acceptable form · Personally I want to be both of them at once, to possess all the pleasure, all
the desire · I look at porn and I kind of marvel– this, for millions of years is how the
proto-species and species reproduced itself and now it’s become this curious spectacle,
an act or acts completely divorced from reproduction, which is another form of fundamentalism– the reduction of sex to reproduction, which is something a lot of religious
people attempt to encourage,
For instance, there’s so much in the simplest of things– Just think about the way a good
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jiggle is exciting, what does it represent...If you can get past the juvenile comedic
aspects you might be able to see that it represents a transition, a transition from a fluid
to a solid state, from fluidity to a form of solidity, from non-substance, from nothing to
subjectivity, all of that in a good jiggle, rippling flesh, a ripple of flesh, like waves across
the surface,
Dawn crawls out of its gauzy nightgown and the day erupts in noise until evening’s dreamy
dominion dances everywhere, emptying the slumbering shadows · The dark was a winter
dark, falling heavy and early, forcing the traffic lights, the car lights and those from the
squat, hulking buildings to push through the thick blanket of night · Like some blinking memory the long trip in the cold crowded van gave way to the brightness of the
lobby giving way to the dark hush of the theater · What a curious thing to do, to take
someone in a reformatory, an institution dedicated to reforming, remaking individuals
who’ve been judged to be incorrigible, unable to submit to the demands and dictates of
society to see a stage version of Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s short novel, “One Day in the
Life of Ivan Denisovich” · He remembered straw sprewn about, barbed wire, ramshackle wooden barracks with their close set rough hewn wooden platforms functioning as bunk beds, the soiled quality, and the pathetic shivering prisoners all echoing the
frozen landscape outside · Standing in for them in your imagination, it was hard not to
see yourself in their place and to think that there isn’t a State anywhere that is not capable of reducing people to a like existence · The return to the institutional esthetic of the
reformatory was highlighted and colored by the recent images of the prison camp · A
universal awareness was awoken and its weight added to the sentence which had been
so recently determined and pronounced,
Next meeting–
You guys have a lot of time on your hands in here, but it’s a certain kind of time, there’s
a beginning and there’s an end and in between there’s a duration to be filled, I mean,
you’re living it, but where does this way of thinking of time come from...
The linear part is easy, the beginning and the end, that’s the Christian concept of time,
alpha to omega, we’re all just waiting for the apocalypse, right, the second coming, to
herald the end...The duration part, the part to be filled, well that’s the time of manufacturing, the time of factories, the time clock of work, the time you experience watching
the clock, or counting the days as you’re warehoused in here,
There are other ways to think of time, and you don’t have to go to some far away place
to experience it, you can step out of one conception of time and into another · Think
about this–
“Time here become space” · Baseball exists in the tradition of the ball games which have
been played on these American continents for millenia, they’ve always been cosmic in
how they implicate the sun and the seasons, they’re pre-industrial, pre-time-clock
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which rules industrial production and modern sports with their time-clocks, whether
you’re racing against the clock or trying to beat the clock,
Baseball follows the sun, it follows the seasons from winter ball to spring training to the
boys of summer to the fall classic, it employs a different representation of time, based
on a different conception of time · It’s not based on clock-time, it doesn’t start and stop
like a time clock, it just continues, it’s pastoral in that sense, pre-manufacturing, following the cycle of the seasons– four seasons, four bases, one cycle, and that ultimately of
the sun, of the seasons,
Baseball doesn’t try to capture or escape time but to engage you in its passage, you’re
forced to acknowledge it, you don’t stand outside of time, it’s represented physically in
the changing, shifting shadows, in the seasons, time is not an abstraction as is clocktime, breaking things up into arbitrary periods of duration– and that’s why a baseball
stadium should be a means of representing the passage of time, a clock if you will, like a
giant sun dial, baseball stadiums should be designed to reflect the movement of the
sun, lengthening shadows as the sun moves and the seasons change, designed to
emphasize the cosmic implications of this relationship · Like the ivy at Wrigley Field,
you can see it grow, watch it bloom, and then you see the leaves change in the fall · Even
night games, those paltry attempts to represent an alleged control of nature, based on
the Christian divorce from nature, should involve shifting shadows, just as they do during the day– right now the lighting is designed precisely so there will be no shadows,
that is, no passage of time under the artificial sun · Uniquely baseball and the solar
movement incorporated within it situate the game in the cosmos, in the cycle of life
and death,
Baseball is a codified representation of using the seasonal cycle to produce, it’s slow, it’s
like watching something grow, crops or grass, so I’m saying baseball should be tied to natural rhythms, baseball doesn’t try to capture time, time is physically manifested in the
field itself, in the seasons, not abstractly in a clock,
For the Mayans, in their ballgame they called Pitz, the ball represented the sun and its
movement across the sky, and the game was played to maintain the natural cycle of life–
pitz represented a battle between night and day · And to what extent could baseball be
said to maintain a connection with the cycle of life...Christianity has held that the discontinuity between humans and nature, that is, the cosmos, is essential, and we’re more
and more divorced from nature– hence a place for night games and astro-turf,
So what does the ball in baseball represent...The movement of the sun across the sky
like for the Mayans...What does the ball represent for us...The idea is to keep it in the
park, on the field · And remember, you’ve got to get it past someone, so what is it...You
hit it out of the park, I’m starting to sound like George Carlin now, a seed, a deed,
something accomplished, a word...And what is opened on opening day...The field...The
season...The cycle...And you can be rained out, like on the farm · We can even refer to
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baseball as a ritual celebration of the cycle, and this is interesting since the recognition
of cycles in nature was perhaps one of the first intellectual acts of our species,
So what have we covered– understanding cultural myths, particularly of a racial, sexual,
or religious nature, keep in mind thinking of time that linear conceptions get their start
in Christian thought– keep in mind the alpha and omega, the beginning and the end,
the whole point being the end point of history, the second coming and all that, from
point to point · Now compare that with baseball and its conception of cyclic time,
As grainy sparkles of dawn alight, the day finds its bright hold,
A conversation when asked what I believe–
I believe we need a new conceptual basis, one which leaves the old world behind, a
break with it, we can’t rely on our accepted, conventional ways of conceiving, “...we
need once more to revise in depth the way we conceive things. We need to rethink the grammar of our understanding...our conceptual basis must change in order to understand...”
I am of the tradition of the book, I am a son of Abraham, which means I am in revolt
with Abraham, I am anti-Abraham if you will, as such I am loyal to that tradition, if not
to the father of it, I want to turn it on itself– I seek to make a break with the history of
the world, I want to stand on the other side of language, like Jesus made a break with
the old– I want to empty the religious content but leave the form, and make a new
beginning, a break– the importance of an idea is the change it makes, its effect · We
must refuse the G-ds, deny them,
We have to change what it means to be human, how we conceive what it means to be
sexed speaking animals, the way that Christianity changed what it meant to be human
subjects, the way Christianity changed Rome and its empire based on violence · Our
global empire is based on carbon and capital and race, these are the violences which
sustain the empire under which we are subjected, and as subjects we embody its ideology, its violences · Our lives, dependent upon the empire’s violences are representations
of it, our minds are limited by it, we are very much its conceptual horizon,
We live in a society fully immersed in this empire, which trains its children to be a part
of it, to contribute to it and to insure its perpetuation · I want to tear it up by its roots, I
want to throw it on the fire, I want to bring about a new, another world,
The question is, how is this accomplished...How do you begin to change the way people
think...My way has been a long, laborious experience of study combined with, informed
by, visions like flashes of lightning, which disappear leaving indelible traces informing,
illuminating and altering my relation with life and human subjectivity,
A vision, a flash of lightning– something outside, beyond language– something which
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can’t be expressed or experienced in any other way except as a flash which then disappears, like an image in a dream, or better yet a nightmare, that is, an image, an experience with a relation to truth,
So if there is to be any community it seems it has to be one based on something positing indelible images, since it seems for the most part we have to begin with the image, if
not the myth · We have to ask, does the disappearance of the old indelible images reveal
a relation to truth, that is, an aspect of the universal...
What does it mean to do, to accomplish something new...I mean, really new, so new it’s
transgressive, outside of the horizon of the world · And how do you accomplish, how is
it possible to achieve something transgressively creative...Who are the people who’ve
done something like this...
Next Meeting
Our host for these meetings joyfully played the part of junky priest, inaugurated and
introducing us, not into drugs, but into the maelstrom of knowledge and understanding, into the thickets of life in this, our world, a world defined by consumerism, not just
of objects and items, but of people, substances, and ideas, political, religious, and sexual,
Today he asked us to speak of the circumstances that brought us here, or why we thought
we were here,
He started · I’ve been a thief, I’ve been an addict, I’ve lied to those who’ve loved me, I
would steal from my family, my girlfriend, my neighbors, my friend, it didn’t matter as
long as I got what I wanted,
Beside the burning columns, the hooded figure shadowing a lack, in breath and in selfishness, the great strife beside forgiveness, we’ve finally arrived at the stain,
I’ve been a thief, beside the burning columns, I’ve been an addict, the hooded figure
shadowing a lack, I’ve lied to those who’ve loved me, in breath and in selfishness, I
would steal from my family, my girlfriend, my friends, my neighbors, the great strife
beside forgiveness, it didn’t matter as long as I got what I wanted, we’ve finally arrived
at the stain,
the truth is an empty echo · A hooded figure shadowing a lack · Everything will disappear again · We’ve finally arrived at the stain · I look back into the darkness,
Stark fluorescent light in gray and beige industrial room, worn soiled linoleum, ring of
classroom chairs, prodding questions, as we break down confessing dark secrets,
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There are phantoms chasing the world, we’re wounds, vicious consciousness, contorted
faces begin to choke us, the story in all of this was already there,
Stark fluorescent light in gray and beige industrial room, there are phantoms chasing
the world, worn soiled linoleum, we’re wounds, vicious consciousness, a ring of classroom chairs, contorted faces begin to choke us, prodding questions, the story in all of
this was already there, as we break down confessing dark secrets,
the process of knowledge · We’ve finally arrived at the stain · The story in all of this was
already there · We look back into the darkness · A quick flip of shadows · Beside the
burning eyes
I think I was jealous and mad or something, otherwise I can’t understand why I would
call a her that, it was racist but I’ve always been opposed to that, but she got to do
things I didn’t, so I smashed up a lab in my school, some cushions and Bibles in a
church in a black part of town got sliced up, they blamed me for that too,
There are phantoms chasing the world, the truth is an empty echo, resonating in borrowed clothes, the story in all of this was already there, we’ve finally arrived at the stain,
a quick flip of shadows, we look back into the darkness, contorted faces begin to choke
me,
I think I was jealous and mad or something, there are phantoms chasing the world, otherwise I can’t understand why I would call her that, the truth is an empty echo, it was
racist but I’ve always been opposed to that, resonating in borrowed clothes, but she got
to do things I didn’t, we’ve finally arrived at the stain, so I smashed up a lab in my
school, a quick flip of shadows, some cushions and Bibles in a church in a black part of
town got sliced up, we look back into the darkness, they blamed me for that too, contorted faces begin to choke me,
in borrowed clothes · The characteristics of the stars will be waged and the trials, tests,
and tribulations disrupted · A weakened sense clinging to something · I look back into
the darkness · The young men
I fought a lot with my parents, they were always trying to control me, telling me who I
could see, so I ran away, I kept getting caught and brought back but I kept running
away, I didn’t want to go to school or church or any of those things I hated,
The story in all of this was already there, the lost tongue at the end of all barriers, drifting farther and farther, everything will disappear again, a dark flap of night spoke
through me, lost in the wilderness was the world before me,
I fought a lot with my parents, the story in all of this was already there, they were always
trying to control me, the lost tongue at the end of all barriers, telling me who I could
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see, drifting farther and farther, so I ran away, everything will disappear again, I kept
getting caught and brought back but I kept running away, a dark flap of night spoke
through me, I didn’t want to go to church or school or any of those things I hated, lost
in the wilderness was the world before me,
our lives in the fate of this world · A weakened sense clinging to something · The great
strife beside burning forgiveness · There are phantoms chasing the world · The nucleus
of their bidding
My parents are afraid I’m going to kill myself one of these days, I like to cut myself,
usually with razor blades but I also like to burn myself, to leave scars, sometimes I heat
up a screwdriver until it’s glowing then I press it against my skin,
A large flap of night speaks through me, the characteristics of the stars will be waged, I
am a wound, I am a scar, beside the burning eyes,
My parents are afraid I’m going to kill myself one of these days, a large flap of night
speaks through me, I like to cut myself, the characteristics of the stars will be waged,
usually with razor blades but I also like to burn myself, I am a wound, I am a scar,
sometimes I heat up a screwdriver until its glowing then I press it against my skin,
beside the burning eyes,
the story in all of this was already there · Contorted faces began to choke me · Lost in
the wilderness with the world before me · A necessary monster · I drift farther and farther · A great destiny will call you
I just like to fight, I don’t know what it is, I just like it when I can lose myself, there’s
nothing else when I’m fighting, I don’t have to think just act, it hurts sometimes but
that’s okay, it keeps me in the moment, I feel alive, not waiting for something that’ll
never be,
The story in all of this was already there, a necessary monster, I can stop punishing
myself, the great strife beside burning forgiveness, contingency engenders its own
necessity, a large flap of night speaks through me, everything disappears and I feel alive,
the lost tongue at the end of all barriers,
I just like to fight, the story in all of this was already there, I don’t know what it is, a
necessary monster, I just like it when I can lose myself, I can stop punishing myself,
there’s nothing else when I’m fighting, the great strife beside burning forgiveness, I
don’t have to think just act, contingency engenders its own necessity, it hurts sometimes
but that’s okay, a large flap of night speaks through me, it keeps me in the moment,
everything disappears and I feel alive, the lost tongue at the end of all barriers, not waiting for something that’ll never be,
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a hooded figure shadowing a lack · The lost tongue at the end of all barriers · A quick
flip of shadows · The story in all of this was already there · I look back into the darkness
· What’s real and what isn’t
I was caught shoplifting, I just like doing it, it’s like I can get by without being seen, in
those moments I feel free, alone, without people keeping an eye on me and telling me
what to do or how to act and who to be,
I’ve been taking these desires, beside the burning eyes, I drift farther and farther, outside of the world, a quick flip of shadows, beauty followed content in its own reflection,
I was caught shoplifting, I’ve been taking these desires, I just like doing it, beside the
burning eyes, it’s like I can get by without being seen, I drift farther and farther, in those
moments I feel free, outside of the world, alone, a quick flip of shadows, without people
keeping an eye on me and telling me what to do or how to act and who to be, beauty
followed content in its own reflection,
the nucleus of their bidding · I look back into the darkness · There are phantoms chasing the world · The story in all of this was already there · A great destiny will call you ·
The lost tongue
I started out teasing my sisters, then touching them, then after that their friends and
girls at school, I would hold them down and touch them, it got me excited so I started
rubbing myself against them, and then I got braver so I started putting my fingers and
other things inside of them,
Our lives in the fate of this world, the mystery of sexuality, the unsurpassed case of such
a retroactive experience of contingency, the lost tongue at the end of all barriers, a
hooded figure shadowing a lack, the story in all of this was already there,
I started out teasing my sisters, our lives in the fate of this world, then touching them,
the mystery of sexuality, then after that their friends and other girls at school, the
unsurpassed case of such a retroactive experience of contingency, I would hold them
down and touch them, the lost tongue at the end of all barriers, it got me excited so I
started rubbing myself against them, a hooded figure shadowing a lack, and then I got
braver so I started putting my fingers and other things inside of them, the story in all of
this was already there,
the great strife beside burning forgiveness · A dark flap of night spoke through me ·
Contorted faces begin to choke me · I look back into the darknesss · The story in all of
this was already there · Drifting farther
I killed some pets, neighbor’s pets and some strays too, I hung a cat and cut it open,
poisoned some dogs and even shot one with an arrow, I would trap birds and break
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their wings and necks, I don’t know why I did this, I guess it felt good, but I really didn’t feel much,
The nucleus of our bidding, lost in the wilderness with the world before me, the story
in all of this was already there, contorted faces began to choke me, the characteristics of
the stars will be waged and the trials, tests, and tribulations will be disrupted,
I killed some pets, the nucleus of our bidding, neighbor’s pets and some strays too, lost
in the wilderness with the world before me, I hung a cat and cut it open, contorted
faces began to choke me, I poisoned some dogs and even shot one with an arrow, there
are phantoms chasing the world, I would trap birds and break their wings and necks,
the story in all this was already there, I don’t know why I did this, the characteristics of
the stars will be waged and the trials, tests, and tribulations will be disrupted, but I really didn’t feel much,
a hooded figure shadowing a lack · A great destiny will call you and you will not hear ·
The story in all of this was already there · A necessary monster · The great strife beside
burning forgiveness
My grandmother and I used to fight, my mother was never around so my grandmother
used to look after me, I ended up pushing her and she fell down the stairs and broke
her wrists, I left her there and went out with my friends,
Vicious consciousness, the mystery of sexuality, shattering the child,
My grandmother and I used to fight, vicious consciousness, my mother was never
around so my grandmother used to look after me, the mystery of sexuality, I ended up
pushing her and she fell down the stairs and broke her wrists, shattering the child, I left
her there and went out with my friends,
the lost tongue · Beside the burning columns · A large flap of night spoke through me ·
A hooded figure shadowing a lack · The story in all of this was already there ·
Resonating in borrowed clothes
I’ve been doing drugs since I was about eleven, not hard drugs, I mean, I like psychedelic drugs like LSD and mushrooms, I smoke pot too but not too often, I just like to do
hallucinogens, I think they can really open you up to new ways of seeing,
The process of knowledge, vicious consciousness, the story in all of this was already
there, you know the beauty at night, I look back into the darkness, beside the burning
river,
I’ve been doing drugs since I was about eleven, the process of knowledge, not hard
drugs, vicious consciousness, I mean psychedelic drugs like LSD and mushrooms, the
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story in all of this was already there, I just like to do hallucinogens, you know the beauty at night, I smoke pot too but not too often, I look back into the darkness, I think
they can really open you up to new ways of seeing, beside the burning river,
lost in the wilderness with the world before us · This great strife beside burning forgiveness · Beauty followed content in its reflection · A hooded figure shadowing a lack · A
great destiny will call
The first time we stole a car we were just walking down the street freezing our asses off,
so we thought it would be better to ride than to walk, after that it was so easy we would
just take cars, whenever we wanted, it was better than walking,
The story in all of this was already there, a weakened sense of clinging to something,
given over to a necessary contingency,
The first time we stole a car we were just walking down the street freezing our asses off,
the story in all of this was already there, so we thought it would be better to ride than to
walk, a weakened sense of clinging to something, after that it was so easy we would just
take cars whenever we wanted, given over to a necessary contingency, it was better than
walking,
I look back into the darkness · What’s real and what isn’t is going to represent an ethical
choice · The story in all of this was already there · The great strife beside burning forgiveness · Contorted faces
I’m tired of being anyone but me, I don’t know, am I real or am I just impressionable, I
don’t know who or what I’ve been, being what other people are, it feels like I’ve always
taken on the characteristics of those around me, just playing a part so I can be accepted
or fit in, they always seemed to represent something I wanted to be,
A great destiny will call you and you will not hear, everything will disappear again, I
look back into the darkness, I drift farther and farther, contorted faces begin to choke
me, the young men fixated beyond the horizon, the nucleus of their bidding, the story
in all of this was already there,
I’m tired of being anyone but me, a great destiny will call you and you will not hear, I
don’t know, everything will disappear again, am I real or am I just impressionable, I
look back into the darkness, I don’t know who or what I’ve been, I drift farther and farther, being what other people are, contorted faces begin to choke me, it feels like I’ve
always taken on the characteristics of those around me, the young men fixated beyond
the horizon, just playing a part so I can be accepted or fit in, the nucleus of their bidding, they always seemed to represent something I wanted to be, the story in all this was
already there,
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The story in all of this was already there · I can’t stop punishing myself · This great
strife beside burning forgiveness · Contingency engenders its own necessity · A necessary monster · Everything
They say I pick on and bully kids and I guess I do, I can’t stand the little do-gooders,
my Dad always says I’m good for nothing and hits me, my Mom too, I hate those stupid
do-gooders in their nice clothes, I just want to smash them,
A hooded figure shadowing a lack, the story in all of this was already there, the impending crisis of me, the nucleus of their bidding,
They say I pick on and bully kids and I guess I do, a hooded figure shadowing a lack, I
can’t stand the fucking do-gooders, the story in all of this was already there, my Dad
always says I’m good for nothing and hits me, my Mom too, the impending crisis of
me, I hate those stupid do-gooders in their nice clothes, the nucleus of their bidding,
the story in all of this was already there · A weakened sense clinging to something · You
know the beauty at night · I look back into the darkness · A necessary contingency ·
Beside the burning
And, as we talked amongst ourselves,
Acknowledgement and denial determine one’s fate · It’s so sad being here, but I
the wound you see in the mirror, what are you left with when you turn away, I want
it was that I always have to be a story wrapped in fixations, surrounded by people
appearing and disappearing like a weakened sense clinging to something but I
something speaking through me, a lost voice retroactively creating what’s real and
was theirs, a weakened sense clinging to something beside the burning eyes, the charthey got the answers they wanted, and the funny thing is I’m still all alone here, the
story in all of this was already there, but what isn’t is finally going to represent me,
life is like some impending crisis that never falls and can’t be resolved · All the faces
chasing myself around inside my head, I just don’t connect or something, there’s
voices, I think that’s what fate is, kind of like the tone or harmonics of all those voicthrough the noise you’re never going to hear the nucleus of their bidding, it’s time for
deserve all the sorrow, all the pain, I’d call it soul searching but I feel soulless · I steal
taking place between me and the world, I’m not able to be who I want to be, burn
of the same nothing, in a wilderness with a world before me, the very story I don’t
of people who say it · My voice is like a scar in the air, a scar that speaks through
flap of night that speaks, well here’s another story in rumors and myths, something I
me I can’t control, it’s just that I’m my own impending crisis and I always end up
in the nucleus of their bidding...It’s time for me to undo everything, to start over, but
speaking through me, a lost voice retroactively creating what’s real and what isn’t
place for me in this world · Something dark speaks through me, the lost tongue at
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something, they won’t let me be, as though I have to accomplish something for them,
to change me, to make me into someone else, someone they wanted me to be, I was
happy with myself, I mean, the story in all of this was already there, the rejection I
A large flap of night speaks the lost time, the nucleus of something, maybe the story
So I ran, drifting farther and farther from the burning characteristics, the lost tongue
I’ve always taken on as a way of providing a necessary contingency, so I was just
undone by some absent cause, the cause that the trials, tests, and tribulations are
just wandering, there is no other way, all the characteristics and desires, like an
end to all the barriers retroactively creating my presuppositions · And then I pull
myself back, my parents wanted me to be open to therapy, it just made me feel rethey kept telling me I shouldn’t take drugs and then forced me to take theirs, they
ing to wash off, my protests like a wound on my breath, in the air, it’s the closest
but stranded here and there, stranded with the world before me, I was told I was
their way to create more people like them, I’m tired of being forced to be like them, I
want to go back to being nothing, to even feeling lost and empty, like the fullness of
like a great fate, the story of everyone will not be heard, the wilderness of the world
the end of all the selves, I’ve always been taken by the way things provide a necessary
through the noise you’re never going to hear, it’s like the lost tongue after all
how, but it keeps speaking anyway so I just kind of mumble my way through,
I think that’s what fate is, kind of like the tone or harmonics of all those voices, it’s
like some people are intertwined, but it’s like I have no center, just burning eyes, like
here, they just won’t let me be, as though I have to accomplish something for them,
something, caught up in the faces that choke me, with all their characteristics and
anyway so lives are intertwined with the fate of fictions, all like the impending crisis
another meaning, haven’t you read it, the story’s already been written, some people
anyways, I feel like I’m always chasing myself around inside my head, I just
empty space where there should be something substantial, it’s like a language intersame nothing I always am, I’m anyone but me, someone who stood for what I wantthing to how I really am as I drift in a life that isn’t mine, an impending crisis in
lost in that wilderness with I don’t know who, the desires of those faces begin to
resulting from acting on behalf of myself to bring myself back, I guess my parents
weighted by · I’m so tired of being blinded by causes that I’m the blind effect of
troubled and believed it, they backed me into a corner and told me I had to
resolved · All the faces begin to choke me, like causes I can’t understand and I
a large flap of night like a wound beside the burning columns of who and what I
nothing but bad memories, I feel like the night, I deserve more than to just eat their
can’t continue with a weakened sense clinging to my presuppositions, everything will
taking place between me and the world, I’m not able to be who I want to be, burnthere’s a mass of darkness moving through me, in this wilderness where so little
Have you not read that wisdom is justified by her deeds...My parents kept trying
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maybe only reflecting the characteristics of those who represent something to them,
but I can’t, my weakened sense clinging to something or another, the lost tongue as
who I am, it’s like there’s a mass of darkness moving through me, in this wilderness
impending crisis that never falls and can’t be resolved · All the faces swirl around me
I end up being the same as I always was, naked and alone, which is more like the
future keeps disappearing into necessary contingencies until it looks like everything
telling me I shouldn’t do it, it lasts for a while and then I start to feel bad and I hate
night that speaks to me, and there’s another story lost in rumors and myths
always taken from others, the lost tongue saying that that’s you, a contingent necessiof all those voices speaking at once, you have to ask if you want to hear it or not
me when the story in all of this was available, before it drifted farther and farther
It’s like I’m being prepared for something, I’m just a satellite of what others want,
desires, I’m tired of being confused, I feel like I’m a wound wrapped in a large flap
inside the burning eyes, something I may just be the blind effect of, and running and
speaking through me and all the time the binding and loosening in life is like
happy with myself, I mean, the story in all of this was already there, the rejection I
flap of some other meaning, haven’t you read it, the story’s already been written,
place for me in this world · Something dark speaks through me, that lost tongue was
to be an active me not some image, it’s because I want nothing between me and the
realized the story they kept telling me and trying to make me live was a lie, then I
They keep trying to bring me back into their fold · It’s like I’m being groomed for
than they’ll allow, anyway even that didn’t work so they sent me here, they told me
lives are intertwined with the fate of fictions, all like the impending crisis of your self,
around me, lost in that wild with the confused, but I keep running to something I’ve
necessary contingency, but it’s like trying to see by the stars, the unconscious part
I have no center, just burning eyes, like there’s a real story there that’s missing,
no place for me in this world · Something dark speaks through me, the lost
naked and alone, creating my choices, maybe the real me just always escapes me
seems to stick to me beside the burning eyes, so I started lashing out at them and
the only way I felt I could be free and be myself, which no one wanted me to be, I’m
where so little seems to stick to me beside the burning eyes, so I started lashing out,
couldn’t control me anymore, and to tell you the truth I don’t know if I can either,
I treated people so bad that when I think about it now it hurts and I feel there’s no
me, what I always have to be, a story wrapped in fixations, surrounded by people as
can be in a wilderness with the world before me, that very story holds my fate as
takes place between me and the world, I’m not able to be who I want to be, interMy life is only the world in front of me, everything else is just a weakened sense
something I don’t know breaking away, more like the wilderness of trying to
wound you see in the mirror, what are you left with when you turn away, I want to
I always seem to go back, retroactively creating who I am, but the story in all of this
world, something I can’t control, somewhere I never wanted to be, maybe the some-
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undone, you’re not just some story, I just wanted to be able to choose my own, withbut the story of everyone won’t be heard in the wilderness of this world, useless
to try but it’s like something takes me over and I act, I hurt a lot and I feel everytwined with the fate of this world, there’s just no likelihood that I’ll be anything
again– this is the real me as all the faces choke me · I postpone all the trials,
to feel bad and I hate myself for acting that way, I try to stop but it’s like someMy voice is like a scar in the air, a scar that speaks through me as everything disthe movies, like some center that speaks, calling to me with the world in hand,
speaking through me, a lost voice retroactively creating what’s real and what isn’t
and causes, lost in that wilderness with I don’t know who, the desires of those faces
a naked sense clinging to something– the mirror is like a burning fate · I hate
I’ve finally arrived, I’m perfectly alone as the characteristics of the stars wait like a
tongue at the end of everything, the burning eyes that see into me, I try to hide
no one wanted me to be, I mean our lives are intertwined with fiction in one
world, and the story in all of this is the part I can’t control, the unconscious part of
that face began to choke me, I’ve always taken on clinging to something I know or
the movies living in their heads or something, like some center that speaks in all
before letting go of everything, I mean, our story in all of this was already there, but
for them, to please them, so I just ran, I mean my life is like a scar they keep trying
They keep trying to bring me back into their fold · It’s like I’m being groomed
all their expectations, I hate my family, I don’t like to be with them, I have nothing
disappearing like a weakened sense clinging to something I don’t know who I am,
myself around inside my head, I just don’t connect or something, there’s a flap of
that I’m the blind effect of, spending my life wandering through a large flap of night
any place for me, so I tried to run away but even that didn’t work out, so they
sent me here, they just couldn’t control me anyone, I don’t know if I can either,
have to lash out at someone, it doesn’t matter who or even if they haven’t done
change me, to make me into someone else, someone they wanted me to be, I was
like a naked sense clinging to something– the mirror is like my burning fate · I hate
thing speaking through me, a lost voice retroactively creating what’s real and what
that same void of your nothingness · I know there’s more than an image you see
already there, and the story in all of this was already there, but what isn’t is
breaking down the desires of those around me, just trying to be me, so the story in
don’t know what, it just tries to choke me, while our lives are intertwined, it’s like I
I’m confused, am I just these traits or am I something more, what other people
made me answer their questions until they got the answers they wanted
really don’t, as I drift in a life that isn’t mine, an impending crisis in the wilderness
there’s a real story missing, they got the answers they wanted, and I’m still all alone my
choice, maybe the real me just always escapes me anyway, I feel like I’m always
My parents can’t accept me, they think because I’m the way I am there’s no way I
I felt threw me into a depression and then they tried to convince me that I was
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the lost time, the nucleus of something, maybe the story you take to be you, a
Dawn rolls over in its bedclothes and pulls the covers off the day,
Next meeting–
You all talk about identity a lot, but do you even know what identity is...Not to mention
your fascination, obsession even, with it · I mean, it might as well be a way of providing
meaning the way religion does · Keep in mind that you’re not your identity, you only
imagine that you are, your identity is a fiction, an imaginary, discursive construct, a
construct that’s always founded on the image you see in the mirror or in a mirroring
relationship you have with another and take, or rather mistake, yourself to be and
which you can’t escape from, only change or replace · What makes it you...Some people
can’t or don’t even recognize themselves in the mirror, it’s kind of like the horror movie
cliche where someone looks in the mirror and sees someone else, or a deformed image,
or no image at all, anyway someone they don’t recognize · So any person, image, or
whatever, whoever you identify with might as well be based on the relation you have
with the mirror and its image, or in any kind of mirroring relationship you have with
another, which has the same alienating quality · This is especially true for those who
have an identity foisted on them by society at large or even by their parents · And there
might also be another in that mirror, another along with that image you take to be you ·
How often have you seen a parent hold a baby in front of a mirror saying, look, that’s
you...What’s the implication of that, is that other a part of you...What’s to be taken
away from this is the simple fact that you are not your identity, you’re only always alienated by identity, by what you can only mistake yourself to be,
Identification is a funny thing, I mean, you do it positively and negatively with as much
energy, and they’re both part of you, they’re both representations of you, I mean, even
negatively you’re still identifying with desire, you just don’t want to accept that desire as
being a part of or expression of you so you transform that energy into the force of your
denial · It all just takes place between you and the world, each identification brings its
own desire with it, its own associated set of characteristics, requirements, behaviors,
desires, fears– these are cultural and culturally-based, you get glimpses of them in the
magazines, movies, rumors, and myths– what do you think celebrity news and gossip is
all about..
Your identity is the fantasy you fill the void of your nothingness with,
So maybe you shouldn’t complain so much about who you are and just try to figure out
what you want, what you desire, or rather, figure out which one of the many desires
you’re exposed to you identify with because when you identity with someone you identify with their desire, you take it as a representation of your own,
So, what’s your own, how do you find yourself, your desire in the midst of all of this...I
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mean, we’re all given a name and filled with expectations by our parents, when we start
as little nothings · Listen to what you say, I mean, you say you don’t want to be what
your parents want you to be, you don’t want to do what your parents want you to do,
you don’t want what they want, I mean, most parents want to reproduce themselves in
their children, and that’s just narcissistic bullshit, your parents, whether they admit it or
not, always want you to be something like what they are, to justify their choices, their
desire, their way of life, you’re supposed to preserve the system, to perpetuate something you’re born into, I mean, this is how your life is envisioned by your parents, your
teachers, preachers, whatever, there’s nothing new about any of this which I think you
know or else you probably wouldn’t be here · Of course in the case of race and gender,
society acts to define you to a large extent, such identities are part of an ensconced
social system, and they’re necessary to its continued existence,
In situ · You’re always another no matter what, the image in the mirror isn’t you, not
any more than any other image, it’s all just a kind of mania of the image, you’re just
used to taking it for yourself, you, your identity is a fiction, a fantasy to cover up the
fundamental emptiness that you are, something, by the way, that we have to accept ·
You’re not really your identity, you only imagine that you are, your identity is an expression of your narcissistic ego, your I, an expression, a way of protecting you from the real
of your desire, and this includes the desires you deny so strenuously, a kind of re-working of unconscious fixations, the unconscious fixations that determine your choices,
who and what you are, not genes or nature but it’s unconscious fixations, generally of a
traumatic character, that shape us, making us what we are · You see, your unconscious
is not a reservoir of timeless archetypes or something, but is opportunistic, it uses all
the swirling images and figures of your life, including the media stream, all of that’s
available to your unconscious along with the traumas like the trauma of sex and of sexual difference, of stuff coming out of your body and the intense pleasure that goes
along with it,
Like I said, don’t even think you’re that thing that you resemble, man or woman, something you identify with in the mirror or in representations of sexual desire, for when
you see images or movies of people engaged sexually you identify with all of the figures,
they all represent aspects of your desire which is invested in all of the figures and all of
the roles · It’s a kind of curious fundamentalism to interpret identification literally,
which is reductionistic, to see only the identification with the figure that looks like you,
because you identify with both, even as you expend energy in embracing one and
rejecting the other, this is the real of your desire,
We go from identity to identity and the only way to be free is to embrace the universal
nothing we are underneath all the identities, otherwise you’re always ‘alienated’ ·
Identity is a measure of your fundamental alienation– it’s a way of procuring, of providing meaning, for most people it’s the most fundamental meaning in their life, their
identity as a mother, as a father, as a man, as a woman, straight or gay, black or white,
and in a lot of cases these identities are forced upon you by a society that needs them,
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Identification is a funny thing, I mean, you identify both positively and negatively with
as much energy, and they’re both part of you, even negatively you’re still identifying
with desires, you just don’t want to accept those desires as being an expression of you,
So which one is yours, which identity...Look, people say be yourself, find out who you
really are, and people always wonder what their true identity is, but how can you be
sure...The fact is that none of them are true, some are just more acceptable to you, better expressions of your unconscious fixations reshaped by your ego, your I, by your
ideals, a reality which exists to protect you from the real of your desire, which includes
those denied or rejected identifications,
Are you saying that we contain all of these things...
No, desire is basically shapeless, we just desire, it needs objects, forms, templates ·
Seeing social expressions of desire, you learn to attach certain desires to certain roles,
positions, identities, some of which are acceptable to you and some of which are not, I
mean, even your memories are representations of your desire, they’re not accurate
records of your past, more like wish fulfillments as you play the telephone game with
yourself · And that’s where it all takes place, between you and another, like when you
talk to yourself, that other, who stands in for the world,
Think about it, how can some people identify with desires you can’t identify with, or
which you find morally repugnant, or simply refuse...Desires that disgust you, and what
is the source of that disgust...
Dawn rides triumphantly into the brightly colored day,
The Entrance of Christ into Totem Town
And so he spoke to those around him · Christ is an ideal we base our life on, measure
our life against, so how do we compare...It’s the central story of our society, the one we
try to emulate, to be a reflection of– it’s the story we study in detail from an early age,
it’s the life that itself carries lessons, there are specialists throughout our society whose
function is to lead us in this endeavor, to teach us and to guide us in the proper interpretation of this life– the story of our G-d and its application in our lives, what other
life is taught in such detail, what other figure has the influence Jesus does...What other
figure is used to justify so much...What figure occupies as central and as influential a
position...It’s how we structure our inner life, shape a life we lack knowledge of, how we’re
inserted into a signifying chain,
If you don’t believe, what is the value of such a figure...As one who rebels against ossified authority, rails against hypocrisy, against the dead letter of the law and in favor of a
living law, and does so regardless of the danger to himself, as a figure who organizes a
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community that exists contrary to empire, without explicitely threatening its existence,
but which undermines it nonetheless by propagating and advocating contrary values,
and this has the effect eventually of overturning a social order,
And this is what we seek to do, to undermine and eventually overturn a social order,
and a society itself– if you attempt this you will be attacked– by everyone with a vested
interest in it– you will be threatened, punished, persecuted,
You’re taught to be Jesus in your life, to take his message to heart– but it’s an edited
message, everyone adapts Jesus to their purpose, whether that be power, wealth, or
standing/authority, a message watered down, adulterated, reduced to the non-threatening aspects, so life can continue unhindered and unthreatened, ‘business as usual’ · So
we use it to undermine and expose the hypocrisy, and hypocrisy is an indication of
moral degeneracy, of our society, content as it is in itself, and we reap the result · We
refuse to be sheep, we seek to be leaders, charismatic if necessary, showing the way to a
new world, a new expression of life, The new life, we refuse to dream our way through
life, to just go along,
Ours is just a small rebellion, waged against parents and local authorities, but they represent a greater societal order, an order which must be sustained in order for society to
seamlessly continue, and continue to reproduce itself in and as its subjects, we rebel
against an ideology, a fantasmatic organization called modern capitalist society, against
a reality which is really just an ideological fantasy · And when he was finished speaking,
The dawn begins to fill the gauzy shadows with light,
Psych · I heard you speaking to the other boys yesterday, so tell me, what is the nature of
your rebellion...
Reider · We believe that the Jesus story is the mythic representation and inscription of
us as human subjectivities,
Red · Every G-d comes with a story and Jesus is no different,
Reider · Mary didn’t give us a son, she gave us a story,
Red · It’s the story that lives in us, the story of his life as ideal, as model, embodying
what it is that makes us human,
Reider · As a story it represents the process of our subjectivity, our process as trial,
Red · We all embody aspects of the story at different times, sometimes as Judas, sometimes as Pilate, sometimes as Jesus,
Reider · It’s the story of our culture’s G-d, and how our lives are based on, determined
by it, how we emulate it, how it shapes us, even if we don’t believe
Red · It reflects us and we it · The question is, how can we use it...
Reider · So we use Christianity to forge our rebellion, to denounce hypocrisy, confront
false authority,
Red · We accept the denunciation of others as a kind of performance,
Psych · So yours is a religious rebellion...
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Reider · We allow ourselves to be informed by religion,
Psych · But you believe in G-d...
Red · It doesn’t matter, even if the G-ds exist we deny them, the G-ds are monstrosities,
we need to have the courage to refuse them, so belief doesn’t matter, we need better Gds,
Reider · No we don’t, we need to empty out the ones we have · Anyway it’s the story of
the G-d that’s important, how many times has that story been told and emulated, what
effects has it had...The story is real, even if the G-d isn’t,
Red · It’s only by repeating the story that it becomes true,
Reider · Jesus is like the excess, something embodied that makes us human, the story is
like the illustration of this something,
Psych · So you’re saying it’s humanizing,
Red · Yes, definitely,
Psych · Do you mean in a moral manner, in the sense of moral law...
Red · No, not in a moral sense, ethical perhaps, but an ethics of subjectivity, not morality,
Reider · Law yes, but not human law, an inhuman law that makes us human, the law of
the symbolic, something that passes for G-d’s law, the story of Jesus is the story of that
law,
Psych · What do you mean by an ethics of subjectivity...
Red · It has to do with a personal honesty, or integrity, not being a hypocrite, morally
degenerate, or seeking or enjoying power over others, whether economic or some other
power, an ethics of desire, of refusing a place in the system,
Psych · But isn’t charisma a form of power over others, Jesus was certainly charismatic
and started what can only be called a charismatic movement...
Reider · I would call it a kind of authority, and yes, Jesus was a charismatic figure, what
other life is taught as much, what other figure has had the influence Jesus has, what figure occupies as central and as influential a position,
Red · Is Jesus reducible to moral law...
Psych · You don’t believe but you find value in the figure of Jesus...
Reider · Yah, as one who rebels against ossified authority, rails against hypocrisy, against
the dead letter of the law in favor of a living law,
Red · And does so regardless of the danger to himself, someone who creates a community that exists contrary to empire, without explicitely threatening its existence but
which undermines it nonetheless by advocating and propagating contrary values which
ultimately overturn a social order,
Reider · That’s what we want to do, we want to change the way you think, and, considering where we’re at, if you try it you’ll be attacked by everyone with a vested interests
in the way the world is,
Red · So we use Jesus and his movement as a model, a model to use as we seek to
undermine and expose the hypocrisy of our society, content as it is in itself,
Reider · We refuse to be sheep, it’s true, perhaps we seek to be charismatic leaders,
showing the way to another world · Think of the Gospels as a manual for revolution,
that’s what we want, we don’t believe in their G-d, that’s delirium, but we see potential
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there for undermining empire,
Red · We want to undo empire, to see it ultimately overthrown,
Psych · And this empire is...
Reider · The one you’re living in,
Red · We refuse to dream our way through life, we simply want to make sure that we’re
a truly human species,
Psych · Well, let’s continue this next time,
–Session Two–
Psych · So what is this inhuman law...
Red · That would be G-d’s law, the one we are all subject to, the one we cannot escape,
whatever it is that functions as what G-d wants of you,
Psych · And G-d is...
Red · The order of an Otherness, or an Other ordering us and our world,
Reider · The word made flesh is the classic incarnation of the law, how we are inscribed
by the symbolic law, how the symbolic structures the world, which is more like the flesh
made word,
Psych · G-d’s word is the symbolic, is that what you’re saying...
Reider · It’s what makes us, us,
Red · It’s what speaks through us,
Psych · So you find meaning in being who we are...
Reider · You’re not an identity, you’re more akin to being a cipher, a desiring place holder, and you have to learn to accept that, that’s what it means to be human,
Psych · So you’re not who you identify yourself as being...
Red · You’re not your identity, you only imagine that you are,
Reider · Social constructs that they are,
Psych · Woman is made not born, something like that...
Reider · Exactly like that,
Psych · Are you implying that your identity is not unique to you...
Red · Not implying it, saying it, it’s just what fills the emptiness that you are,
Psych · But doesn’t everyone think that they’re unique, individual...
Reider · Small differences, like curly hair or a small scar lead us to believe that, desire
finalizes it,
Red · It’s your desire and your enjoyment that should be unique, that should individualize you,
Reider · But you have to figure out what that is, and employ an ethics of grasping and
enjoying your desire,
Psych · You two were known as the inseparables, right...
Red · That’s what the school authorities called us, yes,
Psych · Is it a sexual thing...
Reider · Actually it’s because we’re the only two people we know who think like we do,
Psych · So you two aren’t...
Red · Not particularly,
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Psych · What does that mean...
Red · (chuckling) We might share,
Reider · Maybe,
Psych · Alright, describe why you’re rebelling for me again,
Red · Ours is just a small rebellion, waged against parents and local authorities,
Reider · Like you,
Red · But they represent a greater social order, an order which must be sustained in
order for society to seamlessly continue, and continue to reproduce itself in and as its
citizens,
Reider · We rebel against an ideology, that fantasmatic organization called capitalist
society, against a reality which is really just an ideological fantasy,
Psych · Are you communists...
Reider · That’s what you say, we’re just witnessing the commodification and hollowing
out of our world and want to do something about it,
Red · We refuse to be sheep and just go along with everything, just racking up possessions, making money, and letting the world just slide · Those who do are the enemies of
life,
Psych · I see,
Dawn crawls out of its gauzy nightgown and slyly borrows the day’s clothing,
It might seem strange to ingest LSD in a shuttered and enclosed environment, especially if you think that the goal is finding how much of life we miss in our shuttered and
blinkered ways · How much more of a life could it be, striking the hardened recognition,
these moments falling like the ultimate in alienation...Sneaking some in a flash flood of
thoughts churning and tossing things about, striking the hardened ground and running off,
the binding of something rough and unformed · The certain part of another day awaiting a rain of recognition falling, these moments like lost objects in a great barren landscape,
existing as environment · Walking the loud sheltered hallways beyond me · Tearing me
from another room · Watching the last of these moments, all the elements are in play,
twisted like a tree gnarled by the weather, here I’m alone, the sun going through me ·
Speaking words along with me outside against the concrete · I can only continue until
seeing these signs · And there is no way beyond that, so everything seems rough and
unformed, like a certain contour that keeps closing my eyes, seeing entoptic forms and
colors like gnats · Those same designs on everything · Tiny tube-shapes slipping from
the mind’s grasp, trembling, along with me the room quivers, carrying meaning that’s dissolving into ribbons and particles · With every breath I feel energy welling · Water is
passing through my own speaking words which might seem like mine but which live outside and beyond me, tearing my hand with an almost tickling feeling · Speaking words
with ears that try to listen, tiny orgasms spasming from everything and everyone, something is speaking through me, but in that I have no choice, I can only say I · Orgasms
pinching lips · Caught in my cheeks · Energy moving in my body like tingling crepe
paper · My limbs have given my all to speak to ears that do not listen and so cannot hear,
until the end swirls around me like shivers · Something is speaking through me · The
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Logos · Like a certain contour that keeps sneaking and twisting until the end swirls · I
can only continue on until the end comes to claim me, and I can’t even tell you who I am,
I’ve given up speaking words that might seem like mine · My eyes seeing colors watching the sun go down · Losing it all to be who and what I am, singular and alone, no peers
of any sort, no friends, no family, I stand here in the binding of this moment · Striking
the day’s vestments lost in these moments · A flash flood of thoughts, the world with
nothing, dissolving into ribbons and particles swirling around like black smoke or crepe
paper, churning and tossing astride these walls · Awaiting a rain of recognition · How
much life do we miss now, water passing through my hand as I dematerialize...The universe is unraveling, as an opaque energy moves in your body like meaning · I stand here in
the world singular and alone · I can’t even tell you who I am · Tiny tube-shaped and
caught in your body as it shakes, pinching lips, tiny orgasms spasming with every blinking
shiver springs and bubbles float with nothing · There is no way beyond that contour
that keeps slipping from the mind · Lost, caught between parched lips, moving energy,
like shivers coursing through your body, spreading into your limbs, objects in a great barren ground running off, the universe is an unraveling in my body · With every breath
you feel energy welling up, with an almost tickling feeling, like music from another room ·
The same designs on everything everywhere, even in the air between me and the walls ·
My body shakes tiny tube-shaped springs and bubbles floating in some pressed liquid
medium, like what you see magnified passing through my hand · Lying on my bed slipping from the mind’s grasp · The universe is unraveling through some strange action
that’s in the liquid on my eyeball, even the air between me and the wall, my body shaking
· Along with me the room quivers · I can only say I’ve given my all · Hearing distant
train traffic opening my eyes and seeing those same designs on everything everywhere, closing my eyes seeing those entoptic designs swirling around like black smoke magnified
between particles · Awaiting a rain of particles at play from colors and designs, hearing
train traffic from near the river, watching the sun go down, listening to music from everything and everyone · Bubbles floating in the pressed end of blinking · Energy moves like
a contour that’s another room, lying on my bunk, walking the loud sheltered hallways,
standing during the roll call, slip-p-ping · Shifting · I stand here in the world to be who
and what I am · Voices that ears cannot hear amongst the concrete assembly yards, in the
sun, and sneakers, cotton-poly pants, in our sweatshirts, we were coursing through our
bodies · Spreading into nothing in our shuttered and blinkered ways · My eyes which
live able to each drop a hit in the middle of another day here, sneaking some in the binding
of a Bible, outside everything · Jaw relaxing, there is no beyond that which keeps slipping from my mind into sleep,
Dawn crawls out of its gauzy nightgown and into the vestments of the day,
Turning the corner from the kitchen the two of them stood blocking the way and turning
around another prevented any retreat · He was thirteen and already an alcoholic · These
were the bullies who were always picking on the younger kids · It seemed he was wound
too tight to accept where he was · Always starting fights and tripping people but they
never seemed to get into any trouble · He always looked uncomfortable · Indeed they were
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the favorites of the live-in counselors who were always encouraging them calling others
wimps and cowards · Ill at ease · Prompting you to fight back and prove yourself · A nervous bundle of desperation · In fact they advocated grudge-fights they set-up between
inmates · Everyone knew he was gay and he was teased and subject to attacks because of
it · This is how they settled disputes · He hung himself one afternoon from a bunk bed
with a wound-up sheet while everyone was either in class or helping the housekeepers ·
This however was an ambush which was their preferred method of inflicting torture · The
two who were in front quickly took hold and immobilized him with one on each arm
and while this was going on a third came up behind him holding a doubled-up electrical cord · Leaving a puddle of urine that looked silver on the linoleum floor · Whipping an
electrical cord in the air and smiling on one side of his mouth with a malicious glare ·
He was one of many who found the fact of being taken from the familiar and thrown
amongst strangers a form of shock therapy · The first blow of the cord across his back
shocked as much as it hurt since he didn’t believe they would actually use it · There were
many who had never been away from their families · The blows followed in succession
then as backhand followed forehand and back again as they got frustrated that he didn’t
show any pain · He could see it in their faces · So releasing him they started shoving him
back and forth · They began to get angry and hit harder until they decided they had had
enough fun · You could see it in their faces · The lost stares · Lost in the center of a circle
· A punch here and a cuff across the ears there · Nearly in tears · Victims of families and
school systems that had no way to deal with you · Finally they just gave up · Capable as
these families and schools were of only dealing with needs and behavior that they expected ·
They walked away with sneers and shrugs · He chose to drink industrial cleaner one day
in an attempt to get out,
We were the unexpected, the ones outside of their behavioral and intellectual parameters, the ones who by our very existence acted as indictments of their world, the one
created by them for them and their reflections, which is what we were expected to be,
perfect reflections, not the funhouse mirror reflections, we were navigating our way
through their upright, straight ahead world, was it any wonder that most here felt lost
and abandoned...
Of course there were those who were perfectly comfortable in this institutional setting,
most of those being from homes lacking in some way or another– broken homes, violent abusive environments, unwanted by their parents, those who had no business being
parents, subject to schools which were just forms of warehouses designed to make kids
into accepting workers, expecting nothing more than a lifetime of debt and mindless
drudgery, such was the reality for many of those who found themselves here, trapped in
a lost pocket protecting the world from us,
A wilderness of prophecy, ignored · A range of projections · Sitting on the grassy slope
bright with the sun · The observed signals · A blue sky spotted with puffy white clouds
floating · A catastrophe · Slowly passing · Current inaction · He spoke with those who had
gathered · Adaptation · And as he spoke they listened · Now changing faster than ever ·
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He spoke of the beauty of the grass and the trees · Molecular fire · Of the sun and the sky ·
Powerful ideologies on display · Of the birds and the insects all around · Brutal disasters ·
Sweeping his arm over the tranquil scene he says it’s good you get to experience and enjoy
this · The deprived are whole regions · For a great upheaval is coming · A commitment
to denial · A great culling is on the way that no one is prepared for · A largess of uncertainty · Those that believe that they are prepared will find that they are not · A world of
suffering · And those who are not prepared will discover they cannot be · All with the
expectation · There will be great droughts and famines · Transformations · A great movement of people fleeing · The flow of the crisis · Storms will break · Political arrangements ·
Oceans will rise · Shifting the social · Flooding great cities · The movement of night · This
and more will be the fate of the world · No gradual options · A fate brought on the inhabitants themselves by a world which will seem to turn against them · Various projections ·
And in this shrugging world there will be great strife and suffering · A range of mitigation
· Wars will be waged and the very basis of your thinking will betray you as your world is
disrupted and teeters to an end · The path we are on · For the poor will suffer the most as
the poor always have · The full extent · Suffering so the rich can succeed · With capital at
war with life · Profiting in their immorality from that suffering · Reframing catastrophe ·
For it is immoral to profit from the suffering of others · In a world of suffering · But those
who are responsible will be made to suffer justice · Transformations ·Just as the poor suffer
from a lack of it · There will be great plagues out of the ice and permafrost while current
diseases mutate · Extreme weather · Deserts will advance · Now changing faster than ever
· The atmosphere will begin to choke us · Grounding · Great masses of people will
migrate out of lands that will no longer be liveable · Adaptation strategies · Great
famines and droughts will grip the world and nations will go to war against one another for dwindling resources as millions will die · Interconnected · We have turned the
planet we live on against us as we practice our delirious dominion · All with expectations
· And now all must be abandoned · Sustaining and entrancing · All that is cherished
must be denied · The next generation of warning · From ego to riches · Now changing
faster than ever · Or else we must abandon the world and remain what we are · A range
of projections · The ravagers of worlds exported to the stars · We are the alien invaders ·
Wandering there forever · The path we are on · Infinite in our expansion and dreck ·
And when he had finished speaking,
A last supper · Tomorrow the great segregation was to occur, those who are to go, and
those who are to stay, the only institutional prejudice that matters, and you could tell
without asking just who was scheduled to be released, and who was to stay · This time
of the year, the end of the school year meant that the population of the institution
would be significantly reduced, if not completely halved, it made you wonder what it
would be like here with so many fewer people, with nearly empty hallways, dorms,
classrooms, dining and assembly areas, the images of those things acted as metaphors
for how you imagined those staying must feel, a kind of loneliness fueled by isolation
and envy,
But those of us leaving felt alone as well, we wouldn’t be entering the open, warm
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embraces of our families, we were still and would continue to be pariahs, children and
adolescents alienated, untrusted, out of the norm, prone and set to be disappointments,
not the type of children to make their parents proud, to be bragged about, but looked at
askance, untrusted, known by their whole neighborhoods and neighbors as damaged
beings, somehow akin to contagion,
Item · Finally the day arrives, we’re to be released · No longer wistfully looking outward,
we were to be let out, where our thoughts have always been, the final ritual was to shake
hands with the warden on the way out,
We all feel a little panic, a little despair for those who are to stay, we try to be indifferent
but are too giddy in a composed, unbelieving manner– our fate could change in a
moment, it’s happened before, just as we all feel a little trepidation to be returning to
our family environments, not that we aren’t happy and excited to be leaving, but we’ve
all been forced to adjust to life in the reformatory, difficult as it may have been for
some,
A life begins with another’s death, as a death punctuates a life, a life encounters death, a
death becomes the general color of life, a life thinks where it is not,
As the long line of cajoling boys anxiously presses peering and veering towards the
front, the air, the trees, the sun, so bright, so stolid in their claims, no longer seem like
the air, the trees, and the sun left ignored prior to the long months spent amongst the
dull institutional brick and acrid cleansers · The time has finally come and those scheduled for release are giddy · Finally dressing for good in clothes of their own, everyone
still possesses an institutional air due to the tight buzzed haircuts, all resembling one
another in an awkward cookie cutter style · As the line slowly advances each in turn is
greeted by name and given a handshake by Mr. Banning, director · As my turn arrives I
realize while gripping his hand that he’s missing a thumb,
Red broken clouds, dust settling with the breeze, sun sliding down, and these, lasting
like a nostalgia, a nostalgia for what no one can say, for what has never been and will
never be, but which is felt nonetheless, such is the path I am on, such is my journey ·
Come to me, I am life,
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